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CHAPTER XIII

THE ZANNER PASS AND UKIU

' Nihil liio auribus iiiolestum esse potest, nihil iinportunum, nulli tumultus ant strepitus

urli;ini, millae hominuin rixae. Hie in prufiimlo et religioso niiodam silentio ex prai'altis

montium jiigis ipsam fere caelestium, si quae est, orbium harmoniain exaudire tibi videberis.'

—C. OESNER, A.D. 1555.

FOUND our second night

under the boulder beside the

Nageb Glacier less comfort-

able than the first. The un-

certainty as to the morrow

and the whereabouts of our

comrades, perhaps, interfered

somewhat with my slumbers

;

but there was also a physical cause— a cold breeze which

poured down from the frozen lieights, and found its way into

the cranny where we were lodged. In place of star - gazing

overnight I ought to have insisted on the guides building a low

wall to windward.

We breakfasted sparely, for we felt bound to husband our

provisions, and at about 5 a.m. we set off. There was an hour's

descent to the junction of the two glaciers. AU the water run-

ning on the surface of the ice had frozen hard in the night.

To keep a footing on the slippery surface we found almost

impossible. One after the other we were on our backs, and

our stiffness from the long snow-tramp of the day before was

soon supplemented by various bruises. However, we were none

of us much the worse for our tumbles when we reached the rank

herbage on the right bank of the Zanner ice-fall. There was no

VOL. II. A



2 THE EXPLORATION OF THE CAUCASUS

trace of a path among the steep screes and bushes. But it was

not many minutes before Francois's keen eye detected footmarks.

Our doubts were thus happily set at rest. M. de Dechy and the

Cossack had succeeded in starting with the troop of porters, and

the caravan must be ahead of us somewhere on the upper glacier.

Devouassoud, who up to this time had had serious misgivings as to

our baggage-train being really on the road, was now content, and

sagaciously suggested that we need not hurry to overtake it, as we

had well deserved to have our steps made for txs across the snow-

fields. The Chamoniards were all heavily laden, and even at home

guides called on to act as porters across the Col du G^ant the

day after climbing Mont Blanc might be excused for feeling

somewhat slack. Franjois, it must be remembered, was no longer

young, and his brother Michel was beginning to suffer—though

he stoically concealed his wounds till the following night—from

a frost-bitten foot.

It was an hour's steep climb beside the ice -fall up to the brow

overlooking the Eismeer of the Lower Zanner Glacier. Here, at

8500 feet, on a patch of level ground, we found the relics of M. de

Ddchy's camp. A large boulder had accidentally masked the fire

from our view. A few downward steps placed us on the ice we
were not to leave for so many hours. But for the moment we
were very much inspirited. The morning sunshine danced through

the delicate moimtain air. On either hand the pyramids of

Tetnuld and Gestola crowned a noble avenue of snowy heights.

Mr. Donkin's camera has recorded the fleeting vision of the

northern face of Tetnuld he gained on reaching the shoulder

of Gestola. This aspect was now before us, foreshortened at

first, but displaying as we advanced its full seven thousand

feet of icy armour. Hardly any rocks appeared, and what
could be seen were plastered over with the debris of ice -aval-

anches. Here the glistening slopes swelled into an overhanging

boss of neve; there smooth, riven sheets of snow clung to the

wonderfully steep face of the mountain. Tt was a peak to be

proud of.

The glacier, which flowed at first towards us with a south-
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westerly direction, turned in its u[)per course more due east and

west. Far ahead, a broad high ice-fall poured down on the left from

an upper basin, over which, as we knew, both by the position of

Gestola and the view from Tetnuld, our pass must He. For an

hoiu' or more I thoroughly enjoyed one of those bits of easy glacier

walking, which are as amusing to the mountaineer as a cross-country

burst is to the fox-hunter. Each takes his own luie ; now the guide

in the hollow gets the lead, then he is stopped by some ice-ditches,

and his comrade on the moraine forges ahead. One can practise

small jumps and gymnastics, or, successful in some 'speculation'—as

Francois disapprovingly calls my short cuts— sit down comfortably

on a glacier-table and rejoice in the s^slendour of the shining

landscape until the guides, made more cautious by their loads,

come up.

On reaching the foot of the second ice-fall, we cut a few steps in

its lower portion, and then took to the rocks on its right (western)

bank. There was no way up them except by crossing slopes of

very steep and hard screes, where it was not expedient to slip.

Near the top, solid crags offered a welcome scramble. There were

as yet no traces whatever of our caravan's passage, and I was

beginning to feel j^erplexed when a shout from Joseph, who was

ahead, told the good news that it was sighted. In a minute I

was beside him looking across a vast, smooth glacier basin. Not a

mile off a large company were gathered in a circle on the white

snow. They were thirteen in number—M. de Dechy, the Kabardan

Cossack, and eleven Suanetians. Seen through field-glasses, the

group bore a singular resemblance to one of the old jnints of De
Saussure's ascent of Mont Blanc. They returned our hail, and

resumed their march. We set off in pursuit, and on this occasion

a stern chase did not prove a very long one. The ice was already

snow-covered, but not sufficiently so as to hinder us materially. In

about an hour, at 11 a.m., we caught up the caravan. They had

climbed the rocks on the farther side of the ice-fall, which, vnih

the exception of one ' mauvais pas,' they had found quite ea.sy.

The Suanetians were all heavily laden, and there was no spare

man, as I had hoped, to relieve the guides.
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We joined greedily in an excellent meal, and then let our

troop lead on up the broken slopes of neue, but half-transformed

into ice, which hid from ns a still higher level of these ' shining

tablelands.' The Caucasians are as clever as chamois at choosing

then- line of march, and show a great deal of prudence in sounding

in uncertain places. We were soon able to take advantage of some

snowy rocks between two branches of the seracs. The snow on

them was thick and loose, and made the work exceedingly slow

and laborious for those in front. In our happy ignorance we

thouofht this labour was to be our last.

A very fine peak, of over 15,000 feet, higher than anything

between itself and the Ushba group, rose behind us at the north-

west angle of the Uj^per Zanuer Glacier. We afterwards learnt

to know and respect it as Tiktengen, the great mountain of the

peo^ile of Chegem, Avhich keeps watch over the Tuiber Pass. A
passage may ^iroliably be found over the low rock-wall east of it

from the Upper Zanner to the Shaurtu and the eastern branch of

the Chegem valley. From the top of the rocks we saw in front, to

the south and east, endless snowy undulations. Far, far off, at the

foot of the long rocky screen that girds in the neve on the north,

a piece of bi-ight blue sky was framed by clear, sharp-curving

snows. I took its bearings, and hastily noted as best I could

the accidents of the intervening ground. For the afternoon

vapours were closing in fast, and it was not long before they

surrounded us.

The snow was now knee-deep where it was best, and thigh-

deep where it was worst. The overladen men could make only

the slowest progress. They advanced for five minutes, and then

sat down for ten. Presently the leader swerved very sharply to

the right. Through the double interpretation of M. de Dechy and

the Cossack I remonstrated, and we resumed our former direction.

Whether this interference of mine was well-timed I had afterwards

reason to doubt. The snowfields undulated, the leader seemed

to lose his bearings ; instead of keeping a level we occasionally

descended. The halts became more frequent, the pace slower, the

mists thickened, half hours and hours slipped by, the sun was sinking,
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and still we seemed no nearer the pass. 1 proposed to the gnides

that they should take the lead, but they declined the labour on

the ground of their heavy loads. As I was carrying- nothing I

went myself, unroped, to the front for a time, for the crevasses

were too thoroughly choked to form any real danger. Suddenly I

became aware that I was alone. Our train was lost to view in the

white fog. The next moment strange sounds echoed through the

misty air. I retraced a few steps, and found the whole motley troop

squatting on a bank of snow, and praying at the top of their

voices. It was a fantastic scene. The Suanetians, in order to

avoid sore eyes and sunburn, had blacked and greased their faces,

which gave them an appearance suggesting anything but devotional

associations. They were, however, very much in earnest, and

absolutely declined to shorten their service. They seemed, indeed,

to have a Form of Common Prayer suitable for the occasion.

The Tibetans, we are told, have a special thanksgiving on reach-

ing the summit of a pass. But to what quarter were these

prayers addressed—to the Powers of Nature or to some Christian

Saint ? All I could get, through double interpretation, was that

our men were calling on the sun. They were as persistent as the

priests of Baal, but with better success. The mists lightened

;

blue sky shone above our heads ; the rocky screen on the left, which

had been my landmark, loomed close at hand. The white gap was

seen, still some distance in front. Then the long chant turned

into a hymn, or rather howls of triumph—howls not apparently

without some such form and order as are found in the ejacula-

tions that make part of a Greek chorus.

We waded and wallowed on across slo23es of icy avalanche

debris, through snowy corridors. Once more we lost our bearings,

and one of my Chamoniards distinguished liimself by being the

first to recognise the true direction. The last ascent now lay before

us, a gently rising snowy dale, enclosed between rocks on one hand

and high frozen banks on the other. A breeze suddenly sprang up

and lifted the mists. Through the gap in front shone once more

the purest blue sky.

It was 6 P.M. : we had been fully thirteen hours among the ice
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and siiow-tields before we stood on the crest of the Caucasus, at a

height of over 13,000 feet, and looked down on the Bezingl Glacier

and across to the great peaks that encircle it. I shall never

forget, and I do not think my companions will, the scene that

burst on our eyes, weary and aching with the long monotony of

snow and mist, as we made the last step on to the frozen and

overhanging wave that crowned the ridge.

Particular mountain views seldom come up to the day-dreams

imagination, aided by memory, can conjure up for most of us.

There is frequently in Nature something crude or out of keeping

in line or colour ; the picture is imperfect in composition, or

wanting in the romance and mystery of space. The view we

enjoyed from the Upper Zanner Pass, however, formed an excep-

tion to the rule : it exceeded all my visions, whether waking

or sleeping. Not only the scene, but the moment, was dramatic

and magical. In its wliite noontide magnificence the landscape

might have seemed too cold and monotonous. Evening added

colour, variety, expression, sentiment, to its strange sublimity.

When we reached the crest, the granite crags and snows were lit

by the rays of the setting sun, cold blue shadows already lay

over the belated mists that half hid the vast glaciers in the

deep hollows far beneath us ; while we lingered the highest peaks

flung back the last beams, flushed red for a few moments, turned

pale, and then glowed again in response to the afterglow in the

western sky, ])efore they finally faded into phantoms at the touch

of the grey finger of advancing Night.

Immediately opposite, the magnificent rock-peak of Dykhtau,

slashed with glaciers and raised on two massive shoulders, lifted

to a height of over 17,000 feet, or 4000 feet above our heads, its

keen, wedge-like crest. Round its base, 5000 feet below us, flowed

an enormous glacier. We looked up a long corridor of ice till uur

eyes rested on a snowy cirque, at the foot of the pile of precipices

and buttressed ridges, which form the five-crested Shkara, another

mountain of more than 17,000 feet. From Shkara there stretched

towards us a line of sununits—the three-topped Janga, Katuintau,

3haped like a Tartar saddle, the blunt cone of Gestola—all loftier
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than Mont Blanc. No valley, no pasture, no habitable ground

was anywhere in sight.

I may help some of my Alpine readers to realise our relation to

our surroundings by suggesting to them the following comparison.

Let them imagine themselves near the Hornli. The Bezingi Glacier

will take the place of the Gorner Glacier, Shkara of Monte

Rosa, Janga of the Lyskamm, Katuintau of the Breithorn, Gestola

THE SOUKrKS OF THK BEZINGI GLACIER

of the Little Matterhorn. In order to complete the comparison,

the Matterhorn must be transferred to the Gornergrat to play

Dykhtau, and the Gorner Glacier elongated to Randa. The parallel

breaks down, it will be seen, in detail, and a map, after all, is the

best key to the arrangement of the landscape. Neither map noi-

comparison, however, will render the impression of the gigantic wall

of snowy precipices which forms the southern limit of the Bezingi

Glacier. It is unrivalled in the Alps and unique in the Caucasus

—a sight never to be forgotten by any of the few Englishmen
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who have set their feet on tlie threshold of this mountain sanc-

tuary.

But the hour and the occasion did not allow vis to indulge

in any lengthened absorption in the wonders that were being

displayed for us alone. It was a time for action, and prompt

action. The shades of night -were gathering fast, and we were

on the Caucasian watershed, far from shelter of any sort. We
had been, as I have said, no less than thirteen hours from our

bivouac ; we had wandered seven hoiu-s over those interminable

snow^fields ^ince catching up M. de Dechy.^

The farther side of the pass was barred by a corniced wall,

with an icy moat at the foot of it. We might have got down

the wall, but our porters and their burdens would certainly have

tumbled into the moat. A more practicable way could have been

thi'ashed and hewn out with ice-axes, but it would have taken

time, and our Suanetians were understood to swear unanimously

a mighty oath that nothing should induce them to go down alive

into such a pit. By mounting a few hundred paces to the left

we saw we should reach a point where there was no cornice, and

whence a rib of rock ran down for full two-thirds of the distance

towards the Bergsdirund. It was much of the character of the

once notorious Strahleck Wall—that is, very easy for any one

witli nailed boots and not a novice in mountaineering.

Our Suanetians were all making a great hubbub, praying or

swearing—we were not sure which—on the cornice. One after

another peeped over the edge, and, drawing back with horror,

expressed his feelings in a brief solo, which was followed by a

chorus from the w^hole strength of the company.

We thought example might be better than precept, so, charging

the Kabardan Cossack, who by the courtesy of the Russian Govern-

ment accompanied us, to explain to them what was to be done

next, we started down the rib of rocks. It was steep but perfectly

easy, and in ten minutes we were across the Bergsdirund. But

' In other seasons the pass has been and will In- crossed in less th;in half the time. It is

not characteristic of the Caucasus that (itiis should he soft. In KSdS and KSS9 1 often

found tlieni all day in excellent condition.
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even our example failed to cheer the Suanetians, or to induce

them to follow. They jabbered, they screamed, they gesticulated
;

they seemed, as is the wont with excited barbarians, on the verge

of assaulting one another. They did, in short, everything but what

we wanted them to do—come on. At last we were rudely warned

that a great resolve had been made by receiving one of the tents,

which was sent bowlino- down on us throuirh the soft snow in a

perfectly reckless manner. Other baggage, including instruments,

followed, and then three of the most daring spirits tied them-

selves to the Cossack. This spontaneous use of the rope showed

that they were not altogether beyond the reach of new ideas.

They came down the rocks with the utmost nervousness, clumsily

yet safely. But on the steep snow below one of the four missed

his footing. A few seconds of headlong descent, some bold bounds

in air, in one of which the half-open Bergschrund was safely

cleared, and the quartette were lying, a panting heap, at our

feet.

' Voila done uotre gros, comme il a la mort dans le visage,' said

Francois. A huge Suanetian had blacked liis face to save himself

from snow-blindness, his skin underneath had turned deadly pale

with fright, his yellow hair and beard were plastered with the

snow, in which he was more than half buried. A good shake,

however, showed that no damage was done, and the loss reduced

itself to our Cossack's dagger, which had flown out of its sheath

and found a lodging in the Bergschrund. Fifty years hence,

possibly, it will be disgorged by the glacier, and exhibited as a

relic in the reading-room of the Grand Hotel d'Angleterre at

the Missess Kosh.

The eight who were still on high were naturally not fortified

by the sight of their companions' misadventure. But the sunset

wind was doubtless getting extremely cold on the ridge, and

placed between the Scylla of freezing and the Charybdis of the

Bergschrund, they at last found courage to follow—how slowly and

how noisily no one but those who watched them can imagine.

The descent of the snow-wall took more than an hour. All

the time that this screaming farce w^as being played by our
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black-faced troop, Nature, on her part, had been presenting a

most solemn spectacle. Snow and sky had been alternately

flushing and fading, as they caught or lost the hues of the sun-

set or the afterglow. The combination was incongruous in the

highest degree. It seemed a sad waste to have two such excep-

tional perfoi'mances, appealing to such difierent moods for apprecia-

tion, going on at the same moment. One does not ask for a

THE ZANNKR PASSES

pantomime in St. Mark's Square, and Christy Minstrels mix very

badly with Beetlioven on the stau-cases of St. James's Hall.

We liurried across the ice—or rather neve—oi a small glacier

plateau, towards some rocks on its farther or left bank. How
came it that we wei'e not descending the large tributary of the

Bezingi Glacier, which runs under Gestola ? The map will show

that we had not crossed the col at its head (the Zaiuier Pass),

but another pass of about the same height farther north, and

at the head of a small glacier flowing into tliat last mentioned,

the lower end of which Dent and Donkin traversed on the

way to their peak. The two passes are very well shown on Mr.
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Doukin's photograph. The question, of course, arises, When

our porters swerved to the right on the ascent, was their leader,

who had crossed more than twenty years before, following his

recollections and making for this alternative pass ? It would

seem probable that he was. But, on the other hand, the route we

had taken is the more direct ; the difficulty of the snow-wall is

just such as might be created by the shrinkage of the glaciers

which, in the Caucasus as in the Alps, has marked the last

quarter of a century. Thus the abandonment of the pass would

be accounted for. And on the rocks we were approaching a group

of ruinous stone-men and a low wall, signs of ancient camps,

were visible. This discovery appears to be conclusive evidence

that the pass we crossed was at one t;me occasionally traversed

by natives.*

It was dark when we reached the rocks, though we had been

only about half an hour crossing the glacier. We proposed to

camp at once, but an icy blast was now whistling behind us,

and the Suanetians—very judiciously, as it proved— insisted on

going down farther. Providence had arranged that the dark slope

on which we found ourselves should consist, not of granite cliffs

and boulders, but of pulverised schist and snowbeds, in either

of which it was equally easy to let oneself slide. In seventeen

minutes we went down some 1700 feet, and holloing and waving

lights so as not to lose one another in the darkness, we all

collected on the first patch of tolerably level ground. Lanterns

were soon set up, tents unfurled and pitched, soups boiled, pa^es

opened, and last, but not least, a bottle of Crimean port (purchased

at Vladikavkaz) uncorked. I can strongly recommend the Vladi-

kavkaz wine-merchant.

The Suanetians' spirits recovered now that they were safe across

1 There can be no doubt whatever tluit the pass across the chaio up the ice-fall of the

Adish Glacier has no existence outside the five-verst map. But I think the surveyors were

led to insert it by traditions at Adish of people of that village having traversed the snows

without descending to Mujal. In the old days, when the Zanner Pass was used, a party

from Adish might have crossed without much difficulty the ridge behind the village and de-

scended by the Nageb Glacier to join the Zanner. When the countryside was in arms, village

against village, such circuits mny have been frequently expedient.
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the chain. They chanted a ballad with a refrain of ' Thamara,

Thaniara,' in honour of their queen of six hundred years ago. So

long do the echoes of far-oft' events resound in these remote fast-

nesses. Then they borrowed our ice-axes, dug themselves holes,

and wrapping their hourkas round them, fell fast asleep.

I felt happy and a little vainglorious in our tent. The success

of tlie two preceding days was an encouragement to further under-

takings. I planned with M. de Dechy how next morning we might

descend to Dent's camp. Mutton was at hand, bread and letters

might be sent for from Bezingi.' The upper glacier should be photo-

graj)hed ; the pass to the Dykhsu explored ; even Dykhtau might

possibly be climbed. I looked out from our tent after the moon had

risen : there was not a cloud in the sky. Dykhtau towered grandly

in shadow opposite ; the white cliffs of Janga caught the light.

Our camp was silent, and there was no sound but the distant

murmur of waters, or the rattle of stones disturbed by the

mountain goats.

Bis aliter visum. When I next opened the tent-door at 6 a.m.

an ominous scarf of mist lay low in tlie hollow under Shkara.

I remembered tliat I had left my aneroid on the rocks near

the stone-men. I strolled up the fifty minutes' ascent to recover

it. I was determined to lose no moment of the strange scenery,

and I had hopes, too, of seeing a wild goat, for the soft soil

was everywhere marked by their tiacks. Alas ! clouds gathered

quickly, and sleet had begiui to fall when I returned to camp.

By 8 A..M. tlie day was already hopeless.' Grey wicked mists

were creeping stealthily up below us along the great trench of

the Bezingi Glacier. The rain had begun to fall in torrents,

and there was nothing for it but to make valleywards.

A steep descent of fully 1500 feet brought us to the edge

of the moraine, where we found the pastures dotted with white

shee]) and the black hourkas of their shepherds. For several

hours we had a laborious and depressing walk over a geological

' Nnltshik is a post jind telo^Tnpli station. Wc owed it to the courtesy of the cominnndaiit
there th.it our letters were forwiirdod by special messenger to Bezingi.
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museum of specimens from all the ridges surrounding the great

trench of the Bezingi Glacier. They were mostly varieties of

granite, gneiss, and crystalline schists. That night we pitched our

tent an hour's march below the end of the ice. Our evening was

far from cheerful. Misfortunes crowded on us. Our Cossack

was almost snow-blind and in great pain. Michel Devouassoud

confessed to having been badly frost-bitten on Tetnuld, and

VIEW FKOM CAMP LOOKING HP BEZINGI GLAZIER

exhibited a very ill-looking foot. He had forgotten my instructions

to bring well-seasoned boots, and had consequently suffered from

a badly-made pair when no one else had been seriously incon-

venienced by the cold. It is very difficult to make Alpine guides

understand that in a distant journey success must often hang on care

and forethought in minute details. Francois himself showed some

signs of having exhausted his energy, and my companion talked

of a trip to Basardjusi. Our crowning misery was that it was

too wet to light a fire.
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Next morning we were in a fog, but by 8 a.m. it was clear

enough for me to take a long solitary walk up to the middle

region of the Mishirgi Glacier—a glorious sanctuary no traveller's

eyes had ever seen.' The ice has its origin in a far recess under

Koshtantau, and flows in a noble curve under the tremendous

northern clifts of Mishirgitau and Dykhtau down to within a

THK CHIKF OK BK/,INr;l AND HIS FRIENDS

few hundred yards of the end of the Bezingi Glacier. I shall

have more to say of it in describing my wandorino-s two years

later.

Later in the day we rode down to Bezingi, where we installed

ourselves in tlie dark, damp, and dirty liovel which serves as a

guest-house. The village chieftain is a well-known figure to all

> M. de Di'^chy hiid, .some years previously, photographed the range of l^ykhtau from the
lower part of tlie glacier.
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Caucasian travellers, owing to his great height—about 6 feet

3 inches. His hospitality was scanty and expensive, but we

forgave him for the sake of the bundle of English letters he

produced from the interior of his dirty sheepskin coat, and a box

of our provisions which had come up from Naltshik made us

independent as to meals.

My next and last excursion with M. de Dechy before he

left me was up the grassy glen, called Dumala on the five-verst

map, which opens into the main valley above Bezingi, and leads up

to the northern glaciers of Koshtantau. By one or the otber of

these glaciers I hoped to find a way to that summit. One more

great peak I had set my heart on climbing. The scenery of

the northern glens between the two branches of the Cherek is

extraordinarily monotonous, considering their situation at the base

of a mighty snowy range. They He much higher than the Bezingi

Valley, and are reached by a steep ascent. Where the torrent

from the Ukiu glen falls in, a sharp snow-peak is seen for a

moment. The horse - path up the main Dumala Valley passes

several shepherds' Koshes. There are more cattle in this glen

than I saw anywhere else in the Caucasus. The pasturages are

divided by low stone walls, and each belongs, as far as I could

learn, to a separate group of households. A track from a pass to

Balkar falls in on the left where the valley, still a gras.sy trench

between bare hills, bends sharply to the south and snows are

seen at its head. About four hours' ride from Bezingi the end of

a large glacier comes into view, flowing gently in its lower

portion under the base of a fine wall-like range. Its source and

Koslitantau are still round a corner and out of sight.

We encamped on a flowery plain a few hundred yards from

the ice.^ Next morning we climbed a high moraine, and reached

the lower level of the glacier. A steep ice-fall descended from

an upper platform surrounded by a horseshoe of clifts ; into this

basin ice poured from two recesses, shut in between the eastern and

northern ridges and a short north-eastern buttress of Koshtantau.

' This spot, subsequently the scene of Fox and Donkin's last camp, is now known as 'the

English Kosh' to the natives,
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As is frequently the case in the Caucasus, the difficulty appeared

to be not so much on the final ridges, as in reaching them.

Certain corners were not visible, but there was no practicable

route— at any rate, no fairly easy route— recognisable. I had

hopes that there might be a better way to the lower end of the

northern ridge from the second, or Ukiu, glen, the mouth of

which we had passed. Accordingly we rode back to it. After

mounting the steep bank at its entrance we saw a sharp peak,

with a blunt ice-crest on its left : I fancied the sharp peak

might be part of Koshtantau foreshortened.

Whatever it might be, I made up my mind to climb the peak.

M. de Dechy did not care to join me and rode back to Bezingi,

while Ddvouassoud, his nephew, and I, shouldered the light tent

and what food there was remaining. We left a horse with the

shepherds, trusting to pantomime for our future communications

with them, and hastened on to the head of the Ukiu glen. A
very steep, short ascent among beautiful mauve primulas, which

elsewhere had been past blossom, brought us to a flowery brow,

most tempting for a camp. We pushed on, however, half an

lioiir further, to a little plain, where the streams from two glaciers

met at the base of steep rocks, the northern spur of our peak.

The height of our camp was at least 9000 feet. Our rugs had

been forgotten, and the cold consequently prevented me from

sleeping ; otherwise we were well off.

About two, as soon as the moon had risen, we started. The

ascent of the wall of rocks in the shadow was awkward, but

D^vouassoud hit off the right place with singular skill. On their

top we emerged into moonlight. We were on a shelf laden with

the most gigantic boulders I have ever scrambled amongst. These

were succeeded by steep, hard snow - slopes, where Devouassoud

tested my skill in walking on the edge of my boots. We
managed, however, to do without step-cutting, and climbed rapidly

to the level of the basin of the western glacier we had seen from

below. Under the bright orange sky of a strange dawn we found

ourselves on a snow-plain, as level as a table, surrounded on three

sides by high banks of ice and neve. On our left there was a
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steep but easy way to the northern ridge of our peak—Ukiu.

We cut steps up the frozen slopes, passing between some superb

icicle-hung grottoes. Once on the ridge, we were already high

enough to see Elbruz and Kasbek in opposite directions over the

intervening mountains. No Koshtantau was in sight ; for a few

moments I still hugged my delusion that we were on his shoulder.

A large glacier, which sends its stream to the glen we had camped

in, was below us on the east ; on its farther side rose a broad,

steep snowy mountain—UUuauz Bashi, conquered in the following

year by Signor Sella. The ridge was easy for some way ; then it

was broken by a great rock - tower. We took to the left hand

to turn it. When nearly round we were stopped by a big boulder,

which blocked the obvious gully. I, as the lightest, proposed to

get on a guide's shoulders and then haul up the others. My
offer was scornfully rejected. However, our leader's attempt failed

—at least, he found the rocks difficult enough to make me prefer

to look elsewhere. I accordinglv unroped and scrambled on my
own account a dozen paces to the left. There lay our true road.

It was not so much a ledge, as a great wedge projecting from the

face of the cliff. It was possible with j^erfect safety to crawl

along above this wedge for the few necessary yards and thus

regain the crest above the tower.

We found ourselves in a gap, beyond which rose the final peak,

steep, but not difficult, snow on one side, rock on the other, the

ridge that faced us being snow-laden. The snow was in shocking

condition and most unsafe ; so we crossed at once on to the crags

on the eastern lace. Devouassoud was out of spirits : he had

hardly recovered from the two successive stiff days of Tetnuld and

the Zanner, and preferred to wait on the sunny crags. He did not

gain much, for he failed to find a perch broad enough to doze on in

safety. His nephew and I scrand^led on as fast as we coidd up the

peak. There was nothing to stop us, though in the places where

fresh snow lay some little care was necessary. The last rocks

were the steejaest ; and then, sooner than we desired—for the

broad summit across the glacier still overtopped us—we could go

no higher. The ground fell fast and far in every direction. We
VOL. II. B
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were hopelessly cut oti' from Koshtantau, as much so as a climber

on the Gabelhorii is from the Weisshorn. The still maiden snows of

the great peak smiled on us over the top of the broad snow-screen

of Malatau in perfect safety from any attempts we could make.

I was very angry with myself for having made a topograjahical

blunder, fatal to my ambition ; but it was impossible to be out

of temper long, the distractions and delights of the view were

so many and so marvellous. Our jieak, it Avas clear now, was

one of those seen from the foot of the Mishii-gi Glacier, for that

ice-iield lay beneath us, and beyond rose a prodigious crescent

of cliff's, rising from east to west till they culminated in the

castellated crest of Dykhtau. The northern face of that peak is

one of the most superb precipices of ice even the Caucasus can

show. The only view of a great mountain in the Alps I know

worthy to be compared with this aspect of Dykhtau is that of

Mont Blanc fi-om a little peak too seldom visited, the Tour Eonde

at the head of the Glacier du Geant.

We saw Gestola, Tetnuld, and across the chain Ushba, and of

course the gigantic bulk of Elbruz. The long Urubashi spur

between Chegem and the Baksan was admirably displayed : three

great glaciers streamed from broad neces lying at the base of

moderate peaks, which I have since learnt from General Shdanov

are respectively 14,673 feet, 14,8G8 feet, and 14,497 feet in height.

To the east much of the main chain was hidden by the glacier

group north of the Urukh. The peak I sketched in 1868,' Giulchi,

was conspicuous. Far away, Kasbek stood up between two sup-

porters, Gimarai Khokh and another.

The view was interesting also in its glimpses of lowlands and

valleys. Beziugi itself, with the gorge leading to it, was in sight.

Beyond the northern limestone screen, a broken line of long castel-

lated heights, I recognised clearly the I'ar-off' hills of Piatigorsk,

rising island-like above the rolling steppe." Away to the east the

' Central Caucasus, p. 411.

- Ukiu is shown bciwecii Dyklit;ui ami Koslituulau in my slvetcli Imiii riati},'orsl;, made in

1868. See Central Cauiams, j). 3M. The Koshtantau of the upiier sUetdi on the same

page is Shkara.
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fertile plain round Vladikavkaz shone in sunshine. Suddenly a

white cloud rose from the great precipices opposite, and a prolonged

roar broke the silence of the upper air. An ice-cliif was falliiio-

in a thousand fragments on to the Mishirgi Glacier from the

precipices of Dykhtau.

At the southern end of the snow-crest that crowned tlie peak

there were some loose rocks, to which my companion retired to

build a stone-man. I lingered long over the view : the sunlit snows

were so beautiful, the mountain forms so sublime, that it was

hard to leave them. Far beneath the rivers sprang from their

icy cradles, flashed in the depths of their forest-fringed ravines, or

shone thin lines of silver, as they wandered out beyond the green

foot-hills into the luminous distances of the northern steppe. Close

at hand, and far as the eye could reach, the great peaks of the

Caucasus rose like ' whiter islands ' out of the untraversed sea of air.

Before me, in its austere and stately splendour and perfect purity,

was spread one of those great mountain landscapes in which the

primitive powers of nature that were ages before, and shall be

ages after, the race of men, seem to assert their independence of

our brief consciousness, and at the same time to vindicate the

permanence that underlies mutability. One felt for the moment
uplifted : brought, as it were, spiritually, as well as materially, to

the verge of some strange Promethean prospect. As in a starry

night on a desert plain, but more forcibly from the utter strangeness

of the spectacle, the mind at such seasons is cai-ried away from the

accidents of human life, and set face to face with the order of the

Universe. It grows conscious of the throbbings of an imperfect sense

or faculty by which it recognises a spirit kindred to its own underly-

ing Nature. The vision, it is true, soon fails ; the veil loses its

momentary semi-transparency. But the memory of the sensation

remains distinct when much else is forgotten. How far are such

experiences insight ? how far idle phantasy ? That is a matter m
which philosojihers must be left to differ, and poets to feel.

But ' feet, feelings, must descend the hill,' even though the fall

be from the palaces of nature to the hovels of ' cold, insipid,

smouchy Tartars.' After a long revel in light and space and
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splendour I remembered the probable impatience of Francois and

the certain distance of Bezingi.

Where loose snow lay we had again to look carefully to our

foothold. But the peak was safe enough for climbers who knew

how to pick their way. We soon rejoined my old comrade, circum-

vented the tower with the proverbial contempt of familiarity, and

then varied our descent by a ' new route ' down a steep face of

.snow and rocks to the eastern glacier. Here and there I found

flowers at a height of at least 13,000 feet. The specimens I pre-

served were unluckily lost out of a pocket-book. The scenery of

the glacier was very fine : Ukiu and the broad mass of Malatau

and Ulluauz Bashi towered grandly on either side. The ice ended

in a horrid wilderness of moraines and rocks and torrents, beyond

which our tiny tent seemed like home. We spent but little

time in packing it up and shouldering our belongings, and an

hour later reached the Kosh, whence without difficulty we started

a shepherd boy to capture our horse. In due time the animal

was caught and laden, and I grieve to have to confess that I

added myself at intervals to its load. We pursued steadily the

long but easy descent to Bezingi, which we entered at 7 p.m. The

chief's son was waiting for ns at the guest-house. I succeeded

in expressing, in some intelligible form, an intention to start early

on the horses M. de Dcchy had ordered for us. Next morning,

at 4 A.M., I repeated my scanty phrases, a,nd, strange to say,

by G A.M. we wei'e actnallj^ on the road.

Mr. Donkin, owing to the rain which persecuted him, was

not able to say enough of the charms of the little pass over the

shoulders of tlie hills to Naltshik. From its broad gras.sy crest tliere

is a singularly beautiful view of the snows, framed in the cleft of the

limestone gorge, which foi'ms a gateway to the mountains, and the

leagues of rolling foot-hills -one vast forest—into the recesses of

whicli the path soon plunges, pi'esent a landscape novel, if less

attractive, to the eye.s of a mountaineer. A more characteristic

passage to or from the highlands of the Caucasus can hardly be

chosen.



CHAPTEK XIV

MOUNTAINEERING IN 1888

DYKHTAU AND KATUINTAU, BY H. W. HOLDER

The joy of life in steeimess overcome

And victories of ascent, and looking down
On all that has looked down on us, and joy

In breathing nearer heaven.

TENXTSON.

->^l

the close of the season in

1887 the attack on the

Central Group of the Cau-

casus had only been opened.

Some minor successes had

been won, some of the out-

posts of the great fortress

had surrendered, Gestola and

Tetnuld, two summits loftier

than Mont Blanc, Ukiu, a crest of over 14,200 feet, had been

trodden by human feet. But the three citadels all held out,

Shkara, Dykhtau, Koshtantau, and half a dozen peaks higher than

any that had yet fallen in this part of the chain remained

unvanqixished.

The climbs already accomplished had, however, pointed the

way to further victories. The separate individuality of Shkara

and its two o-reat neierhbours had been made clear ; thev were

definitely put in their proj^er places on the map. The approaches

to them had been proved to be practicable. Consequently, in

1888 the great peaks of the Caucasus were assaulted seriously,
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and with one exception they were conquered. Before the snows

of winter fell, Dykhtau, Shkara, Janga, Katuintau, Misliirgitau,

Salynan Bashi, and, outside the Central Group, one of the peaks

of Ushba and Dongusorun had felt the dint of English ice-axes.

On Koshtantau Mr. Donkin and Mr. Fox had disappeared and

left no tidings of their fate.

The first ascent of the southern face of Dykhtau by Mr.

Mummery was one of the most brilliant rock-climbs ever effected,

and it has not yet been repeated. That Mr. Mummery's life

should have been cut short by an accident on a Himalayan slope,

which was probably in no sense difiicult, is one of the lamentable

ironies of life. Lamentable in one sense indeed, yet there may be

some satisfaction in the knowledge that it was in no attempt of

desperate daring, through no imjmtience of the common rules of

the craft, that the great climber lost his life.

Eio-htv-eio'ht was the annus tnirahilis of the Caucasus. The

story of all its ' victories of ascent ' would be too long to tell in

detail. Are they not written, more or less at length, in the Journal

of the Alpine Club ? Mr. Mummery has given independently a

vivid account of his Caucasian experiences. In these volumes,

the first object of which is not to accvimulate adventures, but

to furnish varied and faithful pictures of a new country, I must

limit myself to a selection from matter new to the general public.

Mr. Holder's climbs of Katuintau, and of Dykhtau by its northern

ridge, Mr. Cockin's ascents of Shkara, Janga, and Ushba, seem

to me expeditions typical of tlie hard-won successes of Caucasian

ti'avellers. Their kindness enables me to vary these pages by

putting before my readers the spirited accounts of their adventures

and life in the mountains, originally given by them to the Alpine

Club. The narrative that fills the rest of this chapter I owe to

Mr. Holder.'

Tn the summer of IS 88 I was induced to organise an expedition

' The follo\vin<,' pajjes are extracted and condensed from ISIr. Holder's paper in the Alpine
Journal, vol. xiv. No. 10.3.
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to the Caucasus by the discovery that there was a young Armeuian

studying at Owens College, Manchester, who gave me to undei--

staud that he spoke Russian, Turkish, and several Georgian

dialects, and would rejoice to serve as interpreter to an English

party. When the time came my Armenian friend found himself

unable to accompany us. I had, however, secui-ed the companion-

ship of my friends Mr. H. Woolley and Mr. J. G. Cockin, as

well as of the Swiss guides, Ulrich Aimer and Christian Roth.

An interpreter—Rehfeldt by name—was ultimately picked up at

Taganroo-.

On August 11th, 1888, the train from E,ostov brought to

Kotlarevski this party of three English and two Swiss climbers.

Our experiences, after leaving the railway, were very similar to

those described by other travellers in this region. We drove

in three telegas (rude four-wheeled carts without springs) across

the flat uninteresting steppe, almost smothered by the most dense

clouds of dust that I have ever seen. It was after dark when
we arrived at Xaltshik, where we obtained admission to the house

of a certain Michael Sergevich Michaelov. A couple of good

rooms were placed at ovu- disjDOSal, but thei-e was only one small

bed, so that most of the party were compelled to spread out

their blankets and sleep upon the floor.

In the course of the next day we called on the Nachalnik

—

an act of civility on no account to be omitted by visitors

—

and repacked our goods in saddle-bags and bundles for conveyance

to Bezingi. We engaged as guide a Tartar named Mohammed
Abajevoh, and, having agreed with hun for the provision of horses

for the next day's march, strolled about the little Russian town,

enjoying the views of the distant snow-clad mountains, which now
sparkled in brilliant sunshine.

The next morning Ave found the need of that 'infinite patience'

which Mr. Donkin has pointed out as the ' greatest requisite of

all ' for visitors to the Caucasus. We had ordered ten horses, and

they had been promised for 4 a.m. At four punctually Abajevoh

appeared. I was sleeping soundly, and when aroused expressed

my doubts about the punctual fulfilment of the contract. Woolley
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upbraided me as a laggard whose faithlessness was inspired bj

sloth. ' The horses are there,' said he, ' tethered to the railings.'

I looked through the window, and in the dim light saw that his

assertion was not without some foundation. We all got up, gulped

down our coftee, hurriedly finished our packing, and prepared to

start. Then we discovered how shamefully we had been deceived.

There were only four out of the ten horses promised. After a

little while two or three more appeai'ed ; a mule followed. After

our tale of horses was complete there were the usual interminable

discussions concerning the apportioning of the loads—the natives

quarrelling amongst themselves and urging upon us the necessity

of additional horses—so that it was 8.30 before we had fairly

started.

The journey to Bezingi was not jJeasant. The saddles were

far from comfortable ; the stirrups were strapped up at shorter

lengths than we found convenient, and the buckles were so stiff

that the evil could not lie remedied. Cockin soon decided to

abandon his horse and walk. There were frequent halts, osten-

sibly for the purpose of rearranging the loads. But we were

suspicious of other motives, and considered it prudent to be

always present when such rearrangements were carried out. We
most of us walked and rode alternate stages. Our interpreter

had a sorry time. He was unaccustomed to walking and ill

provided with lioots, so that when he walked he was soon

footsore and weary. He was equally unaccustomed to riding,

and when he rode the results were not of a more satisfactory

nature. A heavy thunderstorm came on just as we were at the

steepest part of an ascent through a dense wood. When the

storm was at its worst the horse carrying the tent fell, and its

bui'den rolled oil'. There were growls and mutterings besides

tluise of the tliunder.

About (') P.M., however, we arrived at tlie picturesque glen of

the Karasu, charmingly situated at a point where that stream

joins the Cherek, and here we decided, or rather it was decided for

us liy the inability of tho horses to proceed farther, to spend tlie

night. There is a cowherd's Kosh or shelter at Karasu, where
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we got buttermilk, tVesli milk, and a bed of hay. The ])roprietor

of this Kosh desires us to recommend it to our English friends.

Well, the milk is good, the chai'ges are not high, and the shelter

is quite as well constructed as, say, the old hut on the Weisshorn.

By all means, if you get benighted at Karasu, stay there ; for there

is nowhere else to stay.

The next morning there was the same delay in getting off"

—

THE BEZIX1_;I DEFILE

the same need of infinite patience. The natives will chatter.

'I see,' said Ulrich, 'these men always talk two hours before they

walk.' But they can go, when once you get them started. We
did get off" at last, and after innumerable halts for the readjust-

ment of the loads, and for the purpose of giving Rehfeldt (who

was by this time in a most unhapjjy frame of mind) frequent rests,

arrived at Bezingi about noon—the tedium of the journey having

been relieved by the grand character of the ravine through which

our way led us for a considerable distance, and by fine views of

Katuintau, the ' Saddle Peak,' in the distance.
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Civilisation is beo-innino- to exercise its influence on this remoteo o
village. The spirit of competition has crept in. The tall Star-

shina expected to entertain us, and waited, with his retainers, to

receive us on our entrance to the villao-e. But we were beo-uiled

to the house of another important man (Doulet-Kari-Sujuushef),

whose son, a youth of seventeen or eighteen years of age, had

accompanied us from Naltshik. His house boasted a wooden floor

and an iron roof, and the accommodation provided was certainly

of a more satisfactory character than that obtainable from the

Starshina. All arrangements had been made for our reception,

yomig Sujunshef having ridden on home the previous night.

Carpets were laid ujjon the floor ; cushions and mattrasses were

brought into requisition. There was a profuse display of the art

treasures of Bezingi, and eveiy appearance of comfort. We were

hospitably entertained, though, as we regaled ourselves on the

verandah with the buttermilk, tea, cakes, butter, and cheese, and

later in the evening with the mutton which had been specially

provided for us, we discovered that the natural vigour of the

curiosity of the people of Bezingi had not abated.

In the afternoon we called on the Starshina, who had domied

his robes of state—his ordinary dress is a very dirty old sheepskin

frockcoat—and was evidently expecting visitors. At our request

he sent for the hunter who had been engaged by Mr. Mummery
a little earlier in the season. Then, having arranged for porters

and horses for the continuation of our journey on the morrow, we
turned in for the night. I will not enter into details concerning

our experiences, but will merely suggest to all who propose to

visit Bezingi that it is of the utmost importance that they should

carry with them something more effective than the best insect

j)owder obtainable in England.

At eiglit o'clock on the morning of August 15 we started for

the glacier, having settled, as we imderstood, that we should be

conducted to Dent and Donkin's upper camp. We followed the

left side of the stream till we reached the snout of the Bezinm

Glacier. Then tlie loads were transferred from the horses, which

had heen al)le to get to this point without diificulty, to the
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porters. A mule and a donkey, however, crossed the glacier with

their loads, and went with us as far as the porters were willing

to go.

Following the moraine on the right of the glacier, we arrived

about four in the afternoon, in a thick mist, at a cave or Kosh,

called by the natives the ' Missess Kosh,' which we were assured

was our destination. Had the afternoon been clear, we should

THE MISSESS KOSIl

probably have insisted on being conducted to a much higher

position, and we frequently regretted afterwards that our head-

quarters were so low down. The Kosh was about 8400 feet

above the level of the sea, and some 500 feet below (and on the

opposite side of the glacier to) the camp of Dent and Donkin two

years before. We pitched our tent, and after our first evening

meal in our new" quarters I proposed that, as we intended to follow

Dent and^ Donkin's route, and consequently need not waste time
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in reconnoitring, we should sleep ont the next night and try

Dykhtau. The proposal was greeted with enthusiasm and unani-

mously adopted. For we were all keen to attack this peak, in

which our interest had been aroused by the descriptions of previous

travellers. We thought it a virgin peak. And I am sure my
readers will not be surprised if I confess we experienced some

disappointment when we learnt from the hunter—so far as we

could understand him—that Mr. Mummery had been there not

many days before, ' had slept out one night and had climbed

Dykhtau ; had slept out two nights and had climbed Kosh-

tantau ; and had slept out again one night and had climbed

Gestola.'' The hunter's assertion seemed to derive some confirma-

tion fi-om the discovery, the next morning, of a label bearing

Mr. Mummery's name. This, however, did not deter us from the

execution of our project, and so, at 2 p.m. on the 16th August.

we started as had Ijeen arranged.

We moved somewhat slowly over the level glacier, leaping the

few crevasses which came in our way, drinking in new and wonder-

ful im23ressions from the indescribably majestic mountain scenery,

and experiencing more and more as we rose higher and higher

the exhilarating influences of the magnificent climate. About

4 P.M. we passed Dent and Donkin's camp. Then we took to the

' long and level ' moraine on the glacier's right, and soon got a view

of the whole range of mountains from Shkara to Gestola. We
pushed on past a slight shelter on the moraine which the hunter

assured us had been Mr. Mummery's sleeping-place, and, taking to

the right moraine of a tributary glaciei', and ascending its screes,

came at G p.m. upon a place of rest very little above the fall at

the junction of the ice-streams. There was not much shelter. But

a huge boulder afforded some protection from the wind. And by

the erection of a low stone wall we secured a fairly comfortable

place in which to spend the night.

The next morning we made a good start, getting ott' at o.oO a.m.

' The foundation for this story was that Mr. Muniniery Iiad clii.nlied the south-west spur

of Dykhtau, the pealt itself, and crossed the Zanncr Pass.
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We proposed, as I have intimated, to follow the route taken by

Dent and Donkin. We had accomplished the ' easy bit of rock

climbino',' and o-ot ' out of the rano-e of the scracs of the small

hanging glacier,' to which reference is made by Mi\ Donkin,^ by

5.15; but we made no halt till we reached, half an hour later,

some rocks which lie a little below the Sclirund.

From this point we met with no serious difficulty till we

came to the belt of ' ochry-red ' rocks. But here our troubles

began. For some little distance we worked steadily up the south-

western ridge. Then a rock-tower, covered with ice, blocked our

way. We successfully turned this, but another came into view.

There was a suspicion of more towers beyond. Ulrich unroped and

reconnoitred, to save the whole party a fruitless climb. Shortly he

returned with the gloomy intelligence that further progress in that

direction was impossible. We moved towards the right on to the

south face of this south-western ridge, and ascended again. The

white granite rocks lying immediately above the ochry-red layer

were good for a short distance, but soon large smooth slabs covered

with ice compelled us to descend. Another ascent, and another

check of the same kind. Then we attempted a traverse, though

from the character of the rocks and the size of our party it was

a dangerous experiment. But all was of no avail. There was no

help for it but to descend several hundred feet and try a longer

circuit to the right. We probably lost at least two hours in these

fruitless efforts. At last, however, after bearing some distance

farther to the east, we hit upon a promising line of ascent. A
small couloir helped us for a time, though as it was full of ice

we could not spare the time to cut our way up it. We kejit to

the rocks on its true right as much as possible ; these were

generally very loose, and sometimes difficult. Still we had ho23es

of reachino- the summit.

But our work did not seem to tell on the great peak above

us. Gradually our pace grew slower. The day wore on, and we

began to wonder wliether, after all, we should be successful. We

' Alpine Journal, toI. xiii. p. 247.
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crossed to the left of the couloir, and soou reached a ridge west of

the peak, and nearly, at the point at which we stood, on a level

with the summit of Gestola (about 16,000 feet). We looked up

and saw at least 1000 feet of rock above us, whilst a difficult

traverse had to be eifected before we could make a fair start, and

the true top might, moreover, be some hundred feet behind the

highest jjoint in view. ' Can we do it ?
' I asked. ' It will take us

at least three hours,' said Ulrich, leaving us to draw the inference.

It was 1.30 P.M. We had been hard at work for ten hours, and,

this being our first climb, we all showed indications of fatigue.

Altliough the weather was fine there were clouds floating about,

and we remembered the experience of our predecessors as they de-

scended the same mountain. Three more hours ! It would then

be 4.30. And even then there might be stiff climbing to be done.

It would be dark by 7. Evidently, if we reached the top, we

could descend but a very short distance before nightfall. And
suppose those clouds meant mischief? I do not know who was

bold enough to be the first to say, ' I think we had better return,'

but we all recognised the wisdom of the suggestion, and deter-

mined to retrace our steps. Slowly and sadly we descended, the

loose stones, which it was impossible to avoid dislodging, making

progress dangerous. We reached our sleeping-place at 9.30 p.m.,

and now became the victims of a misplaced confidence. When we

started in the morning we thought the splendid rocks of the face

towards us would ' go ' anywhere. ' We caia make the summit in

seven hours,' was Ulrich's prophecy. So we had sent the hunter

back to the tent with our sleeping-bags and cooking utensils,

feeling certain that we should get back to Missess Kosh before

nightfall.

Here we were, with night upon us, at a height of about 11,000

feet, without bags or rugs, and with very little food. There was

no lielp for it, however. We lay down, huddled together, under

the shelter of our boulder and wall, and for three or four hours

slept peacefully and soundly. Then, at earliest dawn, we started

somewhat disconsolately for our tent. What had we gained ? We
had learnt, what Donkin had tried to teach, but what only such
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an experience could make us realise, how great were the distances

and how deceptive the appearances among these huge mountains of

the Central Caucasus. We had learnt something of the character

of the work before us. We had discovered that mountaineering

in the Caucasus, at least under existing conditions, is a very

different thing from mountaineering in the Alps.

But we were not to be daunted by one failure. We did not,

however, like the 'fa<>-' round to the southern side of the mountain,

and had therefore all been on the look-out for a more satisfactory

route. It was suggested that the northern ridge might be feasible.

Consequently, on the morning of the 19th, Aimer, Woolley, and I

crossed the glacier to reconnoitre. We came to the conclusion

that though here and there we might meet with serious difficulties,

yet these difficulties would probably not be insurmountable, if only

the real top were not cut off from the northern ridge. And tliis

could only be tested by making the attempt.

So at 2.30 in the afternoon we started. Following the moraine

on which our camp stood, we soon came upon the Missess Glacier,

and at once struck up the middle of it, finding the ascent steep

but easy. At 5.25 we had arrived at a ledge of rocks on the

right of the glacier, which seemed to be a convenient place at

which to spend the night. I may perhaps state here that this

ledge can be more easily and more quickly reached by ascending

a CO ((/otr which is passed before the glacier is struck. Only, in a

wind, the cordoir is raked with stones. We descended by this

route, and did not enjoy the experience. Our sleeping-place was,

as registered by the aneroid, 500 feet higher than our sleeping-

place in our previous attempt. This was so far in our favour. As

we wei'e by this time getting accustomed to the luxury of a hard

bed, we spent a better night, and in consequence w-ere somewhat

late in getting away on the following morning, not leaving till

4.45. We crossed the glacier to our right, and arrived quickly at

some screes and rocks, which lay immediately under the depressions

in the ridge which we hoped to gain. We worked straight up

these, having now and then a short bit of really good rock

climbing, and then, to avoid the seracs, which did not look
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promising, kept close to the rocks which bound the ice-tall on its

right. We were really in a sort of cleft, with ice on the right

hand and rocks on the left. This was the most disagreeable part

of the whole climb. Step-cutting was frequently necessary.

Though early in the day, water came trickling down, causing us

considerable annoyance. Occasionally the steps gave way as the

second or third man set foot on the rotten ice. Ultimately, how-

ever, all difficulties were surmounted, and we gained the snow-

slope above the ice-fall. The slope was very steep, and steps had

to be cut the whole way up to the depression in the ridge. We
reached this gap at eight, and stopped for bi-eakfast. Below

us was the Mishirgi Glacier. To the right I'ose the precipitous

north face of Dyklitau, and the ' extraordinarily steep range

connecting it with Koshtantau.' Directly opposite to us was

Koshtantau itself, half hidden by mists, which prevented our

forming any opinion as to its accessibility on this side : to the

left of Koshtantau rose Ulluauz Baslii and Ukiu.

After bi'eakfast we commenced our attack on the ridge. First

we ascended a snow-slope to the right of the actual crest. On

the lower part of the slope, where the gradient was slight, we

experienced no difficulty, as the snow was hard and easily tra-

versed. Then, as the gradient became steeper, steps had to be

cut. As we neared the crest ag-ain the snow became licrht and

powdery, and climbing was difficult and tiring. Clouds collected

and concealed all the summits, and a cold wind began to blow.

Cockin's hat had Ijeen carried away on the Missess Glacier, and

before we gained the ridge WooUey's had also taken flight. The

crest was reached at 9.35. We worked steadily up the ridge

for nearly li hours, and then halted at the foot of a snow-

8lo[)e for a short rest. Here the guides left the sacks, and we

began to plough up the loose snow. At tlie top of the slope a bit

of rock presented itself, which was smooth, steep, and really

difficult, but fortunately hee from snow and ice. There was only

about one hundred feet, but we all treated it with the greatest

respect. Above this the crags of the crest were half-covered with

snow, and needed care the whole way. A little after one o'clock
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we sighted a snow-peak, which we at first thought must be the

summit. We pressed on until we stood on it. Then we dis-

covered that the ti'ue top was still in front, and separated

from us by a depression of from fifty to one hundred feet. This

was composed of jagged dark rocks, almost free from snow on

the side turned towards us, and surmounting the highest crag

was a slender cairn. The hunter was right, then— Mr. Mum-
mery had been the first to climb Dykhtau. We hurried on,

scrambled up the rocks, and at 2.5 p.m. stood upon the top of

this noble peak.

We did not stay long. The wind was bitterly cold. The

clouds looked more and more ominous. For a moment the top of

Koshtantaii was visible, and by the clinometer was seen to ])e

somewhat lower than the height on which we stood. We hastily

gathered a few stones, scribbled on our cards an intimation that

on August 20, 1888, we had climbed the mountain by the northern

ridge, deposited them in a sardine-box, and then began rapidly to

descend. By 6 p.m. we had arrived, without special incident, at

the place of our morning's halt. We rested for a short time,

and then started down the snow-slopes. But how were we to

get over the ice-fall 1 Our morning's route was certainly imprac-

ticable so late in the day. Our best course, probably, would have

been to have descended by one of the couloirs to our sleeping-place.

But certain garments and other articles had been left on the glacier

at the foot of the cleft, and this fact led us, in an evil moment, to

decide on venturing down the rocks to the north of the cleft. It

was possible these rocks would prove practicable, and in that case

they would serve our purpose admirably. For a short distance

all went well. Then, as the darkness deepened, our difficulties

and our dangers increased. The character of the rocks was, of

course, unknown, and we had nothing to guide us as to the best

line in which to move. We were compelled to use the utmost

caution. The rocks proved loose, and huge stones, dislodged by

members of the party, frequently went crashing down hundreds

of feet. Twice it was necessary to bring into requisition a smaller

cord to steady us over steep faces of rock on which sufiicient hold

VOL. II. C
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could not be founrl. It would, doubtless, have been bad enough

in daylight, but in the dark the peril was extreme. More than once

it seemed doubtful whether we should not be compelled to halt,

resting on some narrow ledge, and wait for dawn. We did, how-

ever, steadily continue to descend. By-and-by we reached a chimney

filled with snow. There were indications that, while in it, we

should be by no means safe from falling stones. But we lost

no time, and, without accident, reached our sleeping - place at

10.45 P.M. and turned in for the night. Our camp was regained

by the lower couloir to which I have previously referred at 10.30

on the following morning.

At the tent we found Sujunshef, our Bezingi host, and another

native of unprepossessing appearance, who had brought in a couple

of chamois. These they skinned and ate, and though they un-

hesitatingly made use of our cooking utensils we were not invited

to share in the feast. In the afternoon the wind dropped, but

a thundei'storm with heavy rain came on, which lasted all the

evening, and we experienced certain disadvantages of life in tents

and Koshes.

At 2.25 A.M. on the 24th we started for Katuintau. The

moon shone brightly, and we had no difficulty in making oiir way

along the glacier. In two hours we were at the foot of the rocky

north-east face, up which we had decided to try to force our way.

For ten minutes we mounted a slope of avalanche snow which fills

a bay in the cliffs at the head of the very centre of the Bezingi

Glacier, then turned an easy coi'ner, and took a short jump on to

good firm rocks on the left. We went straight up these crags,

which for a short distance afforded fair climbing, then over loose

stones and up a short steep snow-slope to more firm rocks, where,

at 5.45, we breakfosted at a height of 11,800 feet by the aneroid.

The weather was still cloudy and unpromising, and we had no

great hopes of success. However, after a short halt we struck up

the rocks, and for If hours were working alternately up steep

snow-slopes, where steps had to be cut, and safe rock. Then

after forty minutes along a snow-crest and over a little moraine,

we came \\\w\\ our first serious obstacle in the shape of a big
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crevasse, which was overhung by masses of ice, broken as usual

into fantastic seracs. At this point five chamois and a goat, which

had retreated before us up the rocks, circumvented us by scampering

down the avalanche debris on the slopes to the left, and so regained

the rocks up which we had climbed. The crevasse gave us a little

trouble. But Roth cleverly conquered all its difficulties. A few steps

up a steep wall of ice landed each member of the pai'ty successfully

in a kind of ice grotto. At the entrance to this grotto there stood

a strong column of ice supjDorting huge bosses above, and by

holding firmly on to this column with one arm and swinging

forward the first step on to the upper lip of the ScJu-und could

be reached. It was then only a question of two or three steps

round an awkward corner to a place of safety. It needed

caution and showed skill and enterpinse on the i)art of the

leader, but by 9.20 the last man was over ; and, after another

twenty minutes' step-cutting over haxxl snow, we halted again

for about half an hour.

From this point we worked straight up, step-cutting being

necessary the whole way, by a succession of snow-slopes, under

arches and between seracs of rotten glacier ; Aimer, who was now
leading, preferring this shorter and more interesting, though more

diflicult route, to a long detour to the right, over what seemed to

be only a monotonous snow -slope.

At 12.25 we had reached the top of the first plateau, and saw

before us snow-slopes gently ascending to the south-east and south

towards the summit of the Saddle Peak ; whilst to our right they

first sloped downwards, and then ascended towards the cone of

Gestola. We turned to the left, and got well on to the second

plateau at 1.10 p.m. Cockin, who was unwell, remained on this

plateau till our return. From this point the snow was deep, and

very soft and powdery, and our progress was slow and wearisome.

For three-quarters of an hour we toiled up the western face of the

ridge ; finally, we got on to the crest, where we found the rocks

generally covered with the same kind of snow ; and in half an hour

more, at 2.25 p.m., we reached the summit. It was very cold, and

there was no view beyond occasional glimpses of the Adish Glacier,
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the southern ridges of Janga, and Gestola. Tetnuld and all the

other peaks were entirely hidden by the mist. We only stojjped

Ion"' enoucrh to build a cairn and take some food, and at 3.5 were

on our way down again. Comparing the summit with that of

Gestola, we estimated that the height must probably be about

16,500 feet (16,296, Russian Survey). We varied our route but

little on the return journey, except that we kept as much as

possible to the snow, which was now in admirable condition for the

descent. We reached the Bezingi Glacier at 6.4:5, and, with the aid

of a lantern, arrived at camp at 10.10, having had some trouble with

the semes near our tent. I cannot be certain about the local name

for the Saddle Peak. Young Sujunshef. our most intelligent in-

formant, called it Kartantau, or perhaps Katuin Tau, a name which

appears in Koch's map of the Caucasian Isthmus. But he, with all

the other natives, had previously referred to the whole of the range

from Gestola to Shkara as Janga.

On Saturday (25th), we received the following letter from

Mr. Donkin—probably the last, alas ! that he ever wrote :

—

' Bezingi, Friday, August 24.

' Dear Sir,—Having arrived here this afternoon from Chegem, and

hearing fi'om your interpreter that j'ou are in camp on the glacier, and that

some one is going up to you to-morrow, I send a Hne to say how much
interested I am to hear that you have had some success, and I hope that the

weather may mend and that you may be able to do all you wish. I am here

with Mr. Fox only ; Mr. Dent was unfortunately obliged to leave us at

Betsho, not being very well, and is returning home via Moscow. We have

cliTiibed Dongusorun, and traversed a new and splendid pass from Urusbieh

to Chegem—both in perfect weather. We are bound for Balkar and Gebi,

and thence home by Batuni, hoping to see something of the Dykhsu Glacier

on the way. If we cross the pass on to the head of the Bezingi Glacier, we

may perhaps meet ; but probably you may not stay so long. Our guides are

Kaspar Streich and J. Fischer, of Meiringen. We leave this to-morrow.

With kind regards, I am, dear sir, yours faithfully,

' W. F. DONKIX.

' At Betsho we had two good tries at Ushba ; the first time wc were
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driven back from the great coidoir by avalanches; the second time we

reached the vertical cliff by the south arete. We could see no way up without

more artificial aid than we had; indeed, I never saw a more forbidding

precipice. Under good conditions the north peak should be accessible by

the coidoir.

•W. F. D.'

'H. W. Holder, Esq., Bezingi Glacier.'
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MOUNTAINEERING IN 1888: Continued

SHKAEA, JANGA, AND USHBA, BY J. G. COC'KIN

EPM. 'l5oC 6r/j eiruveifii avOis' fv (x^*-'
^"^''" opoi' ava^aive jJ^tj Kai av.

XAP, "Ope^oi/, S *Ep/i.^, T7}v x^^P^' ^^ 7"/^ ^'^'- ^"^p"'' M^ ravTrjv ti]v fxtjxaprjv dj^a/Si/Suffi?.

EPM. Etye Koi iSfti' e^eAeir, w Xapcoi', flTraira' ovk €Vl 6e a'juc^o) Kal ^.^(^aKr) kiil (fyLKoOtdfJiOva

fivaf *AXX' «X"^ ^^^'^ ''"^^ Sf^ius', Kai 0ei5ou /J17 Kara tov oXttr^^pov Trarc'iv EOyf, oi'cXijXv^nff ko)

CTu, Koi €7r€L7T€f) diKopvfi^oi 6 TlapvaatTos cVrt fxiav cKurcpos aKpav eViXn/io^et'ot KaOf^oifieOa. Su fie

/iot jyfir; eV kukXw iT€pi^}i.€7TC0i> cVitrKOTrei anavTa.

XAP. 'OpiD yrjp ttoWjjv, Ka\ \ipvrjv riva peydXrji' irepippiovaav^ Kai opr)^ koX TTOTUfiovs tov

K(OKVTOv K(iL rnv UvpKpXeyedovTos fiel^ovoi^ Ktn dvOpoiTTovs ndi'v apiKpovs, Kai rtvas <f}U)}<€ovs aiVtoi/.

EPM. ntiXetff fKUval fiVu', ova (jyoiXcovs (lum I'Ojut'feis".

watching them until they were hidden bv a 1

HEN Woolley and

Holder were ob-

liofed to returno

to England, I de-

cided to stay behind

with the guides for

further chmbs.^ Early

on September 5 my
friends, with Rehfeldt,

their intei-preter, rode

away from the village

of Bezingi, escorted by

the chief's son, whom

Eehfeldt declared to be

the onlv honest man

Bezingi. I stood

)end in the path.

Journal,

m

' The following pages are reprinted from Mr. Cockin's article in the Aljiinc

vol. xvi. No. 122, with a few alterations.
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Then I turned up the valley in an unwontedly sentimental mood,

feeling half sad at losing my companions, half Crusoe-like, ' monarch

of all I surveyed,' in that 1 had the Caucasus all to myself for

climbing.

I decided to keep the tent where it had originally been pitched,

close to the Missess Kosh. The situation had disadvantages. There

was no pure water, the neai'est spring, ten minutes off, having

failed, so that we had to use the glacier water, and that was

muddv. Then there was a long walk to the foot of the climbs I

wished to attempt. Higher up, however, we should not have been

sure of a full and constant supply of firewood, and there would

have been, too, no shelter against wind and rain for the guides

when cooking. It became increasingly cold in September, and

the Avorst fault of our camp was that Missesstau kept off the

morning sun till late.

On the 6th my guides. Aimer and Roth, and I, all well laden,

walked slowly for four hours and a quarter up the glacier to a

sleeping-place for Shkara we had marked when Holder and I, with

Aimer, came back from the Dykhsu Pass. The valley mist that

rose on most afternoons followed us, black and wall-like, as far

as the fork of the glacier, and in the eastern arm snow floated

thinly in the air. The one cheering event of a gloomy and

unpromising afternoon was our discovery of a plot of fresh and

delicate flowers where a few days before snow had covered the

moraine. Our sleeping-place was on a ledge at the foot of the

rocks at the end of the ridge which descends from the rock-peak

east of Dykhtau, now known as Mishirgitau.

The highest point of Shkara is supported by a great buttress

conspicuous in photographs. From the east end of the mountain

a ridge, the base of which rests on the Dykhsu Pass, curves

to the north-east or north, and encloses between itself and the

buttress a nearly level field of neve, the source of a considerable

lateral glacier which falls into the Bezingi Glacier over a steep

slope having a deeply rent ice-fall on its right side. Our object,

as our route was planned by Aimer, was to mount by thi.-5 glacier

to the crest of the ridge between the Dykhsu and Bezingi basins,
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and follow it to the top, the more direct way by the buttress

being out of the question, as its rocks were covered with ice.

Just as we were creeping into our sleeping-bags a horrible

noise arose on the rocks, as of mixed screaming and the grinding

of a cart with the l>rake on. I thought it was made by birds

who had spied out our provisions. Roth murmured of brigands,

while Aimer said it was a marten ; and as we afterwards found, in

descending from Janga, tracks on the snow which the guides

declared to be those of a marten. Aimer was probably right.

^

We had rooted out every stone bigger than a nut from our

rock-bed, which was, in consequence, so comfortable that we over-

slept ourselves, and did not make a start the next morning until

4.55. However, that Swiss sage Aimer comforted me and vindicated

himself with, 'Let me tell you, Mr. Cockin, that it is better to

start fresh after a long sleep than tired after a short sleep.'

The morning was clear and cold, and as we walked sharply

across the Bezingi Glacier the sun's rays shot up above the

Dykhsu Pass, flushing with pink the top we aimed for. We
took to the left of the side glacier, as less crevassed than the

right, and made good progress, Aimer having occasion every

now and then to chip stej^s, luitil we reached the upper ice-fall.

The ice-waves here wex-e the hiohest I ever saw. After cuttino-

up the face of one wave only to find we must come down again, we

discovered a way through by winding about in the troughs until,

close to the buttress, the rocks of which were sheeted with black,

transparent ice, we gained the even surface of the upper glacier.

Under a fallen block of ice, as big as a cottage, we breakfasted.

Many similar blocks lay on the snow. We crossed the glacier to

our left to the foot of a snow-slope leading up to the desired

I'idge. As far as the l)reakfast place the motion had kept us from

suffering from cold. But the sun had not risen high enough to

shine on us in our snow-valley, and, as Roth steadily cut steps

up the slope for two hours, the temperature was felt very keenly.

' The Mountain Jews believe tliat the spirit who proteets travellers appears in the i'oriii of a

white marten to those he takes under his protection. See Hahn's Aits dcm Ka%ikas^is.— T>.W. F.
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I was counting the minutes to run before we reached the warm

sunshine tliat was slowly stealing down the slope, when there came

a puff of wind, and we were powdered over with fine snow, some of

which melted as it found its way down my back. It was unpleasant,

but a very few minutes later we reached the crest of the ridge

and basked in the sunshine.

When I had warmed myself sufficiently I looked about and

found the view very fine. The nearest and grandest object was

the rock mass of Dykhtau and Mishirgitau. The latter looked a

very hard nut to crack ; but early in the season the middle gully

of the three that seam its front may be filled with good snow

and make an easy ladder to near the top. To the east we saw

the upper part of Koshtantau, all snow on the side in sight. To

the south-east in the far distance was a fine sharp peak which

we could not identify. Across the Dykhsu Glacier Ailama looked

most imposing, its slope within our view hung with tier upon tier of

glacier, like the north side of the Lyskamm, but in heavier masses.

To the north-west Elbruz rose vast, resembling an immense white

tent-shaped cloud. Salynan Bashi stood out nobly, making up in

figure what it lacked in comparative height.

After a rest of forty-seven minutes we moved on at 11.12,

leaving the sacks. Soon after clouds covered us and a cold wind

blew. We came at once upon the rock bit of the climb, and

found it short and, from its iced state, not over easy. Beyond

this the ridge was sharp in several places for some distance, and

Aimer cut steps a few feet below the edge on whichever side

was easiest. Both sides of these sharp lengths were exceedingly

steep, and I was much struck with their perfect regularity

and evenness, the slope rising at the same angle, and the edge,

no wider than the thickness of my fore-finger laid on it, being

flat and not wreathed up in any fashion. Of course there must

have been only a covering of snow on rock until near the edge
;

but how the winds could work the top part into so even and

regular a form on both sides puzzled me. Between the sharp

lengths the ridge was a good deal hummocked ; on the level we

moved at a pace as near a run as the soft, powdery snow allowed,
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for it was bitterly cold. Up and down the hummocks Aimer cut

steps. If the wind had been a little stronger I think Ave should

have had to turn back for cold. At 2.20 p.m. we came to the

end of the ridge, where it joins the main mass of the mountain

at the foot of the final slope.

Here we halted a few minutes to let Aimer, whose turn at lead-

ing had been mostly step-cutting, have a drink of cold tea, of all

inferior liquors the most inferior, just as hot tea is the best,

when one can get it, on a climb. While resting we had a glimpse

of the rock-wall between Shkara and Ailama.^

The final slope was an even ascent, on which we kept near

to the Bezingi edge, occasionally looking over to make sure that

the snow did not overhang farther on. Roth, leading, had less

step-cutting than Aimer had had below, and we ascended pretty

fast, the cold acting as a sharp spur. At last we came to a

short stretch of nearly level snow, and a few yards higher to

two snow-humps, cut sharp down on the Bezingi side ; the farther

of these, which we reached at 3.42, was the top. It was ill luck

at so high a point to see so little : we were in the clouds. From

the summit a snowfield slopes down, covering the upper part of the

great buttress. All about us was snow, some rocks barely showing

a few feet down on the Snanetian side. I asked Aimer if we

should look for a place to build a cairn, but he said it was too

cold. The cold withered us, and after a minute's stay we had

turned to find shelter from the wind, when the cloud lightened

enough to show us the ridge falling foi- a long distance, but not

enough to let me be sure I saw the full length of Shkara, and

that w^e were on its highest point. Some days afterwards, however,

from the point of Janga nearest to Shkara we had a cloudless view

of the Bezingi ridge, and the head of the great buttress appeared

to be the highest point of Shkara and of the whole Bezingi ridge.

1 WooUey and I went up in 1893 from the Nuanikiiam (Jlacier, on the south side of the

range, to a point near the lowest part of the ridge at the head of that gkcier. Below us we

found a branch of the IJykhsu Glacier, gently rising to only about 200 feet beneath us. In

189") Woolley gained a point considerably to the west on the same ridge from the Dykhsu

Glacier. The pass is a long and difficult one. See Al2nne Journal, vol. xvi. p. 520, and vol.

xvii. p. 59.'J.
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It must be understood that Shkara and Janga are not absolutely

independent peaks, but are names of two portions of a continuous

crest. They are divided by a rather deep depression, east of

which Shkai-a, rising sharply higher than Janga, runs for about a

mile to its highest point. In 1893 this gap appeared dangerous of

approach from the south side. The ridge between the depression

and the Saddle Peak may be two miles or more long, and is

called Janga ; it has three points a little distinguished above

the rest, of which I ascended, on September 12, the eastern point

nearest to Shkara. From above the Zanner Pass, 12,859 feet,

the ridge runs roughly east for about eight miles to the eastern

end of Shkara, something over 17,000 feet, whence it falls i-apidly

to the Dykhsu Glacier. From Gestola to the east end of Shkara,

some six miles, the height of the ridge above the Bezingi Glacier

varies from 5000 feet to 7000 feet. It is a most magnificent,

wonderful wall.

I may describe here the view which we had from Janga on

September 12, as in many respects it must be much the same

as that from Shkara. The most surprising thing from Janga was

the seeming narrowness of the snows. Although the breadth of

permanent snow, where we stood, may be twenty miles, I had a

feeling that the Caucasus was a kind of snow tight-rope, the cause

of this being, I think, that on both sides we saw far beyond the

snows. Just below us, to the south, the glaciers were all but

entirely hid from us by then- own steepness, and the eye plunged

directly on green grass and vegetation, beyond which stretched

ridge upon ridge of blue hills so far below us and so fused by

distance that their undulations seemed hardly more marked than

those of waves on the surface of the sea. Northward, through

the gap of the Bezingi Glacier, we looked beyond the snows over

high bare hills and lower detached summits far into the steppe,

where the eye seemed capable by searching of ever widening

its ken. The feeling of great height and remote distance was

deepened by a solitary white bird poised high above us. To the

north we saw no sign of man, but to the south Aimer's quick

eye caught sight of a church, and behind it some white objects.
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which we guessed to be the whitewashed towers of a Suanetian

vihacre. After the bare Bezingi slopes it was a great pleasure

to the eye to rest on the thick foliage of the endless Suanetian

woods shining in the sun. Our point of Janga was a little lower

—

Aimer in his disappointment said ten feet, but at any rate it was

distinctly lower—than the western summit.^ The Saddle Peak

looked much more sharply marked off from the rest of the ridge

than when seen from the Bezingi Glacier. But the one peak on

the Bezingi ridge, from Slikara to above the Zauner Pass, that most

clearly, as seen from the north side, has a separate existence, and

deserves a separate name, is the beautiful cone of Gestola, which

springs up so sharply as constantly to serve as a standard of

measurement : even as far away as the neck of Ushba I guessed

our height by the base of Gestola.

To return to our ascent of Shkara. After about live minutes,

as the cloud became no lighter, we ran down to the level place,

where we were a little sheltered from the wind. While here

the cloud cleared, so as to show us the upper belt of ruddy

rocks, and the top of Dykhtau backed by blue sky—a beautiful

vision from our cloud of gloom and cold. I felt like a man, half

starved, lookincj throuo-h a window at a warm fire. The cloud

soon closed in thicker than ever, and we began the descent, going

as hard as we could in order to clear the snow-slope below the ridge

before dark. The short rock-bit with its ice gave us more trouble

than in the ascent, especially a single step where one had to tuck

in one's abdomen and tlu'ow the left leg round a corner. Just

beyond this we picked up the wraps left in the ascent, and I

was fiflad to have their additional warmth.

On the slope below the ridge it became dark, so that although

I could see Aimer above me I could only tell where Roth was

below by the darkness seeming a shade thicker, or, when he had

tm-ned, by his voice. The slope was too steep to allow of carrying

the lantern. Our morning steps were filled up with blown snow.

' M. Jukoff gives it as 42 feet lower {Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society,

February 1892, p. Ill, and Survey maps).—D. W. F.
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and although Roth was very quick in recovering tliem we liad

a wearisome time groping and kicking for the steps before we

crossed the lower of the two Schrunds. It is easy to follow

straight steps in the dark, but not so easy when they turn
;

and Roth's ' The step is there,' uttered in a crescendo of virtuous

surprise, made one chuckle, but was hardly directing. All things

come to an end. At length we cleared the slope, and after lighting

our lantern swallowed some biscuits and cold tea. Sitting or stand-

ing about the lower lip of the Schrund, three feeUy illuminated

figures of Father Christmas, we felt that a bowl of steaming toddy

to complete the picture would not have been amiss. We easily

followed our morning tracks by lantern light—there was some-

thing strangely impressive in the high walls and deep troughs

of the ice-fall by the feeble glimmei-—until we came near home,

where the hard snow showed no tracks. Aimer and I waited in

patient weariness until a shout from Roth told us he had found

our ledge, and we followed. It was about a quarter to ten.

Home, sweet home ! It had been a hard, cold climb. How we

did enjoy the hot soup ! I blessed the man who first thought

of self-cooking soup-tins.

Owing to the shoi'tness of September days, climbing in the

dark or by lantern light was one of the most disagreeable incidents

of our climbs. In eight out of thirteen expeditions I took part

in we had more or less night work.

I thought more of Shkara, considered simply as a climb, than

of Janga or Ushba. Janga, when once we had reached the sunshine,

was a right pleasant climb, full of interest, with a fair amount of

work, and crowned with a sublime view ; but there was no strain

about it. Ushba, on the successful attempt, was tui-ned by a fall

of fresh snow into an easy and reasonably safe, though fatiguing,

snow walk as far as the neck. Shkara was a hard strain nearly

all the time, between the cold and the labour. The guides had

at least five, probably six, hours' step-cutting. It was the coldest

climb I ever made. I was quit with both thumb-ends and the

right finger-ends frost-bitten. The guides were all right then, but

I believe our cold day on Shkara had a good deal to do with their
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subsequent ailments. It was curious that the cold took away at the

time all sense of fatigue ; but we were tired enough afterwards.

Of the ways of reaching the crest of the Bezingi ridge I

thought our route up Janga the best : it lay by the rocks to the

right, in ascending, of the steep, narrow glacier, which falls from

the depression between Janga and Shkara. There were some

short bits of hard rock-climbing, but these, we found afterwards,

can all be turned. We crossed the mouth of a ghyll, the high

pitch at the back of which was crowned by glacier, from which ice-

blocks may fall at times. From the depression between Shkara

and Janga it would be well worth trying the ascent of the former.

The first part of Shkara rises so sharply that Aimer thought the

direct ridge-climb might be impossible, and we could not see how

the Suanetian slope lay ; but if this point is once climbed or turned

the rest of the way did not seem difficult. The depression seemed

to indicate a pass into Suanetia, but I could not see what was

the nature of the southern slope.
^

I had no trouble Avorth speaking of with the Bezingi natives.

They ore, no doubt, given to petty pilfering ; but when I

remember how the tent was on our expeditions left unguarded,

and what value they attach to knives, nails, matches, and other

things, to us the commonest articles, I must give them credit for a

fair amount of honesty that they did not strip us of everything.

On the morning after we had been up Janga I found Roth

very unwell with pains all over, esj^ecially in the chest. Towards

evening, however, he was smoking—a sure sign of recovery ; but in

the night Aimer was taken ill. He was worse than Roth, hardly able

to speak or move, and remained little better all the next day. On

the 15th September Roth was well and Aimer recovering; but a

wind-storm began in the mountains, and its fearful cold kept us

that day and the next, by day as well as by night, in our sleep-

1 1 have since shared in three attempts on Janga from the south side— in 1890, -when

Aimer led my friend Holder and myself, and twice in 189.3, in the company of Messrs. Woolley,

Newmarch, and Solly. We found in the latter year that the pass between Shkara and Janga

was too dangerous on the south side from semes. Indeed, most ascents on the south side-

—

except Tetnuld—are much more difficult and dangerous than the northern climbs.—J. H. C.
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ing-bags in the tent. The cold developed an eager appetite for

fat, and I felt in training for the candles, if need were. On

the morning of the 17th the wind had fallen much, and we set

off with six porters for Betsho. Fierce gusts that searched one's

marrow blew at intervals as long as we were on the Bezingi side

of the Zanner Pass, but once over we found all still, bright and

warm. Everything on the Suanetian side seemed of a richer and

pleasanter nature. The woods, clad in the most gorgeous of autumn

LOOKING DOWN THE BEZINGI GLACIER

colours, were inexpressibly pleasant to our eyes, which, for more

than a month, had hardly seen trees except in the form of firewood.

The wild crab-apples we found nearly ripe and sweet—a great treat.

The two Mulakh men I engaged in place of the Bezingi porters

were of a gentler and more obliging nature than the Bezingians.

Food was more varied. We replenished our stock of salt ; besides

mutton and bread, we obtained readily eggs and cheese, and even

some vodka ; and never Ii-ishman was better pleased than I with

the taste of a potato.

We reached Betsho on the morning of the 19th, and found
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the officer in charge very civil. He assigned us in the Cancellaria

a good room with a fireplace. Chairs and a table and sofa were

demoralising Capuan luxuries ; and, worn and jaded as we felt, we

stayed in the rest of the day, sending out Kosta, a Mulakh man
whom I had retained, to forage.

While at Betsho I was amused by the people who came in to

sell provisions. An old woman brought a very sickly-looking sheep

;

several women and girls each brought a single cheese ; two men

had each a bottle of native vodka. There are no stores. Each

family has its own stock of jarovisions, and naturally will not sell

so as to leave itself bai-e ; so that it is a slow business on first enter-

ing a village to collect food from cottage to cottage. Afterwards,

when the people realise that the traveller is willing to pay, they

bring voluntarily what each can spare. Doubtless I had the benefit

of the confidence inspired by previous climbers.

Next day we set out to look for a camp, and, following the

path, found ourselves above the lower part of the Gul Glacier,

which descends under the east slope of Ushba, and opposite to the

gap between its two towers. We could see nothing for mist,

but, listening for a long time, I heard no fall of stones or snow,

and was satisfied that we need not fear the avalanches which

Donkin in his letter to Holder had mentioned as turning his

party back. We knew nothing of their unhappy fate, and Avhen

we came on a shallow trench and found bits of a Meiringen paper

indicating where they had camped, we felt pleased as with a sense

of companionship, and I was glad to see that the guides looked

cheered and livelier. The water supply—glacier water trickling

down a rock—had failed, and we judged that, in the more ad-

vanced and colder season we had now reached, we must camp

lower.

On the 21st September, leaving pai't of the baggage at Betsho,

we pitched the tent on a tongue of land, above the little valley

on the lower side of wliich are the last trees, and distant about

an hour's walk from Donkin and Fox's camp.

Next to the Matterhoru, Ushba is the most imposing mountain

I have seen. There is a strong suggestion of likeness between
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the south peak and the Matterhorn, and, though the latter is

tlie more symmetrical, Ushba is nmch the greater. It is nearly

a thousand feet higher above the level of the sea ; and whilst

the Matterhorn is not nuich over 9000 feet above Zermatt,

Ushba towers 11,000 feet above Betsho. Its mass is double that

of the Matterhorn. The upper rocks of the south peak to be

climbed must be nearly 6000 feet, against little more than 4000

feet on the Matterhorn.

The two peaks of Ushba are joined some 700 feet, as near

as I can guess, below their tops, by a saddle or neck of rock

covered with snow. Their crags on the east side of the neck are

divided by a snow-slope of equal breadth for a distance which

took us two hours twenty-five minutes in soft snow to ascend ; then

the cliffs of the north peak break off towards the north at nearly

right angles to their former line, the rocks of the south peak still

running down straight as above. From the neck to where the rocks

retire, the slope, gradually becoming less steep, has no crevasses,

but at the latter point an ice-fall begins, which keeps its original

width, that of the gap, for a space which, climbing at a fair

pace, we were two hours in ascending ; whilst from the foot of

the cliffs of the north peak descends for the same depth an

ice-slope, towards which, where it touches the north side of the

ice-fall, the latter presents a wall fringed with icicles and set in

places with ice-caverns, which rises from 20 to 50 feet above

the level of the ice-slope. A long Schruiul runs across the foot

of the ice-fall and ice-slope, and below it the glacier gradually

sweeps round the base of the south peak. The illustration opposite

will, I trust, make these details more intelligible to the reader.

On the 22nd we made our first attempt on Ushba, but after

four hours' climbing Roth's illness obliged us to return. I found

he had been unwell the day before, but had not told me, on the

chance of recovering. Now he was writhing on the snow with j^ain,

and plainly unable to proceed. Thankful that his j^luck had not

led him to hold out longer and until we were on the ice-slope,

we slowly returned to the tent, where he was made as warm and

comfortable as our poor resources permitted. His pains were in

VOL. II. D
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the chest and legs, accompanied with a difficulty in breathing,

and as these were much the same as those he had quickly

recovered from at Bezingi, I thought that he would soon be well.

On Sunday, however, though free in the chest, he was plainly

in for a bout of rheumatism. This was a great disappointment,

for Roth is a first-rate step-cutter, and I had seen that, in the

icy state of the mountain, the neck between the two towers

could only be reached by almost continuous cutting from the

long Schrund. On speaking to Aimer he agreed to try alone

with me. I thought it very spirited in him not to be discouraged

by his companion's illness, or by the certainty of an excessive

amount of labour in step-cutting, to say nothing of the generally

imposing and formidable look of Ushba. We arranged that Aimer

and I should try again next morning, and that if E-oth felt no

better, he should go down with Kosta, when the latter brought

provisions, to Betsho, where he would at least be warm.

Aimer and I left our tent at 3.35 on the morning of the 24th,

and ascended on the left side of the glacier by easy rock and snow

slopes, at first in a northerly direction, towards Mr. Freshfield's

Gulba, and then west, until, after passing under a wall of rock, which

seemed from the stones near its base to be sometimes dangerous,

we came, at 7.37, to the long crevasse, where we breakfasted. The

glacier below the crevasse was sprinkled freely with boulders, large

and small. The ice -slope is exjjosed to the fall of stones, and

also of great icicles from the cliffs of the northern peak. We
found it all bare, roughened and pitted with previous meltings,

and every stroke of the axe cut into real ice. It \\as much wasted,

so that in places large smooth polished sheets of sloping rock

were exposed. Altogether it was more formidable in appeai'ance

than any ice - wall I had seen, and Aimer said the same. No
doubt, eai'lier in the season, before the mountain has been cleared

by frequent avalanches, this slope is very unsafe.

At 8.5 we found a way over the crevasse, and Aimer cut

our way slowly until, after an hour and a half, we had turned a

sheet of smooth rock, and were able to approach the ice-fall. Its

icicles seemed so small by comparison with the giant ones on the
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wall of the north peak, that we did not fear them ; but, to be more

secure, I proposed that we should go on the ice-fall at an easy place.

Aimer agreed that it would be safer and better, but was afraid that

we might be stopped by a crevasse. Unfortunately, I had per-

suaded myself that the crevasse could be turned by the rocks of the

south peak, and so we went upon the ice-fall, and Aimer had at

first easier step-cutting in hard snow ; then followed ice, and last,

a short bit of soft snow. Finally, we found the crevasse could

not be turned. I knew there was no chance now for that day,

but wished to reach the top of the ice-fall in order to gain a clear

view of the neck. Descending the soft snow. Aimer had step-

cutting again to a point where we could go down to the slope,

which was ice, as below, except the last part, where it was lying in

steep ribs with alternate channels. Here we were startled by the

crash of an icicle from the north peak shivering upon the slope, as if

all the windows in Regent Street had fallen on to the pavement.

It was not too near, but near enough to make me ap2:)reciate Aimer's

remark; 'If that had struck us it would have hurt us very much.'

Soon afterwards we were within a few feet of the base of the

north peak, and at about 1.45 had gained the foot of the last

snow-slope below the gap. Some stones whizzed from the north

peak at the same time, so high that they could not have struck

the ice-slope until near the long crevasse.

The lower part of the gap, where the slope is gentle, was soft

snow, but above all was glittering ice with, just below the neck,

some ribs of rock. We could climb, we saw, on to the north peak

from the neck, but reckoned that with the best luck we could not

expect to reach the top before dark, and passing the night there

was more than we were prepared to endure.

We contented ourselves, perforce, with lunching and looking

about us. The view was magnificent and startling. All the great

central peaks served as a white background to the forests of

Suanetia, the autumn colours of which were like fire in the

sunlight.

On returning to the tent I found that Roth had gone down

to Betsho. As Aimer was very anxious and vaguely afraid that
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Roth's illness might be something worse than rheumatism, I sent

him down next day to say that I would start at once for Batum

if Roth wished it and was able to travel ; but that if he had no-

thing worse than rheumatism the best thing for him was to stay

at Betsho, where he could be warm before a good fire within stone

walls, whilst Aimer and I again tried Ushba. I felt bound to

make the offer to start at once, for although Kosta was very kind

and attentive, it was no joke for Roth to be ill amongst strangers
;

but I prayed heartily that he might not accept it. I had a

hard struggle for my dinner that evening ; heavy rain was falling

and a strong wind blowing, so that after much ado to light the

fire there was worse trouble to keep it lit. In the night, waking

and sitting up, my face touched something clammy, and I found

the front of the tent had fallen in, the wet having pvit an extra

strain on the stay-rope. On going out to set things right, I met

the rain coming down in torrents, but its violence was reassuring,

as it showed that snow must be falling above in such quantities

that some must stick on the ice-slopes.

Next day Aimer came back with the good news that Roth

would stay at Betsho as the best place for him. Rain fell most

of that day and up to eight of the following morning, when the

sun shone out warm and welcome, and a fine day following we

resolved to try again.

Aimer and I left tlie tent at 3.8 a.m. on the 28th with small

hope of success, for the sky looked anything but favourable, long

filaments of cloud being drawn across it, and the only good sign

was that the clouds never came low enough to quite touch the

Laila range. The first step in snow told us that we were in for

a heavy grind, but encouraged us to hope for good foothold. We
toiled up the lower slope of rock and snow in the direction

of Gulba, and then, passing under the rock-wall, came upon an

immense mass of avalanche-snow, the u{)per pai't of the fresh

snow lately fallen upon the ice-slope. We were now sure of a

fine day, and took cheerfully the toil of walking on the avalanche

one moment standing on a frozen block and the next sinking up

to our knees. We found the long crevasse choked up by the
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avalanche, and passed it without halt at 8.3, having hreakfastcd

below. We were satisfied from our former experience that little

was to be feared from the icicles pendent from the ice-fall, and

agreed that our best way was to keep close to the latter, so

that if stones or icicles fell from the north peak we should have

a chance of protection under the wall of the ice-fall.^ Save for

a few steps just above the crevasse and the clearing out of some

of the old steps on the ribs of hard snow near the north peak

there no was need for step-cutting, the avalanche having left

plenty of snow well fastened on the ice- slope and covered up the

sheets of smooth rock. Much encouraged by the shorter time

we took to pass remembered points, we reached the top of the

ice-fall at 10.5, having ascended the slope in little more than

a third of the time we had taken when nearly everything was

ice. We halted here forty minutes.

The following two hours and twenty-five minutes up to the neck

were intensely fatiguing. I could have sworn in the ascent that

the snow grew deeper as we ascended, but when descending the

slight 23ain from the pressure against the knee-cap of the then

frozen rim of the steps showed the depth to be up to the knees,

and uniform nearly all the way. We laboured on almost un-

remittingly up tlie increasingly steep slope, turning near the neck

to our left to reach a rib of rock, and then by a few steps in

the ice on the rock, or by the rock, came at last to the saddle,

the snow edge of which Aimer broke through at 1.10, greatly to

my pleasure, for there was to be a change in the character of oui'

labour. We were near to the soutli peak, and both looked at

its rido-e rising from the neck ; then Aimer said that he was not

going on that, and we at once turned to our right for the north

peak. The south peak ridge rose steeply, straight as an arrow,

and was coated over with hard snow and in places ice, the general

evenness of the coating seeming to indicate that there were few

' The party of 1893 found, in confirmation of Mr. Woolley's experience of 1889, that

it is safest to ascend tlie slope below the north peak in a line much more to the right and

running up nearly to the outermost edge of the rocks of the north peak. The ice and

snow in the Caucasus change much, far more than in the Alps, and Ushba is often very

dangerous.— J. H. C.
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breaks in the ridge. As we found it, I was no more minded to

try it than Aimer ; but we were both inclined to think that when

clear of snow and ice it can be climbed.

In order to reach the north peak Aimer crossed the crest to

its west side, where he had to clear away the snow and cut

steps in the ice beneath it. While waiting in the steps on the

east side I looked over and saw Elbruz half in mist, and nearer

us, a fine snow-mountain, which I sup230sed to be Dongusorun.

The rocks of the two peaks narrowed the view. On the east

side there was a fine view of the mountains of the Central Group

and of the valley and forest-clad slopes beyond Mestia. The woods

were glowing red in the sun, and with their snow background

were very beautiful. Over all was that look of peace peculiar to

the great mountains, heightened, no doubt, in my case, by con-

trast with the personal sense of strain and efibrt. The west side

of the neck was not at all a place to take views from ; it was an

ice-slope, broken with jags of rock, steeper than anything but the

last bit on the other side. We crawled under a jutting crag so

low that, although Aimer wriggled through easily, it was a tight

fit for me, and would have been a stout man's misery ; then

came more step-cutting, and at length we reached the rocks

of the north peak after having taken about an hour to traverse

the ridge.

We ascended, keeping below the rock-ridge leading up to the

north peak, and at first had some delightfully easy walking. Then

we came to a place which Aimer said might do, if there was not

a better. We tried first a, spot I had marked as offering a way

to the ridge ; but Aimer, after climbing up a few feet, reported

smooth rocks, which, as we were no longer fresh, we had better

not try. Returning, therefore, to Aimer's route we found a rock-

traverse with a nearly perpendicular fall below, the foothold

being a narrow ledge, l)ut good, except at one point, where it

failed, necessitating a short leap just where the handhold was

next to nothing. On the ascent we crossed without trouble. We
soon came to an easy side-ridge, of not very sound rocks, leading

up to the main ridge at a point a few yards below the top.
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These few yards were snow, and the actual top was a snow-cornice

hanging over the western side and rising not more than a conple

of feet above the highest point we dared tread on. We reached

the top at 3.45. We were in mist and saw little. The south

peak was altogether invisible, and all that we saw to the north

was an occasional glimpse of a snow-ridge, curving slightly as it

fell to the north-west. All the upper part of this ridge was an

easy walk ; below it swelled out into a huge tower-like form,

which rose from the glacier on the side we saw in ice - coated

clifts that looked impracticable.

We went down to the junction of the side ridge with the main

one, and sitting down, tired but happy, cooked two Silver soup-

tins, and opened for Aimer's special delectation our last sardine-

box, which he had reserved for Ushba and twice regretfully

carried back unopened. We stayed tUl 4.22, the mist lasting all

the time. Then, having put up a stone-man and deposited in it

the sardine-l)ox holding my card with our two names, we began

the descent.

A stone which fell without any excuse came with a heavy

jerk on the rope between us, and held it down until Aimer could

descend and release it. We came soon after to the rock-traverse.

As the ledge sloped slightly downwards the bad step was a little

longer, and it had also to be taken with the worse leg foremost.

Not quite easily I worked myself into a position where I was

sure of the step, and passed over. Aimer then came, more neatly,

but also with care. Probably the difficulty we found here was

owing more to our being wearied by the steep slough of snow below

than to the nature of the passage itself We (juickly came to

the neck, and went as fast as we could down the soft snow in

the gap, but were caught by darkness on the ice- slope. This

did not matter much, for though the snow was now freezing,

it was still soft enough to take the foot with the heel driven

in, and we got along famously until we came to just above

the long crevasse, where a dozen or so of steps had been cut in

the morning. Here we turned our faces to the slope, and partly

by the steps, partly by anchoring with the axe and stubbing in
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the toes, had descended the worst bit, when, as I was vigorously

kicking away, I became awai'e that my right boot was coming

off. When on the neck I had noticed that the lace had been

cut and had worked itself loose, but as I was anxious to go as

low down as possible before dark, and my frost-bitten fingers

made me very slow in tying anything, I neglected to fasten the

lace. The boot could not be attended to when I had my face to

the hard slope, and finally, not driving the toe in, I slipped a foot

before I could stop myself, the boot dragged off" and fell away into

the darkness. I groaned at my folly in not fastening the lace, but

when Aimer too began to blame himself for not having noticed that

it was loose, I was forced to laugh at the notion of a boot that

two men could not keep on. Then he came below me, and cutting

a few steps, we reached softer snow again, whei-e, cutting me a

seat and holes for my feet, he unro])ed and went to look for

the boot, crossing the crevasse, which turned out to be a very

few feet below, and liffhtinfj his lantern. At first I felt very

vexed, till it came into my mind that at any rate the climb was

not bootless ! Soothed by a chuckle over this comforting pun,

I patiently waited. All was very quiet, the stillness broken

only by the faint crunch of Aimer's feet in the snow, and now

and then by the fall of some small fragment of icicle from the

wall of the ice-fall, making me look sharply round lest worse

should follow. Some thousands of feet below on the opposite

slope a couple of fires were lit, and a torch brandished, as if some

woodman had caught sight of Aimer's lantern and was signalling.

After a time I called Aimer back, who reported that as the boot

would not have much way on before reaching the crevasse, it luul

probably fallen into the big hole not filled up by the avalanche

at the corner of the ice-fall. I crossed the crevasse, and the good

fellow then took oft" his leggings and fastened them round my
foot. The deep foot-holes made in the soft snow of the morning

enabled me to walk without slipping, and we travelled nearly as

fast as if I had both boots on, until we reached the grass. Most

of the stones here were as flat as I now felt myself, but a few

woke me up sharply. We reached the tent at ll.L'Or.M.
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It will be seen from what I have said that LIshba, as we fouiicl

it, was ill the main a snow grind, fatiguing and requiring steadiness,

and, I fimcy, not free from danger; but on our successful ascent

not difficult. On our second attempt the amount of step-cutting

was in excess of anything I have known in the Alps, at least

live hours' ; and three hours' more cutting Avould have been

needed to reach the neck. I have been asked if there are any

rock-climbs in the Caucasus. Well, it is true that up to the

present Mr. Mummery's way up Dykhtau is the only ascent

effected that is all rock ; V)ut there are many others to be found.

It seems to me that our natural instinct is to attempt fii'st the

highest or most conspicuous peaks, just as men did in the Alps,

whether they are snow- or rock-climbs. The snow-climbs in the

Caucasus are greater than those in the Alps ; and there is plenty

of call for the best ice-craft : they have, too, rock bits on some

of them equal to any like lengths on the ordinary ways up any

of the Zermatt peaks. Mishirgitau is a rock-peak, and though

dwarfed by Dykhtau, is over 16,400 feet. Tiktengen is a rock-

peak of over 15,000 feet. Several of the rock-peaks on the north

side of the Bezingi Glacier must appi'oach 14,000 feet, and there

is one nearly level Avith Salynan Bashi. I saw many other rock-

peaks—easy or difficult has to be found out. Whoever climbs

the south peak of Ushba will not be dissatisfied with his prize.

Caucasian rocks are much more freely coated with snow and ice

than Alpine.

As to the natives, my impression is that travelling in the

Caucasus is safe to any man who pays his way and treats the people

civilly, but that it is only safe because of Russian rule. Petty

pilfering is to be looked for from the Bezingi men. In a dispute

between two parties of Suanetians at Kala there was a show of

drawing knives, and a gun, most likely empty, was aimed, but

the only violence was the shying of a stone that grazed a man's

shin. Thereupon the two parties abused each other freely, and

after a time retired, each side bursting mto laughter as if it had

done a clever thing.

The autumn colours of the Suanetian forests are the most
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wonderful I ever saw, and I have been in Pennsylvania in October

and November. The birch is plentiful and very beautiful ; its

leaves glitter in September like a shower of golden sparks, and at

my entry into Betsho furnished the main colour. But during the

week I was camped under Ushba red became the prevailing hue,

chiefly from the mountain ash and wild cherry. Single trees of red

foliage were not nearly so beautiful as the birch, but the massed

eftect of the red in the sunshine was wonderful, especially at

sunset, and it set off the snows more strikingly.

The Skenis Skali Valley between Cholur and Lentekhi, the

most beautiful combination of rock, wood, and water that could

be dreamed of, is in danger of being despoiled of its trees, several

clearings having been made by fire. When I passed last, great

beeches were lying still smouldering, charred and black, an ugly

siofht.



C HAP T Ell XVI

SEARCH AND TRAVEL IN 1889

And first tlie Vale of Search ; an endless maze

Branching into innumerable ways,

All courting entrance ; but one right, and this

Beset with pitfall, gulf, and precipice :

The only word is ' Forward 1

'

FITZGERALD.

|HE result of the summer's

work of 1888, as known in

England by the midtUe of

September of that year, was

that the great peaks of the

Central Group had been

climl)ed, with one exception.

Tliat exception was the keen snow-crest, lifted high against the

sky on a broad rock-pedestal, which is seen foremost of the

Central Group by travellers on the railway between the Caucasian

Baths and Vladikavkaz. It is now named Koshtantau and given

16,880 feet, but all official and general maps previous to 1889 had

referred to it as Dykhtau, and assigned it a height of 16,923 feet.

Mr. Clinton Dent had been obliged by temporary ill-health to

return to England, but his companions, Donkin and Fox, with two

Oberland guides, were still in the Caucasus, and known to be

bent on attempting the ascent of this noble peak. One day, at

the end of the month, Dent brought me in London a telegram

from Naltshik, to the effect that Rieger, the German serving as

drao-omau to the mountaineers, had come down from Balkar to
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report that he had not heard or seen anything of his employers

for three weeks. The inference that a fatal accident had happened

was only too clear to both of us.

The first question to arise was, ' Should we go out at once ?

'

It was decided reluctantly that so late in the year it would be

useless, since, by the middle of October, the region where search

would, in all probability, have to be made, would be closed for

such a purpose. What could be done below the snow-line, moi-e-

over, was being done by the Eussian officials and an Englishman,

Mr. Phillipps - Wolley, who knew the country and the oflicials

well, and had generously given up his own sporting-tour in order

to lend what help he could in the search.

Native evidence showed that the two mountaineers, with their

Swiss guides, Kaspar Streich and Johann Fischer of Meiringen,

had, in the last days of August, started from a camp at the head

of a side-glen of the Bezingi Valley, known as Dumala, to ascend

the UUuauz Glacier, which falls from the northern slopes of

Koshtantau. Fox had written thence to their interpreter Rieger,

who with the luggage had been sent to Balkar, to expect them

in two or three days at Karaul, a pasturage at the head of the

Cherek Valley, south-east of Koshtantau, in a position, relatively

to the mountains, which may be shortly explained to those familiar

with the Pennine Alps by comparing it to ]\Iattmark in the Saas

Valley—Koshtantau taking the place of the Dom, Balkar of Saas,

the Bezingi Valley answering to that of St. Niklaus, and Dumala

to the glen leading to the Tiisch Alp.

The autumn search, though carried out with all the energy and

perseverance possible for men who were themselves without

mountaineering knowledge, and had none but native hunters to

help them, was unsuccessful. A further search, made, in conse-

quence of a personal order of the Tsar, by a levy of the native

population, was equally fruitless. The snows fell—had fallen,

indeed, before the first search could be undertaken—and the

climbers' fate remained involved in doubt and obscurity, at least

in the public mind. Dent and I knew that our friends had died on

the mountains—we felt it to be so certain that it was recorded
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as a fact on a memorial brass in Eton College Chapel. But in face

of the theories prevalent in the Caucasus, and adopted by men in

authority, and with presumably the best means of judging of the

state of the country, others could not reasonably be called on

to share our conviction. Conjecture was accordingly rife, and it

took a particularly painful form. Russians do not understand the

use of the rope in climbing. The simultaneous loss of four men

by an accident seemed therefore improbable to the minds of the

Caucasian officials. The hypothesis of violence was consequently

resorted to, and the people of the mountains were held, in high

quarters, to be under very grave suspicion, and to be amenable

to retributive measures. Less responsible critics, who did not

accurately appreciate the local orography, at first suggested that the

travellers had crossed into Suanetia, and been there waylaid and

murdered. We gave no credence whatever to these suo-orestions.

But even for us, who, from better acquaintance with the country

and its people, were able to dismiss such crude imaginings, there

wei'e many matters of sad interest left open. How, or where,

within several square miles, our countrymen had died ; whether

after or before climbing the great peak ; whether on its clifts, or

among the ice-falls that cloak, or under the avalanches that sweep

its sides ; what relics of their last bivouac might be recovered ; how

far the snows had given them a natural l^urial—these were all

questions which seemed to call for answer.

The obvious leaders of a search party were Mi-. Clinton Dent,

who had been with the lost mountaineers until forced by health

to leave them, and myself Myself, first, for old friendship's sake
;

next because I knew, as no one else in England or in Russia knew,

the high mountains about the scene of the accident ; and finally

because I was able, by the assistance of the Council of the Pioyal

Geographical Society, to obtain leave for an old friend of Mr.

Fox's, Captain C. H. Powell, of the Indian Army, an excellent

Russian scholar, to place his services as interpreter at the disposal

of the search party. We owed very much to Captain Powell for

the great ability and patience which he showed in all the needful

commvinications with Russian officials and village notables, and his
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knowledge of Russian added in many respects to the interest and

pleasure of the joui-ney.

Mr. Hermann WooUey, our other companion, had been one of

the explorers and photogi'aphers of the Caucasian Mountains in

1888. Indeed, he and his friends on the day of the accident were

within six miles—as the eagle flies—of the fatal spot. Yet so

separated were they by icy ridges—the fact is significant of the

character of the chain—that they heard nothing of what had

happened until after their return to England. He brought with

him two guides from the Bernese Oberland. Dent and I had

with us Kaspar Maurei-, of Meiringen, who had travelled in the

Himalaya, and a young brother of Fischer, one of the lost guides

—

by profession a schoolmaster—who joined us as a volunteer.

The material we had to direct us in the search may be concisely

set out as follows. Before the party left England I had verbally,

and also in writing, given suggestions to Fox for exploring the range

of Koshtantau. I had reconnnended an attack on the northern ridge

of the mountain from a side glen of the Bezingi Valley, known

as Dumala. This was made, but, owing to uncertain weather

and a late start, the party only reached the western base of the

mountain. I had also pointed out that, failing success in that

direction, a very interesting and beautiful pass could certainly be

forced over the eastern ridge, and that from the glacier south of

this spur, flowing towards the Cherek, Koshtantau might be again

examined, adding, ' any attempt on this side, however, will be

a serious undertaking.' Mr. WooUey has since justified my sugges-

tion by successfully climbing, and that without meeting with any

extraordinary difticulty, the peak by the route thus indicated,

which Moore and I had first examined twenty years before.

Fox's instructions, written from the camjj in Dumala from

which the cliiul)ers sent l>ack their tent, to his German servant

and interpreter, Rieger, to meet him at Karaul, in three days,

showed that they had my suggestions in mind ; while the very

singular prospective entiy made in the diary Fox left behind

with the tent gave us full insight into the details of their

plans.
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I print here the record of the hist three days written up iu

this diary. It seems to me to give in the simplest form a very

true picture of the character of mountaineering in the Caucasus.

'Sunday, August 2G</t.—Up 5.30 a.m. Fine morning, but

windy and cold, and not promising for the night. Determined to

start for high bivouac. Spent long time cooking meat for two

days. Rhododendron wood for fire. Heavy loads. Sti'eich has

no faith in cooking soups. Determined to take up two fagots

of wood. Left tent 9.45. Went up moraine on left bank of

glacier to foot of ice-fall. Very long moraine. Halt for photograph.

Charming gttcs by stream between moraine and mountain. Little

streams with grassy dells. No wood though. Lovely camping-

ground at foot of ice-fall. Large cave at top of ice-fall used by

bouquetin. Saw two come out of it on our return. Flowers on

moraine very beautiful, especially asters, small dark blue gentians,

and London pride. Saw two or three kinds of Gnaphalia, but no

Edelweiss. Halt on moraine for two photos. 10.40 to 11.5. Halt,

grass valley at end of moraine, 11.40 to 11.55. From there we

topped the ice-fall by grass banks and moraine on left bank. We
halted under cavern for lunch from 1.35 to 2.25 p.m., and then

pushed on to upper neve, always on the left bank. Snow came

on thick, with thunder and lightning. Looked out for shelter.

Found at last a Schrund ; rock on one side, snow and icicles the

other
;
got out of storm. Guides lit fire outside under rock and

cooked soup. Very cold and damp ; our hopes of ascending

Koshtantau from this side had been dissipated. The obvious way

up was raked with overhanging seracs, from which there w^as no

escape.^ Two ways only presented themselves : (l) to mount high

snow-pass east of mountain, and ascend from the other side of

what seemed all snow
; (2) to climb col west of mountain, and get

on to north route from there." We chose the latter, as the east

' This obviously refers to the short north-eastern buttress which projects between the northern

and eastern ridges, and divides the two upper bays of the Ulluauz Glacier.

^ These are the passes now known respectively as (1) the Ulluauz Pass ; (2) the Mishirgi

Pass. The second pass is in fact north, not west of the peak.
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col was a very long business. Fischer searched for sleeping-place

and found a cleft—the rocks sloped upwai-ds. A poor hole, but

affording shelter from snow and wind somewhat. The top was so

narrow that one could only just squeeze oneself inside ; below it

widened out a little. The angle was about 30°. We managed to

rake down about a ton of rock

and loose stones, with which

the crack was filled, and made

a sort of platform at the base,

where Streich and Donkin lay.

I hollowed out a seat above

and made a footstool of my
ice-axe belo\v. We curled our-

selves in our sleeping - bags,

and tried to be thankful for

shelter. Everything was wet

and clammy, and a slow drip

came over my knees. Position

had to be changed every ten

minutes, each change sending

down a handful of peljbles on

Donkin's head. The wind was

boisterous. Gusts of snow pattered in, and whistled on the

sleeping-bags. I was just dozing off, when I was awakened by

a handful of stones from above, which clattered about my ears,

followed by a large rock which I had thought secure. It came

bang on my head, and made me see a thousand stars, so that

for a moment the hole seemed full of light. In endeavouring to

move it on one side I shifted the ice-axe, and sent a wheel-

barrow of stones down on poor Donkin's head. His patience and

en(hn-;mce can only be likened to that of Job. I had to get

down and share the platform. Fischer was already ensconced

in another crack outside, so that room was found. The guides

were pretty wretched, and had long abandonetl all hopes of

a mend in the weather. I reminded them of jjrevious ex-

periences, but gloomy thoughts prevailed. The stones were

ULLUAUZ BASUI FKOM THE tJLLUAUZ GLAUIKR
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bard to lie on, but by this time we were fairly accustomed to

hard beds.

' Mondai/, 27th.—Drowsiness came over us all in the morning.

I was first to wake and see blue sky. Got Streich up. Alas ! it

was very late, 5.45 a.m., and the morning perfect. We got down,

cooked chocolate, ate it in silence, and started off at 6.15 (three

hours too late). Twenty minutes took us across the snow-tield

to foot of col, and we arrived at top of it at 8.20. A lot of

fresh snow had fallen, making step-cutting difficult. It is a steep

little pass. We mounted by rocks on right. At the top a beautifid

view greeted us. We had made a new pass from Dumala Glacier

to Mishiroi Glacier. At our feet was the latter ; at its head the

high buttress of rock leading to snow and rock north arSte of

Koshtantau. Beyond this a pass leading from head of Mishirgi

Glacier to foot of Shkara. Beyond this the splendid precipices

of Dykhtaa. Shkara itself was well seen over the gap between

Koshtantau and Dykhtau.^ These latter practically met at this col,

though there seemed to be a fine rock-peak on ridge west of Kosh-

tantau before it descended to col. The arete, which we hoped

to gain easily, was cut off by the buttress of rock which led to

the corniced col we had seen from the UUuauz Glacier. The final

a7'ete would go anywhere, but would prove a long business. The

obvious way was to climb the rock buttress, which I was sure

would go. It was certainly plastered with fresh snow, but nowhere

very difficult. Streich's plan was to descend some 200 or 300

feet on to the Mishirgi Glacier, and mount thence to the arete

by a long- rock-rib. He stuck to his opinion, and we had to give

in. Had breakfast hurriedly, but unfortunately did not take a

photograph, and so missed a splendid and most valuable view, for

when we returned it was lost in cloud. We left the col at 9.10.

The descent took a long time, and there was much step-cutting.

W^e then tried the rib, and found the rocks, as we had expected,

quite smooth. We cut up between them and forced our way up

' Probably the gap between Mishirgitau :md Khruiukoltau. See S. Sella's photograph,

p. 105. This is not the Khrnnikol Gap, -Hhich is farther east.

VOL. II. E
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slowly, the fresh snow making everything most difficult, but at

11.40 had made little progress; and as it was obvious we had

not time to make our peak that day (the arete alone would

take at least four hours), and as clouds were gathering, we

reluctantly ordered a return. The col was reached at 1.15 p.m.,

and then w^e finished our stock of provisions, built a caii'n, and

took a third photo. Our gtte of the previous night was reached

at 4.5, the descent being somewhat troublesome with the snow^

softened by the day's sun. Packed up and off at 4.30. I got in

with Fischer at G.25, and got a pot of tea ready. Donkin's foot

hurt him and he followed slowly. A hot and strong soup, made

by that excellent Streich, and we turned in.

' Tuesday, 28th. A beautiful night. All slept like tops. At

4, heavy rain woke us up as it pattered on the tent, but we

dozed off again. At 5.30 I woke up and read Midsummer Night's

Dream till about 7.30, when the sun came out. We had a

glorious tub in our little stream, and hung all our things out to

dry, for we had descended last night in a thick wetting rain.

The man was sent ofi' for milk and cheese. Our Bezingi host's

son, who had spent the night \x\> here, entered into a long

conversation with me about our plans, and I hope understood

them thoroughly. Weather permitting ive hope to start again to-

morrow very early, and take three or four days' provisions. Make

the Dumala-Dykhsu ^Jrts.s-^ the first day, and camp near its head.

Climb Koshtantaii,, if possible from the south side, the next, and

descend to the Dykhsu Glacier. Thence to Karaul. The man

meanwhile to go round to Balkar with a note to Rieger to send

him up to Karavil." It depends on weather ; at present it is

fine, but, as usual, clouds are rolling up, and I fear we shall have

rain ])efbre night. Guides are busying themselves nailing boots,

drying clothes, cooking meat, etc. Donkin is practising with a

revolver at imaginary enemies (11.30). The day has passed very

peacefully. The man has gone for milk and cheese with a rouble

' Fox knew no separate name for the Tiutiun Glacier, anil treated it as a part of the

Djkhsu. An exact knowledge of the south and east sides of Koshtantau was only obtained

in 1889. 2 See Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. jip. 100 and 102.
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note (nuicli too high pay, but we do not want to be stinted). I

have written up my notes. Donkin has worked out boihng- point

observations.' We have read much Shakespeare. Gathered wood

for to-morrow. Streich and I have had a good bake of bread.

He would not beheve in baking-powder until he saw its effects.

The best bread we have eaten since leaving Batum. Feasted

largely of it. Weather looks bad. Clouds down on to glacier

(3 P.M.), will soon be over our camp. Hope for best. There is

no understanding " Caucasian meteorology." '
^

Thus the diary ends. It has been suggested that the party

spent the next day in camp,^ but the suggestion rests entirely on

a statement of the native mentioned in the diary, transmitted

through Russian channels. As that statement is shown by the

diary to be wrong as to the day and time of the climbers'

return, it can hardly he regarded as of much weight as to their

departure. It is unlikely, if the weather was fair, that they would

have rested another day in camp ; and we know from Mr. Holder

that the storm-clouds passed away, and that the next two days

were fine, except that on the afternoon of the 29th mists interfered

with any examination of the higher ridges—a fact of some

significance in considering the climbers' subsequent movements.

As to the position of the ' Dumala-Dykhsu pass,' which the

climbers meant to cross, no reasonable doubt can exist in any

mountaineer's mind. I had myself pointed it out to Fox, and

marked it in my photographs, tracings from which wei"e found at

the bivouac. It is visible from the meadow at the foot of the

UUuauz Glacier, where their camp was pitched. [8ee Initial

Letter.] There is no other gap which could possibly answer,

among mountain-climbers at least, to Fox's description, 'the high

snow-pass east of Koshtantau.'

' Preserved in Donkin's notebook. Bashil Pass, 13,030 feet ; bivouac opposite Koshtantau,

12,209 feet ; Mishirgi Pass, 13,600 feet. This is the last entry.

- I have printed the Diary verbatim e.xcept for the transposition of the names Dykhtau and

Koshtantau.

^ Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. p. 102. The native is made to say that the party returned at

10 A.M. on the 28th, whereas the Diary fixes the day and hour as 6.25 r.M. on the 27th.
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The results of the search made by the Surveyor, M. Jukoff,

and Mr. PhilUpps-Wolley, so far as they went, confirmed the

inferences we drew from this documentary evidence. The searchers

found tracks in the loose ground on the left bank of the UUuauz

Glacier. Its upper snowfields and ridges they were unable to

reach.

There was only one piece of evidence which it was hard to

make fit in with the rest. The Starshina (headman) of Bezingi

had reported to the Government that his huntei's had found the

travellers' foot-marks on the snow, and traced them over a pass

leading; out of his district into that of Balkar, and this statement

had been embodied in a report published in the Vladikavkaz

newspaper. What the assertion was worth, and to what motives

it may fairly be attributed, will, I think, be clearly shown hereafter.

It followed, to the best of our judgment, that we ought to look

for traces of the lost party at the head of an unknown glacier,

now called the Tiutiun, the torrent from which joins the (Jherek,

or Balkar, river. There, if they carried out their plans, they

would probably have bivouacked on the night after they left

their tent at Dumala.

The base chosen for our search was therefore Karaul, the

pasturage at the head of the Cherek Valley, four hours above the

villages of Balkar, and two long days' ride from Naltshik, where

a bridge over the great tributary of the Cherek, the Dykhsu (here

some two miles from its parent ice) gave, in the old days, a

convenient opportunity to set a guard against cattle-lifters from

the south side of the chain. This guard is now represented by

one or two amiable old Tartars, who live in a stone hut, the only

permanent habitation within many miles, and are happy to provide

milk to parties temporarily residing in their neighboui-hood.

Karaul (5560 feet) was in 1889 our home for nearly a week,

and Mr. Woolley's for a much longer time. It was from this base

that, after the work of the search-party was concluded, he made

his brilliant ascents of Ailama and Koshtantau, and explored the

upper basin of the Dykhsu Glacier. Karaul lies, as it were, at the

Caucasian cross-roads, where the ancient and much-frequented track
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from Gebi to the north and the summer path from the Urukh to

Balkar meet the High-level Route of the future, of which this

will be the starting-point and Urusbieh the terminus.

The great pass which leads hence to the Bezingi Glacier between

Shkara and Mishirgitau is without serious difficulty for mountaineers,

but it traverses an avenue of snowy peaks unrivalled either in

the Alps or Caucasus. Nor is there any lack of easier expeditions

and walks suited for travellers who are content to explore where

there is no need to climb in the strict sense of the word. They

have only to study the map and Signor Sella's panorama to discover

the available points which are destined to be the Gornergrat and

Mettelhorner of the district.

Our camp was pitched on a grassy terrace at the mouth of a wild

gorge. Grey granite screes scantily clothed with azalea bushes

and birches, and green flowery grass, sloped down on all sides with

extreme steepness, enclosing in their midst a flat open meadow,

a mile perhaps in length by half a mile in breadth. Our tents

were erected on the little triangle of land above the junction of

the two roaring torrents, the Cherek and Dykhsu, side by side

with those of M. Bogdanoff, of the Russian Survey—six in all.

Three vistas opened in the mountain circle. First, south-west of
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us, up a granite gorge, the mouth of which %Yas not 100 yards off.

Its upj^er crags bend forward in great beaks and noses, and a

snow-peak shines high above them. This is the gorge of the

Dykhsu, and it leads directly to the great glacier which flows from

the northern and eastern slopes of Shkara (17,038 feet) and Ailama

(14,854 feet). To the east rises the splendid peak Giulchi (14,678

feet), the corner-stone of the granitic range north of the Urukh—

MINGREU.VN HAYCUTTEKS ON TUK MARCH

one of the many ridges that confute the old belief that the Caucasus

is a narrow single range. To the north, the deep defile of the

Cherek leads down to Balkar. and at its angle a white patch of

boulders shows where the Tiutiunsu rolls down the pale granites

of Koshtantau. For us it indicated the entrance to the Valley of

Search.

In front of our little camp passed from time to time, in

single file, large parties of natives, Mingrelians of the south side.
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who had come across to mow the hay-harvest on tlie northern

steppe, and were now returning home over the old glacier pass,

still called the Pasis Mta, a Caucasian St. Thiiodule, which leads

down to Gebi, at the source of the ancient Phasis. Picturesque

processions they made as the men, clad-_,an parti-coloured shirts

and head-pieces made up of bashliJcs of every colour, tied into all

possible shapes, marched by in single file with their scythes over

their shoulders, at a quick swinging step, like that of Italian

Bersaglieri. Presently a party of Tartars from Balkar would arrive

on horseback, men of a sturdier build, headed by a quaint fussy

little Mollah in a white turban, who made us the most polite

Oriental speeches, and presented us with a tender lamb or half

of an exceedingly tough mountain goat. Then a moving mass of

brushwood, a Caucasian Birnam Wood, would advance towards us,

exhibiting on near approach twinkling feet and ears, and resolving

itself finally into a party of donkeys carrying down fuel for the

lower villages. Next a Cossack from Naltshik might be seen

riding up the river bank, bringing, in the folds of his brown coat,

our letters—forwarded by the courtesy of Colonel Viruboflf, the

Nachalnik—and perhaps, tied behind his saddle, some large black

Russian loaves, a welcome change from the thin native cakes, which

had disagreed most disastrously with our Swiss followers. One

night at dusk our Ossete horseman, Alexander (whom we had

just paid, and sent home, as we thought), appeared at the tent-

door, wringing his hands and bewailing the loss of his horses.

Powell was prepared to Avrite one of his admirable despatches to

the Balkarian Starshina to denounce the larceny. But we Avaited
;

and, just when it became convenient for him to do so, Alexander

found his horses, which, I believe, he had hidden away in order

to enjoy a few days more in our camp, where he was treated

—

or rather treated himself—as an honoured guest.

After a day's rest we were ready for our work ;
all but

Kaufmann, one of Woolley's guides, who was ill and incapable of

any exertion.' Dent did not like to leave the sick man until his

Of the travellers and guides in the Caucasus in 1888 two travellers and three guides
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symptoms were more determined. He remained therefore in camp,

while Woolley with two guides undertook to reconnoitre the

entrance to the Tiutiun valley ; for M. Bogdanofi', the Surveyor,

had not then heard of any path or access to it. I, who knew

most of the mountains, and was therefore likely to be best able

to piece in any new additions to our knowledge, undertook to

climl), with Captain Powell and tlie schoolmaster Fischer, as high

THE MILKMAN, KAK.VUL

as time and weather allowed on the spur east of the Cherek

valley that forms part of the sky-line of the basin of Karaul.

We made a late start. The slopes faced south and were

exceptionally steep and monotonous. The sun beat full on us, the

mountain-tops were for the most part veiled in white clouds ; but

tlie freshness of the breeze that played beneath the sunshine

invigorated us to persevere, and gave some hope that perseverance

might be rewarded. At last the tedious slope was broken by a

rocky spur crowned by one of M. Bogdanoft's stone-men. The keen

upright ridges of the great peaks began to pierce the shining

(inchnliii<; Si;,'nnr Bella's guide, Miuiiiignaz) surt't-rod severely with dysenteric symptoms, while

Fischer teiiipaniriiy lost the sight of one eye, apparently from after-results of sno\v-blindnes8

on a constitution weakened by exposure.
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billows of cloud. The ' silver spearhead ' set so high against the

heaven opposite us I knew well—it was Koshtantau itself.

Captain Powell sat down to sketch. The hillside hud become

steeper and wilder ; we could climb instead of trudge. Disregarding

the cries of a Tartar shepherd who was feeding his flock on the

highest herbage, Fischer and I moved rapidly, incited by the keen

air of 10,000 feet. We gained a rocky crest overlooking the deflie

of the Cherek and the entrance to the Tiutiun valley. We followed

it to the highest of a family of M. Bogdanofii"s stone-men, on an

eminence of about 11,500 feet, or 6000 feet above our camp. The

clouds were by this time parting and sinking below the circle of

peaks ; the whole course of tlie Dykhsu Glacier was in view. Its

moraines flowed towards us in beautiful curving lines from the base

of the great chain. Tlie Agashtan Glacier poured in a broad gentle

stream from the watei'shed between us and the Skenis Skali,

spreading out its lower skirts among green alps and wooded

knolls, and draping the clifts above the Cherek with an icy fringe.

Ailama was conspicuous on the left by its white Capuchin's hood.

Shkara—that majestic mountain—shot up in a vast white wedge

against the upper blue. Beyond it the mists were melting from

Janga and Gestola. But the peak that first caught and last held

our gaze was Koshtantau. It was the nearest and also the most

remarkable in form. It shows on this side a broad white crest, the

lines of which meet in a fine point. Its pure upper snows soar

from a broad pedestal of ridges of light-coloured granite, mountains

themselves 15,000 feet in height. My companion • looked with

brimming eyes on the scene of his brother's death, exclaiming as

he looked, 'What a mountain! I am glad they rest on so noble

a peak.'

From the peak itself a splintered crest descends towards the

Cherek, bending northwards as it trends away from the summit.

This, the Kashtan crest of Russian maps, separates the UUuauz

and Tiutiun valleys. The gap by which we believed the climbers

to have crossed was in view, defended on this side by precipitous,

but not inaccessible, crags. At their base lay a long snow-basin,

its floor, some 12,500 feet in height, filled with the gently sloping
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neve of a glacier which poai-ed over in an ice-fall, terribly torn, and

about 3000 feet in vertical height, into the Tiutiun Valley. From

our viewpoint it was difficult to feel any certainty as to whether

this ice-fall was passable, or how for the very steep slopes on its

right bank—on its left were precipices—would pi'ove of service.

Subject to this doubt^only to be resolved on the spot—our route

was clear. The lower part of the Tiutiun Valley Avas hidden, but

we noted that it bifurcated near its entrance and that the northern

glen fell from an extensive glacier plateau lying under the Kashtan

crest. Still farther north, and altogether separated by miles of

waste from the Tiutiun and the supposed pass, we looked on steep

slopes of broken rock and snow-patches, forming the sides of the

Kashtan glen, a name transformed to Koshtan by the surveyors in

the case of the highest peak, to which they have lately applied it. My
reconnaissance had been fully successful. I had obtained that general

distant panorama of the ground about Koshtantau which was essential

if we were to avoid subsequent blunders and misdirected wanderings.

It was warm on the lee side of the crest, where the fine-weather

east wind did not reach us, and we sat long watching the magical

eftects of mist and mountain, and light and shadow, as the sun

sank westwards. The atmosphere of the Caucasus has more depth,

more transparency, more lucidity, than that of the Alps : like that

of the Westmorland Lakes, it seems to refine the forms and soften

the harshness of the mountains, while it adds to their apparent

height. It must have been six o'clock before we started down

by a more direct ridge ; and I never was in greater danger of a

tumble than for the first twenty minutes. It was impossible not

to have one's eyes fixed constantly on the upper air, watching glory-

coated mists as they whirled up suddenly from the valley, to be

caught ill the swift breeze and shredded into a thousand fragments,

which danced in prismatic colours before the great peaks, hid them

for a moment, and then left the deep blue of heaven as pure as

before.

Suddenly these visions ceased ; we plunged into the cloud-roof

that arched the lower world, and ran—the slopes were so steep

that we coidd hardly sto]) when we had once set oft" running

—
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down to the great meadow, over 5000 feet below, in less than

an honr. On our return we found that our companions had got

back before us. AVooUej' had entered the vale of the Tiutiun, and

discovered a glacier to which he had seen a way over grass-slopes

so precipitous and slippery that he thought we might have to

rope to pass them. This glacier proved next day to be the wrong

glacier, that of the northern glen, the Ghertui ; but Woolley's

work had been none the less serviceable, as he had found also a

fair path up the main Tiutiunsu.

All had been arranged for a very early start next day (the 28th

July), and we had closed our tent-curtains, when Captain Powell

was summoned down to the Surveyor's quarters, and a note ad-

dressed to me from Baron Ungern Sternberg, a geologist on the

staff of the Governor of the Caucasus, was handed to him. It was

dated from ' the Cherek Valley,' and was in the following terms.

I abridge :

—

'I have crossed to-day, with my Tyrolese guide, the pass from

Ulluauz to Balkar. There is no second pass. The descent is very

difficult. There are three stone-men on the crest, which, as my
native guides tell me the pass is not used by their people, I believe

to have been built by Fox and Donkin.'

My first impression on reading the Baron's letter was to believe

that he had crossed the Ulluauz Pass. For it seemed strange

(since he had with him an Alpine guide) that he should deny

the possibility of any pass nearer Koshtantau than his own, unless

he had crossed this notable gap. But on second thoughts such

an interpretation seemed untenable. It was not credible that a

mountaineer of no great experience should have got through the

seixics I had just seen and not have particularly referred to them.

Hence I argued the Baron must have crossed the chain farther

north. Granted this, however, the stone-men he desci'ibed remained

to be accounted for. The Baron was camped not far ofl:', the

Cossack who had brought the letter said ' across the fii'st bridge.'

We hastily took this to mean the Tiutiiuisu bridge. I offered to

start at dawn and interview the Baron, leaviucj the rest of the

party to catch me up.
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Before sunrise I was off on horseback alone under a cloudless

sky. In an hour and a quarter I had reached the roaring Tiutiunsu,

and led my horse down the steep ^litch beyond it. I rode on

for twenty minutes, to a spot whence I could look far down the

valley, but no tent was in sight. I resolved to return and wait

for my companions. On their arrival, Powell and I rode on, pressing

what pace we dared out of our horses on a path which in many

places was little better than a broken staircase. After a long

hour's ride, we saw a bridge over the Cherek, and beyond it,

on a level meadow, a light silk tent.

Baron Ungern Sternberg received us with all the hospitality

possible under the circumstances. He reported to us that he had

crossed from the foot of the Ulluauz Glacier into the Kashtan

Glen, that he was confident he had discovei'ed Fox and Donkin's

pass, and that since, though difficult, it was not a dangerous pass

for such skilful climbers, he was confirmed in the belief held, he

stated, by Colonel Viruboff, the Nachalnik of the Naltshik district,

that our countrymen had been the victims of foul play. He re-

ported various jietty tales to the disadvantage of Eieger, their

interpreter. He told a story of how a native had been found with

a wound which might have been inflicted by an ice-axe. The

suspected man had pi'oved an alibi, but alibis were easily proved

in the Caucasus, and the old chief of Bezingi felt convinced that

murder had been committed—though, of course, after the travellers

had left the particular district he was responsible for. He had

averred it even with tears in his eyes.

Nothing of all this carried weight in my mind. I pointed out

to the Baron that we had in Fox's Diary explicit instructions

where to search ; that I had myself shown Fox, as I was then

showing liiin, by means of M. de Dechy's photographs, the position

where I believed a route to lie. The Baron confidently denied

the possibility of passage at the spot I indicated on the map and

photographs. He had, he said, spent three days on the Ulluauz

Glacier, and was certain no such pass could be made. I could only

reply that the point was one for au expert's opinion, and that my ex-

perience convinced me that I was not in any risk of being mistaken.
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There i-emained the question of the stone-men found, and the

footmarks alleged to have been seen by the second search-party,

the previous autumn, on the Baron's Pass. Fortunately a Bezingi

native, a member of that search-party, was present. He was

questioned through Powell, ' Can you say who built the stone-

men?' 'No; our searchers, or surveyors, may have built them.'

' Were the footmarks found those of nailed boots like mine ?
' 'I

cannot say ; our Starshina told us they were the tracks of the

Englishmen.' The one puzzling point in the evidence seemed now

in a fair way to be cleared up. The native search-parties of the

pi'evious autumn (subsequent to M. Jukoft's) had not gone on the

right track at all ; they had wandered off to a hunters' pass to

the Kashtan Glen, and the footstejas they saw— if they really

saw any except those on the UUuauz Glacier—were not our

friends', but those of the Surveyor's party. The Starshina, having

been ordered to search till he found something, had made haste

to find footmarks leading out of his district. M. Jukoflf subse-

quently informed us that his staff had built stone-men at the spot

in question.

Captain Powell and I rode back in noontide heat up the

grand defile of the Cherek. StiS" as tent-poles we dismounted

from our Tartar saddles and forced our muscles into a new form of

activity. For the first half-hour it was troublesome enough. Some

800 feet up the hill we found our heavily laden comrades, the

sick man's place taken by a sturdy young Cossack who was

carrying more than his fair share of our packs.

The stream from the Ghertui Glacier was soon left far below. A
donkey-track, much used by natives collecting brushwood, zigzagged

steeply \ip amongst beautiful birch-trees and mossy crags, which

completely concealed all that lay above. Beyond a brow it went

down steeply to the foaming torrent. A few hundred yards of gentle

ascent beside the tumbling water, and we looked into a long level

upland glen closed by a rocky barrier, hung with snow and ice, at

the foot of which the siiout of a large glacier pushed forward its

grey lines of moraine among the bright hues of the grass and

flowers. Flowers covered everything. Our path was buried in
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them. Dense beds of cream rhododendron in full bloom clothed

the lower slopes, the river banks were painted blue and white

and yellow with blossom—gentians and forget-me-nots, daisy-like

jjyrethrums, primulas, and many other less familiar blooms. The

ground below the glacier was so densely carpeted that walking

was made veiy difficult by the complete concealment of the uneven

surface. Over the head of the ice-fall gleamed the white crest of

Koshtantau, the granite towers and two great obelisks on its eastern

ridge thrown up against the crowning snows. We struck up on

to the old moraine and walked along its edge. The ice had

resumed its advance, and was wrinkling up the loose ground before

it in all directions. The top of the moraine presently grew too

narrow and broken to serve conveniently as a path, and we left

it where a little plain (or slope so gentle that amongst these

vast mountains it might be held a plain) spread out on our left,

seamed by the water-courses from a small glacier high above.

The ice-fall of the great glacier was now full in view opposite us,

a superb pile of frozen ruin. The lower part was clearly impass-

able, and so were the I'ocks on its left, but on our side there

was no difficulty in climbing up steep grassy crags to at least

half the height of the fall. At the very base of these slopes we

found two desei'ted Koshes or shepherds' quarters— one under the

moraine, the other 500 yards oft" under the hillside. Each con-

sisted of a low wall built round a pen or pound ; the first was

floored with manure and partially inundated by the meltings of

an adjacent snowbed ; the second and more eligible was a thicket

of gigantic broad-leaved weeds wet with recent rains—about as

convenient quarters as a rhubarb-bed in an English kitchen-garden.

We laid low the weeds with our ice-axes until they were reduced

to the form of a carpet ; then our sleeping-bags were spread,

and a fire lighted with wood ' conveyed ' from the first Kosh^-

for we were above the tree-level. We enjoyed the fire until dark,

when we got into our bags and pretended to be comfortable. In

truth, the ground was lumpy, and the air began to tingle sharply

enough with frost to make us bury our heads in the flannel.

When I awoke the moiuitain outlines wei'e black as blots upon
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a heaven alive with hght, and over the crooked granite teeth of

the cHfFs beyond the glacier the morning star was swimming up

slowly on the front of the dawn. I watched it, wondering vaguely

what the day would bring forth, until the pale lemon light grew

strono-er on the horizon and touched the tops of the eastward

peaks. Then I played the odious part of an alarum. Two of the

guides had found a hole in the rock only accessible by a narrow

funnel. Stones had to be heaved into it in order to arouse them.

Fischer had sought solitude somewhere, and was hidden {like one

of Doyle's elves) among the gigantic vegetables. The Co.ssack,

however, was within reach, and was prompt in creating a cheer-

ful fire.

It was broad day (5 a.m.), and there was not a cloud in the

sky when we set out. The first hour's climb up to the glacier

was steep but easy, and there was little moraine to cross. We
ascended the slippery slopes of avalanche-snow, fallen in spring

from the clifis on our left, for some distance before we plunged

into the heart of the ice-fall. First we found a way through a

narrow gate between frozen blocks, then we picked a path under

a row of ice-cliffs among the fragments Avhich, from time to time,

had bumbled over. Hurrying past these dangerous neighbours,

we mounted once more between deep trenches where the ice-axe

had often to do its work. One vast, far -stretching chasm, or

rather network of branching vaults, seemed to sever us effectually

from the corridor under the opposite rocks, by which we hoped

to turn the final line of ice-towers. But it was bridged, and

this obstacle crossed, we felt certain of success in reaching the

upper snowfield. We entered the trough under the further cliffs,

drank some water which trickled from them, and found near at

hand magnificent primulas growing solitary in the frozen waste

at a height of about 12,000 feet. A little more step-cutting in

hard ice, raked once or twice a season by falling seracs, landed

us in safety on the smooth fields of ndve. Close beside us rose

a stupendous mass of blocks and towers of opaque ice, like polar

icebergs, on the edge of the frozen cataract. But straight in

front an even-floored, gently sloping, broad white corridor stretched
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into the secret lieart of the mountains—so secret that even the

Surveyors had missed it entirely. On all sides pale grey granite

cliffs, or the steepest ice, overhung the untrodden snows. At

the head of the glacier a steep ridge, seamed by two precipitous

gullies, closed the view. Only to their right (as we looked) was

there any semblance of possible exit by a practicable snow-slope

in this direction, and that exit led to the summit of Koshtantau.

Behind us, however, easy slopes trended back to a comparatively

low ridge. I recognised it as a false col leading to the Ghertui

Glacier.

' Where are we going then ?—up those ice-chimneys ?
' asked

our Swiss, impressed by the scale of the virgin solitudes, dis-

trustful of my local knowledge, and despondent as to the chances

of any discovery in so vast a field of search. I could only assure

my companions that to me our route was as clear as that to the

Strahleck might be to them, that behind the next buttress of the

northern range we should see a pass, and be able to climb to it

up steep rocks. We were now approaching the spot where it

was reasonable to begin to look for traces of the lost party, if

they had fulfilled Fox's intention and ' attempted Koshtantau from

the south side of the pass.' But the few jiossible sites bore no

signs of a bivouac.

We tramped steadily up the snow-banks in the l;)lazing sun-

shine, until, about 10.30 a.m., we stood opposite and under the

gap I had seen and sketched twenty-one years before, as well

as on the previous day. It was high above us, 1200 to 1400

feet, in an inward bend of the range on our right hand. A
broad sheet of snow swept down from it ; a narrower white tongue

ran up more than half-way. The rilj of rocks separating the

two snow-troughs supplied an obviously serviceable, if steep,

ladder. Maurer, indeed, suggested some rocks more to our right,

but they had no claim to be preferred. We crossed a half-open

fosse or Bevgsclirund, kicked a few steps in the sno\v above it,

and then grappled with the rocks. They were precipitous, and

had to be climbed witli hands and knees; but they would not

be reckoned difficult among men accustomed to Aljiine work.
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That is to say, there was good handhold wherevei- footing was

scanty. This was fortunate, for we could now see that the snow

on our left lay very loosely on hard ice, and a broad stream

of water was flashing down its centre, so powerful are the rays

of a Caucasian sun even at 13,000 feet.

The crags beside the glacier having yielded us no traces, we

felt tliat the next step was to go to the pass itself, where we

might look for a stone-man, and possibly a record. But we were

fully occupied with the practical details of climbing and in no

immediate expectation of any discovery, when about noon the

leader, at the rope's end, suddenly stopped short, and gasped

out, ' Herr Gott ! the sleeping-place !

'

Before our eyes rose a low wall of large loose stones, built

in the form of a semicircle with its convex side to the precipice

below, and enclosing a shelf on the face of the clitfs, some six feet

across in either direction, and partially overhung and sheltered

by a projecting eave of rock. In a moment we were all over-

looking the wall. The first object to catch my eyes was a l)lack

stewpan, half-fidl of water, in which a metal drinking-cup floated.

A revolver in its case hung under the rocks. The space inside

the wall and between it and the overhanging crag was filled

with snow and ice to a depth of several feet. The hard- frozen

surface was broken here and there by projecting j^jortions of

Jiucksacks and sleeping-bags. The bags wei-e not empty. A
momentary shudder passed through more than one mind :

' How
are they filled ?

' But a second glance showed us that there was

no terrible discovery to be feared—terrible because it would have

meant a lingering fate to our friends. Everything was there

—

most things at least—except themselves. That they were lost

we had long known
; yet this sudden discovery of their personal

belongings, just as they had left them eleven months before, the

consciousness that we stood on their last halting-place, sent a

fresh thrill through every heart. Even in the common haunts

of men familiar relics move us. How much more so when found

in solitudes, which have seen no previous visitors except those

whom they hide somewhere in their icy caverns. Surrounded by

VOL. II. F
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so many memorials of the missing, so many objects that spoke

of individual traits of character and habit, it was difficult to

believe in the catastrojjhe. It almost seemed natural to expect

that our friends might at any moment be seen coming quickly

over the crags to regain the Ijivouac where all still lay exactly

as when they quitted it for their last climb.

After the first keen moments of discovery, the necessary work

of dlcfflnc out relics and searchinp- for records was set about in

earnest. It was no light task, for on this sunward shelf the

snow had often melted and frozen again. The bags were em-

bedded in hard ice mixed with stones, against which our axes

often rang ineffectually. The little camp hung like an eagle's

nest, on the edge of a cliff' of at least 1000 feet. Any object, such

as the still well-stocked meat-bag, thrown over its wall fell

vertically for some fifty feet into the lesser snow-gully, and then

slid swiftly to the level snows far below. Space allowed only

three men to work at once inside the wall ; outside it no step

could Ije taken without the greatest caution, and Powell found

with difficulty a tiny ledge, whence he could safely sketch the

eyrie.^

WooUey and I, with one guide, went on to the jjass, still

some 300 feet above us. The ascent took us more than half an

hour. The first part was hard climbing, up an icy chimney, and

then along a rib of rock, steep and narrow. From its top we

turned to our left across a broad frozen slope, the head of the

great couloir, or snow-trough. There the snow covered ice, but

was sufficiently adhesive for safety at the moderate angle at

which the part we had to cross lay. With due precaution we

traversed it to the pass, a ridge broken by crags, on one of

which we could see a small [lile of stones. As the crest fell

before our eyes we looked over it, first to the flashing lines of

the rivers in the distant steppe, next on the meadow of Dumala,

Captiiin Powell's sketch gives a most correct impression of the spot. The shelf of rocks

by which we ascended was invisible from where he sat. The crack above, and to the right of

the bivouac, is that by which Mr. Woolley and I climbed on to the pass. The only liberty

taken has been in the foreground. Captain Powell actually sat- on the little bracket of crag

directly below the crack, or chimney.
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the last camping-ground of Donkin and Fox. The Baron liad

had little reason for his incredulity ; there was no serious difficulty

for mountaineers with a rope in the descent on that side. Broad

crevassed slopes fell towards the snow-basin which feeds the south-

eastern branch of the Ulluauz Glacier. Across this basin the

great peak and its precipices were full in view. The svmimit

still rose 2500 feet ovei'head, and another 1000 feet above the

snow-plain of the Ulluauz—the height, that is, of Mont Blanc

above the Gi'and Plateau. Its face was a pile of rocks and ice-

cliffs and steep slopes, seamed by gaping chasms, one so large

and so blue that Mr. Woolley was able subsequently to recognise

it through a field-glass from one of the stations on the Ciscaucasian

Railway, a distance of at least fifty miles. We descended a few

yards on the flxrther side of the pass, and carefully examined

the eastern ridge ; its northern face is so sheeted with ice as to

be perfectly vinassailable, and no man in his senses would attempt

to traverse it. The crest itself between us and Koshtantau was

broken by high towers or thin Needles, and equally impracticable.

It was obvious that mountaineers longing to get at the smooth

upjjer snows from the ridge we stood on must make their attempt,

if at all, by the ledges and gullies on the Tiutiun, or southern,

side. They would not touch the crest till beyond the great tower.

There it was corniced, but at this spot, where the eastern ridge

abuts on the southern, there is, as Mr. Woolley subsequently

proved, space to spare, and no one need, and no experienced climber

would, run any risk of falling. Close to the top of Koshtantau

a crevasse runs round the peak, and above this on the south lies

a bank of small loose rocks, on which a stone-man would most

certainly have been built by successful climbers ; but a power-

ful telescope established the absence of any sign of a cairn or

stone-man—and here again Mr. Woolley made assurance doubly

sure by his subsequent ascent.

We carefully pulled to pieces the little stone-man on the

pass, but found no record within it. We then rebuilt it, and

inserted a memorandum of our visit. The scene we looked on

as we lingered on the rocks beside it was strangely beautiful and
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impressive. The silence of the upper snows was broken only by

the constant rincr of the axes and the voices of our comrades which

rose clearly through the thin air as they still laboured in their sad

task of seeking all that might be found under the icy coverlet.

Their figures were thrown out on the edge of the crags against

the surface of the Tiutiun snowfields, as are those of sailors on

a masthead against the sea, when seen from some high cliff. The

day was cloudless, the air crystalline, space was for a moment

LOOKIMC EAST FROM AliOVK KARAUL

annihilated or shown in a scale by which we each seemed to stand,

not six feet, but 14,000 feet high ! The many passes and heights of

the central ridge of the Caucasus lay literally at our feet. We looked

over them and i)ast the clustered peaks and vast snow-reservoirs

of the Adai Kliokli Oroup to inmnnerable indefinite distances,

amongst which I recognised the horn of Shoda, green heights of

Racha, blue mountains of Achalzich, opalescent Armenian ranges

fading into a safiron sky, on which hung the far-off amber cloudlets

which often mark the position of Ararat. Every detail was distinct

as on a mapman's model, yet the whole was vast and vague, wonderful
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and strange, creating an impression of" immeasurnble shining space,

of the Earth as it might first appear to a visitant from some other

planet. The splendour of nature on this day of days seemed not

out of harmony with the sadness of our errand. It aftected the mind

as a solemn and sympathetic Music. While I gazed, four white

butterflies circled round the little monument, and again fluttered

off. An ancient Greek would have found a symbol in the incident.

Our eyes might wander for a moment, but our thoughts soon

returned to our immediate errand. Sittinsj on the rocks beside the

melancholy little stone-man, the story of the catastrophe seemed to

unfold itself The mountaineers, all heavily laden, travellers as

well as guides, had reached about noon the crest of the range at the

point where we stood. They had given up all thoughts of an attack

on the great peak from the side of the UUuauz, and, following the

suggestion made in my notes, and the intention so clearly expressed

in Fox's Diary, meant to go down to the Tiutiun snowfield, and

'climb Koshtantau from the south side.' As they descended, the

southern cliffs of the ridge they were on came partially into view.

For a short distance these were practicable ; beyond they became

more formidable, but, owing to foreshortening, how formidable

must still have remained for them a matter of speculation. After-

noon clouds probably played about the crests and obscured their

features. They saw frozen gullies which might be cut across,

ledges that might lead far. A month later in the year the broad

sheets of ice, which now would have i-endered such an attempt too

obviously hazardous, had pi'obably in great part disappeared under

the sun of August. They had in their minds the smooth uj^per

snows, that pleasant ridge which, once the great towers passed,

leads in continuous ciuves to the crownmg peak. They had never

examined from any distant vantage-point the full breadth and

height and formidable nature of the crest that separated them from

the last tower. Its passage, they persuaded themselves, was worth

the attempt, a rnauvais pas to be faced and surmounted. The

alternative was to descend many hundred feet to the Tiutiun tieve,

to lose all this height for the morrow, to carry down the wraps and

provisions they had laboriously raised so far. They may naturally
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have been biassed by the fact that they had ti-ied a similar descent

from the JMishirgi Pass two days before, and the result had been

failure. They had, of course, never seen the broad snow-slope which

runs up from the head of the Tiutiun Glacier. It was altogether

concealed by the buttresses close at hand. It was easiest at the

moment to stay where they were ; and the feeling of the moment

weighs, particularly with guides and heavily laden men.

The ledge was found, and the fatal decision made. The loads

were laid down, and all went cheerfully to work. Fox doubtless

set the guides to wall-building, and laboured hard at it himself;

Donkin looked to the fire, adjusted his camera, made his boiling-

point observations, unpacked and repacked some of his instruments,

meeting the occasion, after his manner, by nice adaptations of

homely articles to purposes for which they were never intended.

Thus we discovered some delicate instruments done up in the

neatest possible parcel in a sock and glove, and all tied together

with a bootlace. The red flames of the little fire (we found

remnants of firewood) shone for a short time on the icicle-hung

rocks, and then the mountaineer's rolled themselves close together

in their wraps.

Their start next morning was certainly not a hurried one. All

loose objects were carefully stowed inside the sacks—except a

revolver, which was left hanging on the rocks. We may infer from

their leaving it thus {)artially exposed, that they saw little risk

of bad weather before their return. They roped and started,

Donkin as usual carrying his light camera on his own shoulders.

They cut across the great trough. But here our evidence ends

and conjecture begins. The fresh snow mentioned in Fox's Diary

may have added to the danger of shelves and ridges difficult at all

times. Somewhere the snow slipped with them, or—but what use

speculating how the end came ? It is enough to know that it must

have been swift, sinniltaneous, painless ; that anything that falls

on those cliffs falls far, and that in all likelihood the blue ice-vaults

at the crags' foot gave to the climbens an immediate and a sufficient

tomb. The wlK)le of the ground under the cliffs was carefully

searched with strong glasses by us, and ten days later Mr. Woolley
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and his guides passed twice along it in his successful ascent of

Koshtantau, when he made certain tliat the peak had not been

climbed—that the accident, therefore, happened on the ascent, or <in

the return from an unsuccessful attempt.

There were only two ways in which our search could have been

pushed farther ; by attempting to follow the climbers' probable

track across the cliffs, or by conveying an army of diggers to the

upper snowfields.

The first, in the condition in wliicli the rocks loere at the time of

our visit, would have been higlily dangerous. I emphasise these

words because in the Caucasus, even more than in the Alps, con-

ditions change from year to year, and from month to month, and I

would not be thought to impute to our friends any intentional

rashness. A full month later in the year the crags may well have

been far less ice-coated, and, therefore, less obviously dangerous.

In some snowless year a passage may be found across these

cliffs ; after the experience of the Alps, it would be rash to call

any cliff impassable. But they lie off the pi-oper line of ascent

to Koshtantau, the broad snow-slope at the head of the Tiutiun

Glacier, which was attacked by Mr. WooUey ;
* and their passage

could, I think, hardly lead to any further lesult than the possible

recovery of Donkin's camera—if he left it behind in some niche, a

supposition which, to those who remember his habits best, seems

not very probable.

As to the second idea—even if we could have got a regiment of

diggers to the spot (which was impossible), their work would almost

certainly have been thrown away. A large sleeping-bag which we
left at the foot of the cliff had entirely disappeared ten days later

—under some fresh fall, or by sliding into the Bertjschrund—when

Woolley returned to the Tiutiun Glacier. What chance would there

have been of finding anything buried under a winter's fall and the

accumulations of eleven months ?

We had learnt all we came to ascertain—in what way and,

within a very few hundred yards, where our friends met their

' See next chapter.
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death and lie buried. To disinter them had never been any part

of our plans or wishes. We were well satisfied to leave the moun-

taineers in their high tomb, warded by the frosty walls and

watched only by the stars, with the brightest peak of the Caucasus

for their perpetual monument.

Though within cry, it took us forty minutes to regain our com-

panions, for we had to move carefully on the steep rocks. Some

few relics were collected, sufficient to satisfy friends, and to

prove to the natives and officials what we had discovered. The

revolver with all its barrels loaded, some notes and sketches made

by Fox, an instrument or two : these were the principal objects

brought down. We carried away a self-cooking soup-tin, and on

a match being put to the spirits of wine they burnt up at once,

and the contents proved unspoilt. One or two objects, accidentally

dropped, fell directly to our tracks on the neve, 1000 feet below.

I have written in vain if I have not made it clear that this

part of the range is, from its steepness and its crevassed glaciers,

inaccessible to all but mountaineers, and that this gap we call a

pass has never been reached but by the lost party and ourselves,

and is never likely to be visited by native hunters, unless led.

Yet it is a pass that will always be recognised as such by men

familiar with the passes made of late years in the Alps. There is

but one way to it, and that is straight and narrow. These

were our chief advantages in our task : we recognised easily from

previous experiences the direction in which to look ; and that point

determined, our field of search was comparatively limited.

As far as the top of the ice-fall all went .smoothly ; there our

leader missed for a moment the morning's track. A little further

one of the snow-bridges over a crevasse had fallen since we passed,

and several flying leaps were called for. But we suffered no check

of any consequence ; nothing but what in another mood we

might have laughed over; and by dusk we were again in our

Kosh. Early next day we returned down the valley of flowers

to Kai'aul.'

' During the three ilays of our .absence no cloud had crossed the sky or touched a moun-

tain pe.ali. Such weatlicr is rare in tlie Caucasus, and only prevails when a north-east wind is
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After our discovery of the bivouac, I made a subsidiary explora-

tion, of the Upper Mishirgi (or Kundium Mishirgi, as M. JukofFhas

named the eastern branch of that glacier), which enables me to

explain the topograj^hy of the first attempt on Koshtantau, the mis-

carriage of which was so deplorable. It may be most convenient

to describe it here. Accident on this occasion deprived me of my

companions. After leaving Karaul we had had three days of

desperately dull weather. The northern valleys were smothered in

THE MISIIIKiil liLACIEK AND UKIU

wet mists. On the fourth morning we were camped hard by the foot

of the Bezingi Glacier, and the clouds were lying lower than ever,

when, through a sudden break, the white wall of Katuintau shone

out, backed by blue so pure that I succeeded in convincing myself

that all might l^e clear on the heights I had not faith enough in

blowing. I enjoyed, however, ten days of it in 1887. The atmosphere at such times is often

marvellously clear ; I saw the crevasses in the high glaciers west of the Khikhor Pass clearly

from the deck of a Black Sea steamer off Ocliem-chiri (forty miles distant). But there is more

colour in Caucasian skies than in Alpine. And after several clear days a thin transparent haze

(the dust of the steppe ?) softens without hidinir the outlines of the great peaks, and gilds their

snows.
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my own belief, however, to persuade others, and the consequence

was that I started alone with Fischer. When we got to the

foot of the Mishirgi Glacier we almost gave up hope. But yet

another window was opened in heaven. We plodded on up

a flowery dell beside the glacier. Then we came on a piece of

moraine : gigantic unstable boulders, which gave severe exercise

to eyes and limbs. Weary of gymnastics, we struck out on

to the ice and tramped doggedly up the glacier. There was

a rapid lightening and a twinkling in the mist ; then the fog

settled down again so thickly that for a few minutes I quite lost

sight of, and had to shout for, my companion. And then, in one

moment, the vapours parted, and we almost held our breaths while

the sheer height of Dykhtau, 8000 feet of snow-cliffs, burst suddenly

in all its glory upon us. Not only Dykhtau but the whole

circle, the bare cliffs of Missesstau—a Caucasian Lo Besso—the

triple head of Mishirgitau, the great buttresses and icy crest of

UUuauz Bashi, the granitic ridges which Ukiu dominates. It was

a sight never to be forgotten, one of those magical revelations

which Nature reserves for those who are her old and proved

lovei's.

The mists of the valleys were forgotten : we were received into

an unsullied upper world of blue and white. But what we had

come to see still remained hidden. We were almost at the junc-

tion of the upj^er glaciers, but we could not yet look into the

basin of the Kundium Mishirgi. I had no doubt what to do

next. Looking at the time at our disposal, we should obviously

see most by pushing up between the tracks of the avalanches

that fall from the cliffs of Dykhtau. As we hurried up the

steep banks of riven snow, first a great crag and a broken crest,

then the peak of Koshtantau and its long northern ridge came

into view. On this side the peak is precipitous and bro;ul,

resembling the Weisshorn from Zinal, but on a larger scale. Its

northern ridge looks, and I do not doubt that it is, practicable.

The problem is, the proper access to it. This is apparently

either by forcing the rock-tower close to tlie Mishirgi Pass that

guards the lower end of the ridge, as was proposed by Fox,
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or by cutting or treading steps up the snow-sloj)es from the

Kundium Mishirgi, and striking the ridge wliere it grows steep.

The first may, or may not, be possible ; the second, if the snow is

found in fair condition, would certainly be practicable. It might

also in different conditions, like most Caucasian slopes, be dangerous,

but this would be an exceptional state.

The relics we had brought down from the bivouac were sufficient

to satisfy all men of the results of the search. Henceforth, on our

THE NORTH FACE OF MISHIRCITAU

ari'ival in any mountain village the following scene was repeated.

The chief received us at the guest-house, and, the customary

compliments paid, inquired as to the results of our journey. What

we had done was shortly explained in Russian by Captain Powell

to the chief, then the village was summoned and the story repeated

more at length, and at the proper moment the articles found, the

bags and revolver, shown. This exhibition invariably drew forth

a deep exclamation of sympathetic interest from the assembly,

who followed the tale, as translated to them in Turkish by their

chief, with the closest attention. At the end a more or less
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formal, but evidently heartfelt, speech would be made to us

to this effect :

—

' We were deeply grieved by the loss of your countrymen, whom
we knew and honoured as brave men. We were also grieved that

they should have been lost in our country, and that thus a most

unjust suspicion should have been cast on our good name. You

have never believed, you tell us, in this charge made against us,

and you have come from far to remove the suspicion and its

consequences from us, and we thank you from the bottom of our

hearts. No one but Englishmen could have gone where Donkin

and Fox perished, and where you have been. We know and

admire English energy, and every Englishman will be welcome

among our people. Your friends will always be doubly welcome.'

And then the speaker concluded in the traditional forms of Oriental

courtesy, ' We are brothers, and all we have is at your disposal.'

There can be no doubt that a heavy burden of suspicion was

taken off the shoulders of the Turkish mountaineers who live

between Elbruz and Ossetia by our discovery. They are, as far

as I know them, a race with many good qualities, though it

must be admitted that they have some unamiable traits, which

are the first to strike a stranger. They are hai'd dealers in

business matters, and great arguers, with—so long as they are

at home—no sense of time. But once on the road they improve

wonderfully ; they walk splendidly, wherever a man in leathern

sandals stuffed with hay can walk ; they have a great respect for

feats of activity, and soon make friends with English mountaineers.

Their traditions are hospitable, and their goodwill once won is

long retained. A boy of fourteen will do the honours of his

Kosh, bring out milk and cream in lordly bowls, and decline pay-

ment afterwards with a grace rare, to say the least, in the Alps.



CHAPTER XVII

THE ASCENT OF KOSHTANTAUi

BY HERMANN WOOLLEY

Est ill difficultate locorum et praecipitiis periculum, ciboruiu et lectoruiii deliciao ilosunt

;

sunto liaec vera
;
jucundum erit posteii meminisse laborura atque periciiloruin, juvabit liaec

aninio revolvere et narrare amicis. conrad oesner, a.d. ISSo.

I HE memliers of Mr. Holders

party in 1868, glorious as

were their immediate sur-

roundings, and ample as was

the occupation aftorded by

the great peaks immediately

above the Bezingi Glacier,

had often cast longing eyes

across the Mishirgi basin to

the stately snow - pyramid

that crowns the cliffs of Koshtantau. Various causes, however,

prevented us from making any attack on the mountain, and

I well remember the regret Holder and I felt as we drove

away from Naltshik one September morning (still in ignorance

of the catastrophe which had just occurred) at being obliged

to leave the noble peak behind us without even attempting its

ascent.

Accordingly, finding myself in the following year at Karaul

on the conclusion of the labours of the search expedition with a

tent, sleeping-bags, and plenty of provisions, and with two guides

—Christian Jossi and Johann Kaufmann, both of Grindelwald—

I

The following chapter is reprinted fiom the Alpine Juurnal, vol. xv.
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determined to take advantage of the ojajjortunity, and not to leave

the district without making an attemjit, or if necessary a series

of attempts, to attain the sinnmit.

The other members of the search-party left for Bezingi on

August 1 ; but, before departing, each one had afforded me most

welcome and valuable assistance. Captain Powell had obtained

for me, through the medium of Anzor AidebulofF, Starshina of

Balkar, a very capable native chamois-himter as porter ; Mr.

Freshfield had given me copious information about the neighbour-

ing mountains, and had explained what was known of the

topography of the Dykhsu basin ; while Mr. Dent had steered

Kaiifmann through an attack of dysentery, and had left instruc-

tions for his further treatment. This timely service was perhaps

the saving of my expedition, for without such advice and aid my
anxiety at Kaufmann's condition would not improbably have

prompted me to make my way straight back to Switzerland.

At the outset I had by no means decided what route to choose

in attacking Koshtantau. In 1888 our party had seen the northern

ridge from the shoulder of Dykhtau, and it had then appeared

to offer a promising line of ascent from the Mishirgi Glacier.

But it was a far ciy to the latter place from Karaul, and before

moving round to that side of the mountain, I was disposed to

try to gain the northern ridge by crossing Donkin and Fox's

Ulluauz Pass on the eastern crest, and traversing the highest

plateau of the Ulluauz neve; for this had seemed feasible to

Freshfield, Jossi, and myself the day we were on the gap in

question. There was, however, another course open. As we were

returning down the Tiutiun Glacier after the discovery of Donkin

and Fox's last bivouac. Dent drew my attention to the slopes at

the head of the ice-basin, and suggested that a route might be

found in that direction.'

Before acting on this suggestion I decided to reconnoitre the

This was the direction in wliich I had, on the strength of A. W. Moore's and my own

inspection of tlie peak from the Shtuluvsek in 18G8, recommended Donkin to try it. Unfortu-

nately his party tried to follow the east ridge instead of 'going up to the head of the glacier

south of the Ulluauz Pass.'—D. W. F.
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mountaiii from the south-west in ortU'r to ascertain if there were

any chance of attacking it from that side, either by the southern

ridge or in any other way. Tliis jilau had also the advantage

of giving Kaufmann an extra day or two to recover strength,

as he was not yet fit for hard work.

Accordingly, on August 4, accompanied by Jossi and the native

porter, and taking three days' provisions, I started on a journey

THK FYTNAKGVN CLACIKR

of discovery up the Dykhsu Glacier. The whole of the first

day's walk was of unceasing interest, as, with the exception of

M. Bogdanoff", of the Eussian Survey, probably no stranger had

as yet passed up the great ice-stream, and every mile we advanced

revealed hitherto unknown and unsuspected splendours. At 1 1 a.m.

we arrived at a hunter's Kosh on the left bank of the glacier,

directly opposite to the singularly beautiful peak now knowai as

Ailama, which so fascinated Jossi that he offered to start for its

ascent thei'e and then.
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It was at this point that we discovered that the camera had
been left behind ; so the native was sent back to Karaul for it,

while my companion and I continued our exciu'sion. Directly-

after leaving the Kosh we passed the mouth of a side-glen, down
which a tributary glacier poured from the north ; and looking up

this valley, we beheld at its head, a little E. of N., a great peak,

which could be none other than Koshtantau. By a curious coinci-

dence it appears that, on the same day and about the same time,

Mr. Freshfield and Fischer were examining the north-west face of

the mountain from the Mishirgi Glacier.

Resisting the temptation to explore this new ice-stream,

which, as I afterwai'ds learnt from M. Bogdanoff, is called the

Khrumkol Glacier, we passed on towards the head of the Dykhsu

Glacier, and early in the afternoon reached a point on the left

moraine commandinef views of Shkara and of Mishiro-itau.

Jossi at once shifted his affections to Shkara ; but, mindful of

Mr. Mummery's failure with only one guide on a mountain re-

quiring endless step-cutting, I decided to undertake in preference

the rock -climb up the southern face of Mishirgitau, hoping to

olitain from that peak a near and instructive view of the west

side of Dykhtau.

Crossing a depression in the ridge which separates the upper

reaches of the Dykhsu from the western branch of the Khrumkol

Glacier, we passed the night on the right bank of the latter amidst

snow scenery of imposing gi'andeur, and next day, in spite of a

late start, were successful in reaching the point of Mishirgitau

at which we aimed (about 16,400 feet), only to find that it was

not the highest i)eak of the mountain.

During this ex])edition we saw enough of the southern I'idge

of Koshtantau to be able to conclude that once upon it we should

have a good chance of success ; but the formidable appearance of

the preci])ices which fall on the western side of the crest to the

Khrumkol Glacier deterred us from attempting the ascent from

this direction. Nor were we favoui'ably impressed by our inspection

of the western ridge, which in several places seemed excessively

steep. Consequently, on August Gth we returned to Karaul, with
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the intention of making for the head of the Tiutiun Glacier. Here

I lioped to find a couloir leading to the final peak, or at any

rate to the upper portion of the southern ridge of Koshtantau,

and so to avoid altogether the ill-omened eastern ridge.

On arriving at Karaul we found Kaufmann much better, and

on hearing our plans he asked to be included in the party. The

Balkar hunter was also induced to accompany us as far as he could

to help to carry the sleeping-bags and other impedimenta.

N0AMKL'AM FROM THE DYKHSU GLACIER

Kutch^ Janibergoff, for this was his name, merits a few words of

description. He was thirty to thirty-five years of age, rather short

for a Turk, but wiry and enduring, as they all are. His countenance,

more of the Teutonic than of the Tartar type, wore an unvarying-

expression of kindly good-humour, and was a good face for a

low comedian, for he always looked as if about to say something

facetious. He never did, however ; and if he had done so, the

best of jokes expressed in Turkish would have been quite wasted

VOL. II. G
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on us. Dressed in the usual lambswool cap and a long cherkeska,

or outer coat of grey homespun, he never went abroad without

his flint gun in its shee23skin case ( ' Lumpenbiichse,' Jossi con-

temptuously called it) and his staft", the latter a ponderous imple-

ment, which began like an alpenstock and ended like a fire-poker,

being shod with an iron bar about a foot long. It was a durable-

looking staff, and will probably serve the Janibergoff" family for

several generations before being worn out.

In disposition Kutche was gentle, patient, and obliging, and

would carry any burden we gave him without grumbling ; and

although not such a good climber as the Bezingi hunter ByasMn,

he was a much more satisfactory man to employ. The only occasion

on which he showed signs of discontent was when the jjrofessional

agitator appeared in the shape of M. Bogdanofl"s chief interpreter,

who was introduced to the search party as a chief, or son of a

chief, of Balkar. This worthy represented to me that Kutche was

being underfed, and demanded more food on his behalf There

did not appear to be much justice in the complaint, but in order

to ensure satisfactory relations I told the guides to serve him out

a good meal on the spot. Kutche did not, however, reap all the

benefit, for the reputed chief immediately invited himself to dine

with his client, and the two, squatting by the camp fire, shared

the feast. Still, every one seemed to be satisfied, the strike was

averted, and we had no further trouble with our man.

The next day, like most ' off-days ' at Karaul, was spent in

bathing and washing clothes in the Cherek, putting fresh nails

in our boots, cooking meat, and toasting bread for the next ex-

pedition. This last operation, a practice introduced by Freshfield,

was performed on a gridiron, and hud become a regular custom

with us, as the laread of the country was not half baked, and

generally disagreed with us unless well toasted.

On these oft'-days my afternoons would, as a rule, })ass in

writing up notes and lounging on the green sward, few places

in the Caucasus having such soft velvety turf as the little lawn

above the junction of the Dykhsu and Cherek torrents.

Towards evening, when the shadows of the lofty crags which
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guard the entrance to the Dykhsu gorge l)egan to creep across

the valley, M. Bogdanoff with his Cossacks would canter home over

the Cherek bridge, and after supper a pleasant hour would be

spent in inspecting the day's work on the plane table, comparing

sketches, and discussing, so far as my slender Russian vocabulary

permitted, the names of the various j'eaks and glaciers.

Sometimes the Cossacks, who came from the neighbourhood of

Ekaterinodar in the Kuban district, would sit up singing in chorus

KOSHTANTAU AND THE KUUU.MKUL GLACIER

round the camp fire ; but generally by eight or half-past eight

we had retired to our tents, and all sounds were hushed except

the occasional booming of some great boulder pounding its way

down the rocky bed of the Dykhsu torrent.

On Thursday, August 8th, having put all our heavy baggage

inside the tent and tied up the door, our party left Karaul at

5.30 A.M., crossed the bridge over the Dykhsu, and set out down

the valley by the rough bridle-path which leads on the left bank
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of the Cherek to Balkar. A leisurely walk of about an hour

and a quarter brought us to the mouth of the Tiutiun Glen, where

we deposited our egg-box in the bushes, making signs to Kutchd

to take it to Balkar, on his descent, to be refilled.

Toiling up the close, oven-like side-glen by the indistinct path

worn by shepherds and hunters on the right bank of the Tiutiunsu,

we passed through the delightful wooded ravine in which the stream

lingers before beginnixig its last headlong descent to join the Cherek,

and entered the more open valley beyond.

While halting, the guides collected a plentiful supply of firewood

—Jossi's sheet-anchor on glacier expeditions—and when we started

aofain at eleven o'clock each man carried a large bundle on his

pack. Crossing the lower end of the long moraine, we ascended

the valley as far as the Kosh, near which the search party had

passed two nights about ten days before. The Kosh was now

occupied by two young goat-herds, who had secured the fine

collection of empty soup-tins which had been left behind at the

sleeping-place. Their amazement at our arrival was increased when

we declined the sour goat's-milk they offered to us, for to a

Caucasian sour milk seems to be the sum of everything man can

desire in the shape of refreshment. Leaving the Kosh, we mounted

the rocky buttress on the right bank of the ice-fall, in order to

gain the level at which the search party had crossed to the left

bank ; and then it became necessary to relieve the native of his

load and to send him back, for we dared not take him farther.

When Kutchd saw us preparing to cross the ice-fall he was

obviously much impressed by the gravity of our undertaking, and

showed his solicitude in various ways. First, he asked me to

give him a portion of his pay ; then he produced his untouched

breakfast (rye-bread and cold mutton), and pressed us to take

it, ])lainly giving us to luiderstand by signs that in a few hours he

would be in the lap of plenty at Balkar, while we up in the

regions of snow and ice would require all we had with us, and

more besides ; finally, he shook us each by the hand, making, for

him, a long speech in the local dialect, which we took to be a

parting benediction ; and after our departure he sat for a long
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time on a hillock watching our progress with evident disapproval

and misgiving.

Kutch^'s behaviour on this and other occasions fully confirmed

all that has heen written as to the inability of the natives to

reach the place Avhere Donkin and Fox bivouacked. Though the

Tartar chamois -hunters climb splendidly on rocks, whether firm

or loose, they have as yet, as far as my experience goes, made

very little progress in what has Ijeen called ice-craft.

On attaining the point where the search party had begun the

passage through the seracs great changes were found to have

taken place during the nine days which had passed since the last

visit. A collapse of considerable extent had occurred in the glacier,

and we were completely cut off from the route which had then

been taken. Befoi-e we could gain a footing on the ice it was

necessary to climb along the rocks flanking the glacier to a much

higher level, and in so doing to ascend under an overhanging

mass of seracs. This looked so unstable that during the passage

Jossi, who was last man, displayed unwonted intolerance of delay,

and urged us on both by word and deed. If there was any

place on the mountain at which we were obliged to ' give a chance,'

as the cricket reports have it, this was one, and the only one
;

l)ut even in this instance, as was subsequently proved, the risk

was by no means so real as it ajipeared to be.

Once on the ice, we found a sort of terrace, and passed along

it unchecked till more than half-way across the glacier ; then

trouble began. The men, heavily laden as they were, could only

move slowly, and the Rucksacks had repeatedly to be taken off

and to be lowered into crevasses or hauled up chimneys in the ice.

At one time it looked as if we were pounded, but at last a way

was found, and at five o'clock we were safely across.

The passage of the Tiutiun ice-fall had occupied three hours

(an hour longer than on the ])revious occasion), and when there

was time to look around it Avas seen that masses of clouds had

followed us up the valley and were quickly overtaking us. We
therefore hurried onward up the left margin of the glacier, and

in another hour had gained the plateau, where the main ice-stream
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receives a smaller tributary from the north-east before plunging

down the gigantic staircase into the Tiutiun Valley.

By this time the view of Giulchi, Laboda, and the other eastern

peaks was blotted out, and as we advanced westward up the

great rock-bound trough the clouds closed in and completely filled

it, hiding from us the crags on either hand. On our right were

now the precipices descending from the eastern ridge of Koshtantau,

and as sjDurs or gullies occurred in them we kept gaining or

losing sight of the steej) and rugged cliffs, which presented through

the mist an exceedingly weird and evil aspect. We were beginning

to lose faith in the weather ; our cheerless surroundings and the

sad associations of the place were not calculated to enliven us

;

and we were but a melancholy band as we plodded on through

the dreary waste, with nothing visible but occasional glimpses

of the rocks on our right, and no sound breaking the mournful

stillness save the monotonous hissing of the rope as it trailed

through the wet snow.

As darkness fell, an argument arose as to whether or not we
had passed the snow-gully below the UUuauz Pass. Everything

looked so changed in the mist that it was difficult to recognise

the landmarks, and the question I'emained still unsettled when,

at half-past seven, a halt was made at a projecting buttress which

seemed to promise shelter. Climbing a little way up the rocks,

we soon found a ledge large enough to accommodate the whole

party, but with no pi'otection from rain or snow, and very little

from wind. The height of this bivouac was a little less than

13,000 feet above sea- level.

While the guides were struggling with the damp firewood

and melting snow for soup, I kept up my circulation by building

a shelter-wall, levelling the floor, and laying down a sort of mattress

of loose stones to sleep on ; but the supjjly of material ran short,

and at this moment I can distinctly remember the shape and

position of one angular outcrop of granite, which, protruding

through the superimposed stratum, effectually ' spoilt the average.'

The reflection of the warm glow of the fire soon made our

surroundings look more cheerful ; sujiper placed us on better
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terms with oiirselves, and as the moonUght began to break occasion-

ally through the clouds, we became more hopeful as to the morrow.

Our quarters were so conveniently arranged that after supper

I was able to deliver from the depths of my sleeping-bag, in the

' dormitory,' a short address to the guides, who were smoking in

the 'kitchen,' on the importance of making an early start, instead

of oversleeping ourselves as we had done under Mishirgitau ; then,

having fixed 1.30 as the hour of rising, I proceeded to spend the

greater part of the night in executing a series of contortions in the

but partially successful endeavour to adapt my bodily attitude to

the inequalities of my resting-place.

Next morning we were up to time, and at 2.40 all was ready

for starting ; l)ut Jossi being unwilling to cross the Schrunds

which lay in our course till the light became better, it was not

till 3.50 that we descended from our rocks on to the glacier.

The morning was starlit and frosty ; still a hazy, watery look

in the sky caused us some uneasiness as we passed at a quick

pace up the frozen snow towards the head of the great corridor.

Before going very far a temjiting- looking finovr - couloir in the

rocks on our right was passed, and .Tossi seemed inclined to try

it ; but being determined to have nothing to do with the eastern

ridge, to which it led, until all other routes had been tried, I

discouraged the proposal, and we continued in the original

direction.

As all prospect of success depended on wdiat would be found

at the head of the glacier, we looked eagerly out as one buttress

after another was passed ; and I was jileased to notice that the

guides were as excited as myself. At length we rounded the

farthest rock-promontory (where, by the by, a sleeping-place

would easily have been found the evening before had the light

allowed us to advance so far), and on taking in the view of the

cirque or basin forming the head of the great trough in all its

details we were at once relieved and delighted to find just what

we wanted.

To the west, directly in front, rose the southern lidge of

Koshtantau, presenting steep ice-slopes below and steeper rocks
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above ; on our right were the equally abrupt precipices of the

eastern ridge ; but running up into the angle between these two

ridges, at not too great an inclination, was a slope of snow or

ice—we did not yet know which—leading apparently, and as we

then believed, to the very foot of the final snow-cone of the

mountain. Moreover, jutting out through this slope, and extend-

ing in the right direction for us, were two ribs of rock which

would save much step-cutting in case we encountered ice.

There was no cause now for hesitation ; Jossi crossed the

accumulation of avalanche-ice at the foot of the incline and led

up to the first rocks. These presented no difiiculty, and at half-

past five we were at the top of the lower rib, at a height of

rather over 14,000 feet. Then came a check. The slope above

was of hard ice, and although another chain of rocks lay at some

distance on our left, the guides considei-ed that these would lead

us too far out of our course ; we therefore went sti'aight upward,

and for the next hour and a half Avere all hard at work, Jossi

cutting small steps, which were enlarged by Kaufmann and

myself in order to provide for the descent. Progress was jDainfuUy

slow, and when at last the next grouji of rocks was gained there

was further delay, as one of my feet was slightly frost-bitten,

and the usual remedy—rubbing Avith snow—had to be employed.

During our halt for this purpose we noticed that although not

yet half-past seven, clouds wei'e steadily rising in the Tiutiun

valley, and the eastern peaks were already partly obscured. Con-

sequently, fearing to be fog-bound before getting high enough to

select the best route to the summit, we lost no time in scaling

the scattered rocks, and soon came to the next slope.

Mattel's now assumed quite a different complexion, for, to

our great delight, the snow ^^roved to be deep and in good condition,

and we began to gain height with such rapidity that om- con-

fidence soon returned. The great ridge on our left sank steadily

lower and lower ; l)etween the rock-teeth with which it was fringed

glimpses of Shkara began to appear, and shortly after lialf-past

eight we were close below its crest.

As the result proved, our best course would now have been
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to scale the ridge at once ; but Jossi, suspecting—if I remember

rightly—a snow cornice, preferred to traverse the rocks just below

it. This was a mistake. Before pi'oceeding very far we came

to the head of a very steep couloir, with about a foot of snow

in it. I must confess that it did not appear veiy formidable to

ray unpractised eye, but the guides seemed to be certain that

the snow rested insecurely on ice, and regarded the combination

Avith profound distrust. Access to the ridge above was at this point

barred by a huge cornice, so, being unwilling to retrace our steps,

it was decided to cross the gully.

THE RANGE ABOVE THE JVIISHIRGI GLACIER, WITH SHKARA BEYOND

We had with us 90 feet of light cord ; doul)lihg this and

knotting it to our rope we were able to pay out 100 feet of line

to Jossi, who carefully made steps across the couloir, and was

followed by myself and then by Kaufmann. This manoeu\Te,

which consumed more than half an hour, brought us to the foot

of an upright rock chimney ; and as the leader Avas clearing a way

up it through the frozen snow, there was ample time to reflect

that one or two more such obstacles would be quite enough to

ensure our defeat, for it was already nearly ten o'clock.
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We seemed to be an age in tliis chimney, but at last Jossi

stepped up on to the ridge, and immediately exclaimed something

about ' eine sclione Spitze.' What particular peak excited his

admiration I forgot to inquire ; for on scrambling after him, a view

which struck me as the most magnificent I had ever seen suddenly

burst on me. The aspect of the slopes from below had somewhat

deceived us ; and instead of finding ourselves, as we expected,

below the final peak, we had hit the southern ridge of Koshtantau,

just at the foot of a great comb of rocks, which breaks the con-

tinuity of the snow-crest.

To the east and south-east the view was limited by haze,

but elsewhere evervthinof was clear and bathed in sunshine.

Southward, beyond the Dykhsu Glacier, were seen the snowy

cap and dazzling ice-clifis of the gi'aceful Ailama. North-west

of the latter stood that parent of mighty glaciers. Shkara, a noble

peak, presenting on this side a far more picturesque appearance

than when seen from the west, and fully justifying Mr. Fresh-

field's description of it as a ' triumph of mountain architecture.'

Over Shkara's northern flanks appeared the crest of Janga, and

farther west the ' Saddle Peak,' which I suppose we may now

call Katuintau. Turning more to the north, the eye rested on

the steep black crags of Mishirgitau, whose two peaks still seemed

to be of equal height ; and, lastly, close above us to the north

were the final snow-slopes on the east side of Koshtantau. The

w^ay was not yet visible, being hidden by the rocky ridge along

which we had still to find a passage.

Long before there had been time to do justice to the scene

we began to climb northward up the crags which crowned the

ridge. It was perhaps the most anxious time of the whole ascent,

for we knew that at any moment we might be stopped by some

rock-tower or deep cleft in the ridge ; but after we had clambered

over sevei'al projecting teeth a position was gained, from which

we observed with satisfaction that, for some distance at least, no

formidable obstacle lay in our course.

The next forty-five minutes were spent in the most dfliglit I'lil

rock-climbing any one could desire. The ridge rose steeply, and
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was piled with granite blocks, towers, and slabs of eveiy imaginable

form ; but however extraordinary the combination, there was always

some crevice to squeeze through, some chimney to creep up, or

some slab with a neat handhold just in the right place. The work

was so enjoyable that doubts and fears were forgotten, and we went

scrambling along in high spirits, looking keenly ahead each time

a commanding point was reached, and taking advantage of every

jDause to snatch another glance at the glorious view on our left.

Shortly before eleven o'clock, after surmounting an unusually

long ridge of rock, Jossi turned to me with a knowing look on

his broad good-humoured face, and said, ' Wir haben gewonnen.'

This announcement came so unexpectedly that for a moment I

could tind no words to reply ; but my thoughts, like those of the

historical parrot, were none the less significant. On joining Jossi,

however, I certainly did not at first fully share his hopefulness.

It was true that the rocky crest along which we had been

climbing now gave place to a snow-bank extending up to the

eastern ridge, and quite free from difiiculty ; but just at the point

of junction of the two ridges stood a great rock-tower with pre-

cipitous sides, and against this the snow-l)ank abutted. To reach

the final peak it was plain that we should have to climb round

to the left of the tower. Could we do so ? The rocks looked

unpromising, and the steep slopes below them were certain to be

cased in hard ice, as they faced the afternoon sun.

To the west of the tower was an excessively steep ice-gully,

and beyond this the south-west face of the mountain, consisting

of a series of precipices descending about 4000 feet to the eastei'n

branch of the Khrumkol Glacier. But with these we should have

nothing to do. Once round the tower and past the head of the

gully, our account would be with the easy-looking snow-slopes on

the Ulluauz side of the peak.

Jossi was confident of success, and we advanced along the broad

snow-ridge, which was corniced on our right but fell away in steep

clifts on the left. Before going very far, however, Kaufmann,

whose strength had been overtasked by the climb up the rocks,

was obliged to give in. I was extremely sorry to leave him behind.
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Having worked liard on the previous day, carried a heavy load

across the ice-fall, and overcome with us the chief difficulties of

the ascent, he fully deserved to share our success ; but there was

no alternative ; so dividing the food, and leaving him in a perfectly

safe position within easy reach of sheltering rocks, Jossi and I

continued our climb.

For some distance we were favoured by soft snow, but as the

ridge became steeper this gradually gave place to- ice, and steps

had to be cut all the way to the tower, where we turned to the

left, and began to climb round its base. At this stage of the

ascent one might be seriously delayed if there were much ice ; but,

fortunately for us, the rocks, though not as firm as those below,

were quite free from ice, and at a quarter-past one we had passed

round to the west side of the tower, and were standing on a short

narrow neck or ridge of snow-laden rocks connecting the tower

with the foot of the final snow-slopes already mentioned.

Here, for the first time, we were able to look down on the

north side of the mountain ; indeed, the neck is so narrow that a

person sitting on it could send a stone either on to the Khrumkol

Glacier on the south-east, or down precipices of ice and rock on

to the neve which feeds the Ulluauz Glacier on the north. But

this is possible only for a length of a few yards ; farther on the

neck becomes merged into a broad snow-ridge, which in turn soon

exjDands to form the conical summit of the mountain.

Ascending the snow-ridge in a north-westerl}^ direction, we

were soon hioh enouo-h to turn and look back over the tower on

to the eastern ridge. This no longer appeared so formidal)le as

it had when seen from the Ulluauz Pass ; still, it looked difficult

enough. Pro})hecy in such mattei's is, of course, imprudent ; but

apart from the dangerous character of the arete, of which there is,

un]iapj)ily, ample ])roof its great length, considering the arduous

nature of the cliniliing involved, seemed to Jossi and myself sufficient

to defeat any attem])t on the peak by this route.

There is little to describe in the rest of our ascent ; all the

excitement had gone out of it, for the result was no longer un-

certain. The mist which had n(jw closed round us hid the view,
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and the monotony of the way was increased by the necessity for

steji-cutting-. It was clearly a case for crampons, and no doubt

a Tiroler on his Steigeisen would have walked up the cone in less

than half the time consumed by us, as there was a thin layer of

frozen snow on the ice-slope.

In using the term cone, I should explain that it is only from

the east and north that the summit of Dykhtau appears perfectly

conical ; on the south and south-west it is escarped, and falls away

in rocky precipices ; and in order to avoid the exertion of making

steps, we now betook ourselves to the loose and treacherous rocks

which fringed the edge of this escarpment, and, following its

irregular outline as far as possible, picked our way slowly upwards.

At twenty minutes past three we arrived at the foot of the snow-

mound, wliich for the last hour had been tantalisingiy in view,

and, exchanging congratulations on the termination of our labours,

we put on a spurt and quickly gained its top.

I shall not easily forget the jaained and injured look which

chastened my companion's countenance as he turned to me at

this point. Above us rose yet another cone, very similar in ap-

pearance to the one just surmounted. We had, in feet, arrived

at that pecidiar fold or crease in the neve which, lying below the

summit of the peak, and being plainly seen from the east, gave

rise to Dent's remark that the ajaex of the mountain appeared to

have been cut off and carelessly replaced.

Realisinof for the first time how exhausted Jossi was with the

labour of step-cutting—he had been leading ever since we left

our bivouac—I took his place for the comj^aratively short remain-

ing portion of the ascent. The usual exasperating exj^erience was

repeated—a few yards of snow, then hard ice—and with many a

vicious hack at our stubborn adversary, we slowly won our way

upward, till at length the slope became more and more gradual,

and at forty-seven minutes past three we walked on to the summit.

Whatever may have been the custom elsewhere with regard to

first ascents, there is, I believe, no precedent for singing patriotic

songs on Caucasian summits, and certainly we were in no mood

to introduce innovations ; for nothing takes the swagger out of
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a man much more eftectually than a long ice-slope. Therefore,

waiving all pomp and ceremony, we seated ourselves on the snow

and opened the provision bag. We were in the middle of an

almost level snow-ridge, about twenty yards long and a yard or two

broad, running nearly east and west, and during our repast there

was plenty of time to examine what little view remained, as it

Avas more or less cloudy in every direction. Shkara, looming

through the haze, looked more colossal than ever ; the three peaks

of Janga were also visible ; but the only smnmits quite free

from mist were those of Mishirgitau and Dykhtau. The view

of the vast snow-clad precipices, which we could now see on the

noi-thern faces of these mountains, must be striking under any

circumstances ; but on this occasion the gloomy, threatening sky

and driving masses of cloud gave to the scene a peculiarly im-

pressive character of wildness and desolation.

Our meal being ended, we walked to that side of the summit

from which we could look down the northern ridge. This was

for the most part a snow-crest, and our impression was that it

might be ascended without great difficulty from the Kundium

Mishirgi Glacier on its western side. The ujaper 2:iortion of the

crest would be easily passed ; such obstacles as may exist would

be found in the slopes between the glacier and the lower part of

the ridge.

As there was no stone on the summit with which to make

a cairn, we now descended on the eastern side to the nearest

rocks. No doubt this was the spot where, weather and time per-

mitting, Donkin and Fox would have left a stone-man had they

gained the summit on their final attempt. But we were unable

to discover anything of the kind ; so, collecting the fragments of

pale granite which lay near, we hurriedly built a small cairn,

placed in it a sardine-box containing a card with our names, and

at once began the descent,—for it was already half-past four, and

we were anxious to rejoin Kaufmann. Making our way carefully

down the border of loose rocks, we soon caught sight of him,

through a break in the mist, sitting contentedly far below on the

southern ridge, from which the steep ice-gully separated us. Having
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passed the neck, we were able to improve our pace in circvnnventing

he tower ; but the time thus gained by no means compensated

me for the wof'ul havoc inflicted by the sharp splinters of granite

on my only jacket, which from that time lost what little show of

seemlmess it had hitherto retained.

Below the tower caution was less needful, and, hurrying down

the snow-bank, we joined Kaufmann at a quarter to six, finding

him fairly comfortable, but considerably perturbed by the ava-

lanches of stones which, he told us, had been descending the couloir

during our absence. Indeed, he hinted, the disturbance had been

so great, that he had begun to wonder not only ivhat, but loho

was coming next.

As we had really not dislodged much stone from the edge of

the jjrecipice, Kaufmann's statement, taken together with the fact

that the Khrumkol Glacier carries down an extraordinary quantity

of debris, strengthens my impression that the rocks of Koshtantau

and of its southern ridg-e are loose and unsafe on the Khrumkol

side, and that in the afternoon the lower slopes are jirobably swejat

by falling stones.

By the time our reunited party were again moving the clouds

had once more surrounded us, and the wind became so cold that

we were glad to scramble as quickly as possible down the rocky

comb in order to get under the shelter of the ridge. To do this

we continued for a short distance after leaving the rocks along

the snow-crest without meeting the slightest diiEculty, and so

avoided the tedious passage of the couloir, which had delayed us

so long on the ascent.

Below the ridge our traces in the soft snow were soon found,

and we began to descend rapidly into the Tiutiun basin, now a

gloomy caldron of surging mists. The rocks gave more trouble

than before, much of the debris which had been firmly frozen in

the morning being now loosened ; and on coming to the long ice-

ladder the darkness proved a serious hindrance, as the steps, so

laboriously made, were now difficult to distinguish, and often nearly

effaced. Foi-tunately, just when most needed, the moon began to

shine through the mist, and lighted us down the rest of the ice-
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slope, and by the time the glacier below was gained one of those

atmospheric suiprises j^eculiar to the Caucasus had occurred ; every

cloud had vanished as if by magic, the dreary hollow had become

a beautiful fairy scene, and the jagged ridge on the south side of

the glacier showed clear and sharp against the sky, with every

snowy ledge and furrow gleaming in the moonhght.

At twenty minutes past ten we regained our sleeping-place,

and as plenty of wood was left, a cheerful fire was soon blazing

under our kettle. The soup was a brilliant success, and before

long we were wrapped in sleep, sound enough in my case to defy

even the sharj) ridges of the miniature Schreckhorn, which still

formed a prominent feature of my couch.

The next morning was beautifully fine, but the night had

been very cold, and there was some trouble with our frozen

boots befoi-e starting. Shortly before seven o'clock we quitted

our ledge, and immediately discovered that it Avas situated at

the very foot of the snow-gully descending from the Ulluauz

Pass. We had, therefore, slept about 1000 feet below Donkin

and Fox's last bivouac, which was almost directly above us. There

was some excuse for not I'ecognising the place before, as so much

snow had disajipeared from the couloir since July 29 that its ap-

pearance was much altered ; moreover, this was the first time during

our second visit that we saw the spot by daylight. Of the articles

which had fallen from the bivouac on the day of its discovery not a

trace now remained ; even the sleeping-bag, which had been left lying

on the steep snow-slope below the rocks, had vanished, probably by

sliding with the melting snow into the Bergschrund below.

Leisurely descending the glacier, we had by ten o'clock crossed

to the right bank of the ice-fall. To our surprise, the greater

portion of the leaning ice-tower Avas still standing ; but it was so

evidently in the last stage of decrepitude that we were glad to

leave it behind and to begin the descent of the rocky buttress

overlooking the valley. Here we were welcomed by the warm

breeze from the pastures below, laden with the perfume of flowers,

which smelt doubly sweet to us after our two days' exile from

the reu'ions of vejjetation.
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On regaining the Kosh, we found that tlic goatherds had

moved their quarters to a spot farther down the valley, on reach-

ing which we threw ourselves on the grass, and took oin- second

breakfast. As thei'e was no more climbing to do, we ventured

to Avash down our meal with draughts of sour milk, and then

lay till noon in the rich herbage absorbed in admiration of the

wonderful ice-fall above us.

It is entirely beyond my ])ower to describe the fascinating

beauty of the scene ; but the view of that great frozen cataract

hemmed in between mighty walls of granite, its thousands of

fantastic seracs continually assuming fresh shapes as the light

clouds floated above them, will not soon be foi'gotten.

When at length we resumed our journey it became evident

that sour goat's milk was to us as a snare and a stumbling-block.

Whether the innocent-looking goatherds possessed the secret of

brewing something richer in alcohol than the ordinary fermented

milk, or whether the luxuriant herbage of the valley imparted

narcotic properties to the beverage, I cannot say. The fact re-

mained that our legs almost refused to carry us, and Kaufmann
there and then swore ofl" the insidious fluid, and, moreover, kept

his pledge till he left the country.

By the time the end of the open valley was gained we had

Avalked off" the effects of our libations, and, taking a farewell look

at the snowy summit of our peak, we descended the hot Tiutiun

glen for the third and last time. The walk up the Cherek

valley seemed as endless and wearisome as ever ; but at last

M. Bogdanoff"s white tents came in view, and at four o'clock we
threw down our packs on the green terrace at Karaul, and so

ended one of the finest and most exciting exj^editions I have

ever enjoyed.

We had found the ascent laborious, but, after crossing the

ice-fall, free from s]3ecial difliculty and danger. The rocks en-

countered had been easily climbed, and not a single fiilling stone

had crossed our track. The discoveiy of the route taken by us

was in a great measure the result of the operations carried out

by the search jmrty, as the expedition to Donkin and Fox's

VOL. II. H
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bivouac suggested the possibility of gaining the southern ridge

from the head of the Tiutiun Gk^cier. But for that expedition

I might not have found this approach to the peak without con-

siderable waste of time. Success was ultimately won, mainly by

Jossi's patience and endurance ; but Kaufmann, though he did

not gain the summit, rendered me invaluable service by helping

to carry wood and provisions across the ice-fall, where no native

could be taken.

The exciting feature of the ascent was the long-continued un-

certainty of success ; for from the moment of leaving the sleeping-

place till the tower was turned and the final slopes were won,

we were never able to foresee the issue, and during the greater

part of the climb our fortunes seemed to be continually hanging

in the balance.

Being all in indifferent condition, our pace was slow ; from

sleeping-place to summit we occii])ied twelve hours, one hour

of this time being needlessly wasted, chiefly by an injudicious

choice of route. Had the upper portion of the slope under the

southern ridge been also of ice, twelve hours would not have been

excessive ; but with all the snow on the mountain in good con-

dition, it would be quite possible to reach the summit in eight

or nine hours.

The disadvantage of our line of ascent lies in the necessity

for bivouacking above the ice-fall, and in the consequent labour

of conveying wood and sleejiing-bags so far without porters. Those,

however, who follow the route I have described may be assured

that they will be amply rewarded for the trouble of ascending

the Tiutiun Glacier by the grandeur of its scenery, and that if

the summit, or even the southern ridge of Koshtantau, be gained

early in the day, in anything like good weather, a view will be

enjoyed of .such splendour as few peaks can command.



CHAPTER XVIII

C H E G E M •

Viator.—Well, if ever I come to London— of which many a man there, if he were in ray-

place, would make a question, I wiU sit down and write my Travels, and, like Tom Coriate, print

them at my own charge. Pray, what do you call this hill we came down ?

Piscator.—We call it Hanson Tout.

Viator.—Why, farewell, Hanson Tout ! I '11 no more on thee. I '11 go twenty mUe.s about

first.

The Compleat Angler, Part ii., by C. Cotton.

'HE basins of the upper valleys

north of the Central Grovip,

Balkar, Beziugi, and Chegem,

have been laid out by Nature

for habitation by the same race.

The communications between

them are by easy grass -passes,

easily crossed in a few hours.

The two latter valleys use

the same exits ; the men of

Bezingi cross to Chegem and

take the Tuil)er Pass when they want to taste the fruits of

Suanetia ; the men of Chegem frequently ride across the ridge and

follow the Bezingi path when they have business at Naltshik.

There is an alternative road down the Chegem river, but it is

comparatively little used.

From the low horse-pass between Chegem and Bezingi there

is an interesting Init crowded view of the peaks of the Koshtantau

spur. After the large, tame, and formless ugliness of the Bezingi

basin, the environs of Chegem offer a welcome change. The scenery

is still bare, and rather strange than beautiful ; there are no forests

in the foreground or great snow-peaks in the distance. The new
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element in the landscape is furnished by the walls of limestone

—

perhaps dolomitic in substance, certainly resembling dolomite in their

red-erold tint and the horizontal direction of their ledees—which on

both sides of the river overhang the grass slopes. The principal

village lies on the farther side of the valley, in front of a great

opening in its rock- walls. Mr. Grove has described the first view

of Chegem :

—

'Before us was a vast portal of tremendous cliffs, beyond which lay a

deep, mysterious gorge, very sombre from its narrowness and from the great

height of its precipitous sides. We could trace this vast gloomy ravine far

back among the bills. Anything so strange as the entrance to it no man of

us had ever .seen, and I can only compare it to one of those arid mountain

recesses which Dore has imagined : indeed, looking at that strange gateway,

it seemed easy to believe in the supernatural. Those huge portals must

have opened by some mighty spell ; and in that dark goi'ge, running into the

heart of the mountains, there should surely be dragons or great serpents,

crawling in recesses the sun never sees, some unholy myster}', an enchanted

castle, or a warlock's haunt.'

It is this setting that gives the place its extraordinarily weird

aspect. In itself it is only distinguished from the neighbour-

ing villages by one ancient tower of refuge, and the modern mosque

and chief's house, conspicuous by their green tin roofs, which rise in

its centre. The first luxury of civilisation to penetrate the fastnesses

of the Caucasus is the petroleum lamp, the next the metal roofing

common in Russia, the third barbed wire !

The villages of which Chegem is the chief lie at some distance

—

five to six hours' march—below the glaciers which fill the two heads

of the valley. The representation of these glens and ridges in the

five-verst map is entirely erroneous, and only surpassed in looseness

by that of the chain west of Ushba. Nor is it only the Surveyors

who have gone astray in this region. M. E. Favre, no doubt misled,

as I was, by the old map. has overlooked the depression which

separates the horse-shoe ridge round the Jilkisu from the great

granite spur that forms the western boundary of the Chegem

district. What is more important, in his geological map he has

failed to notice that the former group is altogethei' limestone.
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In the o-eologic-al map appended to this volume I have drawn

the hmit of the crystalline rocks—where I believe it to be—at

the Sireen Pass. This, prol)ably, interesting route is still unknown

to travellers.

I shall, I think, best convey an accurate impression of the

country before us by reverting to my diaries of 1889 tor an

account of our adventures and explorations.

I must ask the reader then to return once more to the Missess

Kosh—to fancy himself about to spend a night in the cave under

the bio- boulder beside the Bezingi Glacier. We had lightened

our luggage as much as possible, and left our tents at Bezingi.

Provisions and some wraps had been brought up for us by young

Sujunshef, the son of the man who has put a green roof on his

house at Bezingi. He is an ill-conditioned youth, and travellers

should beware of his tricks. The mists, as is too often the case

in this valley, were roaming upwards, and the climate was Cale-

donian. Everything, that is to say, was dripping, and the cave

was more or less of a well. By an elaborate arrangement of

mackintoshes we managed to sleep more or less drily. I am

afraid my companions gave me tlie best place ; but I was the first

to wake. Every mist had melted, and the great wliite wall of

Katuintau gleamed faintly under a spangled sky. We were

rather lengthy in our preparations. We were bound for a pass

only, and the Alpine guide of the present generation does not

see the force of starting in the dark, except for a peak ; so

it was broad daylight, and the sim had already touched the

triple crest of Janga before we were half-way across the broad

stream of the Bezingi Glacier.

Mr. Cockin had in the previous simimer employed an off-day

in climbing to the gap north of Salynan Bashi. He had looked

down from it on to a glacier he believed to be the Bulungu

Glacier, which is wrongly represented in the tive-verst map as

flowing directly from this part of the crest into a side glen

which opens a short distance above Chegem into the main

valley. We plodded steadily up the very long schist slopes

which lead to the foot of the Salynan Glacier. This ice-stream
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pours out of its upper reservoir between steep rocks, through

a ga]) which it entirely fills. Mr. Cockin passed here without

difficulty ; we lost miich time in rock-scramhling and step-cut-

ting in very hard ice, in order to get up along the left or

north bank. There were many fallen rocks al)out, but none

crossed our track at this early hour. Above this passage we

saw our work before us. The ascent lay up a glacier of

moderate size and inclination to a gap defended by a long ice-

slope, which can, however, be easily evaded by using the rocks

to the north of it. We met with no further checks, yet we were

not on the crest before noon.

The views on the ascent and from the pass itself were of the

utmost grandeur. The peaks of the Centi'al Group are well dis-

played across the deep trench of the Bezingi Glacier. Dykhtau

throws its mighty ridges into the air with defiant energy ; Kosh-

tantau, graceful and stately, a queen of mountains, leans on its

northern shoulder. The great Valley of Ice leads the eye on

to the walls of Asia, the broad precipices and gi-aceful curves

of Janga and Shkara. I have twice seen this north-western

face of the Central Group from close at hand ; I have admired

it also from Elbruz. If I do not dwell once more on its

uni(jue and consummate sj^lendour, it is only because there are

certain scenes that are best left to the imagination. Some day,

perhaps, a great artist with the pen or pencil may succeed in

conveying to sympathetic minds the imjaression this view has

left on all who have seen it. Masters of style, Ruskin or

Pierre Loti, may, by closeness and delicacy of observation and

expression, make unfamiliar scenery present to their reader's mind.

Their eloquence gives chami to their repetitions. I am unwilling

that the Caucasus should suffer injustice from the dulness of a

matter-of-fact mountaineer.

Westward the view was very difterent, less overwhelming in

strange sublimity, yet a mountain landscape of rare beauty.

Oiu- pass lay perhaps a mile north of the main chain. Far below

us a great glacier swept down in a succession of curves from the

ridge on which we stood, and from the watershed on our left. Above
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its base rose a splendid rock mass, the Caucasian Schreckhorn,

Tiktengen. Elbruz was completely masked, but to the south we

saw Ushba and the Laila and had a glimpse of green forests. The

day was exquisite, the peaks unclouded ; they swam in that soft

vaporous rether which is as characteristic of the Central Caucasus

as a certain hard and sharp definition is of the Central Alps.

At midsummer Signer Sella has found this quality of the Caucasian

atmosphere a practical difficulty in photography.

It was about half-past one when we started to descend. The

cliff that cut us off" from the glacier at our feet could only

be very imperfectly seen. It was evidently steep and high,

but there was no reason to assume it to be impracticable or

dano-erous. The first few hundred feet, indeed, would have been

easy but for tlie number of loose fragments lying about and the

general disintegration, which was such that no man in the rear

could move hand or foot without thought of his fellows below him.

We were at first on a broad rock-face, seamed by shallow furrows,

which trended to the left, where far below we could see a great

ice-slope sweeping down from under the shadow of a boss of glacier

fixed on the face of Salynan Bashi. On our right this face was

bounded by a buttress, beyond which there was an invisible range

of precipices. We worked down slowly; for our leader, Fischer,

had not yet quite acquired the decision of an old guide, and some-

times hesitated. Presently the slope steepened, and the furrow

we had been using became glazed with ice. To leave it the only

way—I had better, perhaps, say the way we found—lay over a

rock which bulged out above an ice-bank. Fischer very slowly

but skilfully worked his limbs over and down the rock, and reached

a foothold he had succeeded in hewing on the top of the ice.

The next man tried to follow ; but from a misplaced unwiUingness

to trust to the rope, remained for some minutes in the attitude

of Prometheus, and equally immovable. Dent and I waited, at

first patiently enough, throwing down nothing but hints and

encouragements ; but our sufferance was brought to a sudden end

when the mountain began to throw stones at us. A sharp, shrill

clatter was heard overhead, and the air about us whistled as it does
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in the hollow of au English common when the volunteers are in

camp and long-range practice is going on over yonr head. Dent

was touched on the knee. Our encouragements gained force, a

fresh volley, and we botli became so elocjuent that our comrade

promptly disappeared. A moment afterwards a voice from below

announced that he was safe in Fischer's keeping. We scrambled

over the smooth rock, putting our trust in Maurer and the rope,

with as much alertness and as little regard for appearances as an

old lady at an Oxford Street crossing.

This volley was but the opening of the attack. The westering

sun had let loose the mountain batteries ; henceforth we had to

reckon with the volleys of stones which sci'eamed down every

trough into the central ice-gully with most ominous frequency.

The velocity of a pebble or a boulder that has come down 500 to 1000

feet in a few bounds is equally deadly. The question for us was

how fai- we could, by hard climbing, avoid their tracks—at any

rate, avoid i-emaining in their tracks. Maurer suggested as an

alternative that we might sit down under a sheltering crag and

wait for night and frost. The suggestion was chilling and un-

acceptable. We hoped that by crossing the line of fire once

more we might find some means of descent on the bv;ttress to our

right, and—when it became impracticable—gain comjDarative shelter

on the nearer edge of the ice-trough, beyond the point where a

bend in its course seemed to send most of the missiles to the

centre or the farther side.

The next hour or two was spent in exercises of the nature

Mr. Williiik has depicted so admirably. More than once I had

an uncomfortable feeling of ' having seen it all before,' which was

wliolly due to our realisation of liis " perilous positions.' Not that

there was much real ])eril. The pencil is not so shameless as the

camera, but still it can be a great romancer. We always had

plenty, or some of ixs had plenty, to hold on to ; but there was

a great deal of mountaineering ' business,' of roping and luu-oping,

and letting down of ice-axes. There was often a de[)lorable

deficiency in standing room. Thei'e were some curious corners to

]>e turned, an .ilniost upright wall to be descended. But I cannot
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honestly say there was any single had stej) which, with the pre-

cautions we were taking, suggested uneasiness. Some climbers

perhaps would have thought our precautions superfluous, but I like

to feel safe. As we drew near the great ice-trough the clitiis

became easier. The most dangerous five minutes was while we

were passing over a black protruding rock which was covered with

grey gashes cut by the falling stones. We made such haste ns

was possible when every third ste[) had to Ije hacked in ice.

This point safely passed, we breathed more freely. For it would,

we flattered ourselves, be an eccentric and exceptionally malevolent

missile that preferred the side of the clifts we were working under

to the middle of the gully. Still, our progress was very slow,

for the rocks were too smooth to be of mucli use, and we had to

cut most of the time in ice, and the step-cutting could not be

hiu-ried except by the second man improving the leader's niches.

The afternoon lights and shadows on Tikteno-en were exquisite

;

but we admired them under difticulties. The sunset was one of

the most glorious I have ever seen, and I enjoyed it with a

strange intensity ; but it came all too soon. When its hues faded

we were still jammed between the ice and the lowest rocks in a

queer little funnel, where the vuievennesses shortened our step-

cutting. Below this point, but still some 200 feet above the

Benischrund or moat which divided us from the neve of the

glacier, the leader at last struck his heel into snow that held

—

held imperfectly, but still enough to allow us to cease from step-

cutting, and, moving witli caution, to a,ii])roach the crevasse before

dark.

When we came in the gloaming on to the high upper edge of

the great trench, Maurer pronounced it desirable to seek an easier

passage. We cut a few more steps beside it ; and while doing so

—

while, indeed, the leadei- was already testing a bridge—a yell ro.se

from the rear. Fischer had Ijeen hit on the nape of his neck by a

stray pebble, which had ricochetted oft" the lower clifts. The stone

had not come from very far, and a headache was the only mischief

caused. It was the last shot in the action. Another minute and

we were out of range on a broad snow-level with the 1400 feet
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of rock-wall behind, and nothing but a great neve and a crevassed

glacier in front of us.

For the last few minutes there had hardly been light enough

for us to see where we put our feet. Lanterns were now brought

into use, and a light supper of chocolate and 'little glasses,' kept

for such occasions, hastily served. The night promised to be fine

;

fleecy vapours, those beautiful Caucasian clouds which one learns

to regard as creatures of the Earth rather than of the sky, were

moving about under us on the surface of the snow and among

THE SHAURTU GLACIER AND SALYNAN PASS

the lower hills, but the great peaks were quite clear. The moon,

already risen, but hidden from us by Salynan Bashi, was throwing

its beams across the lower glacier.

The long strain of seven hours' incessant occupation in finding-

foothold for oneself and watching one's companions, of constant ap-

prehension of some sudden divergence of the missiles, which though

they, for the most part, flew past too swiftly to be seen, had kept

up a constant scream in our ears, was now over. The relief was

immense. Our Mark Tajjley remarked cheerfully that ' we 'd had

a rattling day,' and with the noise of those terril>le stones still
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in our ears, no one was fonnd to question the adjective. There

is no doubt we had run unwittingly into serious danger for

a time, though by hard cHnibing we had reduced that time

to comparatively narrow limits. There was much wisdom in a

principle, or obiter dictum, of that excellent mountaineer, the

late A. W. Moore :
' In a strange country avoid new jxisses you

do not know the other side of.' We had trusted rather lightly

to the opinion expressed by Mr. Cockin, who had looked down

from the pass, that its western slope was relatively easy. So

it had proved, easy but dangerous. It was small blame to

Mr. Cockin that he had not recognised that it was used as

a shoot by all the loose stones on Salynan Bashi. Mistakes, or

inadvertencies, of this kind are hardly to be avoided in exploration

;

that is why in new regions so much forethought is essential to

ensure immunity from accidents. Some slight error of judgment

probably causes most of the fatal disasters on distant mountains.

To the Alpine climber even his past experience may prove a

snare ; he cannot realise at first the unstable equilibrium not only

of snow and ice but of the rocks themselves in ranges subjected

to heavier snowfalls, hotter suns, and more rapid and intense

alternations of temperature.

We old climbers discussed eagerly the best route to ^e?'ra

jirma and a sleeping-place. Our neophyte, in a sjairit worthy of

the Swiss Family Ptobinson, urged that it would be the right thing

to build a snow-hut where we were. His arguments were cut

short by a tug of the rope, and the leading lantern started

downwards at a swinging pace.

We were at the head of a glacier which clearly had nothing

to do with the Bulungu glen, but stretched due west, or nearly

so, to the head of the Garasu Valley under Tiktengen. No
human being had ever trodden these snows, and our prospects

might, therefore, to outsiders have seemed precarious. But we

felt as little anxious as if the Montenvers had been in sight

:

Ave were too old hands at the work not to get clear of a glacier

on a tine nisfht.

Three bold rocks, which reminded me of the Grand Mulets,
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hel^ied to hold up the snow platform on which we stood. Our

course lay well to their north. A short run brought us upon the first

network of abysses and chasms. Keeping high to our right, we
avoided these, and soon stepped forth into the welcome moonlight,

where we made more rapid progress. Presently we came to the spot

where several glaciers meet to form a single stream. Should we
take the left or right bank ? We tried towards the left first, but

found oiu-selves in a network of crevasses, too intricate to l)e

easily dealt with in shadowy moonlight. What was to be done ?

The neophyte again suggested that in similar situations Arctic tra-

vellers usually erected snow-huts. Some one asked with asperity

where the spade was to come from ? Maurer turned in our foot-

steps and made for the opposite moraine. We were soon skipping

with the preternatural certainty of muscles well set, but not over-

strained, by a long day's work, over the gigantic boulders. And
now fortune favoured us. Between the moraine and the mountain

lay a series of slopes of hard avalanche snow. We flew down them

rejoicing, plunging swiftly through many luuidred feet of frosty air.

When the slope slackened we found ourselves in a dell under the

moraine where streams had arranged small stones into a level floor.

It was ])ast ten ; we might go farther and fare Avorse, so we
determined to halt till dawn. Our luggage was of the scantiest

;

l)ut we put on all the wi-aps we could muster, lit a ' Self-cooking

Soup-till,' and made such arrangements in pebbles as were possible,

with a view to repose. A pocket volume of Dickens served as a

pillow, and a combination nf iiia])s was my inadequate coiuiter-

pane. The air grew too chilly for much sleep, and my com])anions

jiaced irequently like ghostly sentries between my eyes and the

stars. It was a glorious night ; the young moon had risen high

and threw an ineftalile radiance on the great clifl's of Tiktengen,

while thin scarves of silver mist rose and fell, and at last melted

altogether beneath the peaks. Above the northern ridge the

Cireat Bear circled slowly westwards ; the planets, solid balls of

light, burned in a vault of vapouiless purity. At last the morning

star gave the signal for their paling, and a faint light was

reflected from the dawn-facing cliffs of Tiktentren.
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Dayliglit revealed the gigantic j^i'oportions of tlie moraines

which had sheltered us. The cause of their dimensions, which are

cjiiite out of proportion to the size of the glacier, we had no need

to discuss. The moraine of a glacier represents not the stuff it

has dug out or ruhbed oif, but that which has fallen on to it. The

ice-streams that carry most rubbish with them are those which

lie under the loftiest and loosest cliffs. We knew, only too well,

the friable character of the schists of the Salynan ridge.

Presently in the hollow beside the ice we came to signs of

herds, and a track. A side glen opened on our right, closed by

some inconsiderable peaks and the Tiutiurgu Glacier. A little

farther on we looked down on the end of our own iilacier. We
were at the source of the Garasu, and could already see the path

from the Tuiber Pass descending the opposite hillside, and the

smoke of a shepherd's Kosh rising from the knoll lietween the

two torrents.

We evaded our torrent by crossing the glacier arch from mider

which it sprang, and traversing some waste ground from which the

ice had recently retreated, reached the Kosh in a few minutes. The

shepherd was away, but he had left his fire alight, and his milk

and butter behind him. A gi-eat blaze was soon created, chocolate

and tea and toast made ready.

We were thoroughly enjoying our meal and the beauties of

the spot—the soft turf, the foreground of birch, fir, and rhodo-

dendron, and the distant view of the snows we had crossed—when
a troop of horsemen came into sight riding up the valley. ' They
are not natives,' said the man with the field-glasses :

• there is an

officer in uniform.' Surveyors then, we surmised; but our luck

was greater than we knew. The officer was the surveyor whom
of all others we most wished to meet, M. Jukoft*, who had taken

part in the search for Donkin and Fox.

M. Jukoft' proposed to postpone his day's work, and insisted

on our returning with him to his camp, one and a half hours

distant, at the junction of the two headwaters of the Chegem
river, the Garasu and Bashilsu. The valley of the Garasu is

broad and grassy, the path runs at first along its left bank among
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grand old firs, the remains of an extensive forest. Immediately

at its head, rising abruptly, without buttresses, in the fashion

of the Eiger above Grindelwald, towers the tremendous peak of

Tiktengen. I lingered down the valley, making frequent halts,

and with my face constantly turned over my shoulder like the

Envious in Dante's Inferno.

The description of mountain views is a somewhat hopeless task.

Their eSect is often dei^endent on accidents of light as well as on

combinations of line and of foreground, that language can hardly

render with sufficient minuteness, and conventional epithets only

l)lur. I have, I fear, already wearied my readers with description.

I shall he content to say here that I know few more imposing or

more beautiful aspects of a great peak rising at the head of a

wooded valley than this view of Tiktengen. Had I the magic

palace of the Arabian Nights, the windows of which presented

whatever view the inmate wished for, Tiktengen from the Garasu

would take its place in my Caucasian Gallery beside the white clifls

of Janga, Koshtantau from the ridges of Karaul, Shkara beyond

the Avoods of the Skenis Skali, and Ushba sunset-flushed above

the lily-gardens of the Laila. Our photographers have realised

the Oriental tale ; by an unlucky chance this particular view was

not added to their gallery until too late for use here.

We found the three white tents that make a surveyor's

summer quarters pitched just above the opening of the valley

where the stream had carved a little gorge through wooded bluffs.

Resting on gentian-studded banks, we gazed idly at the pale

limestone cliffs and towei's of the range beyond the Bashilsu, Avhile

the hospitable Cossacks busied themselves with the preparation of

a meal. Time passed quickly, and we only left ourselves just

enough daylight for the thi'ee hours' walk to Chegem.

The scenery on the descent is singular rather than striking.

After woods come barley fields, followed by Bulungu, the first

hamlet. Then the valley bends sharj^ly to the north, and its

princijjal villages come in sight, backed by their limestone cliffs

and caverns. The green roofs of the mosque and chief's house of

Chegem soon become conspicuous, and on the hill above them a
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cluster of tombs of the shape common in Ossetia catches the

traveller's eyes.

The guest-room at Chegem is several degrees superior to that

at Bezingi ; but it is small, close, and full of insects. The people,

and particularly the chief's family, are far more agreeable and

straightforward in their dealings with strangers than the Bezingi

folk. The chief's hospitality was profuse. Could we have gone

to bed on tea and cakes, we should have been happy. But that

was not to be. The duty of hosts and guests demanded a solemn

banquet, which did not commence until 10 P.M. At that hour the

round wooden tables appeared steaming with huge lumps of fat,

hot, boiled nuitton, clustered round a bowl of sour-milk sauce, and

garnished with fragments of half-baked native loaves. With the

meal appeared the chief, the chief's brother, and the chorus that

is as inevitable and as boring in a Turkish village as in a Greek

play. Here were all our old friends, the familiar types never absent

from a village gathering ; we recognised at once the foolish,

picturesque old man who leans on his staff and stares and grunts

monotonously, the man of experience who has seen you somewhere

before, and joins in the conversation constantly to emphasise the

fact, the restless boys who skirmish and upset the airam. They

at least can be expelled ; for seats in the guests' house when there

is an English company are, as the Dresden burghers write on their

garden benches, Nur fiir Gewachsene. But the elders have to be

endured. One particularly tall man, who was always in the way,

on being begged to sit down, replied that he was the chief's

younger brother, and it would not be becoming for him to take

such a liberty in the presence of the head of the family. At last

our entertainment came to an end, our hosts withdrew, and—
welcome sight !—their servants appeared with armfuls of coverlets.

In a few moments we had forgotten everything.

Chegem is a noteworthy place in several ways. The people,

though primitive enough, are superior in dress and manners to

most of their neighbours. They have recently raised a mosque

which, owing to the zinc employed in the roof, is very un-Oriental

in appearance, and may verv likely have been designed by a Russian
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architect. Tlie chief's new house also has a zinc loof. The ruUng

family seem to retain their influence ; there is no anarchy or divided

control, as at Bezingi or Ui'usbieh, and travellers are gaiirei's thereby.

The tombs above the village are structures similar to those found

in Digoria. They are said to have been Ijuilt by the Ossetes

before they were driven farther east. Still more curious are the

rock -refuges at the mouth of the Jilkisu. The cliff that over-

hangs on the west entrance to that valley appears at first sight

vertical, but close study reveals a horizontal ledge X'unning across

its face. This is rendered accessible at one point by a staircase,

now broken down, but formerly fortified at its head and foot ; the

caves behind the ledge were of old places of refuge for the villagers

when attacked by their enemies. These valleys show signs in the

fortifications, which protect them both at their heads and above

the limestone gorges below the villages, of a time when the in-

habitants had no secure existence even in these remote fastnesses.

I am afraid we explored Chegem rather sleepily ; we were too weary

to wander far up the strange gorge of the Jilkisu, even though

tempted by the pi'ospect of visiting the scene of Grove's capture of

a live wild-goat, and of reaching the natural fruit-garden at its

head described by the natives, who make raspberry-parties there

at the proper season. These delights remain for the next travellers,

who may find a pass leading over to the upper waters of the

Bashilsu, and • gain a very interesting view of the ranges that

surround its sources.

The horse road from Chegem to the Baksan and Urusbieh is

long and dull. Any high-level route would be much preferable,

and the long and lofty spur, crowned by at least four peaks of

over 14,000 feet and covered with great glaciers, which extends

east of the Adyrsu, offers a choice of direct passes. The diary

of Mr. Fox showed that they had taken one of these passes.

We were anxious to retrace it, and with this object Captain

Powell and I, leaving Mr. Dent at Chegem. set out with Maurer

and Fischer for the head of the Bashilsu. VVc Iiad promised

to lunch with M. Jukoff at his cani]> in i)assing. While Powell

sat over his tea, I, who could not talk Russian, followed oiu'
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men, who had gone on np the valley with a baggage horse. My
lonely walk np the charming valley of the Bashilsu proved delightful.

Most solitary climbing is, I must admit, reprehensible. It is a pity,

for at no time does the wanderer enter into such close relations

with the spirit of nature as when he is alone. And in the remote

Caucasus solitude has an additional zest. To the inhabitants of the

greatest city in the world there is a curious satisfaction in feeling

so far, not only from one's country, but from human beings in the

same stage of civilisation. There is, moreover, a sense of mastery of

the situation in being aV)le to tlu-ow aside for a moment all the

paraphernalia of travel, and simply to take a walk.

The woods were full of strawberries, and I soon lay down with a

handful in a lovely glade, to wait for my companion. Behind me a

slender cascade spouted out of the pale limestone cliffs ; the lower

slopes of the central chain were covered with firs and birches, which

fell in folds of verdure to tlie stream ; the snowy peaks of the Urubashi

spur we were about to explore completed the landscape. An even

path led on among level meadow^s, pleasantly broken by groups of

trees. At the head of this meadow a substantial wooden Kosh

seemed our natural night-quarters. It occupies a situation which, in

the Alps, would be chosen for a mountain inn. Powell, however, had

extracted certain indications from the chief's son, and in obedience

to these we pursued our way up the valley. The beautiful meadows

here came to an end ; we mounted a steep bank and found ourselves

in the highest reach of the Bashilsu, which begins its course in a

bare rock-strewn glen, surrounded by cliffs and glaciers, and filled

by a large ice-stream, flowing from the angle formed by the junction

of the Urubashi spur and the main chain. Mr. Mummery, in 1888,

forced a pass from the Leksur Glacier in this direction. There

are Koshes on both sides of the river ; we arrived at dusk at the

highest on the left bank, and found a sufiicient shelter under a

great boulder, where we passed a fair night.

I had not Fox's diary in my pocket. My recollection was

clear that he must have descended by one of two large glaciers

which drain into a secondary glen, the torrent of which joins the

Bashilsu at the lower Kosh. However, Pow^ell's definite instruc-

VOL. II. I
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tioiis carvied the day as far as deciding our route was concerned,

and for the moment we were led, by an incident which followed

our arrival, to believe that we were on our friends' tracks. The

shepherd, after staring at Fischer for some time, asked him if he

was not one of the Franks who had passed in the previous year.

He had recognised the family likeness. Subsequent perusal of the

diary places it beyond doubt that the party crossed close to the

peak of Jailik Bashi, and descended by the central glacier of the

Urubashi spurs. The meeting therefore must have taken place at

the lower Kosh.

The hospitable shepherds regaled us, not only with the

inevitable and universal airam or sour milk—if a man cannot

reconcile himself to sour milk, he is not fit for the Caucasus

—

but with a local delicacy that has lately been brought to the

knowledge of Europe, hefir. This may best be described as

' efiervescing milk.' It is obtained by putting into the liquid

some yellow grains, parts of a mushroom which contains a bacillus

known to science as Dispora caucasica. The action of the

grains is to decompose the sugar in the milk, and to produce

carbonic acid and alcohol. The grains multiply indefinitely in

the milk ; when dried they can be preserved and kept for future

use. The beverage has a very peculiar flavour, not nauseous to

every one ; its results on the digestion are frequently unsatis-

factory, as one of my comjmnions learnt to his cost.

The ascent to our next pass was, like most things in the

Caucasus, long, but it was extremely interesting and beautiful.

A tracing I had made from one of M. Jukoft"s maps showed that

by climbing the steep hill on our right we should reach a glacier

leading up to the Adyrsu watershed, A very fine glacier it

proved, sloping down in a broad ice-fall from two snowy basins,

the crests round which were comparatively low. In place of

turning the fall we charged it, and thereby gained a pretty piece

of ice-work and a pleasant ojoportunity to admire Koshtantau and

Dykhtau. The two peaks stood out above the nearer ranges as

noble pyramids, while the level battlements behind the Bezingi

Glacier produced comparatively little effect, Tiktengen and the
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nearer ridges were imposing, but our Ijacks were turned to them

till we reached the pass. This lay at the head of the southernmost

of two broad neve basins, and the ascent to it, on the east side,

was as gentle as that to the St. Tht'odule. The view was again

superb, and the guides were as enthusiastic as ourselves. To the

west, we had befoi'e us the whole circle of mountains which en-

compass the sources of the Baksan ; Elbruz, enormous and majestic,

full in front ; then Dongusorun, and a row of teeth and domes,

above Avhich rose the two horns of Ushba. We had walked up

from the Kosh in six hours without any prolonged halt ; on the

pass we made tea, and spent a couple of hours, lajjped in the

most delicately iced air, in perfect enjoyment of the outlook. The

mountains were transfigured by aerial colour, Elbruz in particular

swam in a golden light, which had the softness, but none of the

indistinctness, of haze. The great domes looked like part of the

mountain of a dream rather than a mere extinct volcano. The scale

of the whole landscape was eminently Caucasian. Dent Blanches

and Bietschhorns were massed in splendid confusion between us

and Suanetia.

Immediately at our feet lay a long glacier stream, at the upper

end of which a gap, the lowest pass in the Urubashi range, lower

than the ridge on which we stood, led to a branch of the glacier

that is the source of the Ba.sliilsu. Opposite, between the long-

glacier and the basin I had traversed two years before in mounting

to the Mestia Pass, rose a jDeak of 14,273 feet, the southern

Adyrsu Bashi of the map. The descent was steep but free from

difficulty, though, as the snow in the troughs lay on ice, we
had at first a certain amount of step-cutting. Once on the level

glacier our course was simple. We strolled down it, our eyes

riveted on the superb apparition of Elbruz, until the ci'evasses

at its lower end forced us over rough moraine to the rocks on

the right bank.

The descent to the Adyrsu below the glaciers was ordinary

enough—a rugged slope, a fir-forest, a path, a short glen opening

into the flat, tori-ent-devastated tract, wdiich forms the head of

the Adyr valley. At the lower Kosh we found a polite little
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Turk of about fourteen. He gave us fresh milk and airam, and

we in return reg-aled him and his sister with candied oino-er. Then

the guides came up, and we put on the pace suitable to the close

of a successful day ; and only pausing now and again to admire

the pictures of Avood and water and snow in which the valley

abounds, crossed the familiar bridge of Urusbieh at dusk, and

were welcomed to our old quarters in the Prince's enclosure.

With the knowledge thus gained, and the careful bearings taken

by Fox, and recorded in his recovered diary, I have been able

to ascertain beyond, I believe, any reasonable doubt the point at

which our friends crossed the chain. Their pass lay about a mile

north of ours, to the south of the peak of Jailik Bashi. They

descended the great Jailik Glacier, which Mr. Fox describes as

four miles long, and receiving numerous affluents from its left

bank. On their right they noticed the nameless rock-peak, shown

in Sella's j^anoramas as rising on the secondary ridge that

separates the glacier we ascended from the Jailik. A short,

steep ice-wall on the east side was the only difficulty they en-

countered. Fox estimates the time from Urusbieh to Chegem

by their route as about 20 to 22 hours without halts.'

1 Fox was under an erroneous impression that the ridge of the southern Adyrsu Bashi

formed part of the watershed of the Caucasus. This obscures his narrative on first perusal.
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THE PASSES OF THE BAKSAN
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HE great Glaciei" Passes of the

Caucasus deserve more atten-

tion than they have as yet re-

ceived at the hands of English

mountaineers. Some are re-

cognised routes of local traffic;

others are known to a few

native hunters. Many moi'e

will doubtless, as in the Alps,

be eventually added to the list

by the enterprise of explorers.

Those already open furnish,

however, amj^le opportunity for

hisrh-level routes of the most convenient and varied character. I

shall give in the Topographical Appendix the outlines of some of

these routes, which I hope will prove attractive to the travellers

of the next century.

The history of the passes by which communication has been

kept up between Suanetia and the tribes north of the chain

possesses, I think, more than a local interest. It may serve to

throw light on the discussion that crops up from time to time

with regard to the use and disuse of certain Swiss passes. It

is often assumed that the cause of the abandonment of Aljiine

This seems a very distinct reference to glaciers as distinct from snow.
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routes much frequented in the Middle Ages, and the adoption of

others, must be sought mainly in climatic changes and their effect

on glaciers. Changes in roads have had generally at least as much

to do with such diversions of traffic. The energy of those we

may call commercial mountaineers depends principally on the

necessities they are under, and the alternatives they have to face.

Where an easy circuit enables the cattle-dealer to avoid gla,ciers,

they remain initrodden, at any rate by his cattle and beasts of

burden. In the contrary case means will be found, as on

the St. Theodule in the Middle Ages, or on the Tuiber Pass

to-day, to get animals over. The continuity of the ice barrier

of the Caucasus (it is

] 00 miles, as the crow

flies, from the Nakhar

Pass to the Mamison)

accounts for the bold-

ness of the Caucasians

in crossing vast glaci-

ers, and for the agility

of their horses and

cattle in sliding down

snow-slopes. Another

reason for the multi-

tude of glacier passes formerly existing, and indicated more or

less vaguely and erroneously on the five-verst map, lay in the

internal, divisions and predatory habits of the Free Suanetians.

The castles of the Suanetian commonalty were as inimical

to free travel as the robber -fortresses of the mediseval barons.

The stranger could not pass \vithout paying toll and tax, or, worse

still, being treated as a target by a marksman A\ho planted his

pronged stick and took deliberate aim from behind a safe thicket.

It was only natural, therefore, that the northern tribesman who

wanted to get to the Latpari should avoid Mujal by a high-level

route, which included the Zanner Pass, or that the gaps right and

left of Ushba should be occasionally traversed by active hunters

who wished to slip unobserved into Lower Suanetia.

ON THE TUIBER PASS
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With the growth of security and freedom of travel, the inore

difficult of the passes from Suanetia northwai'ds are less and less

frequented by the natives. As roads are yearly improved and tolls

abolished, the better road carries the day against the shorter.

Prince Atar sends his horse-buyers to Ossetia by Zageri and the

Mamison, rather than over the Tuiber Pass. The passes now most

in use are the Dongusorun, the easiest of all, generally open in

summer for horses ; the Betsho Pass, crossed from time to time by

donkeys of exceptional hardihood ; and the Tuiber Pass, leading

to Chegem, much used by cattle and pedestrians, but which

horses can only manage in a very snowy year, when the crevasses

have been buried or bridged.

Let us count over from west to east the other passes which

are in occasional use, or of which a tradition still lives in the

country-side. The Jiper Pass over the glaciers at the source of

the Baksan to the Nenskra, leading from Urusbieh to nowhere in

particular, is used chiefly by hunters. The Akhsu and the Chatuin-

tau, leading east and west of Ushba from the Shikildi Glacier, a

pass from the Adylsu, and two from the Adyrsu to the Leksur

Glacier, one from Chegem by the Bashil and Leksur Glaciers

—all these are chiefly thieves' or hunters' passes. The Zanner

Pass from Mujal to the Bezingi Glacier had fallen into complete

disuse in 1887. To get directly to Karaul the Suanetians have

to go round by the Skenis Skali and the Fytnargyn Pass.

To give here all the details I possess concerning these passes

would be tiresome. The first traveller to cross the Jiper, Betsho,

and Tuiber Passes was M. de Dechy, who in the first expedition

brought to light the complete misrepresentation of the local

topography in the five-verst map. My own adventures in reopen-

ing the Zanner I have already recounted. The passage of the

Dongusorun was made by our party in 1868. It was much en-

livened by the conduct of our troop of Suanetian porters, who struck

work regularly once a day, and even threatened to rob and desert

us. We intimated that it was our habit if disturbed in the night

to immediately discharge our revolvers at random. That evening

a branch fell from a tree near our tent ; the crash was followed by
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a chorus of entreaties to us not to shoot. Two days afterwards

our porters met some friends on the jjass returning with stolen

cattle, and fresh difficulty arose in inducing them to run the risk

of meetinsf the aggrieved owners. We crossed in bad weather

;

but except for the views of Dongusorun and Elbruz, the pass

(which resembles the St. Theodule in the amount of snow crossed)

can never, judged by the extremely high standard of Caucasian

Passes in this part of the chain, be a very striking one. The

Betsho Pass is also a perfectly easy glacier col, and is much

THE DONGUSORUN PASS

the most direct. There is no reason why Urusbieh should not

be reached in a day and a half from Betsho by it. It is the

way by whicli the people of that place convey goods across the

chain. The Tuiber Pass crosses an enormous field of glaciers,

a real mer de glace. The snow and ice to be traversed cannot

be less than nine miles ; but the slopes are gentle, and in some

years when the crevasses are filled by a heavy winter's snow-fall

hor.ses can be got over.

Tlie Akhsu Pass, which I crossed in 1889 with Qiptaiu Powell,

has no practical value, since it is longer and much higher than

the Betsho Pass. But for mountaineers it has the great advan-
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tage of introducing them to the wild scenery at the back of Ushba,

and to one of the most remarkable glaciers of the Caucasus.

Every traveller who has gone up to the Baksan sources is

struck by the picturesque opening of a group of valleys on the

left, some three hours above Urusbieh. The torrent which here

brings in the united waters of many glaciers of the main chain is

known as the Adylsu. A short distance above its junction with

the Baksan it receives an important tributary from the south, the

outflow of the Shikildi Glacier.

The Prince of Urusbieh had told me of two passes, known to

his hunters, accessible from this glacier; one east of Ushba by

the Chalaat Glacier to Mestia, the second west of it to Betsho.

We chose the latter ; and after the usual delays of a start from a

Caucasian village, set out one afternoon with a horse to carry our

luggage to the Shikildi Kosh. Our horseman took the wrong

track, and led us across the Adylsu. Finding ourselves ascending

that valley on its right bank, and night coming on, we were forced

to halt in the forest. Our camp-tire was nothing less than a great

prostrate pine-trunk, which lit up the grassy glade in which we

laid our sleeping-bags. Next morning we crossed the Adylsu

with some difficulty, and one of vis rode the horse across the

Shikildi torrent, while the others found a bridge of avalanche

snow. The animal fell and hurt itself on the farther bank.

Fmally, we reached the Kosh too late to cross the chain before

night fell. We had nothing to do for the rest of the day but to

study the remarkable phenomenon before us. The Shikildi Glacier

presented itself as an advancing mound of huge blocks of grey

granite. From time to time a mass, the size of a cottage, fell

with a resounding noise down the face of the great dyke. Here

was something to excite the curiosity of the beUever in glacier

excavation, an ice-stream of powers apparently far in excess of

those of its kindred. I can indicate, however, the origin of the

abnormal burden brought down by this ice-sledge, to borrow

Professor Heim's accurate description of a glacier. ^ Some tlnrty

1 See an article by M. Dinnik in Pdernmnn's Alitteilunyen, vol. xxx.
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years ago, in 1866, a noise as of thunder was heard by the

shephei'ds of the Baksan, and a great cloud of smoke or dust was

observed to issue from the recesses of the chain under Ushba.

Had a new volcano burst forth ? After a time it was ascertained

that a great rock had crashed down from the clifts on the east

side of the Shikildi Glacier. Ever since, the ice has been slowly

transporting the debris to the valley. We saw next day the

gap in the mountain side which had provided the enormous

masses now strewn over the lower glacier.

The shepherds were hospitable according to their means ; and

the younger of the two, who was acquainted with the pass to

Betsho, agreed to accompany us over it. My night was disturbed

by a monotonous monologue, broken by sleepy, but impatient,

English interjections from my companion. When we were both

thoroughly awake, we discovered that the chief shepherd was

performing his devotions in the moonlight.

The ascent of the lower glacier up to the point where its

tributaries unite was a laborious business. I never saw such a

goods-train of a glacier. It was bringing down material enough

to macadamise all the roads in Russia. The immense size of the

single blocks, and the complete burial of the ice under them,

are the features which give their extraordinary character to the

moraines of the Shikildi. The rock and ice scenery at the

junction of its two main sources is magnificent. Far away to the

left, at the end of a long trench, lies the Chatuintau Pass. The

main chain rises opposite in a wall, splendidly buttressed and

crowned by the crags we call Little Ushba. The cliffs are

contmuous except where a very steep glacier staircase leads up

to the snow - basin which lies under Chatuintau at the point

where Usliba itself (which is invisible) is attached to the main

chain. Our course lay to the right, where above a low and easily

avoided ice-fall a recess in the mountains was filled half with ice

and half with grass. We disturbed a party of mountain goats

in their secluded pastiu'e. The pass we were making for was

still invisible ; the high gaps in view would have led us on to

the western glacier of Ushba. The ascent lies along the left
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side of the principal western source of the Shikildi Glacier.

We climbed interminable slopes of ice and snow, only once taking

to the rocks to avoid crevasses. At the last, in place of making

for a steep gap apparently in the true direction, we turned due

west up a bank of neve, and found ourselves on the high plateau

conspicuous from Elbruz,' on the top of the spur which sepa-

rates the Ozengi and Shikildi basins. Hence we could see the

western cliffs of Ushba. A short level walk brought us to the

pass, a narrow gap between low eminences, from which a broad

steep gully led down to a glacier, known to our shepherd as

the Akhsu, which flows south-west, and ends near the soutlaem

glaciers of Dongusorun under the Betsho Pass.

For the sake of the view we walked up a few stejis to the

eminence on our west, which commanded a jirospect of Dongusorun

and Elbruz. We were high above the Chatuintau Pass, and not

less, I think, than 13,000 feet.

Below the Bergschrund the descent was easy. We ran or

slid down a smooth glacier and beds of snow until we came to

tlie flowers, and a few minutes later to the track of the Betsho

Pass. We were in the very extensive mountain basin, filled with

glaciers and wide pastm'es, which is enclosed between the main

chain and the spur that overhangs Lower Suanetia. The five-

verst map took this spur for the watershed, and obliterated

the whole of this ti'act. The Dongusorun glen was soon left

behind ; we traversed the level meadows of the central dale, and

then descended by a most romantic gorge into the forest zone. The

path was often broken by earth-slips, and half buried in flowers

and foliage. The great screen of the Mazeri Peak, here seen end

on as a sharp pinnacle, was most imposing, and Ushba itself more

than once completed a picture which called for a painter. Down
we plunged till a torrent, plunging also from the cliffs that uphold

the western glacier of Ushba, met us. Its waters, swollen by

the sunshine, seemed barely fordable. Some Suanetians on the

other side were acting apparently on the principle of the Horatian

' See Signer Sella's Panorama.
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rustic. Less patient, I reconnoitred up stream and found a place

where by a double jump it seemed possible to cross. Powell and

I leapt successfully, but our companions preferred to wade, and

got a thorough wetting.

The rest of the walk to Mazeri is most charming, and the track

good. It leads for some distance through a pine forest, then, as

it descends steeply, a bend in the valley brings the Laila Peaks

into view. Ourselves in shadow, we saw them illuminated by the

slant rays of the evening sunshine. The vision was enchanting, and

1 felt happy to be once more in Suanetia.

By the time we had crossed the great bare fan-slope that

spreads across the valley, and passed under the towers of the

Dadish Kilian's castle at Mazeri, the shadows were thickening

fast. Powell and I walked on at our best pace, and at last saw

a light twinkling in the sheds that form the administrative centre

of the District. We found a party of officials playing cards. The

Priestav and his secretary were unfortunately absent, and there

was only a police-officer in charge. Our reception consequently
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^vas the reverse of cordial, and we had to assert ourselves in

order to obtain quarters and to avoid being relegated to the roof-

less and floorless shed dignified by the name of a duhhait. Police

officers in Russia are not popular or famous for their manners,

and the man in charge at Betsho justified the estimate of his

fellow-countrymen. It was not till next day, when two sons of

the late Prince Murat, youths educated at the Roman Catholic

College at Canterbury, rode in over the spurs of the Laihi, and
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greeted us warmly in perfect English, that our character was
established in the ofiicial's eyes, and he threw his draft report

on the suspicious strangers, one of whom was an English ofiicer,

into the wastepaper basket. Then he became confidential, and

entertained us with narratives of the wiles by which he decoyed

Suanetian murderers, who had taken to the bush, to venture

back to their homes and into his clutches. I was reminded of

the tales told me once by a French brigadier in the wilds of

Corsica. On the whole, I should prefer not to ride about Suanetia

with that ofiicer. Culprits who go to Siberia leave relations at
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home ; the natives of Suanetia have not as yet been deprived

of their fire-ai-ms, and a shot is easily fired from the forest.

East of Ushba the glacial belt of the Caucasus broadeiis. The

passes that descend into the valley of the Mulkhura traverse far

more snow and ice than those that lead into Dadish Kilian's

Suanetia. The Chatuintau may be recommended to the next

explorer ; it has the merit of novelty, so too have the Adyltau

and the Gorvashtau (or Western Adyrtau). The two last will

lead down on the Asian side to the Leksur Glacier. This is the

grandest of all the Suanetian glaciers, and the arrangement of the

peaks round it is superb.

In 1887 M. de Dechy and T found ourselves at Urusbieh at

the end of July. We resolved to take the pass which crosses

the chain at the head of the Adyr Valley, and descends almost

on to the head of the Leksur Glacier. The natives naturally

tried to persuade us to cross one of the easier passes. After ]\I.

de Dechy had been engaged a whole day in discussion a I'eason-

able compromise was effected. Donkeys were to take our heavy

luo-rragfe over the Betsho Pass. Six men consented to act as

porters over the Adyrtau or Mestia Pass.

Early on the following morning we hoped to start, but the

Urusbians were otherwise minded. The debate of the previous day

was renewed, and we went into Committee on the exact adjust-

ment of the loads. A very argumentative villager jjroduced scales

and weighed each man's pack with the most precise care. At

last, about noon, equality was attained, and an extra porter having

been conceded, we got off.

The vale of the Adyrsu has been well described by Mr. Grove.

Its scenery is unusually Alpine in character. The ascent at first is

steep ; afterwards the path follows the foaming torrent through open

pine-woods, which frame charming vistas of snow and water. After

reaching the torrent-swept level at the head of the valley, the mouth

of the great glen leading to the Urubashi Glaciers is seen on the

left. Half an hour higher, at the end of the stony plain, on a

green slope sparsely wooded with birches, we found the shepherd's

Kosh, where our porters meant us to pass the night. Five glaciers
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descend towards the head of the valley ; one of these leads to

the next tributary of the Baksan, the Adylsu, by a pass called

the Kai-avgan-aush by the Surveyors. This should be an easy and

charming excursion, and Kurmuichi, the point north of the gap,

must command the most complete view obtainable of the ridges

round the sources of the Baksan, and the eastern face of Elbruz.

Our Urusbieh men, once on the march, proved thoroughly

PUKTKKS ON THE MAKIU

good fellows. They came with great readiness to be photographed

round the camp-fire. As usual, there was no but ; a low wall, a few

sticks, and several sheepskin cloaks formed the shepherds' quarters.

The sunset was glorious ; our supper was satisfactory. The kaimak,

a sort of Devonshire cream, was so good that the guides made

themselves ill with it. Alpine peasants are never quite well or

happy unless they have hard sausage and rancid cheese as the

staple of their diet. I have had the amount of fresh meat sup-

plied made a matter of serious complaint by my Swiss companions.
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What really upsets the traveller in the Caucasus is the imperfectly

baked native bread. It is quite worth while to travel about

with a mule-load of dark Russian loaves, baked almost to the

consistency of biscuit.

We slept so well in our tent that the first sound we heard

was the good-humoured 'Pack up, and be off' of our porters.

For once in a way they were in a hurry ; ropeless men have

a reasonable preference for crossing glaciers before the snow is

soft. By 5 A.M. we were on the march up the large glacier, close

to whose tongue we had pitched our camp. A shorter path might

have been found along the grass banks on our left. We ascended

without obstacle the gentle slopes of the glacier. On our right

liand rose the broad peak which dominates the whole Adyr valley.

The meltings from an upper ice-field to the west poured down in

a fine waterfall, singiilarly inserted between two glacier's. Our

porters indicated an alternative pass in this direction to the Leksur,

which I understood them to call the Gorvashtau.

M. de Dechy reported their conversation :
' They are asking

how the grey old man will get over the mountain.' Twenty years

seem doubtless a century at Urusbieh, and the reappearance in the

village of one of the first climbers of Elljruz had created much in-

terest. I was old enough, at any rate, to have become legendary.

After a time we left the more level glacier, which flows from

a fine cirque at the back of the southern Adyrsu Bashi of the

Surveyors, and climbed steep slippery ice-slopes and broken banks

of screes. From the highest our course lay about south-west

over an undulating snow-field. We were in the midst of a wide

basin of shining glaciers. Elbruz rose nobly above the intervening

ranges, but in other directions there was little distant view.

In 1887 the snow in the Caucasus was invariably soft. There

had not been sufficient alternations of temperature after the spring-

fldls, I suppose, to form a durable crust. Our porters refused to be

roped, and steered their course through the concealed crevasses of

the upper neve with something of the instinct of chamois. I inquired

frequently in the Caucasus, but the only place where I heard of

human lives having been lost in crevasses was on the Laila Pass,
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wliicli is reputed in Suanetia to be more daugeious on this accoiint

than tliose of the main chain. Accidents to animals, ho\v(>v('r, are

frequent, and native travellers have often fallen victims to avalanches.

As the slope steepened our train laboured heavily. Remembering

their pei'sonal remarks, 1 put myself in front and gave them a

lead up the last slopes. I was rewarded by being slapped on the

shoulder and called a ' Jighit ' liy a, hearty Turk. I have since

discovered from Count Tolstoi's tules that 'Jighit' is Caucasian

VIEW FROM THE MESTIA PASS

for a successful cattle - lifter, and hence for any person whose

career or exploits command the temporary respect of the public.

The ridge of the Caucasus, reached in six hours from the Kosh,

is at this spot a wide snowy flat. We halted on its farther edge,

while my companion obtained a photograph of the astounding view

to the south. We saw very little of the green hills of Suanetia,

and nothing of the plains of the Eion. Our jjrospect may be

roughly compared to that seen when looking towards Savoy from

the Col du Geant. We were faced by an enormous spur of the

VOL. II. K
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main chain, answering to the Chamonix Aiguilles. This secondary

ridge, as high as the watershed, was marvellously steep and

splendidly white. Its cliffs, wherever glaciers did not hang from

them, were encased in icy armour, delicately fluted by the channels

foi'med by the melting of the snow during the recent warm

rainstorms. It ended to the west in a bold, dark rock-peak, beyond

which we looked across to the crest of the Laila. On our left was

a wide snowy basin, the highest reservoir of the Leksur Glacier,

over the edge of which it is possible, as Mr. Mummery proved

in 1887, to cross either to the Tuiber or the Bashil Glaciers.

Tetnuld and Gestola were recoo-nisable in this direction as we

descended, raising their snowy horns over the j^ass to the Tuiber.

From our feet stretched a vast glacier, larger than the Mer

de Glace, filling the whole of an enormous ti'ough between us and

the southern ridge. No civilised man had ever seen and admired

it before. We descended under the cliffs of Latsga by easy

slopes and moraines. Soon the lower reaches of the ice opened

before us, backed by the mass of Chatuintau and the double

peak of Ushba—a superb spectacle.

The main glacier was broad and comparatively level, exhibiting

ice-tables, moulins, and all the familiar features of the ice-world on

a great scale. The rocky shelves on its right bank were deliciously

green, a favourite pasture of the mountain goats, for which our

porters kept a vain look-out. A broad ice-fall poured down on

the right, probably from the Gorvashtau. A great frozen tril)u-

tary flowed in from the west, and the united flood, suddenly

turning at right angles, poured through a gap in the southern

ridge down upon the woods of Suanetia. We now left the ice

for a time, and rested our eyes and limbs on the green slopes

among the fresh southern flowers. Banks of the cream-coloured

Caucasian rhododendron were in full bloom ; the turf was a bed

of Anemone narcissi/lora, ranunculus, gentians, yellow poppies, pink

daisies, forget-me-nots—a nosegay of the utmost Inxuriance thrown

into the lap of the eternal frost. We found remains of bivouacs,

but there was no path. Tracks are soon overgiown and l)uried

by flowers in Suanetia. I'resently our porters saw, or thought
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they saw, a wild-goat, and some time was lost with no result.

Then the hillside became steep, and we had to descend again

on the rubbish that here covered the ice. Very bad walking

we found it, until after a rough sci'amble over a gritty bank we

were able to take advantage of a moraine, old enough to be

thickly overgrown with copses, and to luive become beautiful with

wild roses, lilies, and larkspurs.

Our track was now broken by a deep hollow, through which

flowed a torrent from a glacier, that lay concealed in the range on

our left. To avoid the circuit we returned to the Leksur Glaciei",

and thus regained the track beyond the side-glen. The end of our

gigantic ice-stream was at last in view ; a narrow path ran along

the liillside above it. The sun was already setting, and I hurried

on for half a mile, until I came upon a spot suitable for a camp.

Nowhere yet since daybreak had we seen a bit of ground level

enough to pitch a tent on.

An old moraine, several hundred feet above the present level of

the ice, and overgrown with flowers and brushwood, enclosed a tiny

dale between itself and the mountain slope. Water was at hand,

and with darkness so near we were glad to pitch at once our

tents and light our fire. The porters cut several armfids of grass

and twigs, strewed them in the hollow, wrapped themselves in

their hourkas, and fell on the ground, like collies, in a black heap.

A sharp pattering on the canvas woke me before dawn. A heavy

shower was falling, and our followers had withdrawn under the

shelter of a neighbouring pine - grove, whence their tire threw a

|>icturesque gleam on the dark wood.

When morning came the sky had cleared, and the first objects to

catch our eyes were the towers of Ushba, which rose with splendid

abrujitness above the head of a strange glacier which fell towards

us in a steep and sinuous course. This was the Chalaat Glacier,

which drains a double basin on either flank of Chatuintau. wing-

to the steepness of the general inclination of its bed, it attains to

a lower jjoint in the valley than the larger stream of the Leksur.

It reaches, indeed, a lower point than any other ice-stream on either

side of the Caucasus. Not many years ago the two glaciers met
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at theii' extremity, now the Leksur terminates at 5600 feet, and

the Chalaat at 5200 feet. The descent from the Chatuintau Pass

lies over the northern neve of the Chalaat Glacier.

The lower moraines of the Leksur Glacier presented the unusual

phenomenon of a green oasis far out on the glacier. It was, perhaps,

the result of an earth-slip from the slope immediately above, but

it is also quite possible that the medial moraine may have been

fertilised by the winds.

A short run brought us down to the torrent, and then a level

path led through copses, rich in wild roses of the most delicate

tints, and strawljerries that were worth the picking. At the first

farm, marked by a ruined tower, we learned that a bridge was

broken, and that we must keep to the left bank. This was, on

the whole, fortunate ; for, abandoning the stone-strewn ground near

the torrent, we were led over sloping hay-meadows, broken by

deep dells in which grew gigantic weeds and flowers. The peaks

of Ushba, never long absent in Suanetia, came out above the lawns,

and the long line of glaciers of the Laila made a noble background

to the seventy towers of Mestia, which rose among fruit - trees

and barley-fields beyond the broad, bare bed of the torrent.

The Suanetian Passes are described in some detail in the

Appendix. They are remarkable for their length, their freedom

from difliculty, and the magnificence of their scenery. If there

were inns at the head of the side valleys of Suanetia, the

western passes would hardly be more serious undertakings

than the St. Theodide. But the routes which debouch through

the great glacier basins east of Ushba rival in the amount of

snow and ice to be traversed the longest passes of the Bernese

Oberlaiid. Nowhere in the Alps are there three adjacent passes

exhibiting such a succession of forest, glacier, and peak scenery as

may be enjoyed by the traveller who takes tlie Zanner, Tuiber,

and Mestia. Nowhere is there such a choice of superb High-level

Routes as in the mountains between Karaul and the sources of

the Baksan. The modern peak- hunter loses more than he suspects

in variety, scenery, and adventure by his lack of curiosity, invention,

and locomotive force.



CHAPTEE XX

URUSBIEH AND ELBRUZ

Uno avulso non deficit alter.

VIRGIL.

mountains in the world pro-

>ably, unless we make an

exception in favour of our own

Westmorland hills, are at such

|iains to make the most of

their charms in the eyes of

every one who comes near

them as the Alps. The great

lakes of Lombardy and Switzer-

land bathe their feet or open

waterways into their heart.

Many of the loftiest peaks

—for instance, Mont Blanc and the Oberland summits—overshadow

valleys that have long been human homes. The Caucasus is of

a more reserved disposition, and not at all inclined to meet a possible

admirer half-way. Kasbek alone of the great peaks confronts the

ordinary passer-by, and forces even the Russian soldier to learn

its name. Elbruz, even when not in cloud, is itself but a great

white cloud on the horizon to the ordinary highroad traveller.

He learns to distinguish it by a local name, as the Romans did

Mons Vesulus. But that is the extent of his interest in it.

Tourists, it is likely, will have to wait many years before they

find haunts to tlieir taste in the Caucasus. The Messrs. Cook

have been over the Darial, and pronounce that the Caucasus will

not do. For such mercies we may be truly thankful. Even the
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resorts of Russian fashion, the Caucasian Baths, are not likely to

attract those who have their choice of the waters of Western

Europe. The view of the mountains from Piatigorsk bears some

resemblance to that of the Alps from Neuchatel ; but with these

important differences, that there is no lake in the foreground, and

that in place of forests and vineyards the eye looks out over long,

low waves of grey or golden steppe to the blue, snow-capped

wall on the horizon. But apart from this view there is little at

Piatigorsk but flust and water-melons, and most visitors soon tii'e

of the combination.

The Baths, however, may serve well as a starting-point for a

visit to Urusljieh and the glaciers of Elbruz. Speaking for myself,

I cannot say I think the exjjedition worth the trouble, unless it

is combined with a passage of the chain to Suanetia, for which

Urusbieh is the best starting-point ; for the valley of the Baksan,

the appi'oach to Elbruz, is phenomenal in its dulness. Its lime-

stone gorge is arid and Syrian in character, and, except for a

certain air of weirdness and remoteness, more to be felt than

analysed, the scenery during a long day's ride of forty miles

never attains distinction.

A great part of the road may be driven, provided always that

the bridges are sound and the Malka, the stream which drains the

northemi glaciers of Elbruz, is not in flood. For many hours the track

traverses the steppe. Cherkess villages, long straggling collections

of wooden homesteads and farm buildings, each surrounded by a

rude fence, white Cossack colonies clustering about a green cupola,

ruinous sentry-boxes on stilts, low hills waving with corn or dotted

with ricks, amongst which the bullock-carts move slowly, waste

fields of weeds and grasses—these are the traveller's surroundings.

The dull voice of torrents, the inniiuur of insects, the distant

creak of wheels alone meet his ears. Horseflies darken the air,

small stinging gnats issue in swanns from the rank hei-bage, and

prevent any disposition to drowsiness. At last the Baksan post-

house comes into view, and his post-boy draws up among the mud
and the pigs, and shouts for fresh horses. When we passed, the sun

was falling westwards. Suddenly 1 was aware of something high
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ami hright on the eastern horizon. The clouds had parted, and

Kasbek was catching the afternoon light. Splendid our old friend

looked ; it was worth comiuof back to the Caucasus to see him thus

again. Let the reader try to recall the view of Monte Viso from

the Piedmontese plain, and then add 4000 feet to the mountain's

stature, and he will see Kasbek from Baksanski. Our Al{)ine

guides were overcome with astonishment at the movuitain's dimen-

sions.

' Directly ' proved on this occasion not to mean more tlian an

hour's waiting, and once more the wheels went round, and the

telega up and down, and up again, and all our internal oi-gans felt

as if they were getting mixed, and what minds we had left were

devoted to caring for our instruments. The moon was throwing

a passing gleam on the cupolas of Elbruz, just seen over grassy

downs, as we jolted over the bridge of the Baksan below Atashuki,

and drew up at the door of the local chieftain, whose home was

distinguished from the neighbouring hovels by the white walls

and the petroleum lamp burning in its window. Ataslniki

is still in Cherkess country—Circassia—outside the pale of the

Mountain Turks.

The position of host and guest seemed to me on my last visit

to have become slightly strained. Things were in what is called a

transitional stage. The old order of keeping open house for all comers

was still nominally de rigueiir ; the new order of ' every accommoda-

tion for tourists ' had yet to come. Had we not had Government

recommendations, we might, I think, have fared but poorly. As it

was, we were treated to an unlimited supply of spirits, a very late

supper, and a fair amount of bedding, for all of which next morning

we made a due recompense in roubles. There was no more difficulty

in doing this than at the Great St. Bernard Hospice.

The whole of the next day's ride lay along the banks of the

Baksan. The corn-tlelds of the Circassians are soon left l)ehind.

The track crosses a melancholy, level prairie, where there is no sign

of inhabitants past or present, except a group of tall Turkish tomb-

stones of the usual form, crowned with stone turbans. The scenery

of the Baksan divides itself naturally into three stages. First
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come the rounded ci'etaceous downs, then scarped and weather-tmted

limestone crags, closmg in at last upon the river in a bare, tree-

less defile. This opens on a wide Alpine valley, the sides of

which ai-e partly fir-covered. A broad snowy mass, Dongusorun,

curiously like the Breithorn, closes the vista. At a farm belong-

ing to the Urusbieh chiefs, some thirty-three miles below their

village, the carriage-track ends.

The stars were shining with eastern brilliance in a cloudless

vault, as on tlie night of July 2;3, 1887, a solitary horseman

jiushed his wheezy animal up the path that leads to the homes

of the Turkish tribesmen. The moon was liidden behind the steep

southern slope. Wlierever the track had to cross the bed of

some tri])utary stream it became so hnrd to trace that the I'ider

was forced to dismount. From time to time (iio dim. dnrk sliape
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and hio-h bonnet of a belated native would loom in the darkness

and disappear again with a passing grunt of salutation. Pre-

sently the moon shone out on the shallows of the river, and the

fires of isolated homesteads gleamed on the opposite side of the

valley. The traveller halted, and waited until the tramp of

baggage animals again met his ear, and the raised voices of a

considerable company heard above the roar of the torrent told

iiini that the length of the day's march was having its effect on

the tempers of his followers.

It was past 11 P.M. when the tired caravan dismounted to

cross the bridge over the Baksan, and scrambling and splashing

about amonsf the scattered waters of the Kiurtiun stream, entered

the precincts of the princely residence of Urusbieh. The pre-

cincts are fenced off by hurdles, and the guest's house was very

like a country cricketing shed. It was dilapidated, but other-

wise unchanged, since I had lodged there eighteen years before. I

have visited Urusbieh three times. On my first journey, in 1868,

it was our starting-point for Elbruz. Our cartes -de-visite are

preserved among the archives. In default of a better, the village

serves as a centre, or rather as a base, for mountaineers. Many

of the paths from Suanetia and from the Karatshai unite several

hours farther up the valley. But there are no higher permanent

habitations.

Urusbieh is far from attractive at first sight, yet the views

to be seen from its environs on a fine morning are not without

grandeur and even beauty of a somewhat stern order. The

mountaineer who comes from Balkar and Bezingi is delighted,

—as was Mr. Grove ; on the other hand, those who cross from

Suanetia are apt to feel that the forests are scanty, the hillsides

burnt up, the rocks ugly in colour, and Dongusorun but a

clumsy mountain after Tetnuld and Ushba. The village is of

the type I have already more than once described— flat-roofed

and basket-chimneyed. But it is several degrees higher in

civilisation than any other we have hitherto found north of the

mountains. At the time of our first visit the chiefs of Urusbieh,

commonly spoken of as princes by the Russians, were three
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brothers. One is dead ; there is a dark story of crime, possibly

no better founded than most stories are in a country where

teUing stories is the main employment of at least lialf the

population—all the males. The survivors are men of intelligence,

and one of them has been as far as Interlaken and studied the

manufacture of Gruyere cheese in the Pays de Vaud. The

Russian authorities sent him so far in the hope of creating dairy

Till', LAIUKS UK UKlSllIEIl

industries in the Caucasus. The ladies of the family are, as Mr.

Woolley's photograph shows, exempt fi'om Oriental prejudices, and

are of an interesting type.

In the good old times the Urusbiehs—the family shares the

name of their place of abode—exerted a patriarchal authority, but

lately a Radical Government—such is the aspect Russian rule wears

from the point of view of a Caucasian chief—has introduced many

stransre novelties. There is a Starsbiua or Mayor ; there is some-

thing likr a Village Council in wliich, as in most new bodies,

every member has his own opinion on every possible subject.
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and is too conscientious not to enunciate it at length. The semi-

feudal service of former days is a thing of the past, and the

traveller who wants horses or j^orters is greatly the sufferer. Let

us hope some one is the gainer. Urusbieh has not only a local

administration, it has a manufacture and trade. Bourkas, the

great black sheepskin cloaks of the Caucasus, are made here

;

there is a village smith who will sharpen you a dagger or even

MOUNTAINS .SOUTH UK IIKI'SI'.IEH

mend an ice-axe ; there are three shops where you may buy,

amongst other goods, pernicious sweetmeats. The enterprising

ti'adesmen are Jews : they live apparently on good terms with

the mountaineers, secure from the persecution they might have

to suffer from more civilised neighbours in the lowlands. Their

only regret seemed to be that there were not enough families at

Urusbieh to found a synagogue.

On my more recent visits to Urusbieh I have found myself

among old friends. Eldeidy Turks suddenly step forward, and
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shake hands warmly—or else clap me on the back and exclaim

something like my name, followed by ' Mingi Tau ; karasho.'

We say ' Kavasho ' a good deal, but our stock of Russian does

not carry us much further. One, however, got so far as to

inquire after 'Moore,' and 'Franzi' (Francois Devouassoud), and

' the little Gospodin who walked so well.' He meant Comyns

Tucker. The inquirer's memory for faces was better than mine

;

he had, perhaps, not seen so many in the interval, but I rightly

guessed him to be one of our 1868 porters, glad to recall an

incident which has doubtless become a legend to the rising

generation.

After spending a day with the princes, and enjoying the

excellent fare they most hospitably put before their English

guests, the mountaineer will move his camp to the head of the

valley. The soui'ces of the Baksan are still some hours distant

;

the great Elbruz is quite out of sight. The road up the Baksan

continues srood liut dull, until a great mound like that in the

Roseg Thai, a moraine or mountain-fall (I am not certain

which), has been surmounted. The valley tlien begins to wind,

and side-glens fall in on both sides. At the mouth of the

Adylsu fascinating glimpses of granite peaks and dense forests

open on the left, the great brow of Dongusorun towers over-

head, and the Azau Glacier closes the valley. The landscape is

all that an Alpine climber can desire. There is plenty of pastoral

life in the summer months at the head of the Baksan. Sub-

stantial log-huts built of enormous trunks, stuffed with moss,

stand in the open glades ; there are many patches of cultivation,

and herds of horses and oxen are scattered about the clearings.

But still there is no Elbruz. The giant mountain, 2700 feet

higher than Mont Blanc, might be 300 miles off for all that can

be seen of it. To get our first view of its summits we must turn

into the pretty glen of Terskol. Over the brow of the glacier,

which closes the valley in the ordinary fashion of glaciers, rises a

broad dome with a bulge on its south-western curve. It gives no

impression of vast size or height. We are too near a,nd too low,

and see it much as the traveller sees St. Peter's from the Piazza.
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The view is one more illustnitiou of the L'(iiiiinnii|il;ie(' that one must

stand aloof from great mountains to realise their true proportions.

It was from this olen that in 1868 we climbed to our bivouac

for Elbruz. Subsequent parties have found an easier, if somewhat

less direct way, from a higher point on tho Baksan, and so reached

the same point, the crest of the spur tliat separates the glacier

THE TEKSKOL GLEN

of the Terskol Glen from those that fall to the Upper Baksan. All

these ice-streams have a common source in the great plateau of

Elbruz, the vast snowy reservoir that is spread like a saucer round

the base of the inverted tea-cup, that

—

parvum coviponere magno

—may represent the mountain.

The view from this bivouac-place is already glorious. The

foreground is eccentric, the lavas twisted by heat and broken by
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cold lie ranged in confused ridges above and between the streams of

ice that have overflowed them, the great dome rises in dazzling

purity and with unique simplicity. There is no eS'ort in its simple

lines ; the size of the whole mass slowly grows upon the mind of

the spectatf>r as he gazes and finds something to serve as a scale.

DONliUSClRUN FKU.M I H li IlIVlUAi;

We are brouglit face to face with the great chain, wliich rises

opposite, beyond the Baksan valley. This portion of it is very

different in character from the mountains of the Central Group.

Here there are no great parallel trendies filled with ice at its base

;

there is no continuous snowy wall, such as that above the Bezingi

Glacier. The broad back of Dongusorun stands alone with two

of the easiest of Caucasian passes on either Hank. Farther east,
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far out-topping a clustered group of pikes and precipices, rise

the famous peaks of Ushba. Tliii: the cliain sinks to the deep

curve of the Chatuiutau Pass, beyond which the eyes strive to

unravel the maze of snowy domes and crests and short steep

glaciers that engirdle the vale of the Adylsu and look down on

the south on the great basin of the Leksur Glacier.

Our enjoyment of the scene was interrupted by a perfectly

THE TERSKOL GLACIEK : IC'K AND LAVA

unforeseen disturbance. Our porters presented a demand for their

first two days' pay ; we reminded them that they had distinctly

aoreed that the settlement was to be delaved until our return to

Urusbieh, but at the same time offered the money in two notes.

They refused it, and required that each man should be given his

exact portion ; we told them we had not sufficient small notes

with us, on which they announced their intention of returning

home, and leaving us to get oiu- luggage back as best we could.

Such vmreasonable conduct could only be met with contempt, and
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we answered that they might do as they pleased; that we should

start soon after midnight, and should return in the afternoon,

and, unless our goods were carried safely down to the sliepherds'

bivouac before nightfall, should pay them nothing ; we added,

that if any of them were willing to attempt the ascent it would

give us great pleasure, and that they should have every assistance

from our rope and ice-axes. On receiving this message from Paul,

the five all departed, as they would have had us believe, never

to return ; but in less than half an hour they came back, like

boys who had had their sulk out, and made a half apology for

their behaviour. This difficulty having been satisfactorily smoothed

over, the men retreated to lairs somewhat lower down tlie hillside.

The cold (luring the night was so intense that the water in a

gutta-percha bag, which we had filled overnight and hung within

the canvas, was frozen before morning into a solid sausage of ice,

and in consequence, having no firewood with us, we could procure

nothing to drink. At 2.10 a.m. we set out, the natives not

answering to our shouts. When, in a quarter of an hour, we

reached the edge of the great snow-plain, Elbruz loomed before

us, huge and pale, but, to our surprise and dismay, j^artially

shrouded by a black cloud. The walking was easy, and we

tramped on in solemn, not to say surly silence, our ice-axes under

our arms, and our hands in our pockets.

The last rays of the setting moon lit up the summits of the

main chain, over the gaps in which we already saw portions of

the southern spurs. The icy sides of Ushba and Dongusorun

reflected the jmle gleam of the sky ; a dark rock-peak farther

west stood in deep shadow. We were high enough to overlook

the ridges that run out from Elbruz towards the north-east, in

whicli direction a dark band of vapour, illuminated by fitful flashes

of sheet-lightning, overhung the distant steppe. The thick black

cloud was still on the mountain before us ; otherwise the sky

overhead was clear, and the stars shone out with preternatural

brilliancy.

Near the point where the snow began to slo])e towai'ds the

base uf the summits, the crisp surface broke inider my feet, and
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I disappeared, as suddenly as through a trapdoor, into a concealed

crevasse. The crevasse was one of those which gradually enlarge

as they descend, but the check given by the rope enabled me at

once to plant my feet on a ledge on one side, and ray back

against the other. The snow-crust on the sides of the hole I

had made broke away beneath my arms when I first tried to

raise myself on it, and it cost us all a long struggle before I was

hauled out and landed safely.

THE ' GRAND PLATEAU ' OF ELBRUZ

The slopes now steepened, the cold grew more intense, and

the wind almost unbearable, so that altogether the prospect was

far from cheering. The morning star aroused us to a temjaorary

enthusiasm by the strange accompaniments and brightness of its

rising. Heralded by a glow of light, which made one of the party

exclaim, 'Here comes the sun I' it leapt forth with a sudden

splendour from amidst the flashes of lightning playing in the

dark cloud that lay below, shrouding the distant steppe. The

shock was but momentary, and we soon relapsed into a state

VOL. II. L
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of icy desperation, which was not diminished by the sudden

desertion of our Mingrelian servant, Paul, who, fairly beaten by

the intense cold, turned and fled down our tracks. For hour

after hour we went on without a halt, hoping that the sun

would brincf with it some increase of warmth.

A sunrise viewed from a height equal to that of the top of

Mont Blanc is a scene of unearthly splendour, of which words can

convey but a feeble impression. A sudden kindling of the eastern

ranges first warned us to Ije on the watch ; in a moment the

snows upon which we were standing, the crags above us, indeed

the whole atmosphere, seemed sufiused with rose pink. The cloud

on the summit, which had changed from black to grey as daylight

dawned, now caught the pervading flush, and suddenly melted

away, like a ghost who had outstayed his time. As the hues

faded, the sun's orb rose in the east and flooded us with a stream

of golden rays, which were soon merged in the clear light of day.

There was no increase of warmth as yet, and, despite the improved

look of tlie weather, it became a serious question whether we could

go on. By 7.30 a.m. we were at a height of over 16,000 feet,

and had reached the rocks which form the upper ])ortion of the

cone. Seeking what shelter we could among them, we stood

shivering, kicking our feet against the rock, and beating our

fingers, to preserve them if possible from frost-bite, while the

debate as to whether we should turn back or not was carried on

in voices almost inaudible from the chattering of om- teeth. On

the one hand, the wind did not abate, and the risk of frost-bites

was growing serious : two of my companions had no sensation in

their fingers, and my toes were similarly aftected. On the other

hand, the rocks were less cold to the feet than snow, and gave

some shelter from the weather. Looking back, we saw, to our

surprise, two of the Urusbieh men advancing rapidly in our

footstep.s. We had almost decided to turn when they came up

to us, looking fairly comfortable in their big sheepskin cloaks,

and quite unaftected by the cold. A third, however, who liad

started with tbcm. liad, like I'aul, given in. I said, ' If a porter

goes on, 1 will go with him.' 'If one goes, all go,' added
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Moore. The decision was accepted, and we again set our faces

to the mountain.

From this time the cold, though severe, ceased to be painful.

A long climb up easy I'ocks, mostly broken small, with here and

there a large knob projecting from the surface, brought us to the

foot of a low cliff, to surmount which a few steps were cut in

an ice-chimney, the only approach to a difficulty on the mountain.

Arrived on the top of what had for long been our sky-line, we saw

as much more rock above us. Doubts were even now felt, and

expressed, as to our success. We persevered, however, making

but few and short halts, until the base of some bold crags we had

taken long to reach was jjassed. Almost suddenly, at the last,

we found ourselves on a level with their tops, and stepped on to

a broad crest, running S.E. and N.W. We turned to the left

and faced the wind for a final struggle. The ridge was easy and,

led by the porters, Ave marched along it in procession, until it

culminated in a bare patch of rocks surrounded by snow. This

summit was at one end of a horse-shoe ridge, ci-owned by three

distinct eminences, and enclosing on three sides a snowy plateau,

open to the east. The rocks which we picked up, and carried

down with us, are lava. We walked, or rather ran, round the

ridge to its extremity, crossing two considerable depressions,

and visiting all three tops ; under the farthest, a tower of rock,

we found .shelter and a quite endiu-able temjaerature.

There we sat down, to examine into the details of the vast

panorama. The two natives pointed out the various valleys,

while we endeavoured to recognise the mountains. Light clouds

were driving against the western face of the peak, and a sea of

mist hid the northern stejape—otherwise the view was clear.

Beginning in the east, the feature of the panorama was the central

chain between ourselves and Kashek. I have never seen any group of

mountains which bears so well being looked down upon as the great

peaks that stand over the sources of the Cherek. The Pennines from

Mont Blanc look puny in comparison with Koshtantau, Dykhtau,

and Shkara from Elbruz. The Caucasian groups are finer, and

the peaks sharper, and there is a suggestion of unseen depth
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ill the trenches sepai'ating them, that I never noticed so forcibly

in any Alpine view.

Turninof southwards, the double-toothed Ushba still asserted

itseli", although at last distinctly beneath us ; the greater part

of the summits and snowfields of the chain between us and

Suanetia lay, as on a relief map, at our feet, and we could see

beyond them the snowy-crested Laila, and in the far distance

the l:)lue ranges of the Turkish frontier between Batum and

Achalzich. Again shifting our position, we looked over the

shoulders of a bold rock-peak, the loftiest to the west of Elbruz,

and endeavoured to make out the Black Sea. Whether the level

grey surface which met our eyes was water, or a filmy haze hanging-

over its surface, it was impossible to distinguish. The mists,

beating below on the slope of the mountain, hid the sources of

the Kuban, but we looked immediately down upon those of the

Malka. On this side the slope of the mountain seemed to be

uniform for nearly 10,000 feet; and although there is nothing in

its steepness to render an ascent impossible, the climb would be

very long and toilsome.

We were not hungry, and, if we had wished to drink any one's

health, we had nothing to drink it in ; so we gave vent to our

feelings, and surprised the porters with ' Three times three, and

one more
!

' in honour of the mountain, which by the help of

wind and cold had made so good a fight against us. We then

hurried back to the first summit, on which, as it seemed somewhat

the highest, Frangois had already set himself to work to erect

a small stone-man.

At this period, some one remembered ' that we had forgotten

the rarity of the air.' We tried to observe it, but faded,

and I think the fact that, at a height of 18,500 feet, no single

man, out of a ])arty of six, was in any way affected, helps to

prove that mountain-sickness is not a necessaiy evil, except at

greater elevations than have yet been attained. We reached the

top of Elbruz at 10.40, and left a few minutes after 11 a.m. The

ascent from our bivouac—one of G500 feet, or 800 feet more than

that of Mont Blanc from the Grands ]\Iulets—had occupied 7^
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hours, with very few halts ; the return was accompHshed in four

hours, and might have been made much faster.

We had some difficulty in reconciling the appeai'ance of the

summit of the mountain, when seen from a distance, either on

the north or south, with what we saw on our top. From

Poti, or Piatigorsk, Elbruz appears to culminate in two 2)eaks

of nearly equal height, separated by a considerable hollow.

In walking round the horse-shoe ridge, we naturally looked

out to see if there was not some other summit, but none

was visible ; and on the west (where, if anywhere, it should

have been found), the slopes appeared to break down abruptly

towards the Karatshai, and there were—so we thought at the

time—no clouds dense enough to have concealed any eminence

nearly equalling in height that upon which we stood. ^ But we

were wrong ; the western and slightly higher peak was completely

concealed by the mists. The gap, 1500 feet deep, was greater and

wider than we had any reason to imagine. It must be remembered

that we had never seen Elbruz until we were on it, and conse-

quently had very vague ideas of the structure of the mountain.

I suffered from a similar illusion once on the Konigspitze, when

on a fine day the Ortler was obliterated by a local vapour.

The rocks were so easy that, but for the trouble of coiling

up and then again getting out the rope, we should have hurried

down without it. Some little care was necessary, on the part

of those in the x"ear, to avoid dislodging loose stones, and Moore

got a nasty blow on his finger from one, the effects of which

lasted for many weeks. At about one o'clock we sat down on

the spot where we had held our debate in the morning, and made

the first regular meal of the day. We now, too, broke the icicles

off" our beards, which had been thus fringed since 3 a.m. We
observed that the principal eastern glacier of Elbruz fiows from

the same neve as the ice-streams that descend to the sources of

the Baksan, and that there was no apparent difliculty in following

it into the head of the Irik glen, from which we had originally

' I leave this passage substantially as it was written in 1869.—D. W. F.
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proposed to attack the mountain. The snow was still in good

oi'der owing to the extreme cold, and we slid quickly down

—

the two natives, though declining to be attached to our rope,

gladly accepting the suggestion that they should hold it in their

hands. When ascending in our tracks, they had seen the hole

made by my disappearance in the crevasse, and the lesson had

not been wholly lost upon them.

A cloud which had formed in the valley now swept up and

enveloped us for half an hour, but we found no difficulty in steering

our way through the layer of mist into bright sunshine. We
ari'ived at the bivouac to find that Paul had already left with

the baggage, and we soon followed, leisurely descending the steep

slopes beside the ice-fall. The stream, which the day before had

burst from the foot of the glacier, had changed its source, and

to-day spurted in a jet fronr the top of a bank of ice. The heat

of the afternoon had swollen its waters, and we found some

difficulty in crossing them. The two natives had arrived before

us, and told their story to their companions and the shepherds,

who, having made up their minds that we should never be seen

again, were surprised and seemingly pleased to welcome us, not

only safe but successful. On our appearance in camp we had to

submit to the congratulations of the country, oliei'ed in their usual

form of hugging and kissing.

We were too stiff, after our long exposm-e to cold, to rest

very easily, and were ready to start at an early hour next

morning on our return to Urusbieh. Our men, however, had other

plans, and we found that they meant to kill and eat a sheep before

leaving. Wishing to take our time on the road, we left them

to follow ; but I no sooner attempted to walk than one of my
ankles became painful, as if it had been badly sprained, and I

was therefore obliged to stop and mount a horse which we had

brought up with us from the village. The pain and stiftness, no

doubt resulting from the cold, gradually wore oft', and I was glad

to get off" at the half-way. The train of porters overtook us about

an hour out of Urusbieh, and we walked in together. I never

saw better walkers than these Tartars, not only on a hill-side.
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but—which is even more remarkable amongst niountaiueers—upon

flat ground. They gave us a start, and caught us up easily in

the ascent of Elbruz, and now, when Tucker, wishing to try their

mettle, put on a spurt across the meadow, they walked with

apparent ease at a pace of five miles an hour, and soon caused

my friend to repent the trial of speed he had rashly provoked.

These men are the raw material out of which Caucasian guides

will have to be made, and, if the great language difficulty could

be overcome, there is no reason why they should not, with a

little practice in ice-craft, become first-rate companions for a

ti'aveller anxious to explore the glaciers of this part of the

chain.

We entered Urusbieh, and reached the guest-house almost

unobserved ; l>ut we had not been there many minutes before our

native companions spread the news of our return, and a crowd

of excited villagers flocked into the room. Several minutes passed

before the story was fully understood : our burnt faces, and the

partially-blinded eyes of the two men who had accompanied us,

were visible signs that we had in truth spent many hours on

the snowfields, and the circumstantial account and description

of the summit given by the porters seemed to create a general

belief in the reality of the ascent. The scene was most enter-

taining. The whole male population of the place crowded round

us to shake hands, each of my companions found himself a centre

of attraction, and the air rang with ' Allah
!

' seasoned phrases of

exclamation and astonishment, mingled, as each newcomer entered,

and required to hear the tale afresh, with constant reiterations

of 'Mingi-Tau'—-a familiar name, which sounds far more pleasant

to my ear than the heavy-syllabled Elbruz.

We underwent a crossfire of questionings as to what we had

found on the top, and had sorrowfully to confess that we had

seen nothing of the gigantic cock who lives up aloft, and is said

to salute the sunrise by crowing and flapping his wings, and to

prevent the approach of men to the treasure he is set to guard

by attacking intruders with his beak and talons. We could not

even pretend to have had an interview with the giants and genii
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believed to dwell iu the clefts and caverns of Elbruz, concerning

one of whom Haxthausen relates the following legend :

—

' An Abkhasian once went down into the deepest cavern of the mountain,

where he found a powerful giant, who said to him, " Child of man of

the upper world, who hast dared to come down here, tell me how the

race of man lives in the world above ? Is woman still true to man ? Is

the daughter still obedient to the mother ? " The Abkhasian answered

in the athrmative, whereat the giant gnashed his teeth, groaned, and said,

" Then must I still live on here Avith sighs and lamentation 1

"

'

Perhaps the next climber of Elbruz will furnish the giant with

his order of release in the form of ' a hilltop novel.'

The princes, of course, came to talk the expedition over with

us, and seemed much struck by what they heard of the use we

had made of our mountaineering gear, of wdrich they had before

scarcely comprehended the purpose. Hamzet's enthusiasm was

boundless ; he strolled in and out perpetually, repeating each

time the mayfic word ' Min^i-Tau
!

' till at last he achieved an

astonishing linguistic feat, and showed at the same time a surprising

acquaintance with the manners of Western Europe, by confidentially

suggesting, ' Mingi-Tau—London, champagne Friihstuck, kai-asho.'

It was six years before the heights of Elbruz were again

visited by climbers. The leader of the second expedition to the

Caucasus was my old companion, A. W. Moore, but, through an

unlucky accident, he did not share in this ascent.

The mountaineers' camp was pitched a few hundi'ed feet lower

than ours on the same I'idge. They started in the night, and in

seven hours gained the western summit, which, according to the

last measurement, has an advantage of 123 feet over its rival.

They reached it without difficulty or danger, but not without the

need of some physical endurance, for they all suffered more or

less from the rarity of the air, the effects of w^iich had been so

conspicuously absent dui-ing our ascent.

At first sight it may seem difficult to account for so dissimilar a

result in the case of two parties, both consisting of men accustomed

to mountains. But the explanation is, I think, not far to seek.

The gale which nearly defeated us saved us from mountain sickness.
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I have compared the accounts of many mountain travellers, and it

seems apparent that those who suffer from ' rarity of the air ' do so

mostly on still days and in hollows rather than on ridges. From De

Saussure's time ' the stagnation of the air ' has been complained of

I have myself been on Mont Blanc three times, and once only, the

day being perfectly still, did I sufter in any degree fi-om nausea and

headache. On that occasion I had been living at 6000 feet for

some weeks previously, and was in exceptionally good training.

Two years later I came straight out from England, and felt no incon-

venience of any kind, although the pace from the Cabane Vallot to

the top was hurried. The scientific problems involved in the

acclimatisation of human beings to altitudes extending from 15,000

to 30,000 feet have attracted attention, and been much discussed

during the last few years by competent persons both in this

country and abroad. It cannot be said, I think, that any great

practical advance in the provision of antidotes to the effects of thin

air and scanty oxygen has yet been made ; but the nature of those

effects is beginning to be better understood by physiologists, and

that may be the first step towards their prevention. The results

of residence at the Mont Blanc observatories should be instructive.

As far as my personal experience goes, I believe that inconvenience

is much less felt on rocks than on snow, on windy days than on still

days, when it is freezing than when the snows are melting. I am

disposed therefore to agree with those who lay sti'ess on the absorp-

tion of oxygen caused by the melting of snow. I venture to believe,

as do some of my friends better qualified from their technical

knowledge of the human frame, that a man who will devote time

and money enough to the problem may climb to the top of the

Himalaya. The adventurer will do well to study the recent ex-

periences of aeronauts, and to ascertain the feasibility of providing

oxygen-bags for use at least on the highest bivouacs. And if he

will excuse so humble a piece of advice, he should, discarding all

traditions, set himself to invent the form of footgear which will be

most efficient as a protection against frost-bite, and yet not

unsuited to possible rock-scrambling. Polar experience should in

this matter come to his aid. The first requisite of all, however, in
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such ail enterprise is a belief in the possibility of success, and I

have only known one Alpine guide—and he is no longer alive—who

had such a belief. Faint hearts will never win Gaurisankar

!

Mr. Grove gives a close description of the western summit,

which shows that it is, like its neighbour, a volcanic cone. It

has been visited since, on several occasions : by M. de Dechy

in 1885, by Signor V. Sella in 1889, and by Russian travellers.

Mr. H. Woolley has climbed it from the north and crossed the

gap between the two peaks.

There will never be any ditiiculty in fine and calm weather to

any healthy person with the requisite amount of endurance in an

ascent of Elbruz. But there is likely to be considerable danger to

those who do not observe the proper use of the rope, or are caught

in the Ijad weather which comes on in the Caucasus with a

suddenness rare even in the Alps. A Russian party had terrible

experiences on the Saddle some years ago. There is no reason

why a hut should not Vje erected on the northern rocks ; and if

this were done, the possibility of obtaining scientific observations

would be increased, and the dangers of the mountain greatly

diminished.

Elbruz is not—some one has said—a climber's mountain. So

much the worse for the unfortunate climber, who can only be

happy when he is a rock-limpet. No true mountaineer wdll ever

refuse to recognise the unique majesty of the monarch of the

Caucasus.

The ascent, I admit, is not a ' climb ' in the most modern sense

of the word. But, under circumstances at all favourable, it is one

of the most interesting and enjoyable walks in the world. It

was once the fashion for those who knew no better to declare

that nothing worth seeing met the eyes in a high ascent. To

such rash assertions Signor Sella's panorama may serve as a con-

clusive ans\ver. The traveller on Elbruz commands the great

line of the Caucasus. Its clustered companies parade, as it were,

before him in a majestic procession, with Ushba, a little ad-

vanced, as a captain, in their front. He sees on one side the

northern steppe in its impressive boundlessness, the long ridges
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of the spurs that lift themselves up from the plain high over

the shining vapours of the valleys ; on the other the forests of

Suanetia and the Kodor, the line of hills that fringes the

Black Sea and the swelling masses of the Highlands of Armenia.

The scene brought under his eyes, at first overwhelming in its vast-

ness, suggests, as he gazes on it, some harmonious plan, a sense of

ordered masses, of infinite detail. And to this majestic landscape,

of a scale and splendour so strange as to seem hardly real, the

sky supplies ever-shifting effects. New subtleties of tint and

definition, of luminous colour in the depths and clear outline on

the heights, are brought out by every passing alternation of light

and shadow, by the progress of the sun across a vault that has

not the blue of lowland skies but a depth and darkness as of

' sheer space begun.'

After a lapse of nearly thirty years that view—that vision,

I'ather— remains bright in my memoiy. I have since seen other

panoramas, more complete in some respects or more varied, but

none so majestic as that from the great Caucasian mountain. And

here let me make a confession which may surprise many and

shock some modern climbers.

I love summit-views, and I sincerely pity those who can find

in them no charm or beauty. My own enjoyment of panoramas

is not rooted solely in the novelty of ' looking down on all that

has looked down on us,' in topographical interest, or in the personal

excitement of recognising in the 'airy objects that hover on the

brink of nothing,' the mountain shapes that line the horizon,

familiars whose presence stirs old and dear memories.

I am quite ready to admit that many summit-views are very

ugly, particularly those obtained on middle-class heights which

do not command the valleys and plains and seem to display only

—in Dr. Johnson's phrase— ' more stones and a wider circuit of

barren desolation.' I will allow, too, that climbers have often

invited criticism by passing unnoticed the many beauties of the

ascent and then descanting on the scene from the summit with

a precision of detail and a waste of adjectives worthy of an

auctioneer's catalogue. But of late the pendulum has swung to
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the other extreme : most mountaineers ignore the view, and are

content to celebrate in its place their gymnastic or digestive feats.

It is time to insist that there is something to be gained on the

heights, that the great peaks have revelations to bestow on their

faithful worshippers. I am glad to find that, in making this pro-

test, I am at one in the main with Sir W. M. Conway. An Art

Professor is a valuable ally. But I am afraid we arrive at our

conclusion by different roads.

My friend and late colleague lays down, as the test of excellence

in a panorama, that it must ' admit of the uninterrupted travel

of the circumambient eye.' The phrase is powerful : one almost

hesitates to argue with the owner of such an organ. But to

my mind, and so far as I understand Sir W. M. Conway's argu-

ment, the criterion he sets up is hardly the true one. For obvious

reasons, no human being can see a panorama as a whole. It

may be a recommendation to a view, no doubt, that our eyes, as

they sweep the horizon, should be arrested by no obtrusive and

inhannonious breaks in the bounding lines, that the successive

pictures should melt into one another rather than be separately

framed. Some people, indeed, prefer them framed, and many very

striking summit-views are of this character. But Sir W. M.

Conway probably would not reckon these as panoramas, and I

prefer to meet him on his own ground.

In the views over great expanses of the Earth's surface,

gained from its loftiest eminences, the effect is not produced by

form in the outlines. As in a sea-piece, the surface lines tend to be

horizontal. The charm of the prospect depends most on atmospheric

colours, on aerial effects, on sudden interchanges of light and

shade. The larger the scale of the landscape the more important

these become. The curves may be insignificant and deficient in

variety, the horizon flat. Beauty of form is best seen and

appreciated from below : on the heights we are witnesses of

extraordinarily subtle gradations of tone in Earth and sky, of

marvellous revelations of local detail produced by the passing

shadows of clouds or the shifting arrows of sunshine, of lights of

a radiance and a softness hardly known in our underworld.
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The permanent lines of the landscape are subsidiary : it is the

season, the hour, and the weather that make the view. It follows

that no such classification of panoramic points as Sir W. M. Conway

proposes can be completely satisfactory. A dull sky or mid-day

glare will often destroy a divine prospect. Still, there are panoramas

and panoramas. As a rule, summits that overlook the slopes of

a chain or a great valley aftbrd the most varied and impressive

views. One must see the mountains from base to cope, not

only their upper storeys and pinnacles. In my Alpine experi-

ence, I should rank highest the views from Mont Blanc and

Monte Rosa, the Bietschhorn and Schreckhorn, the Disgrazia and

Adamello, the Weisskugel and Monte Cevedale. I have seen

the Mont Blanc view three times, and three of the others twice.

To these I must add the fascinating but little known panoramas

visible from the highest crests of the Maritime Alps, which embrace

on one side the coast of the Mediterranean from Toulon to Spezzia,

with Corsica shining like a jewel between sea and sky, on the

other the plains of Piedmont and the noble curve of the Alps

from Monte ^"iso to the Bernina.

The view from the Laila when the rising sun is burnishing the

golden harvests of Suanetia and casting the shadows of the great

peaks across the glaciers of the Caucasus has a glory and com-

pleteness of its own. But I must not allow myself to wander

back among my Caucasian memories.

In maintaining the attraction of the views, from ' exceeding high

mountains,' I have a great authority in human pleasures and

temptations on my side, a greater even than the Climber of the

Karakoram, and I am not ashamed to play for once the part of

Devil's Advocate against the popular prejudices of orthodox

^stheticism.



CHAPTER XXI

THE SOURCES OF THE KUBAN

BY MAURICE DE DfiCHY

Cold upon the dead volcano sleeps the gleam of dj'ing day.

TENNYSON.

N July 1886 we left the Baths

of Kislovodsk and ascended

the Podkumok valley, turning

our faces once more towards

the remote and solitary moun-

tains. Aul Abukova is the

last settlement on the way
;

our next sight of inhabited re-

gions would be in the Kuban

district, on the other side of

the hills that divide the

waters of the Cas])ian from

those of the Black Sea. The

character of the country we

had to cross is a tableland,

intersected by small canons

and eroded ravines. Towards

evening, after nine hours

march, we were south-east of the eminence called Kumbashi on

the five-verst map, which stands on the Kuban side of the water-

parting. A heavy thunder-storm passed over us, bringing snow

and hail, but as soon as tliis Imd spent itself, we encamped on the
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edge of the plateau. Close to our encampment was a Kosh, anfl on

the slopes towards the Kuban numerous flocks of sheep were grazing.

Next day we did not start till ten o'clock, as the horses

ordered arrived late. As far as could be seen, the entire upland

sloped steeply towards the south-west, with here and there

rocky bluffs. When, after a long day's march, we reached the

narrow opening of the Mara glen, the wide valley of the Kuban

was spread out before us. The smoothness of outline and

warmth of colouring of the slopes were in singular contrast to

most of the northern valleys of the Central Caucasus.

The rushing Kuban flows between Ijroken ground partly covered

with veo-etation. The mountain flanks are forest-clad, and below

the forest appear the houses of Aul Khumara. A jagged rocky cliff'

projects above the valley, and a glimpse is caught of blue moun-

tains beyond. An immense rock-tower, round which the stream

flows w^th great velocity, rises in the middle of the landscape.

At Aul Ossetinsky Khumara, where we spent the night, my
observations gave an elevation of 2740 feet. Above this point

the valley bifurcates. From the south-east comes the Kuban,

havmg its main sources in the western glaciers of EU^ruz, while

from the south its important tributary, the Teberda, flows from

the unexplored glacier group west of the Klukhor Pass. The

valley of the Teberda is everywhere of interest. As w^e followed

it, the path began to ascend, and the arha—a two-wheeled cart

drawn by oxen— which carried our baggage, made but slow

progress. After a short ascent we reached a higher level,

where the air was clearer. Over the wide, almost flat valley the

impetuous Teberda spreads itself in several channels, and seems

to have cut a new bed where trees were recently growing. (.)n

the slopes rocks of different colours are noticeable, and higher up

appear jagged pinnacles and turrets.

Aul Teberdinsk is 3947 feet above the sea : beyond it the valley

again becomes narrower, and the road leads throuo'h a thick forest

of birch, amongst which large trunks of pine and fir become more

and more frequent. The character of the woods, the patches of

soft green jjasture and the high cliffs with distant snow-covered
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peaks showing between them, all max'k the approach to the great

chain. In the pine-wood there is a circular lake, and near it we

came upon a turpentine distillery. A retired Lieutenant-Colonel,

M. Grigoire de Besguine, has built for himself a modest retreat

close by, where he is certainly out of the world in the fullest sense

of the term. Fi'om him we received much hospitality, and his

kindness was all the more opportune as we had had three wet

days in succession. M. de Besguine's house we found to be

4337 feet above sea-level.

On July 23rd we continued our upward journey towards the

Klukhor Pass. We had intended to ci'oss the main chain by

GLACIERS WEST OF THE KLUKHOR P.4SS

this route to the confluence of the Gvandra stream and the

Kluich, tributaries of the Kodor, and to make our way back north-

wards over the Nakhar Pass to Utshkulan in Karatshai. But we

had to give in to the obstinacy of the Teberdines, who explained

that the path over the Nakhar was impracticable for beasts of

burden, and who refused to act as porters. Promises and entreaties

were alike vain, and we were forced to return from the Klukhor

Pass and reach the Karatshai district by the passes which separate

it from Teberda.

For the first three hours the road up the Teberda Valley led

through meadows and woods, consisting of beech, l)irch, and

pine. At a height of 4683 feet the valley becomes wider, and is
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partly overflowed by the river. Hence we had a good view of the

upper regions—the snow-peaks and glaciers of a group that lies

S.SW. of the Klukhor, and forms pai-t of the main range. ^

Up to this point the Teberda had maintained a generally

straight course, but here the valley divided. We followed the

south - easterly stream, the chief feeder, which flows from the

narrower liranch of the valley. Aljove the defile rise pei'pendicular

clifts of gneiss, only jjartly clothed m forest ; Avhile below the

stream rushes with a deep sound of thunder between walls of rock.

After an hour the

2"oro-e aofain widens.

and at a height of

about 5600 feet we

came on a lonsf

meadow, where the

mountain sides are

covered with decidu-

ous trees and pines.

To the right, near a

group of huts, a

lateral valley opens,

aftbrding a viaw of

the range which
ICE-LAKE XEAR THE KLUKHOR PASS

separates the two head streams of the Teberda—immense walls of

black rock with precipitous sides on which little snow lodges. The
summits, amongst which a I)ru-like needle is remarkable, were un-

fortunately enveloped in fog, but they form a group of wild precipi-

tous peaks, such as is seldom met with even in the Central Caucasus.

An hour later, after little or no further ascent, we reached a

mountain tarn, a feature of great interest, considering the remark-

able scarcity of lakes in the Caucasus. This basin is oval in shape,

and not far from its shores rise clifts partly covered with snow
and glacier ice.

The absence of lakes and the extreme rarity of mountain tarns

' This important glacier group deserves explia-atioD.

chapter.—D. W. F.

VOL. II.

See the map at the end of this

M
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in the Caucasus is an interesting fact which geologists may be

invited to explain. Erratic blocks sufficiently prove that at one

time great glaciers descended to the plain on the northern side of

the range. On neither slope can the rocks have offered any excep-

tional obstacle to the erosive action of the glaciers, either by their

dip or from their composition, but the absence of important lake-

basins at the foot of the Caucasus is certainly an argument for

the opponents of those who believe in the unlimited power of

glacial erosion. If it is suggested that large basins—Abich finds

evidence sufficient to justify his assuming the former existence

of a large lake on the plain near Vladikavkaz—would in course

of time become filled up, still the scarcity of small mountain tarns

remains to be accounted for.'

At six o'clock we encamped under a solitary pine-tree, the

last outpost of the forest. The elevation was 7126 feet, which

may be taken as rej^resenting here the upper luuit of tree growth.

Next morning we started at day-break, and clunbed towards

the ridge through a thick undergrowth of rhododendron. On a

high plain we found a Kosh. A small flock of sheep were grazing

over a surface whereon stones were more plentiful than grass,

although ranunculus, carex, and potentilla showed themselves.

The surrounding country was barren and desolate : after a time

we caught sight of a glacier valley to the southward, shut oft"

by a semicircle of snow-covered peaks which formed jiart of the

main chain. Vegetation was now sparse, and higher up ceased

entirely. Moraines and masses of detritus became more frequent,

and the bare rock—gneiss and gneissoid granite—predominated.

In the northern valleys of this part of the Caucasus a sterile,

desolate zone separates the bright-coloured world of the lower

levels from the sublimity of the frozen regions above, and it is

only when this is passed that, as it were by a touch of magic,

the snow-kingdom reveals itself in a majestic beauty all its own.

At the head of the valley (8627 feet), the steel-blue surface

of another lake spread out before us. An overhanging glacier

' See my remarks in Vol. i. p. 'y2 on this subject

—

1). W. F.
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appeared over the mountain side enclosing the lake, and the

slopes down to the water's edge were covered with rul)l)ish and

snow. Masses of snow and ice floated about on the surface of

the water, reminding us strongly of the Gurgler Eissee in Tyrol.

Crossing obliquely an immense field of soft snow, we reached

the crest of the Klukhor Pass at nine o'clock, the ascent having

been very gradual all the way from the lake. Wide snowfields

extend all round the saddle, from which masses of rock of fantastic

FKOM THE KLIKIIOR PASS ; THE ASIAN' SIDE

forms project here and there. At the time of our visit the scene,

which in clear weather must be one of dazzling Ijrilliancy, was dull

and grey in tone ; the cloud-caps of the mountains grew denser

and denser, and the storm muttered and grumbled down the

ravines and along the steep faces of the mountain sides.

My measurements with the Fortin barometer gave the height of

the Klukhor as 9100 feet (Russian Survey, 9240). The temperature

of the air had fallen to 37-8° F. The crystalline rocks of the

main ridge above the ice-lake were intersected by veins of granitic
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j^orphyiy and other eruptive rocks. On both sides of the pass there

are dykes of greenstone diabase in the granite ; witnesses of those

forces which, farther to the eastward, have raised the huge volcanoes

which dominate the Caucasus on the north of the main chain.

By noon we had again reached our camping place ; everything

was packed up as quickly as possible, as rain had begun to fall. An
hour lirought us to the Teberda Lake, yet another to the Kosh at

the entrance to the western side-valley, the rock scenery of which

seemed wilder and grander than ever in the driving mist. At eight

o'clock we were back at our headquarters, after a long but interest-

ing day's march.

When we left our camp on the Teberda on July 25th to

make our way eastwards, we first went down the main valley

for some distance in order to reach a narrow side-glen which

opened to our right. Here the vegetation was luxuriant, ap-

parently on account of the shelter aftbrded by the high mountain

slopes. Later on we came to deciduous trees and then meadow :

green plains alternated with stony ascents. From some points

we obtained beautiful views of the right - hand side of the

Teberda Valley, but except for these the way was monotonous

in the extreme. It took us four and a half hours to reach the

ridge dividing the Teljerda and Dout valleys ;
• here the mercurial

barometer gave an elevation of 9950 feet, higher than the Klukhor,

and an a.scent of 5577 feet from the Teberda. The main chain

becomes markedly lower to the west of Elbruz, and the number

of glaciers on it diminishes, while to the northward the cross-

ridges rise to a comparatively high elevation, and the saddles in

them are loftier than those of the watershed. What we had

seen of the ti-ansverse ravines of the Teberda had already proved

tlir ]ii-ccipitiin.s nature of this range.

When we reached the top of the pass we could see nothing : all

the surrounding heights wei'e enveloped in dense fog. Accordingly,

as soon as our instruments had been read, we began the descent

to the Dout Valley, but Ave had scarcely started when suddenly,

over the cloud-layers enveloping the ranges opposite, mountainous

forms ap2)eared, almost impossible at first to distinguish from the
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cloud itself, but gradually bt'Cdiniug clearer. I rushed breathlessly

back to the top of the pass : the snowy summit which towered

alone high above the clouds was Ell)ruz, the Mingi Tau of the

Caucasian mountaineers. Only the western peak was visible, and

of that, indeed, merely the opening of the crater which foinis

the highest crest. This fronr our point of view took the form of

two elevated rock-masses resting on the vast snow-foundations of

ELBRUZ KKUM THE WEST

the mountain. We left the pass late in the afternoon—about

4.30—after trying to photograph the scene, and hastened down-

wards, hour after hour, thi'ough steep I'avines to Aul Dout, a

group of cottages at the end of a rocky defile. Our measurements

gave G030 feet as the elevation of this wretched village, which

stands in a treeless, almost desert, region, surrounded on all sides

by a monotonous stony waste—a specimen of the ugly tyj^e of

Caucasian scenery.
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I had sent our interpreter on in front to hunt for quarters, but

when we reached Dout he could offer us nothing better than a

damp, windowless room, close to a cattle-shed. As we were quickly

convinced that the village could boast few more commodious dwell-

ings, we made the best of it, and unpacked our belongings.

From Dout we had only to cross a single steep high ridge to

get into the Kuban district of Utshkulan. On this day, as on

the preceding, our route lay through a region of the highest

geological interest, but the scenery was, if possible, more dreary

than ever. We were never able to see any distance ahead, and

behind us was nothing but the stony slopes of the Dout Valley.

When we got to the top of the pass, however, after two and a half

hours' march, we were rewarded by a magnificent sight of the

huge bulk of Elbruz.

The height of the Dout-Utshkulan pass we made out to be

8422 feet : lower, therefore, than the Dout-Teberda. I climbed a

rising ground to the south of the path and photographed Elbruz.

The descent led through deep ravines cut in the mountain

sides. Half-way down green meadow-terraces open out, on which

are numerous Koshes. The slope is not so steep as on the Dout

side. Elbruz remained visible : white clouds enveloped the summits

at first, but gradually melted away, and by noon the ice-girt giant

stood oat cloudless against the dark blue sky. We reached the

scattered hamlets of Utshkulan (4452 feet) in three and a half

hours from our highest point. We found good quarters in a

Russian school-house.

Our plans now led us to the eastern sources of the Kuban,

to the Ullukam Valley, which we wished to ascend and thence

cross the transvei'se ridge connecting Elbruz with the main range,

so as to reach the sources of the Baksan. On the morning of

July 27th we were in Khursuk (4852 feet), the chief place in these

valleys, near the mouth of the Ullukam Valley. We had sent the

interpreter on to Khursuk the night before to procure horses and

beasts of burden for the journey up the valley, and a sufficient

number of porters for crossing the glacier. When we ourselves

arrived we encountered the entire population assembled before the
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courthouse, only to receive the cheerful information that not

one of them would accompany us on our proposed expedition ; nor

could we by entreaties, remonstrances, or oilers of money produce

the smallest impression, even after hours of debate amid deafening

ujaroar. As the weather was fine and I did not wish to waste

more of our precious time, I resolved to visit at least the glaciers

at the head of the valley.

About three o'clock we proceeded with a small following south-

wards along the course of the UUukam river. The slope of the

valley is here but slight, and in the widenings or on the less

inclined parts of its sides we saw carefully cultivated arable fields

and hay-crops. Then the forest—chiefly birch-trees and pines

—

closes in. After two hours' march the valley becomes narrow, with

steep rocky slopes, between which a high wooded bank closes the

level reach of the river. Above, glacier-clad mountains were

visible, uTapped in clouds. Immense masses of detritus lie

between the left wall of the ravine and the dome-shaped centre

of the bank, while to the light the stream forces its way through

a narrow gorge. The whole is a typical moraine formation, and

the bank is doubtless an old terminal moraine of the Ullukam

glacier.

The journey through the lonely upper valley, which still here

and there shows patches of jiasture-land, was monotonous. It

was not till dusk—five hours after our dejDarture from Khursuk

—

that we reached the principal group of huts of the upper valley,

Ullukam Kosh. We spent the night in a little, low wooden hut.

Aneroid observations gave an elevation of 7300 feet. We were

hospitably received by the shepherds, and a Karatshai chief, who

introduced himself to us, helped to shorten the evening. Outside

the night was clear and starry, and everything promised fine

weather on the morrow.

Early on the 28th we started upwards again. After a short

steep descent into a valley where rhododendron bushes dotted

the surface of the gi'ound, we reached a level basin in which two

mountain streams minoled their waters. That on the left side

came from the mouth of a ravine called by the natives Khotitau,
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which we ascended, keeping close to the wall of the gorge. High

up we came suddenly uj^on a kind of caldron : the bottom was

partly covered with stones, partly with vegetation, intersected by

water-courses ; the sides formed almost a chcle of steep mountain

slopes, with a glacier, much broken up, imbedded in the lower

part. The scenery is picturesque, but without the remarkable

features of peaks or expanses of ice which miglit be exjJected m
the neighbourhood of Elln-uz. The mountain ramj^art Ijefore us

belongs to the ridge joining Elbruz to the main chain, and the

name ' Khotitau,' which is applied to it by the natives, corresponds

to the description by which a pass over to the Karatshai is known

on the Baksan.

In the right-hand valley, the head of which is occupied by a

glacier, we saw a basin, of which the bottom is almost smooth,

ascending but little to the foot of the mountain behind. The

natives know this valley and the surrounding heights under

the name of Asau, which is also given to the glacier on the

other side, from which the sources of the Baksan rise, by the

Baksan Tartars. The nomenclature indicates the fact that a way

over this glacier into the Baksan region is known to the people

of Karatshai.

Returning to the Ullukam Ko.sh, I took a short walk down

the valley in order to get a glimpse of the glen known as the

Kitshkinakol, which goes up towards the main ridge. Here I

again noticed that the sides of the mountains rise to only a

moderate height, and are neither bold in form nor clothed with

any great extent of glaciers. Towards evening we returned to

Khursuk.

Forced to give up the idea of reaching the Baksan Valley

over the glaciers on account of the refusal of the natives to

accompany us, I determined to substitute for my original plan

an expedition which, if it did not take me through the magnificent

scenery of the glacier region, might perhaps add to our topo-

graphical, and still more to our geological, knowledge. This was

a journey round the north of Elbruz. Our object was to get to

Urusbieh on the Baksan, always keeping near to the foot of the
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great mountain. Several passes crossed Ijy the natives serve the

same purpose, but these are to the north, and farther from Elbruz

itself They were used by Grove and his party in 1874. The

last pass, the Kiurtiun, is common to both routes. Another whole

day we had to remain idle in Khursuk, durmg splendid weather,

while the village elders assured us houi'ly that the horses would

ani\e immediately, and that the men had actually been engaged.

Nothing came, and at last we were forced to unpack our gear,

pitch oiu" tent once more on the floor of the courthouse, and again

prepare a meal.

We left Khursuk on July 30th, followed to the last moment

by the shouts of the inhabitants, who swarmed round us un-

restrained. It was a chill cloudy morning, but we were glad to

turn our backs on the Karatshai, although three or four days'

journey through an unmhabited mountain region lay in front of us

before we could hope to reach the Baksan Valley, and the signs

of aj^proaching bad weather threatened us with the discomforts

of wet camping-grounds at high levels. Our upward path lay

due east along the left bank of the Ullu-Khursuk stream, which

is almost hemmed in on both sides by steep declivities. The

channels of this stream, and of others which, like it, issue from

the Elbruz glaciers, form longitudinal valleys ; while during our

journey amongst the sources of the Kuban we observed that

the streams from the main Caucasian range—the Tebei'da, Dout,

Utshkulan, and UUukam— take their way through transverse

valleys. This change of direction in the outflowing waters clearly

shows how different the tectonic structure is in the volcanic reo-ion

of Elbruz.

We followed the narrow valley, through pine forests, for three

hours, until we reached an important Kosh with large cattle-

sheds. Elbruz had been visible for a long time ; the black preci-

pices of the crater rising sharply from the snow, and, more to

the right, a wide plateau sloj^ing upwards to the j^eaks ; but as we

approached closer to the mountain everything a^^peared wonderfully

foreshortened, and the impression of grandeur and size, so striking

when Elbruz is seen from a distance, was entirely wanting.
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The two streams forming the UlKi-Khursuk unite near some

cattle-sheds. Our way turned sharply to the right, and led

through a deeply-eroded chasm, never far from the crystalline

rocks, which here rise bare and jagged. Notwithstanding the

immediate vicinity of high mountains, the ice scenery was not

remarkable. Our course was now N.NW., but it is difficult

to make our route agree with either the older majis or the more

recent surveys. At two o'clock we crossed the summit of the

first pass on our tour of Elbruz. Oj^posite to us, covering the

comparatively low base of the peak, lay the long plateau of

Elbruz—a wide ice surface, cleft and broken in places, and sloping

gently upwards. The whole view was perfectly clear. It bore

little likeness to any Alpine scene, unless perhaps to the high

snowfields of the Mandron Glacier in the Adamello Group. But

Elbruz, seen from this point, rather resembles the Norwegian

Fjeld : there are none of the steep soaring lines of our Alpine

peaks, and the varied surroundings and granite ridges of the

main chain of the Caucasus are all wanting.^

We found ourselves on a long high tableland extending under

the snows of Elbruz, with a sudden descent at its eastern end. On
this plain there were patches of phanerogamic ^^lants of the higher

Alpine species ; it seemed remarkable that this vegetation should

reach so high up on the northei'n side of Elbruz.

Descending a very steep ravine leading northwards, we arrived,

in an hour's time, at a most misex-able Kosh, where, instead of a

hut, there was only a wooden framework, over which rags had

been thrown. The night in the tent was cold ; in the morning

the minimum thermometer registered 30'2° F., the elevation of

our camp being 8537 feet. We were astir early, and wanned

ourselves with hot tea— a fluid even more appreciated by our

people than by us, as it was a good deal colder outside the tent :

at least they lingered till about 7 a.m. (July 31st), when we

at last got the caravan in motion.

' It was, doubtless, from the reports of travellers whose journeys were confiiied to this region

that some of the early lU'scriptions of the Caucasus ijuoted in Chapter l. were delivered.
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Everything around was comfortless and desolate. After an

ascent of an hour and a half we reached the chain running

northwards from Elbruz between the Ullu-Khursuk and Malka

rivers, and constituting the watershed between the Kuban and

Terek. The top of the pass we ascertained to be 10,573 feet.

The Elbruz plateau was again before us ; from its heights

long glaciers poured, the immense ice - sheets concealing the

highest sources of the Malka. The glaciers reached to about

9600 feet. From the main ice, of which the upper levels were

enveloped in fog, three glaciers descend beyond the Malka Glacier,

and quite to the east a broad ice-tongue breaks over jagged cliffs.

We followed the base of this glacier-covered mountain wall during

a long descent. The landscape became less savage, the valley

widened out, and vegetation appeared in places. About noon

we reached the junction of two streams, tributaries of the Malka.

The slopes of the valley separate to the northward farther and

farther from each other, and are broken through by fantastic

rock-shapes
;
great lava streams have poured over them.

We next turned eastward, and in two and a half hours again

crossed a ridge, whence we had an extensive view over the

Malka Valley. The stream winds down the valley, sweeping in

curves round the salient angles formed by the northern .spurs of

the mountain tableland, the declivities of which, often covered with

vegetation, slope steeply down to the river.

By half-past four we had reached a high pasturage, on which

sheep and cattle were grazing round a vv'retched shed which we
were told was called Baksankosh. The .shepherds and their flocks

came from Urusbieh or the Baksan Valley. It seems that the

watershed between the Malka and the Ullu-Khursuk—between,

that is, the Caspian and the Black Sea—is also the frontier laetween

the people of Karatshai and the Baksan Tartars who live on the

western and eastern sides of it.

As the rain continued we preferred to take possession of the

hut and not to pitch our tent, although what we call a hut was

a mere wooden shell, over which a hourka and other stuffs had

been thrown. On the floor lay some dry grass and wood, and a
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kind of wall was piled up with the same materials, but in front

the hut stood open to wind and rain. The height of this place

we made out to be about 7660 feet. Towards evening the

weather improved, and I gave orders for an early start. At six

next morning (August 1st) we were ready. But the baggage-

horses did not apjsear ; in their place the chief driver presented

himself, with an insolent demand that he should be paid before

resummg the journey. I remained obdurate, and made arrange-

ments foi' my travelling companions to remain behind with the

baggage while I rode down the Malka Valley and sought assistance

;

but after two hours and a half we got away.

We travelled vxp and down several ravines for an hour and

a half, through a wilder and more rugged region. Then we

came to a small pasture, where sheep were grazing under the

guardianship of huge dogs, which rushed at us with fierce howls.

Steep and pathless slopes followed. At ten o'clock we reached

the top of a ridge, which radiates from Balik Bashi. We were

on the edge of a nearly circular rock-ljasin which faces south-

wards, and is bounded by a mountain wall : the same mountain

wall apparently crossed iwr path forther on. Looking back, a

view opened to the northward, which aftbrded a marked contrast

to the desert immediately surrounding us : we could see for an

immense distance over ranges of mountain spurs, blue on the

horizon— over the tableland with its canons, of which we had

already had a glimpse on the precedmg day during our passage

across the Malka Valley. The table-shaped plateaus, cut through

by deep channels, could now be seen in their entirety, their tops

often crowned with fantastic towers and pinnacles. The green of

the meadows covered wide areas, and the vivid colouring of the

rocks heightened the panoramic effect, even from our distant

point of view. There lay also the country we had passed through

on our journey from Kislovodsk to the eastern border of the

Kuban. To this district we now bade farewell : an upland region

of gi-eat interest from its wealth and variety of form and

colour and from a certain impVessive size and severity. Here are

vast tracts of mountain country, wholly uninhabited, in primteval
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solitude. On the pastures one meets in summer only the grazing

flocks, watched over by one or two shepherds and their formidable

dogs, who wander from place to place, moving with them

their habitations : small huts, easily set up and yet more

easily taken down. The tumult of the busy world never bi'eaks

upon the stillness of these mountain solitudes, where the same

pastoral life is led from generation to generation, unchanged

through a thousand years.

We descended the steep declivity into the caldron, across the

bottom of which, among miserable, brownish - green grass and

scattered stones, a clear brooklet rushed, hastening to a friendlier

reaiou in the vallevs.

Traversing the left bank, we made our way across the boulders

to the flank iif the mountain facing us, and ascended by a series of

zigzags, reaching the top of the pass at a quarter to one o'clock.

Below us lay a sterile valley, shut in by rocky walls rising to

no great height. The surrounding scenery was unchanged, but

to the south-east, where the valley stretched downwards to the

lower levels, rose a mountain barrier, the top of which was lost in

the clouds. It was the main range of the Caucasus, with its rock-

masses and its snow-peaks, its spurs snow-covered, vast ice-streams

in its folds, and, below the snow-line, forest and meadow. It

was an impressive panorama, full of grandeur and of beauty,

which unfolded itself The clouds wliich la}- on the ice-fields

and floated round the snow-covered pinnacles may have diminished

the topographical interest of our view, Ijut they took away
nothing from the impressiveness of the picture.

To the saddle giving access from the mountain country to the

north of Elbruz, from the Malka country to the Baksan Valley

and its chief place, Urusbieh, the name Kiurtiun Pass ma}'

appropriately be given, from the valley on its southern side. I

made the height 10,580 feet (Russian Survey, 10,630).

The water from the pass, which unites with the other sources of

the Kiurtiun, flows into the Baksan at the viUap-e of Urusbieh. The
stream flows first eastwards, and - then enters a widenino- o-len

not devoid of vegetation, which soon opens into a valley con-
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taining the main stream. This flows S.SE., and maintains that

du-ection as far as Urusbieh. Below the open pasture the valley

narrows, and descends rapidly, resuming its dreary, stony appear-

ance. We had now to pass through a very narrow gorge, and

to cross the stream several times before we came to a low

terrace overlooking the Baksan Valley. Then suddenly and at

our feet we saw the flat grass-grown roofs and basketwork chimneys

of Urusbieh ; the Baksan, here divided into several channels,

spread its grey waters over the level floor of the valley, the

mountains ojsposite were broken by the deep gap of the Adyrsu,

through which, framed as a picture by clifts green with fii-s

at their base, bare and jagged above, the icy peaks that girdle

Suanetia shone soft and golden in the evening light, which still

lingered upon theii' summits.

We had returned to familiar scenes and old qviarters.'

1 I am able, through the courtesy of General Kulberg, to add a sketch-map of tlie Klukhor

Group, reduced from the most recent sheets of the new survey.—D. W. F.



CHAPTER XXII

THE SOLITUDE OF ABKHASIA

For such accidents as baffle expectation, and are incapable of being accvirately reckoned

upon, are quite sufficient to bring us to great and frequent distresses—for instance, downpour

of rain and rise of torrents, excessive frosts and snows, wintry and cloudy weather, and other

things like these—but if we also neglect to provide for those which can be foreseen, is it not

likely that we shall have ourselves to thank for frequent failures ? Fragment of Poltbius

(Shuckburgh's edition).

\iyovTai 5e Ka\ Tw nai/yato) ti'tot ^pi)(Ta(j6aL <pfioi^TnTTi}pi(o Km €T{poi to) \\&a)' e'-ytu 6e fiiyiarov

TovTwv difeXduiif vyjros ovdev (TO(f)a)TCpos eavTov KaTaiSrjaopaL* ol-Sc yap eKfivor €<pr]' At yup rotat

8e nfplantai yXavKuTcpov pev Toi tuv oipavov avatfiaivoviTi. xat pei^ovs Toiis dcrrfpas Ka't tov ffKiov

dvl<TX0VTa (K I'VKTor, a km Tioipiaiv rjbr) Ka\ oIttoKois en SrjXa- onribe to fleiov empeXc'iTm Toi uvdpa-

nfiov yeVoif?, Ka'i tjirr] )(^aLpfi vir^avTov VfpaiTfvopfvoi'^ o,ri re dpfrij Km o,t\ diKaioavi'r] Km awfjjpoavvi]

bvTi o *'A^a)ff eVSfi^fi Toi? dveXBovfriv^ qvt€ 6 Oavpci^vpevos vttu twv ttoltjtwv 'OAyyiTros", fi pij diopoirj

avTii 1] yj/vx^)^ 'p el Kadapa kol aKrjparos avroiv utttolto ttoXXw pel^ov eyuyy av r^air^v anreiv tovtov

Toil KavKaiTov. PniLOSTRATtJS, De Vita ApoUoali Ti/amnsis, 1. ii. c. 5.

HAD for years been possessed by a

strong desire to penetrate the ' No Man's

Land ' west of Suanetia and between

the rivers Ingur and Kodor. Mr. Grove,

in 1875, had quoted the tales told l)y

the Urusbieh hunters of their p-reat

hunting-ground. He had written on

his last page ' of a great tract of mag-

nificent country, scored by deep valleys,

watered by powerful streams, and cov-

ered by a mighty forest. It has no

inhabitant whatever, so far as we could

learn, and the solitude of the district

is only disturbed when a few hunters

which it ismfrom the north venture into it after the game

said to abound. There would lie difficulty, no doubt, in exjiloring
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it, and danger from malaria ; but some hardship might well be under-

gone, and some risk run, to see these magnificent untrodden glens.'

Such a description was in itself well calculated to stir curiosity.

And all we heard in our ti'avels had added to the mystery of the

Great Forest. Piussian officials

gravely repeated strange tales

of a race of wild men, who had

no villages or language, but ap-

peared naked and gibbering in

the depth of the woods, who lived

on berries and were without fire-

arms. One informant added pre-

cision to the tale by assuring

us that these creatures were the

oflspring of cretins banished in

old times out of Suanetia.

Fifty years ago an English-

man, a Mr. Spencer, one of those

who instigated the Cu-cassians

in their struggle with Russia by

holding out expectations which

they had no power to fulfil, wrote

a distressingly vague account of

his passage through this region,

where he described the chamois

as looking down on the travel-

ler from every crag, as squirrels

mip-ht from EnMish trees. We
(lid not see a single wild animal.

But any practical or recent information was hard to come at until we

reached Ezeri. There we succeeded, through Prince Atar, in obtain-

ing the needful facts. Men on foot did pass occasionally to Sukhum
• by way of Nenskra and Darl' ; liut the paths were steep, disused,

liardly practicable. It was l)etter, we were assured, to cross to the

laiul of the Karatshai. east of Elbruz, and return to the Asian side

by the Kluklmr Pass.

• 6»:!ii,.

I'KINC'K liEKEKEV UADISII KlUAN
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None but Iiuiiters and outlaws knew llic \\n\'s{ tracks, hut

two such i;uides Prhice Atar |iidniisL'(l to procure for us. Wild
creatures they proved, true children of nature, harJKirians in speech

and gesture, yielding to every inij)ulse and little accustomed to

control. They had charge of two nudes which carried our tent,

luggage, and provisions for a week. One of these was neai'ly as

unruly as its leaders, kicked furiously at every steep hiU, and hit

at any one who tried to guide it in the tangles of the forest.

Before stai-ting, the Prince took me aside and made two separate

requests—fii'st, that we would keep together in the forest, lest

some outlaw, ignorant of our quality as his guests, should be

tempted to lay violent hands on a straggler ; next, that we would

not take the hunters down as far as Sukhum Kale, as they were

in great terror of fever. In any other direction tliey were to

follow our biddino-.

The shadows were lengthening fast as we crossed the spur

that encloses the Ezeri basin, and began to descend towards Pari.

Pari had, in 1868, been the Russian Government post, and my
VOL. II. N
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conipanioiis and I had been entertained by the Cossacks quartered

there. The place has not changed ; the old castle of the Dadish

Kilians still lies in ruins ; the house where we had lodged looks

only a trifle more dilapidated. On the steep ascent beyond, one

of our mules gave us the first foretaste of his temper by kicking

off his load. Interminable delays followed, and we were glad

to halt and pitch our tents at the next small hamlet, where the

few inhabitants were very friendly, and supplied us with milk,

bread, and eggs.

The next morning was fine and warm. We wandered round the

steep hillsides, and in and out of the deep bays woi-n in the soft

soil by the torrents. The last before Lashrash comes from a very

small glacier high on the bold rock-peak which rises in the south-

west bend of the hoi'seshoe that holds the head of the Betsho

glen in its hollow, and turns its convex side to the Nakra. It

is a peak well worth climbing. The Laila range looks comparatively

insignificant from this side ; but the gorge of the Ingur, backed

by Shtavler, the l)road crest beyond the Nakra, so conspicuous

throughout Suanetia, is imposing. There is a largeness about

the landscape that is characteristic of the southern slopes of the

Caucasus. It was very warm as we climbed u]) the last zigzag

into Lashrash. We sat in the shade of a barn and bargained

for provisions, while our men (as we trusted) looked for the third

nuile whicli had been promised us. The peo])le were inquisitive

and saucy, upsetting some eggs we liiid bought, ;iiid refusing to

make good the breakages.

We could not get even milk at first. But Maurer went foraging,

and discovered some good women who had milk and cheese to

offer in abundance. Wc followed and found seats in a courtyard,

where we were kindly entertained. None of the crowd about

the barn pursued us. Why money should fail to procure what

was to be had for nothing a hundred yards off; why we should

be first mobbed and jeered at, and then quietly entertained—these

are among the varieties of travel, conunon in the Caucasus, which

serve as puzzles to the traveller.

In the mill-day blaze we walked up the bare sloj)e that leads
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to the crest overlooking the Nakni, where we liojtecl to leave my
old track to the Dongusorun Pass. The descent was long and

lovely, the path pleasant—past trickhng streams, and among
meadows and copses, where wild fruits delayed us. Frequent

parties of haycutters were at work. We went down some 2000

feet to the bridge over the Nakra stream, which is about 3500

feet above the sea. There were log-huts and fields of Indian corn

beside the water.

A rough track, which soon failed us, started up the opposite

slope into the beech forest. The steep hillside was interwoven with

roots. Such a bank one finds often in our own island. Imao-ine

any steep, trackless English hanger turned into a mountain 5000

feet high, and that you have to drag two ill-tempered mules and

a reasonable but inadequate jackass up it. But if there is one

subject that is a weariness as much t(j the reader as t() the travellei-

it is surely the behaviour of baggage animals.

Slowly we struggled up the mountain under the welcome

shade of sujierb beeches and pines. In time the track entered

a niche in the hillside, and we climbed beside a foaming torrent.

On the edge of a snow-avalanche, in a garden of golden blossom

and gigantic ferns, we made our next halt. The first climb had

been steep, but the second proved steeper and harder. The laden

beasts struggled upwai'ds by tracks a man could hardly follow with-

out using his hands. Where the ground was steepest fallen trunks

often added to our difficulties. Still, on this first day, we made on

the whole steady progress. We outclimbed the pines, and came into

the beautiful upper fringe of birch and cream rhododendron ; the

view, long hidden, lay beneath, or rather behind us. We wandered

knee-deep, sometimes waist- or shoulder-deep, in grass and flowers

—fii'st over moist level pastures, then across gentle slopes. On a

broad platform, an hour short of the pass, we pitched our camp
among the highest dwarf birches. The landscape opposite our tent-

door was one of the noblest I have ever enjoyed from a bivouac.

All Suanetia was spread out below. The gorge of the Ingur lay to

our right ; its sources were fenced in by high snow mountains. Near

at hand rose the Laila, crowned by its triple crests, from between
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which streamed its large westei'ii glacier ; Ushba, a grim castle,

frowned opposite ; fixrthest away, but every peak clear, shone the

peaks of the Central Group, in the midst of which Dykhtau showed

its rocky comb behind the snows of tiie Zanner.

While we looked, dark clouds swept across the Ingur and settled

on the Laila, which became a Sinai of dai'kness and forked lightning.

We prematurely congratulated ourselves on the course of the stoiin.

But we had hardly settled for the night when another stoi'm,

that had crept up unseen behind the hills from the south-west,

CAMP AFTER A STORM

burst on us. For tlie next hour our little shelter was assailed by

the fury of the elements : first a gale ; then a perpendicular

downpour; then Ijlinding sheets of flame and crackling discharges
;

then renewed onslaughts of wind, which rushed furiously against

the side and ends of the tent. With the rain came enormous hail-

stones, which struck hard blows, as if they would pierce oiu- canvas,

and filled every hollow in the ground with several inches of ice.

Our Suanetians had borrowed hourkas. But even the famous

hourka was not enough for such a- storm as this, and they pushed

insiile the tent-doors, screaming in broken Ilussian, like frightened
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cliildifii : 'We are lost I lost I lost !' at each fresh blaze and volley

of tlu' sky's artillery.

Our canvas resisted the wind and weather, and we fell asleep

comfortably to the patter of rain. When I untied the tent curtains

at dawn a lovely and unexpected effect greeted me. The Laila

stood out clear and cold against a sky swept of all its vapoiu's
;

the ])eaks of Tetnuld and Shkara showed deathly white against

SHTAVLEK

the black skirts of the retreating storm-cloud, still fitfully flashing,

and its upper edge cut sharp against the pale amber of the sunrise.

A gentle and pleasant ascent over broad pastures brought us

to the Utbiri Pass, a wide gap between the southern spurs of

Shtavler, which is marked by three blocks of stone set on end.

A herd of oxen was enjoying the pasturage alwut the pass (7875

feet, according to M. Levier). A bold glacier-streaked rock-peak,

comj^arable to the Uri Rothstock, was seen to the west. In this

direction the mountain view was interesting and picturesque, but

without the peculiar sublimity of Suanetia.
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A short glen led down towaixls the Nenskra, whose forest-depths

were hidden ; bevond it stretched a wide expanse of grassy heights

and hoUows, over which our future path must lie. How near,

and vet how far, they looked, separated fiom us by the deep

dark valley of primaeval forest

!

A fairly marked track led, not down the tributary glen, but

imder and then over its southern ridge. Among the first pines

heaw rainclouds fi'om the south met us, and we sheltered while

our hiintere went off to fijid some Abkhasian shepherds whom they

saw aftir off. They returned with fi-esh milk and a fine young goat.

We declined the goat at the high price at which it was offered, and,

the rain having ceased, went on oiu- way, descending very steeply

among beautifid timber and flowers. The forest grew denser, and the

fallen trees and roots often checked the mules, while the branches

were so thick that we could see little or nothing even of the sky.

For some distance we followed the top of a cm-ious ridge, possibly

an ancient lateral moraine, running parallel to the torrent, but many

hundred feet above it. In a dark hoUow the donkey which we

had trusted abandoned us. Its owner, it seemed, had not, as we

understood, agi-eed to be at our service for our journey, but had

only done us a turn for company's sake, and was now going on

some mysterious business of liis own down the Nenski-a. AU our

goods were put on the two mules, and they were then in%nted to

climb, poor beasts, a wall of rocks and pine-roots a laden man

could hardly master. Naturally mules and baggage were very

soon ' confusedlv hurled ' down to the bottom.

The goods were hauled up, and the tedious process of re-

loadmor began for about the sixth time within two hom-s. I

suggested to the ill-conditioned hunter, who was making difliculties,

that he might caiTy something himself, whereon he flung the saddle-

baors to the cn-ovuid aofain antl indicated that he would desert us.

I put my hand on my revolver, while he di'ew his dagger and

bioke out in a torrent of words which signified that he would go

with lis no farther.

It was a fooUsh situation, for we neither of us meant business.

Powell did his best successfully to soothe our savage, and we
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started an'aiu and slid down bftweeii tlie [line-tninks to llip lowest

depth and the Neiiskra torrent.

The stream flowed in a water-worn cleft between rocky walls

linked by a quivering bridge. On the farther side the forest was

very dense, and there was no track. We descended into the bed

of a small tributary, beyond which we wei-e met l)y a fence im-

passable for animals, and composed of fallen trees destroyed l)y tire.

I waited in charge of the mules while our men made a way into

the clearmg beyond. Powell followed them, and found a log-hut

riU'a

CAUCASIAN GO.\TS

and a field of maize. Three natives of uncertain antecedents—
Abkhasians, I believe—were inhabiting this lodge in the wilderness.

Our men declared that it was too late to attempt the ascent,

that the mules could not manage it unaided, and that next

morning the foresters would help us for a small fee. So we

camped liy the water.

No two camps could have possibly been more dissimilar than

this and our last. In place of the wild landscape and high oj)eu

pasture, we were in a deep dell, surrounded by gigantic pines

and tall alders, which formed so dense a canopy that the sky was
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invisible, and the weather a matter of comparative indifference. We
beat down the thick carpet of ferns and made a glorious fire, round

which we toasted some of the cobs of maize our neighbours had

brought us, and baked some thin loaves. While thus engaged,

the noisy horseman came to me and made a speech to the effect

that Englishmen and Suanetians were brothers, and that if he had

drawn his dagger it was only because I had laid hands on my re-

volver. The little storm had done some temporary good, and for

forty -eight hours, till we finally lost our way in the forest, his

behaviour was less boisterous.

It was a grey dawii when we set out, and the patter of rain was

heard on the tree-tops, though little came through to us for the

first hour or two. Path for long there was next to none. We
wandered, now along a torrent-bed, now in and out between the

enormous prostrate tree-stems. Then came the great climb to the

pasture region. It was steep beyond all Alpine conceptions of a

horse-path ; the animals got up it by hard climbing. At last we

emerged from the glen, the sides of which we had been scaling, and

followed the undulating crest of a spur towards the upper pastures.

When these opened before us we halted under a grey-bearded

pine, and sent a deputation to get milk and buy a sheep of a

shejjherd, whose flocks were not far off. As we were starting

again one of our horsemen set fii-e to the lichens on our pine. In

a moment the whole tree from top to bottom was a pillar of

flame. The mischievous knave capered with delight at his handi-

work. Fortunately the tree stood apart, and the conflagration soon

fell, leaving the branches singed rather than ])urnt.

Our difficulties were now for the time over. The slojiing

pastures afforded an easy ascent to a high platform, under whicli

lay a small cleai' tarn. Just before reaching it our walking mutton

gave Maurer the slip. He stalked it unsuccessfully, and it finally

went off over the hills at an easy pace in the direction of its

fellows, followed by its late leader.

We had no resource but to wait for our comrade's return.

The afternoon was fine, and the prcspect beautiful. We W(>i'e

as exactly as possible mi a Icvd with oui' pass of the day l)efore.
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Uslibii could again l)e seen l)eliind it, and tin- Laila jH'aks were

prominent beyond the Ingur. To the sontli sjjread liigli

pastures dividing the dark forests of tlie deep valleys that

convere-e to the p-orpe of the Tngur. On either side the defile

was guarded by two clusters of bold peaks, j^robably limestone,

in the hollows under which lay small glaciers, coiii|iaral)le to

those of the Marmolata in South Tyrol/ The nearer group,

that west of the Ingur, was united to our standjioint, or

rather to a ridge still a mile in front of us, by a very

long, smooth, grassy crest, the water - parting between the

Ingur and Kodor ])asins. As yet we could see nothing of

the latter, and the main chain north of us was hidden by

a snowy lilock close at hand. Earlier in the day we had

had glimpses of the glacier of the Nenskra, and ])ut ibr

clouds should douljtless have seen the snows of Elbruz over

its head.

The hours passed, and when at last Maurer returned with his

captive there was only daylight enough left for us to go on a few

hundred yards to a sheltered hollow, where rhododendron branches

could be collected to make a fire. The fuel was too scanty ihr

serious cookmg, and our sheep was reprieved. I may as well

confess with what results. At starting next day the animal grew

very restive ; Maurer, in a moment of temper, cut the rope, and

we saw our chops scamper off for the last time.

It was a cold, exquisite morning, with the eastern breeze that

in the Caucasus is a sure sign of fine weather. Our men now

confessed to knowing no more of the road. We followed a faint

track to the nearest gap, which M. Levier says is known as the

Jodisuk and assigns a height of 8531 feet. A new and glorious

landscape of a sudden met our eyes. At our feet stretched for

thirty to forty miles the basin of the Upper Kodcir—once the

fertile district of Darl—a valley as great as the Val TeUina, one

vast forest fenced round by lofty mountains, not, indeed, such

' On the north side of the Caucasus the limestone rises in a continuous line, broken by

gorges parallel to the main chain ; on the south, in isolated blocks, more or less in a line, but

not continuous, A similar arrangement exists on the two sides of the Alps.
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giants as hang over Suanetia, but broad glaciei'-fields and abrupt,

'}£ blunt, granite crests and ridges ; mountains bearing the same

relation to those of the Central Group that the Titlis and Galen-

stock ranges do to the Bernese Alps. It was not so much any

individual peak that fixed the eye as the glory of the whole

landscape—the roUing leagues of forest, the broad hills bright in

the early sunbeams, the flashes of light m the depths : here a

cliff, there a sinuous reach of river, nowhere any sign of human

halutation. The spiritual eye of poets anticipates the traveller.

Surely Shelley has somewhere introduced into his Prometheus

Unhound the Kodor, as it lay in its primiil loveliness on that

summer morning.

There was no visible track leading down to the glen at our

feet, but a thousand feet below sheep were feedmg. We found

thi'ee communicative shepherds, Abkhasians, with a classical au*

and Phrygian hoods such as shepherds may once ha^•e worn on

Ida. There was no du-ect way, they told us, from where we

were down into the valley ; we must return to the crest,

and keep along a lofty spiu" level, or nearl}' so, for a long

distance, which ran parallel to the main valley of the

Kodor. We promised one of the shepherds a knife as a

reward if he would take us down to the bridge over the river.

He insisted on being paid beforehand, and, remembering the

good faith of our foresters on the previous day, I rashly

consented.

We remounted to the crest, the walk along which was en-

chanting. Flowers at our feet—golden crocuses and blue gentians

—space and sunshine on eveiy side ; below, the rolling leagues of

forest, hemmed in by a high fence of peaks and glaciei's, except to

the west, where the hills fell in long spurs towards the Euxine.

As we advanced, the upper glen of the Kodor was added to

the view. The forest ceased some miles Mow its source, a small

glacier which flowed from under a blunt castellated rock-peak. The

largest glacier in sight was a broad sheet of ice west of the

Klukhor Pass, which we saw afterwards very clearly from the

Black Sea. It is somewhat similar in character to the Adamello
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glaciers, and very accessible. Between the Nenskra and the Seken

—as the main source of the Kodor is called on the new map—rose a

cluster of granitic summits.

After about two mUes of tliis hioh terrace-walk the ground fell

more rapidly ; the fii'st trees, uoljle tu-s and beeches, were met,

and a few hundred yards lower we were buried in the forest

again. The path disappeared, the ground was steep. In it there

was no difficulty for man or l)east in reachuig the banks of a stream,

a slender tributary of tlir Kodor. which flowed through a long

THE MOUXTAISS OF THE KODOR FROM ABOVE THE DONGUSORUX PASS

glen on our left. We huiched in a lovely dale beside its water.

I retued to bathe, and on my return found the shepherd had

disappeared. We had already had to argue rather forcibly with

him to induce him to keep his promise, and now he ran, leaving

us to find, or miss, the bridge over the Kodor. The abrupt ap-

pearances and disappearances of Caucasians in their native wilds

often reminded me of the ways of Homeric deities.

We were close to the main valley, and a level, well-marked

path led us down its left bank, under the deep shadow of beech

and pine, until it trended uphill, where a tributary stream had
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laid bare a broad expanse with its floods. It was natural enough

the path should cease in the torrent bed, but beyond it we dis-

covered something of a forest track. Here and there we came

on rude hunters' lau's. There was just encouragement to push

on. ' Nyet doroga.' ' There is no road ; the mules are lost—we

are lost
!

' howled our Suanetians. ' Yest doroga.' ' Here is the

road,' we exclaimed from time to time with a confidence we did

not feel. We crossed with very great difficulty the deep l)ed of

a second stream. We fouo-ht on throuoh thorns and bracken,

waist or shoulder deep. We literally hacked a way with axes

and dasfsrers tlu-ouo-h the brushwood, until we were Iffoufjht to

a standstill by ground too rough for animals.

At last, as dusk drew near, we came to the river brink, where

a vertical cliff fell dii-ectly to the water. Further advance was

impossible ; to scale the hillside was a tiresome task for a well-girt,

unladen man, out of the question for an ill-saddled, laden horse.

We sent Maurer to use the remaining daylight in prospecting.

He came back despondent. We camped in a dark dell, above

a tangled copse of alders, where there was hai'dly room for a tent

among the rank growths. It was not a nice camp, and I was

very stiff and tii'ed, not from distance, for we had only walked

down-hill all day, but from the ceaseless worry of the jiathless

forest. There were insects flopping about in evei-ything. How-

ever, we slept till dawn. Then the Suanetians were keen on

bridging the river. Powell, too, favoured and energetically

laljoured to carry out the proposal. An hour or more was passed

in cutting down a tree, flinging it nearly across the boiling torrent,

and then seeing it carried away. That plan having failed, we

resolved to return to the spot where the path had ceased the

])revious afternoon, and search thereabouts till some way over

the river was iuniid. The five-verst map indicated a crossing,

and thougli it had proved thoi'oughly luiti'ustworthy since we

left Suanetia, it was possible that here in the Kodor it might

be right, at least in this indication. The forest was so intricate

that we found it no easy matter to retrace our steps; but we

succeeded. In tlnci: hours we were back at the path. At first
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we searched in vain for any crossing among a lal)yiintli ut"

water chauuels and islets ; l)iit after some time, guided by a

clearing, which was pro])al)ly an old track half overgrown, we

came on a bridge formed of a single monstrous trunk concealed

behind a thick-grown island. How were the nuiles to get

over ? The Suanetians made a mad attempt to lead them

over the trunk, but the wiser beasts declined, and secured witli

om- Alpine rope they swam the swift waters most plnckily.

While the luggage was I'eloaded we halted in a very delightful

spot, under an enormous beech, beside the dancing Kodoi-, a

bright stream to which glaciers do not contribute enough to

discolour its waters.

What sort of track we should find on the right bank of the

Kodor was now the question. After more than one steep little

fall and rise in and out of the gullies of streamlets, a path barely

discernible led along the brow of the high bank overhanging the

river, and under the shadow of a vast beech-forest. As long as

we were under the beeches our way was smooth and easy. But

after two hours the track, such as it was, descended to the bed

of the torrent, and was from time to time effaced by its vagaries

or smothered in dense copses. Boughs flapped in our faces, while

loose stones turned under our feet. It was very warm and weai'i-

some. The junction of the valleys where we should join the paths

from the Klukhor and the Nakhar seemed to recede as we advanced.

At last the track went up through a barricade of fallen trunks that

gave some trouble to our mules. We crossed a meadow, whei'e the

shoulder-high flowers and grasses were shaded by walnuts and wild

fruit-trees, and encucled by raspberry-bushes. A rude hunter's

shanty was the flrst trace of habitation. Another short climb,

and we began to drop through the thickest hazel-copses. We
had crossed the tongue of the hills, and were approaching the

Kluich torrent.^

' Readers, particularly botanists, who desire a more detailed and technical description of the

country between the Nakra and the Kluich will find one in M. Levier's A travers Ic Cimcase.

MM. Levier and Sommier succeeded in 1890 in following in our footsteps to this point, whence

they turned north across the Klukhor Pass. Following the new map, M. Levier calls the main

source of the Kodor the Seken.
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We came suddenly on its brink, where it Howed in swit't

eddies between high banks, a broad bridgeless stream, too deep

for a man on foot to wade easily. While we were taking counsel

a train of unladen baggage-horses came in sight on the opposite

side, conducted by two natives, pictiu'esque figures, in Ijright-

coloured clothes, and with bashliks—draped like Phrygian hoods

—

over their heads to keep off the hot sunshine. We shouted to

them to bring- over their animals for us to cross on. and one

came over. But hardly had he engaged in conversation with our

wild guides, than the latter managed to convey some insult, which

residted in the horseman shouting out ' Suanetian asses!' in Russian

for our benefit, and plunging back into the stream. This was

more than I had patience foi-, and I jumped hastily into the water

and ai-rested him. A little furthei' parley sufiiced to arrange

matters, and we all rode over the water in turns. No sooner

had we arrived on the other side than our wild men began to

grumble again, and expressed their intention to go l)ack. 'We
want to go home. We are lost; the mules are lost I Here is

Kodor.' That was about as far as their Russian carried them.

We disregarded this talk, and got off again. Our troubles from

the absence of path were now brought to an unexpectedly sudden

end. We found a good narrow cart-road, obviously constructed

by engineers, running along a broad and open valley. We rode

for many miles over gentle slopes and level meadows, varied with

wild-flowers and covered with fruit-trees— pears, golden and

purple ])lums, walnuts, cherries, and raspberries. But nowhere

was there a sign of any inhabitant. All this wealth of forest

and pasture, of fruit and flower, was wasted on a few bears or

the rare passer-by, the peasant from the Karatshai, who fills his

shee})skiii hat as he passes with the plums that drop from the

branches and colour- the ground beneath them.

Below a step in the valley, as the sun sank behind the

western hills, we ])itched our cam]). It was a gorgeous evening,

and the folds oi' the mountains were rich with southern l)loom.

Higli ill ihe west some crags bore snow, but the landscape was

no longer th;it of the central chain. 'J'he reach of the Kodor we
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were in might answer with respect to the .suiiduiiding ranges to the

basin of Soiidrio with respect to the Bernina.

Next morning we rode on along a fairly well-made, though

narrow, road. Before long an exquisite vista opened to the south-

east up a long glen, densely forested, and c-losfd l)y a glacier and

a fantastic rock-castle (Agarva, 8353 feet), the last of the isolated

limestone 25eaks that rise between the basins of the Ingur and the

Kodor. A few horses were seen grazing ; then a field of Indian

corn came into view, and at last, of a sudden, a stone-built house

of one storey and two rooms. This was the much-talked-of

Shkalta, where we had been led to expect Cossacks, post-horses,

and 'good accommodation for man and beast.'

The house was substantial enough, but its only occu23ant was

an unfortunate Georgian who could hardly walk twenty yards,

so reduced was he by malai'ial fever. There were no horses pro-

curable ; and now, suddenly, our Suanetiaiis struck. The mules

were hardly unladen when they roared out in more determined

tones than ever, 'Home we go!' We represented that they were

sent by their Prince to go where we ordered, at all events as

far as the sjiot where we could find substitutes, and that they

would have no present until we reached such a spot. But this

time the men were in earnest. It was clear that they were in

an honest fright ; whether of fever, or of civilisation, or of the

unknown generally, who shall say ? At any rate, they acted

promptly and with great decision.

I saw what was coming, and hastily resolved that it might

be dangerous, and was certainly not worth while to oppose force

if the men chose to ride off without money or food into the

wilderness. Of course the presence of the Georgians' pack-horses

aided us in coming to this conclusion. A minute or two later the

Suanetians leapt on their mules' backs and rode off at a hand-gallop,

shouting and screaming in triumph as they passed out of sight

round the iirst cornei". It was the last we saw of them. They

had no food, for our meal was exhausted. Doubtless, however,

they did not starve. The Caucasian, in the first jilace, can travel

on less than most men ; and they would first rob the maize-fields
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and till their pouches with cobs and plums, then beg milk and

cheese from the shepherds, who live the whole summer through

without tasting bread.

The peace that succeeded the departure of our grunting,

grumbling savages was at fii'st a relief; Init oui- feelings be-

came more mixed when the facts of the situation were fully

revealed. Powell, knowing no native tongue, had been able

hitherto to httid Ijut very imperfect communication with the

Georgians ; else, indeed, our journey might have taken a different

turning.

Now, thr()Ugh the sick solitary of Shkalta, who talked Russian,

we learned that the Georgians had no intention, or indeed power,

of descending farther, since they were under a contract with a

working pai'ty of Russian engineers engaged in continuing the

road over the Klukhor Pass into the Tebei'da, and were bound

to start on their return the same night. Had we known this

earlier, we might have gone to the Russian camp, and used it as

a base for mountain excursions.

Our position was awkward. The Russian moved about listlessly,

expecting his next fever bout ; the Georgians lay on then- backs,

and scarcely deigned to utter monosyllabic gutturals between their

yawns. There was nothing for it but to leave Maurer and the

luggage behind us, and tramp on to Lata, five hours down the

valley, in the hope that it might not prove a second Shkalta.

We set out in the heat of the day, yet I never felt heat less

at so low an elevation (about 2000 feet). Whether it was owing

to the dryness of the air, or the beauty of the landscape, or the

frequent shade of the western hill-side along which the path was

cut, we did not suffer, and kept up a good pace, despite a heavy

pack which Powell good-huniouretUy carried more than two-thirds

of the way.

The sti'aight up})er basin of the Kodor ends at Shkalta. Hence-

forth the river turns to the south-west, and runs in a winding

course through a narrow valley or dpi'n defile, wooded to ])erfection,

for some fifteen miles, until, bending west again, it ojiens out as

Lata is apju'oached.
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Two miles short of our destination we met a party of Suanetians

mounting into the hills. The leader woi'e a very handsome dagoer,

which attracted our notice. He told us he was one of the Dadish

Kilian's retainers, and Powell thought it a good opportunity to

send a note to the Prince reportmg the manner of our horsemen's

departure. He had just finished writing it, and was holding it

out to the Suanetian, when an evil-faced Mingrelian, who was

walking with, but not one of,

the party, suddenly stepped

forward and, snatching the piece

of paper, tore it mto a hundred

fragments. On the Suanetian

remonstrating he drew his thin

dagger, which glittered like a

snake's tongue in the sunshine,

and stood scowling. The Suane-

tian, evidently alarmed, inter-

posed between him and Powell,

and nothing more came of this

curious incident. We could

not understand, nor could the

Russians to wliom we told the

story explain this man's un-

accountable but obviously very

real fit of passion, excejat by

the suggestion that he had eaten

too much of the intoxicating wild honey which is reported to

be found in these valleys. Possibly the Mingrelian thought the

paper contained some evil charm. It was written in French, and

the natives had no clue to its contents.

At Lata, again, there is no village. The Station consists of

two cottages within an enclosure, the shell of a ruined barrack,

and a rough shanty where the Cossacks and natives attached

find shelter. A topographer—not, however, one of those connected

with the new survey—was living in one of the cottages, and as

soon as he returned from his work entertained us hospitably. In

VOL. II. o
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the meantime we were made at home by a good woman, the wife

of a subordinate in charge of the post, whose husband was also

absent. He had, she told us, but lately recovered from a bad fall,

caused by his horse shying on suddenly meeting a bear which was

using the road from Sukhum for his evening walk. But a few

paces farther, and horse and rider would both have been thrown

over the precipice.

We spent a day and two nights in Lata before we could

recover our luggage and obtain horses for the long ride to Sukhum.

The time did not seem too long, for we were comfortably housed

and had much to think and talk over. An object long in my
mind had been attained. The mystery of the great forest, which

Grove, Moore and I had so often discussed, was at last solved.

I had learned what truth underlay the strange tales current in

the Caucasus. We had not met with the wild men of the woods

living apart, without villages, clothes, or fire-arms, clad in skins

and feeding on berries, concerning whom M. Jukoff had repeated

the legends, but we had visited the secret lodges of the wilderness

and their denizens. We had not been so fortunate as Mr. Spencer,

who saw chamois looking down on him from every crag, as

numerous as the squirrels in an English park ; but we had had

frequent proof of the jjroximity of bears. We had ascertained

that the forest paths were not impassable—when found ; but we

had discovered the difficulty of finding them.

Betw^een Suanetia and Lata we had spent six days. Li the

rapid summary of the last few pages I have given, I fear, but

a very imperfect idea of this week in the wilderness. How is it

possible for a traveller to impress on the minds of those who have

never seen a Caucasian forest, or a field of Caucasian wild-flowers, any

adequate picture of the reality ? As I write there rises before me a

series of familiar visions : the interwoven shade of gigantic pines and

beeches and alders, dense thickets of laurel and azalea, fields of

Alpine flowers which shake their blossoms over the traveller's head

as lie slioulders a track between their stalks ; the luxuriant gloom

and ' shady sadness ' of pathless vales, the wide splendid land-

scapes unrolled from high pastui'es, the morning light glancing over
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a hundred green ridges and resting on the pure face of distant

snows, the scale and spaciousness of the scenery as a whole,

and the delicate charm of each of its details.

What is to be the future of this Earthly Paradise ? Its ancient

and primfeval inhabitants are gone. They have been exiled for a

quarter of a century ; their dwellings and their tombs are alike

lost in the glorious vegetation that feeds nothing but bears and

mosquitoes and fevers. A people that had lived the same life

in the same place since the beginning of history has been dis-

persed or destroyed. The Abkhasians have vanished, leaving

behind them no records, and hardly sufficient material for the

ethnologist who desires to ascertain to what branch of the

world's ' families ' they belonged. Kecent Russian writers can add

little to the portrait and the epitaph furnished by Gilford Palgrave,

who, when Vice-Consul at Sukhum Kale in 1876, was almost

a witness of their last struggle. I borrow a page from the chapter

on Abkhasia in his Eastern Studies :

'Of the early history of the Abkbasian race little is known, and little

was probably to be known. More than two thousand years since we find

them ui Greek records inhabiting the narrow strip between the mountains

and the sea along the central eastern coast of the Euxine, precisely where

later records and the maps of our own day place them. But whence these

seeming ' autochthones ' arrived, w'hat the cradle of their infant race, to

which of the 'earth-families,' in German phrase, this httle tribe, the

highest number of which can never have much exceeded a hundred

thousand, belonged, are questions on which the past and the present

are alike silent.

' TaU stature, fair complexion, light eyes, auburn hair, and a great love

for active and athletic sport might seem to assign to them a Northern

origin, but an Oriental regularity of feature and a language which, though

it bears no discernible affinity to any known dialect, has yet the Semitic

postfixes and in guttural richness distances the purest Arabic or Hebrew,

would appear to claim for them a different relationship. Their character

too, brave, enterprising and commercial in its w^ay, has yet very generally

a certain mixture of childish cunning and a total deficiency of organising

power, that cement of nations, which removes them from European or

even from Turkish resemblance, while it recalls the so-called Semitic of

Western Asia. But no traveller in this part lays claim to the solution
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of their mystery, and records are wanting among a people who have never

committed their vocal sounds to writing: they know that they are

Abkhasians and nothing more.'

'

In the future, possiljly, the solitude that was once Abkhasia

will 1)6 rejjeopled. As yet the Government is lukewarm and im-

practical in its efforts. Emigrants, Greek or German, arrive but

slowly, and their families too often suffer severely from the ftital

fever. There is little in the surroundings, moral or physical, to

encourage that energy which tames Nature to human uses.

Nature is triumphant ; not a virgin Nature, but a Circe who

stands ready for all new-comers with a cup of Kolkhian poison

in her beautifial hands.

Lata is notorious for fever. The Russian barracks were deserted

partly on account of the mortality among the men quartered in

them. Here my friends, the party of 1874, believed that they

caught the illness which, in Moore's case, inflicted an injury that

was never repau-ed.

We set out, ' all in the blue unclouded weather,' for our long

ride of fifty-two versts to Sukhum Kale and civilisation. A
short distance below Lata the Kodor forces its way thi'oiigh the

last ridge of the Caucasus in a deep limestone cleft. The road

is a groove cut boldly in the face of blindingiy white clifts ; the

views from it of the great woodlands stretching in every du'ection

are superb. A very lofty rustic bridge, the fii^st—unless we

reckon the log by which we had crossed—over the waters of

the Kodor, spans the ravine at its narrowest point.

The road here leaves the river and traverses uplands, where it

takes a most extraordinarily circuitous course—like the Constanti-

nople railway, and possibly for similar reasons—before it descends

to the valley of a large tributary. On the bank we found a tiny

villa, the country seat of some inhabitant of Sukhum, the trim

surroundings of which had an odd effect in the wilderness. On
a neighbourhig brow rise the walls of Zebelda, once a military

^ See 'Vocabularies of Five West Caucasian Tongues,' by the late Mr. Peacock, H.B.M.'s

Consul at BiUuni, Journal of the Royal Asuitic Socictji, vol. xix. ; M. Chantre's ethnological

volumes ; and the writings of recent Russian authors, MM. Schiefner and Usiar.
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cantonment, now an enclosure inhabited by two Russian mnnks.

They gave us the best they had in the way of entertainment,

and amused us not a little by their absolute ignorance of the

march of the Western world. While we lunched at a table under

a spreading shade, our hosts, moving awkwardly about in their

heavy robes, represented in 'living pictures' the frescoes of many

an Italian cloister. All that was missing was the Fiend in the

backoTound, and Maurer's sunburnt face as he issued from the

dark door of the kitchen soon supplied the want.

After a long ascent among hazel copses, we caught our fii'st

glimpse of the sea through a break between the hills. Soon after-

wards the scattered fields and homesteads of the Greek colony of

Georgievsk were passed on our right. It was the first village

we had seen since leaving Suanetia six days before. We were

still eighteen miles from Sukhum. The road hencefoi'th was as

well kept as an English county highway. For several miles it

ran through a picturesque defile in a low range of cretaceous

hills. The scenery was tame, of course, compared to that our

eyes had grown accustomed to, but it bad a homely and familiar

charm. At one moment we were reminded of the eastern out-

skirts of Exmoor, at the next of those of the Apennines. At last

we left the hills for the open strip of country near the coast,

where the road was a pleasant lane among hedgerows and tall

trees. It was dark before we reached the shore and began to

skirt it. We rode on for several miles till we came to the his-

toric stream of the Gumista : historic, for its floods once saved

Sukhum from being sacked by the Abkhasians. The story has

been told by Mr. Gifi'ord Palgrave in his Eastern Studies.

The bridge—this is the last time I shall have to repeat the same

form of words, for this is the last stream we crossed in the Tsar's

Caucasian dominion—had collapsed and been swept away. Our

horseman rode out into the waveless sea, in which the stars were

reflected, while the distant gleam of the liohthouse floated to us

across the waters. We followed him along the line of the bar, and

reached the farther bank or shore without diflaculty. Our last

adventure was over ; signs of civilisation thickened. Sweet scents
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poured out of fenced gardens ; the white walls of viUas loomed

throuoh the night ; we were nearly upset by a wild charge of

revellers, racing home from a supper-party. Then came a vast

barrack ; broad roads with a few houses scattered about them ; even

the darkness could not conceal the unfulfilled ambitions of the

builders of Sukhum, burnt by the Turkish fleet in 1877, and still

a tiny town of 1300 inhabitants.

Ten minutes later we rode out on to a little quay and dis-

mounted before the wide verandah of a bungalow, where officers

were still supping. I was haidly off my horse when I was addressed

by name and asked to join the company. The evening ended among

the luxuries of civilisation, while the waves of the Euxine bi-oke in

phosphorescent foam at our feet.

Next morning I found myself on the deck of the steamer that

had taken me away from the Caucasus in 1868, a Clyde-built boat,

then the last addition to the Black Sea Company's fleet. Now she

had fallen to the rank of the slow coasting steamer. Skirting

the shores closely, we called oft" Redut Kale and Poti.

As we passed the mouth of the Ingur, we looked back to the

hills which enclose the great forest from which we had emerged.

High above them rose the snows of the fine group w^est of the

Klukhor Pass. From the sea it appears to culminate in great ntve

slopes and snow-domes. The granite pinnacles seen from the

Klukhor Pass or tlie Teberda are probably the buttresses that

support this central mass.

Here is a region easily accessible, and absolutely a new field

of exploration for mountaineers. They may land at Sukhum, where

the Englishmen who reside there in charge of a station of the

Indian Telegraph would doubtless help them in their start. The

new road over the Klukhor may serve as a base of operations.

In constructing this road the Russians have restored oiie of

the old highways of tlie Caucasus. So at least we must gather

from the following curious passage, which I extract from the travels

of a Venetian, Josafa Barbaro, written in a.d. 1487, translated

into English about 1550, and republished l)y the Hakkiyt Society

in 1873:—
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' From the sea of Bachu unto the sea Maggiore the streight waie, as it

were by line, is Y" miles. All which grounde is full of mountaynes and

valleys in some places well enhabited by certein Lordis of it (throwgh whose

terretories no man darr pass for fear of robbj-ng), but for the more part it is

disenhabited. And if any man wolde determyn to passe that waio leaving

Derbenth he should be forced to go through Giorgiana and than through

Mengrelia on the coast of the sea Maggiore at a castell called Aluathi ^ wheare

is a mountaigne of so great height that it shall behove him to leave his

horse and to clymbe up afoote the rockes, so that betwene ascending and

descending he shulde travaill two jorneys and then ontre into Circassia, of

the which I have spoken in the beginneng, and that passaige is only used by

them that dwell neere it, besides the which in all the said distance there is

no passaige known by reason of the difficultie of the places.'

M. de Dechy has taken photographs in some of the northern

valleys, and his views show peaks and scenery well worth

attention. Still farther west He the unknown wilds of the

Zelentshuk, where Mr. and Mrs. Littledale, the adventurous

pursuers of rare game, who have lately thrice traversed Central

Asia, went some years ago m quest of the aurochs, an animal

which seems, as a rule, to put at least one mountain between

itself and its pursuers.

As the noontide haze gradually obscured the heights, my
thoughts turned to some more general considerations. The chain of

mountains that was receding rapidly from my view is undouljtedly

destined to become a frequent goal of energetic Englishmen. What

lessons for such explorers might be suggested by the experience of

their foregoers, or by the catastrophe that had been the cause of

my recent journey ? Where may the Alpine experience of those

who come as strangers to this new field of adventure prove in-

adequate, or even a source of danger ?

To all who intend to wander among the peaks and glaciers

of the Caucasus, or in other partially explored mountain regions, I

would ofier first this advice. Do not gi-udge time spent in recon-

noitring. Carefully examine your mountains from some outstanding,

and, if possible, fairly high station, before you attempt any novel

^ Alua is found on Koch's Map of the Caucasus on the spot now called Lata by the

Russians.
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expedition. The most experienced climbers, and still more the

best Alpine guides, are very liable to be misled by the aspect of a

mountain seen from its own slopes or spurs. From such a stand-

point neither the scale of the whole nor the relative proportion

of parts can be accurately estimated : cliflPs are foreshortened ; the

angle of snow-slopes is diminished ; weak places suitable for attack

are apt to lie concealed ; above all, a false line of ascent may be

adopted because its earlier part is temptingly free from obstacles.

Again, experience has proved more than once that a pass likely to

prove of any difficulty cannot be attempted without grave risk

when the descent on the further side is unknown. It is extremely

difficult to judge of a descent from above, and I have been more

than once in serious danger from trusting too readily to first im-

pressions in such cases.

Weather is another matter that requires to be taken into very

special consideration in the Caucasus owing to the proximity of the

Black Sea, from which clouds and storms drift up with extraordinary

frequency and suddenness. To be caught in afternoon fog is con-

sequently a common mishap, and travellers must he prepared for it.

Another matter essential to the safety of the mountaineer in the

Caucasus, or among any other mountains subject to hotter suns and

greater and more frequent alternations of temperature than the

Alps, is an appreciation of the rapid changes that take place in the

condition of glaciers and snow-slopes. It must not be assumed that

snow mountains all the world over can be dealt with on the same

terms as the Swiss Alps. The changes in the Caucasus are more

rapid, and the normal state of slopes after mid-day is far more

dangerous. Snowfalls are frequent ; meltmg goes on with extreme

rapidity ; all the conditions in which avalanches fall are present,

and the slightest additional strain on the surface may produce one

at any time. On steep slopes every precaution needful in the Alps

is called for, and in many cases they ought not to be traversed at

all. Kidges must be dealt with cautiously until the extent and

sti-ength of their overhanging snow-eaves have been ascertained.

If Alpine guides are of the party, the travellers, while profiting

to the full by their technical skill and experience, must beware
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of yielding too readily to their judgment. Even more than their

employers, they will be under the influence of their home habits

and experiences. They will not for some time make due allow-

ance for an altered scale and changed circumstances. They will

underestimate all distances and many dangers. They will show

a tendency to dawdle in camp and not to make sufficiently eai'ly

starts. They will l)e slow to appreciate the fact that many rock-

faces and ice-slopes must not be ventured on after the sun has set

in play the mountain batteries ; that it may be foolhardy, however

easy at the moment, for climbers to ascend a snow-slope which the

sun or a warm shower may before they return convert into a sheet

of ice with a torrent dashing down its centre. I feel it my duty

to insist specially on this point : the very treacherous character, at

any rate in certain seasons, of Caucasian snow. In certain seasons,

I write, because much that was ice, or thin snow on ice, in 1889

was good snow in 1887, and this may prove again to be the case.

It is also essential, in my opinion, that the guides selected

to take part in distant exjjeditions should be men who have

gained experience in 2)arts of the Alps far from their own homes,

where the mountains have been new to them. A ' first-class guide

'

who has never been beyond his own district is often pitiably

helpless as a traveller, as well as wanting in judgment and

initiative on peaks strange to him.

It can hardly be needful to urge that no traveller should

attempt high ascents without previous experience and training

under skilled companions. On the other hand, the reports of local

officials or natives as to what is possible or the reverse, what

has, or has not been, accomijlished by earlier climbers, must be

received with the greatest caution. Nothing that is new is possible

to the ordinary peasant, Tyrolese or Tui'k. The successes of a

stranger were very slow to meet with local credence even in the

Central Alps a few years ago. It is small wonder if some good

people of Tiflis treated the tale of the first ascent of Kasbek, or

even Dr. Radde's statement that he had found flowers above the

snow-level, as the Russian villagers in one of Count Tolstoi's stories

{The Woodcutters) treat the soldier who returns to tell them of
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the eternal ice of Kasbek. ' When I began to tell them about

Mount Kasbek, and how the snow did not melt there all the

summer, they burst out laughing at the absurdity of it.' Critics

to whom everything outside their own narrow experience is in-

credible are of little use as advisers, and their opinion may be

safely disregarded. The mountaineer must go for suggestions to

his fellow-craftsmen, plan his I'oute as a whole on the map, and

carry it out in detail by the help of his own trained powers of

observation.

One further suggestion I must venture to offer to any of my
comrades of the Alpine Club w^ho may feel disposed to follow in

my footsteps.

In the Alps, of late years, the mountaineer has grown more

and more of a specialist. He has turned what used to be a form

of travel into a branch of sport. The great oarsman is apt to

think little of the scenery of the banks, and much of his own and

his fellows' form and ' times.' Some of our climbers show signs of

a similar tendency, both in their doings and their writings. They

have become, more or less, the prisoners of their own pursuit in its

most technical form. Climbers have specialised also in another way,

preferring to study every crag in a single corner of Switzerland

rather than to know the Alps as a whole. The scientific specialist

has found his parallel in the climbing specialist. They are alike in

exhibiting at times a belief in the unique importance of their

several specialities, which is apt to provoke the critical appreciation

we all keep in readiness for the hobbies of others. Both are,

doubtless, excellent, if serious persons in their own sphere. But

for the present this type of traveller seems to me out of place in

the Caucasus. Mountaineers, when they come into the larger field

of travel, must not expect that they will escape blame if they pose

as gymnasts, and neglect their opportunities. Caucasian explorers,

if they desire to obtain any general sympathy, must revert to the

practice and methods of our founders—of men like Mr. John Ball,

who has left in tlie Aljynte Guide an invaluable example of how

much one traveller can see and do for his own pleasure and the

profit of his fellows, and Mr. Adams Eeilly. who did so much for
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mountain cartography. That we are more or less masters of the

craft of mountameering—the craft which has been developed out of

the rude practices and implements of the crystal-hunters of Savoy

and the chamois-hunters of Bern, need not make us narrow in our

pursuits and interests. The scientific training and knowledge of

Forbes, Tyndall, or Ball may be beyond the common reach. In the

struffp-le and excitement of a first ascent it is often hardly possible

to divert the attention from the immediate problem. That is a

reason for repeating ascents with greater results and, perhaps,

some kindly remembrance of the pioneers who have made the way

comparatively easy.

But the uses of a great mountain chain are not to be limited

to the satisfaction of the primitive instinct which impels every

healthy child to climb up the nearest mound in order to roll

down on the other side, or even to the exercise of the scientific

faculties of those who look on ' the glories of the world ' rather as

a piece of machinery to be examined and explained than as a

pageant suggestive of mysteries beyond. The Caucasus is an

admirable Playground. It is also a well-stored Workshop for those

investigators who give up their lives to the intricacies of physical

research, or to ethnological and linguistic problems. But the

' terrible Muses ' of all the ' Logies ' have not yet fulfilled the

poet's vision by annexing Parnassus and its neighbour heights.

Men may still, as in past ages, look to the mountains for

their spiritual help. In the shining silence of the storehouses of

the snow we may find a welcome interlude to the perpetual gloom

of our northern cities and the din of a commercial civilisation.

In the Cathedrals of Nature we may put away for a time most

of our troubles and occupations, and even find some solace in the

deeper sorrows of life.

In olden times the secret forces of the Universe seemed to

take bodUy form before the sojourner on the summits. They

do so no longer. We cannot contest the argument put into the

mouth of that strange figure, the Pythagorean ApoUonius of

Tyana—a contemporary of the Apostles—by his biographer,

Philostratus, who wrote in the second century. The philosopher
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is represented as descending with his disciple Damis from the

heights of the Caucasus. Damis is ill-content with what he has

seen, and complains as follows :
' There are some, they say, who

use Pangaeus and others Athos as a School of Philosophy. But

I, who have climbed to a height far above these, am coming down

none the wiser.' Whereon Apollonius answers :
' Nor did they

—

for in such prospects we see the heaven a deeper blue, the stars

larger, and the sun springing out of night, things equally manifest

to shepherds and goatherds ; but in what way that which is

Divine concerns itself with the human race, or how it can be

pleased by human service, or what is Virtue and what Righteous-

ness and what Wisdom, these things neither Athos nor that

Olympus which is celebrated by the poets will reveal to their

climbers, unless the Soul itself can make the discovery. And the

Soul, if it apjDroach these matters pure and untarnished, will, in

my judgment at least, soar much higher than even the Caucasus.'

We must accept the conclusion of the Philosopher. But if

the heavens do not open in our day as they did to the seers of

old, if we bring down no Commandments or Revelation from

the Unseen World, we at least find ourselves lifted above the

poisonous exhalations wdiich rise out of the hollows and float

about the lower hills. The air of the heights is an excellent

medicine for the Soul ; and thus fortified—in some fortunate

moment—may it not,

' perchance, beyond

A hundred ever-rising mountain lines.

And past the range of Night and Shadow, see

The high-lieaven dawn of more than mortal day

Strike on tlie Mount of Vision 1

So, farewell
!

'
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APPENDIX A

THE PHYSICAL HISTOPtY OF THE CAUCASUS'

By Professor T. G. BONNEY, D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S.

The Caucasus, as a mountain chain, corresponds with the Pyrenees more closely

than with the Alps. It is rectilinear in form, trending with fair regularity about

30° north of west, from the Caspian to the Black Sea. But it begins and ends in

a range comparatively low, rising, at some distance from either sea, into a great

mountain mass. On the west, however, on the other side of the Sea of Azov, the

limestone heights (4000 to 5000 feet) forming the southern part of the Crimea, seem

to be a result of the same set of forces, the effects of which may be traced in the bed

as well as on the eastern side of the Caspian. The Caucasus, in short, is but one of

a group of folds, which have been formed like gigantic wrinkles on the face of the

Earth on the northern side of the basin of the ancient Mediterranean, a sea far

more extensive than the present one—folds which may be traced westwards to the

Pyrenees, and eastwards even to the mountains of northern India. Thus the

Crimean hills stand to the Caucasus in some such relation as the Cantabrian range

does to the Pyrenees, with the difference, however, that they are cut off by the

opening of the Sea of Azov instead of being in actual continuity.

The orographic structure of the Caucasus is, like that of the Pyrenees, com-

paratively simple. We fail to find a second crystalline range, parallel with that of

the watershed," like that which in the Alps is so conspicuous a feature from the

eastern frontier of Switzerland to far away beyond the frontier of France, or the

well-marked valleys, running parallel for long distances with the crests of folds, such

as those of the Ehine and the Rhone : the rivers of the Caucasus in their outward

journey follow generally a simpler, more direct, and less devious course than is

common in the Alps ; the various tributaries are more quickly collected into the main

^ This study is chieily founded on the map of the Russian Geological Survey, Abich's Aperru

de mes Voyarjes en Transcaucasie en 186-i, and Favre's Rechercke$ Qiologiquns dans la partie

Centrale de la C'haine du Caucase.
- There is, however, some hint of a similar structure east of the Adai Khokh group, and a line

of minor folding may exist on the southern side like that (on the northern side) in the Pyrenees.
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stream, which, as it were, hastens to escape from its mountain prison to the com-

parative freedom of the lowlands. The catchment basins of the Rion and the Ingur,

in which the waters run roughly parallel to the chain, do not exceed 20 and -10

mDes in length. On the north side the Baksan trends away from the main chain,

the Chegem and Cherek flow more or less at right angles to it, and the Urukh

alone north of the crystalline axis has anything approaching to a 'longitudinal

trough.' The lower Caucasian valleys, like those in the Pyrenees, are generally

deeper in proportion to their breadth than is usual in the Alps. Its principal

peaks also overtop by some two to three thousand feet the summits in the latter

chain, and the line of tlie watershed is correspondingly higher, for between the

Nakhar Pass and the Mamison, a distance of about 125 miles, no gap can be found

which is less than 10,000 feet above the sea.

Like most large mountain chains, the Caucasus exhibits a crystalline nucleus

fringed on either side by sedimentary rocks of later date, which have been suc-

cessively deposited upon it as upon a foundation, though not always in unbroken

sequence or in perfect conformity. Here also the resemblance to the Pyrenees is

continued, for there is not, so far as we are aware, any such clear evidence of pre-

existing mountain ranges of more than one geological age in the present chain of

the Caucasus as is found in the Alps at several places. This chain also exhibits

one peculiarity quite without a parallel in its Central European rival. Elbruz, its

highest summit, and Kasbek, which stands seventh on the list, are extinct volcanoes

;

all the other giants, however—such as Shkara and Dykhtau, each overtopping

17,000 feet, with Koshtantau, Janga, Tetnuld, and Gestola—are masses of crystalline

rock, generally similar in structure and composition to their Alpine rivals.

The geological structure of the Caucasus can be most simply described by com-

mencing with the central crystalline mass, which, though now the most elevated,

was once the lowest part, and selecting some })oint rather to the east of Elbruz, so

as to be clear of the volcanic materials of which that mountain is composed. This

mass consists chiefly of granite and gneissoid rocks,i the first-named being largely

developed. It varies from coarse to fine, is sometimes porphyritic, sometimes

gneissoid—in places it is said to resemble closely the protogine of Mont Blanc—and

as this sends veins into the slaty rocks, which will be described below, is probably

much later in date than other parts of the crystalline massif in which it occurs.-

This zone of the coarser central crystallines attains its greatest breadth in the

neighbourhood of Elbruz, where it measures over twenty miles from north to south.

Here also it is exposed beneath the overlying newer rocks in a long strip which

extends in a northerly direction. On the western side of that mountain it rapidly

narrows to a breadth of some four or five miles, and thus continues, sometimes

' Poiphyries also are mentioned ; but these, if rock.s with a more or less compact matrix are

intended, are prol)ably much later in date than the other crystalline rocks.

- The protogine of Mont Blane, and sundry more distinctly piirphyritic granites in the Alps,

are later in date than the erystalliue schists of that chain, since they arc sometimes intrusive

in them.
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broadening out a little, for at least a hundred and twenty miles, coming to an enil

a little below the -tlst parallel of latitude. Towards the east it can be followed,

gradually narrowing, as far as Kasbek, where it plunges beneath the lavas of that

peak, to the east of which it is concealed by the slaty rocks already mentioned,

along which the line of the watershed is continued.

This central granitoid mass is bordered on the north by a zone of ' diorites,

diabases, and porphyrites,' which generally varies in width from three to one and a

half miles, but is interrupted for seven or eight miles towards the north-east of Adai

Khokh. As these rocks are not indicated on the southern side of the chain, they must

either occur there only very locally, or be wholly absent. Probably they are intrusive

sheets or masses ; they recall to mind the long strips of dioritic rock, wdiich form a not

unimportant geological feature on the southern side of the Western Alps. Passing

over these, where present, we find, both north and soiith of the central axis, a belt

of crystalline schists. This on the former side is well developed : it extends to the

east of Kasbek for several miles bej'oiul the central granitic mass ; near and to the

west of Elbruz the zone becomes broader, and must sometimes be rather more than

ten miles across. But on the southern side of the chain the belt of crystalline schists

is very narrow, only broadening in two places, and it comes to an end a little

to the east of Adai Khokh. On this side, however, we find an important belt

of non-crystalline slaty rock, which has no representative on the north. On the

Kussian map it is represented as beginning near the 4-1° parallel of longitude, and

extending continuously eastward for almost the whole length of the chain. At first

it is only a few miles wide—somewhat narrower than the zone of crystalline schists

on the other side of the watershed—but on approaching Elbruz it broadens out

rapidly, like the granitic mass, though in the opposite direction.

At Adai Khokh the line of the watershed bends sharply to the south and quits

the crystalline rocks to run along the .slaty massif, so that the schists are prolonged

eastward as a parallel range as far as Kasbek. The watershed continues along the

crest of the slaty series, until the latter sinks rapidly towards the Caspian Sea.

Calcareous and arenaceous bands occur, but the rock generally is argillaceous. It is

more or less cleaved, sometimes being almost a roofing slate, sometimes even

indicating an appi'oach to the mineral condition of a phyllite. These structural

differences depend, no doubt, partly on the composition of the rock, partly on

the amount of pressure to wdiieh it has been subjected. This has often been very

considerable. The rocks are not only cleaved, but also commonly thrown into

sharp and repeated folds on a graiid scale, so as to exhibit sometimes, as in the range

of Latpari, the so-called fan-structure. The lowest beds, in the vicinity of Tetnuld,

are said to be cpartzites, which appear to plnnge beneath the mica-schists of the

crystalline series ; this, however, as pointed out by Professor Favre, is simply the

result of an overfolding, which has bent back the older rocks until they seem to

overlie and rest upon the newer.

The age of the deposit is a subject of controversy. Some, with Abich, consider

it to belong to the lower part of the Jurassic system— probably the Lias ; others,

VOL. II. p
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with Favre, refer it to the Paljeozoic era, and this is the view of the Russian

geologists, who, however, have not attempted to fix the age more precisely.

Here the paleontologist unfortunate]}' can render but little help, for the rock

seems to be as nearly as possible unfossiliferous. But in one locality—in the valley

of Mestia— Professor Favre discovered a considerable number of plant remains

which he refers (with the assent of M. Stur) to the genus Bf/thotrephis.^ This occurs

in the Ordovician and Silurian (Lower and Upper Silurian of Murchison), so that part,

if not the whole, of these slatj' rocks must have been deposited rather early in

the Palaeozoic era. But in 1889 Signor Sella found some fragments of crinoids

on the summit of the Laila (13,400 feet)—a peak about thirteen miles due south

of Ushba, and near the edge of the slate zone. The rock was a sandy limestone,

containing some pel)bles. The specimens, which he carried away, have been

submitted to more than one expert. That they belong to the old genus Pentacrinus

is agreed, but dift'erence of opinion exists as to their geological age. Mr. Bather

and Dr. Gregory think them most nearly related to the sub-genus Bulanocrinus,

which is found in the Cretaceo-Eocene rocks of New Zealand and of the Chatham

Islands ; the nearest European representative occurring in Lower Oligocene strata

near Buda-Pesth ; while Herr Merzbacher of Munich holds that they more closely

resemble Extracrinus suhangularis, a Liassic species. Whichever \"iew be correct—and

all speak with some hesitation, owing to the difficulty of determining a crinoid from

stem-fragments only—the .summit of Laila evidently is not formed of Pala?ozoic rock.

I venture to offer the following explanation of this apparently contradictory

evidence, viz., that here and there fragments of newer are infolded among older

strata. The latter prol)ably were once greatly overlapped, if not actualh' covered,

by the former, and as the one might obtain its materials from the other, the two

rocks would not exhiljit any marked lithological difference. The two masses,

in the process of mountain-making, would be folded together, and the greater

part of the newer one, in the course of time, would be removed bj- denudation ; so

that now the only record of it would be an occasional outlier, 'nipped in' among

the masses of Palteozoic strata. Such a thing is not uncommon in the Alps. Here

small patches of Triassic rock are rather fre(juenth- thus caught up in the crystalline

schists ; and in the upper valley of the Khone slaty rocks of Carboniferous ami of

Jurassic age, differing little in lithological aspect, are infolded, sometimes almost in

contiguity, so that it is not always ea.sy to determine the age of a particular strip.

The presence of pebbles in the rock of Laila, already mentioned, is a fact not

without significance, for they are often indicative of the existence of a land-surface

at no very great distance. The fact also that Secondary rocks exist, both to

north and to south of the slate-TJins.??/, which form, as described below, well-marked

zones, often very different from it in lithological character, and attaining to a

great thickness, adds much to the improbability of any reference of that massif

to the same geological age and these zones.

' He writes the name Bythrotrephk, whicli is an error in oi-tliograpliy. The jilant is believed

to have been a seawceil.
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A broad zone of Jurassic rocks runs along the northern side of the chain

for its whole length : till some distance east of Kasbek it rests upon the crystalline

schists ; then passing rapidly over the belts both of these and of the dioritic

rocks, it overlies, for the remainder of its course, the slaty paUcozoics. Fossils

seem to be not i;nfrequent. These prove that it must afford a fairly complete

representation of the whole Jurassic system from the Lias upwards. At the base

conglomerates are said to occur, and the lower part of the mass seems to consist

largely of slaty or shaly beds, with some sandstones. Higher up are important

masses of limestone, and this rock predominates through the upper portion of

the Jurassic system, forming a line of conspicuous mountainous escarjjments

parallel with the central chain, as in many j)arts of the Alps. Near the Adai

Khokh group its summits occasionally rise to an elevation of over 11,000 feet,'

but farther west, to the north of Elbruz, the highest (Bermamoutj is only 8.500 feet.

Palasontological evidence proves these rocks as a whole to have been deposited

beneath the sea, but in their lower part beds containing abundant plant-remains

may be found, which indicate, as in the case of the Lower Oolite of Yorkshire, the

occasional presence of land. On the southern side of the chain the Jurassic rocks

are much less extensively displayed. Towards the eastern end they make their

first appearance to the south-east of Kasbek. For a consideralile distance only the

lower half of the system is exposed, but after a time the existence of the Upper

Jurassics is indicated by outcrops at some distance to the south, and ultimately it

appears in due secpience. But from the south-west of Kasbek, diabases, dolerites,

and basalts are frequently met with breaking through these secondary rocks, and

they ultimately form a zone parallel with the main chain. Also parallel with this

are indications of a second line of uplifting, of which, however, a bare mention must

suffice for the present.

Xorth and south of the chain, belts of Neocomian and of Cretaceous rocks occur

in due sequence, but a study of the map makes it fairly clear that the Neocomian

may sometimes overlap its predecessor and be itself overlapped in turn by the

Cretaceous. Both rocks may be followed on the northern side along the whole length

of the chain, but on the southern they become interrupted to the east of Kutais, and

finally disappear beneath later deposits to the north of TiHis. The different

subdivisions have been recognised by their fossils as in Europe, and limestones with

flints appear on the horizon of the English chalk.

As in the Alps, the division between the Secondary and Tertiary series seems

not to be sharply drawn, the Cretaceous deposits passing insensibly into the Eocene.

The latter system is better developed on the southern than on the northern side.

According to Professor Favre's description, the rocks present a general resemblance

to those of the same age in the Alps, and beds containing orlitoUtes and the familiar

nummuUtes have been observed.

In passing from Eocene to Miocene we quit the region of the mountains for that

Karion-khokh (11,165 feet), Mysour-dagh and Kion-khokh (11,230 feet).
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of the foot-hills and of the plains. Between these two periods, in an interval of

which, as might be expected, no deposit remains as a record, the Caucasus became a

mountain chain. The history is very similar to that of Switzerland, but here the

deposits of the Miocene age appear to be more distinctl}' marine than in that country,

where fresh-water beds predominate. Masses of conglomerate occur among them

as on the Alpine border, showing that the destructive forces of nature had already

made a fierce attack upon the new-born chain, which, according to Professor Favre,

must have formed a mountainous island in a shallow sea. Then, after a considerable

interval, another epoch of energetic earth movements must have commenced, as

in the Alps, which probably continued through most of the Pliocene period. Next

came the great extension of the glaciers, with its usual results, and the formation of

those masses of gravel, sand, and river mud, which cover the wide valleys of the

Ivur, the Ingur, and the Kion, and spread over so large an area to the north of the

Caucasus. In this region also, on the eastern side, beds occur over a considerable

district, which indicate that at an epoch, in a geological %sense recent, the Caspian

Sea was much more extensive than it i.s at the present time. The earlier part of the

Quaternary period was signalised by great volcanic activity in the region of which

the Caucasus forms a part. To this, according to Professor Favre,i the huge cones

of Elbruz and Kasbek may be referred, together with the Ked Mountains, and a

massif south-west of the Krestovaya Gora, the ' important volcanic masses forming

the upper part of the valley of Ksan and the plateau of Kely.' These outbursts

were in part anterior, in part posterior, to the Glacial Epoch, and in this respect

the historr of the Caucasus corresponds with that of Armenia, and finds no parallel

in either the Alps or the Pyrenees.

The geological facts, of which a brief outline has been given, seem to indicate the

following phases in the building of the Caucasus. As in so many other like districts

on the earth's surface, the preparation begins at some very remote age with the

formation of a wide-extending mass of crystalline rock—schists, gneiss, granite—of

great antiquity and of unknown history—which, however, probabl}' at last rose for a

time above the water. As this mass again sank during the Palaeozoic era, great wide-

spread beds of mud were deposited in a sea which probabl_y was not very deep : and

the general absence of conglomerates and the only occasional presence of sandstones

(quartzites) leads to the inference that any land which still remained in comparative

proximity to the present site of the Caucasus was by no means mountainous. How
long this process continued, at what time in the Pala30zoic era it ceased, we cannot

tell, for no evidence bearing on these questions seems as yet to have been discovered.

The Mesozoic era had more than begun before a new chapter opens in the history of the

Caucasus ; for this chain, so far as we know, has nowhere incorporated, even locally,

any such beds of Triassic age as are found in several districts, though not universally,

in the .\lps. Probably the process of deposit was arrested in the Paloeozoic era by

some rather important disturbances of the earth's crust,- because land evidently

1 Loc. ci/. p. 99,

- Such disturlmiices oecmred in tlie Alps both before aiul after the Carboniferous period.
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existed, ;it any rate during the e;irly part oi the Jurassic jieiiod, in ni(ir(; than one

district on the site of the Caucasus.^ This is shown, not only by the plant-remains

already mentioned, but also by the fact that on the northern side, east of Kasbek,

the base of the Jurassic system passes transgressively over the outcrops of the crystal-

line schists and the Palaeozoic slates. A long and fairly steady period of subsidence has

now set in, as in the case of the Alps and the Pyrenees; though there is evidence, in

the jiresence of important masses of limestone, that the waters of the sea were cleaner,

if not deeper, at one time than at another. This period of deposition, during which

several thousands of feet of rock were accumulated,- terminated at niucli the same time

as in the Alps and the Pyrenees ; then a wide zone of the earth's crust, extending

from the Atlantic right across Europe and almost to the farther side of Asia, became

subject to severe compressions, by which this and several other mountain chains came

into being. An interval followed of comparative repose ; the new-born Caucasus rose

as a long and lofty mountainous island above the waters of a shallow, perhaj)S island-

studded, sea; its summits probably were capped with snow, its flanks certainly were

furrowed by torrents and wasted by the atmospheric forces. The Miocene period

(using the term rather in its older sense) was one of denudation and of forming fresh

deposits on the flanks of the new chain. Then at its end the great earth-thrusts once

more began to act. The central chain was affected—to what extent we do not know

—

the marginal deposits were uplifted, so as to form sometimes not inconsiderable

hills. These later movements appear to have fractured the earth's crust in this part of

Asia over a larger area than the former set, and to have afforded means of egress to

the molten material imprisoned beneath. They did not, however, succeed in con-

verting the Caucasus into a chain like the Andes of Ecuador, though Elbruz and

Kasbek indicate an attempt in that direction ; an easier vent appears generally to

have been found on the southern side of the chain, and a large tract south of a line

running from Poti, through Tiflis, along the valley of the Kur, is almost buried

beneath the masses of volcanic rock which were poured out during this epoch.

Thus the chain of the Caucasus is a fold, or rather a connected group of folds,

more than 700 miles in length from sea to sea. At the two ends its structure is

comparatively simple ; it forms, roughly speaking, an isoclinal fold,^ such as commonly

occurs at the extremities of an elongated dome, but towards the more central part it

exhibits much greater complication. This is mainly on the southern side of the

watershed. On the northern side the outcrops of the Mesozoic and early Tertiary

deposits are broader, and they dip with fair regularity and at a comparatively low

angle towards the north. But to the south of the crystalline axis, the rocks of which

1 On the southern side of the Caucasus, from near the longitude of Kasbek to about a degree

west of Elbruz, the earliest part of the Jurassic Yieriod seems to have been cliaracterised by great

volcanic activity.

- The age of the nummulitic deposits appears to have been one of very marked and perhaps

irregular subsidence, for according to Aljich tliese deposits exhibit marked unconformity with the

older rocks, resting sometimes on Paleozoic strata, sometimes on difterent members of tlie Creta-

ceous system up to the liighest group. In Daghestan sl)allow water conditions appear to have

prevailed, and a deposit occurs closely resembling the Flysch of the Alps.

' One wlicre the beds dip away from the central Hue at angles approximately equal.
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have often been crushed into schists,^ the Paleozoic deposits evidently have not been

only greatly compressed, but also bent into huge folds. Professor Favre's section -

from the north of Bezingi southwards through Tetnuld to Kutais indicates a series of

acute and gigantic flexures, which have produced the southern overfold of the crystal-

line schists, the fan-structure of the Palaeozoic rocks in the Dadiash range, and a second

overfold whereby these rocks appear to plunge beneath the Jurassic deposits in the

valley between this range and that of Tatousele. The whole mass of the Jurassic

strata in the latter range evidently is tremendously contorted, and all this side of

the Caucasus is characterised by faults which probably are often overthrusts. Nor is

this all. On the northern flank of the Rion valley, the upper Jurassic rocks over-

lie the Xeocomian ; the dip both of these and of the Cretaceous strata is northward,

and that valley is chiefl}^ excavated in much-contorted ^Miocene deposits. These lie

in a trough of the Cretaceous, the northern arm of which aflbrds another instance of

overfolding. On its southern side the Xeocomian beds, after their reappearance, are

for a while comparatively undisturbed, but crumplings again appear in the lower hill

region on approaching Kutais, together with masses of volcanic rock.

One question remains to be considered. In what direction did the forces act by

which these huge crumples of the earth's crust were produced 1 "Were the thrusts

from the north or from the south ? It is a question not easy to answer, but the

evidence seems to me to suggest the answer—From the north. On this side of the

watershed—speaking mainly of the more central and disturbed parts—the Mesozoic

and early Kainozoic strata exhibit a lower and a more uniform dip. These are

directly succeeded by the lofty and sometimes greatly crushed crystalline axis of

the chain. As no part of the Palaeozoic slaty rock—which is so largelj^ developed on

the southern flank of the watershed—appears on the northern one until it actually

forms the axis to the east of Kasbek, we must presume the existence of a con-

siderable overlap of the Jurassic beds, and not improbably of a certain amount of

overthrust faulting. But it would seem as if the Palaeozoic mass, before the first

Jurassic rock was deposited, had more completely overlapped the crystalline schists

on the southern than on the northern flank. South of the central watershed, as has

been already indicated, the strata, both IMesozoic and Pakeozoic, are compressed,

crumpled, faulted, and frequently overfolded, the apices of the folds pointing

generally southwards. Such a structure is likely to be the result of thrusts which

have acted from the north. The reason why it has produced this eflPect may be

explained by examining the geology of the region which lies to the south of the

Caucasus, between the Cas])ian and the Black Sea. Here, in the Mesques and

Gouriel mountains, a considerable mass of granite, together with some gneiss, makes

its appearance—[iresumalily a part of the old cry.stalline floor already mentioned

—

and the thickness of the Mesozoic strata which rest upon it, if one may judge from

their outcrops indicated on the Russian geological map, should be less than in the

neighbourhood of the Caucasus—while there is no indication of any Pahi'ozoic strata.

' For the effects in one or two cases see a paper by the writer, Proc. Roi/. Soc. , vol. .xlii. p. 318.

- li'echerches Oioloijiquta dans la Chaint du Caucase, PI. i. Fig. 1

.
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Granite also makes its appearance in many places beneath the great lava-masses

south of the Kur valley. These facts suggest that the crystalline plateau-like

massif, which, as already mentioned, underlies Armenia, was prolonged northward,

gradually shelving down towards the present site of the Caucasus. This massif in

Tertiary ages would be overlain towards the south by no great thickness of stratified

rock, so that here the earth's crust would have been strong, while to the north the

comparatively incoherent sedimentary depcsits would have been thick, the crystalline

floor deeply buried, and the perfectly solid (upjier) jjart of it comparatively thin.

Thus, when the pressures began to act, the great mass to the south would offer a

stout resistance, while the weaker zonal mass to the north would be squeezed like

a bale of carpets between a piston which was being slowly pushed forward and an

immovable barrier. This mass accordingly would be thrown into great folds, the

nearest of which would at last yield along the line of greatest weakness, and the

crystalline rock in this part would be more or less pushed over against the rocks

towards the south, since these were supported by a foundation which gradually

became stronger in that direction. This jirocess, as I conceive, was again repeated

at the end of the Miocene period, ^ and its eftects were probably most intense in

that jjart of the chain which had been already fissured.

The most striking indication of a second distinctly later set of movements, is

afforded l)y the relation of the slaty range, south of the sources of the Ardon and

Terek, to the crystalline range on its northern side, which extends from Ada!

Khokh to Kasbek. The first, though it forms the watershed, varies in height

from about 11,000 to 12,500 feet; the second rises to elevations of 1.3,000

or 16,000 feet, yet it is severed by the gorges of the Ardon and the Tei-ek, the

floors of which are, roughly speaking, some -1000 feet above the sea. It seems

impossible to explain such a structure as this, unless we suppose that the cr3'stalline

axis of the northern range had originally attained no great prominence, perhaps was

even concealed beneath overlying slaty rock, and that the highest part of this

rock then lay to the south, so as to be the origin of the watershed which still exists.

Then, after the above-named rivers had already carved out for themselves well-

defined valleys, a second set of uplifts attected the chain, adding to the height of

the crystalline ranges farther west, and perhaps producing the most marked effects

in a zone slightly north of the actual watershed, so that here, in the eastern region,

where the slaty rocks formed the crest, the underlying crystallines were pushed uj)

till they forced their way through them, and finally even overtopped the watershed.

So slow, however, must this rise have been, that the rivers were able to deepen

1 From what has been already stated, it will be seen that the crystalline axis of the chain

drops very distinctly as we go eastwards from Kasbek ; indeed, the alluvium of the valley of the

Kur (ou its northern side) actually rests on the slaty Palieozoic rocks, the Secondary and early

Tertiary rocks being concealed (it may be presumed) beneath it; and the minor (southern)

parallel axis, which runs behind Kutais, rather north of the Snram Pass, has almost, if not

wholly, died away. I find that Professor Suess {Aiilliz der Erde, vol. i. sect. viii. p. 606) in the

main takes the view which I have stated ; he, however, lays considerable stress on the apparent
discordancy between the eastern and western parts of the chain.
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their valleys and continue their former courses with little or no interruption. The

ranges of the Caucasus, in fact, seem in this part to be related like those of the

Oberland and the Lepontine Alps, and to require a similar explanation. The

position of this second uplift suggests at first sight that the later thrusts, at any

rate, acted from the south. At the same time, if either the old movements or the

recent denudation had happened to have weakened the earth's crust along a narrow

zone slightly to the north of the present watershed, yielding might have occurred

along this, and the main mass of the chain farther south might have remained

comparatively quiescent.

In the central and western part of the Caucasus, where crystalline rock in the

one rises to a height of over 17,000 feet above sea-level, and in the other continues

almost to the end of the chain, the principal group of flexures seems to be on a

grander scale than in the eastern, where Palaeozoic rock occupies the same position.

Moreover, in the central part, some distance south of the axis, there are, as already

mentioned, signs of a second and minor line of folding, while towards the east this

seems to be replaced by an actual depression, now occupied bj' the valley of the Kur,

the alluvial deposits of which, on its northern side, actually rest upon the Palwozoic

slates, without the intervention of Secondary or earlj' Tertiary rocks. This structure

perhaps may be explained by the northern extension of the crystalline foundation of.

the Armenian plateau, to which attention has been called. If we represent the

outline of this by a curve, such as the quadrant of an ellipse, and suppose the

pressure from the north to be applied by a rectilinear block of rock, moving with

its edge parallel to the major axis of this ellipse, and the interval to be occupied by

a mass of softer material resting on a thinner crystalline floor, this mass obviously

would be narrowest at the western and broadest at the eastern end. Thus, as the

thrusts were continued, the materials in the western part would buckle up in a sharp

fold, to the south of which ultimatelj' a second relieving fold might be formed, while

towards the east the folds might be less sharply accentuated, the crystalline axis of

the major one might gradually sink down, and the minor fold even be replaced bj' a

slight depression, along which the Kur now takes its course to the Caspian Sea.

The flexures thus formed in the upper and more solid part of the crust would

act upon the more plastic material beneath, and tend to drive it also southwards.

Some of this material, if it became fluid, might be extruded through any chance

fissures in the crystalline mussif, as it apparently was at Elbruz and Kasbek, and

more frequently in the district immediately to the south, while a large quantity

might be pushed upwards under the foundation of the Armenian plateau, so as to

elevate this region with moderate regularity, to expose it to a fairly uniform strain,

and thus to produce occasional faults and fissures, leading to volcanic outbreaks at

numerous points over its surface. Much of this, no doubt, is sjieculation. The origin

of mountain chains is a subject more or less controversial, and these generalisations

arc founded upon very sparse and imperfect information, but, so far as I can form

an opinion, they seem to me the most j)robable interpretation of such facts as have

been ascertained.
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TOPOGEAPHICAL AND TRAVELLERS^ NOTES

AND CLIMBERS' RECORD

The following pages contain a tabulated list of the chief peaks and passes of

the Central Caticasus, as well as of the principal gaps that may in future ser\-e

as passes to mountaineers. The heights of the peaks and passes, and the dates

of all new expeditions above the snow-line, with the names of the travellers who

took part in them, are in each case given. The general plan of the arrangement

is from AVest to East.

APPROACHES TO THE MOUNTAINS.

From the Caucasian Baths.

(a) To Urusbieh vid Piatigorsk and the Baksan.

(b) To Urusbieh vid Kislovodsk and the jNIalka.

From Kotliarevski.

(c) To Urusliieh rid Xaltshik.

(d) To Chegem rid Naltshik.

(e) To Bezingi vid Naltshik.

(f) To Balkar vid Naltshik.

From Vladikavkaz or Tiflis.

(g) To Stir Digor (Urukh) vid Alagir and Sadon.

(h) To the Alamison Pass vid the Ardon Valley,

(l) To Kasbek rid the Georgian Military Road.

From Gori.

(j) To Saramag (Ardon) ri/i the Bakh-fandak or Roki Pass.

From Kutais.

(k) To Gebi (Racha) rid the Mamison Road.

(l) To Kal (Suanetia) rid Alpana and Zageri.

(m) To Ezeri (Suanetia) vid Sugdidi and the gorge of the Ingur.

From Sukhum Kale.

(\) To Suanetia Ijy Darl and Xenskni.
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N.B.—The times given in the following routes are based on the speed at which

troikas are xisually driven on the roads, and at which pack-horses travel on the bridle-

paths. Travellers riding without luggage, or pedestrians not hampered by baggage

trains, will be able in many cases to travel more quickly.

Routes from the Cauc.\sia\ B.vths.

Travellers bound for Piatigorsk leave the Vladikavkaz Railway at Mineralnaia

Vodi, and take a Ijranch line that unites the four Caucasian Spas, Piatigorsk,

Gelesnovodsk, Essentuki, and Kislovod.sk.

Route A.

—

From Piatigorsk to Urusbieh by Baksanski and the Bahsan Valley.

Distance, about 130 versts. Time, 2 days.

A troika may be taken about 78 versts to a point 10 versts beyond Atashuki.

The road lies through Goriachevodsk, and after 32 versts crosses the Malka near

Ashabova.

About 20 versts farther the Baksan is reached at Baksanski. Ascending the

Baksan for 15 versts, Atashuki (Atashutan) is passed, and from 10 versts above

this point to Urusliieh there is a fair bridle-path along the Baksan.

Route B.—From Piatigorsk to Urusbieh by Kislovodsk and the sources of the Malka.

Distance, about 120 versts. Time, 2i to 3 days.

Rail to Kislovodsk. Here horses nmst be olitained for the rest of the journey.

The track traverses the hilly country to the south of Kislovodsk, following

generally the watershed between the Malka and the Kuban till within a few versts

of the northern base of Elbruz. It then turns eastward, crosses two grass-passes,

and descends the Kiurtiun Glen to Urusbieh. (See Chapter xxi.)

Routes Fuo^r Kiitllvrevski.

Kotliarevski, on the Vladikavkaz Railway, is the nearest station to Naltshik.

Troikas can be procured at the post-house close to the station. The distance to

Naltshik is 48 versts (about 5 hours). Horses are changed at the half-way post-

house of Daiutovski.

Route C.—From Naltshik to Urusbieh by Baksanski and the Baksan Valley.

Distance, about 100 versts. Time, l^ to 2 days.

The road allows driving for the first 50 versts to a point about 10 versts beyond

Atashuki.

Twenty-six versts across the steppe from Naltshik the traveller reaches Baksanski,

and from this station the journey is continued Ijy the track up the Baksan Valley

as in Route A.
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Route D.—From Naltshik to Chegem.

Distance, about 60 versts. Time, l^ to li days.

After riding (or driving) 12 versts, the river Chegem is struck at Chegemski.

Beyond this there is only a bridle-path, which ascends the valley to the village

of Chegem.

Route E.—From Naltshik to JJczimji.

Distance, about 40 versts. Tiirie, 1 lomj day.

Pack and saddle horses must be hired at Naltshik for the whole distance.

The track runs along the left bank of the Naltshik stream for a distance of

some 12 versts, then crosses to the right bank, and traversing undulating, densely

wooded country, eventually descends into the AVestern Cherek Valley and enters a

limestone gorge. There is a good path on the left bank of the stream to the chief

village of Bezingi, known as Tuljenel.

Route F.—From AMtshik to Balkar.

Distance, about 50 versts. Time, li days.

The track crosses low hills and descends to the Cherek river. Ascending the

valley, it passes the jvmction of the Western Cherek with the main stream and then

enters the famous Cherek Gorge, on emerging from which it ascends the left bank

of the stream to Kunnium, the highest of the Balkar villages.

Karaul is 4 or .5 houi's' ride higher up the valley.

Routes from Vl.a.dikavkaz.

Route G.—From Vladikavkaz to Stir-Digor {Urukh) by Ardonsk, Alagir, Sadon,

and the Songuta Valley.

Distance, about 130 versts. Time, 2i to .3 days.

By hiring a troika or phaeton at Vladikavkaz and making an early start, it is

possible to drive in one day to Sadon (87 versts). Here horses for the rest of

the journey must Ije obtained.

On leaving "Vladikavkaz the road runs north-west across the steppe (crossing

numerous streams) for 351 versts to Ardonsk. It then ascends the Ardon through

Alagir and Biz to the mouth of the Sadon Glen.

Here the Mamison road is left, and a short distance up the side glen the mining

village of Sadon is reached. Hence a bridle-path runs up the Sadon Glen, crosses a

grass-pass at its head, and descends on the western side to Kamunta in the Songuta

Valley. The Songuta is descended to its junction with the Urukh, and the latter

stream ascended to the village of Stir-Digor.

A more direct route from Kamunta is to cross two grass-passes, descending on

the west to Gular and Zinago (in the Karagom Valley), about 7 versts from Stir-

Digor. (See Chapter vi.)
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EoUTE H.

—

From Fladikavkaz to the Mumison Pass.

Distance, about 124 versts. Time, 1| to 2 days.

A phaeton or troika can be taken the whole distance.

As far as the mouth of the Sadon Glen the route is the same as the preceding-

one (G). About 5 versts farther St. Nikolai and the mouth of the Zea Glen

are passed. The road passes thi'ough the picturesque Kassara Gorge to the

junction of the eastern and western branches of the Ardon at Saramag, and then

ascends past the village of Teeb to the Mamison Pass.

The village of Giu-shevi lies on the Mamison Eoad, 15 versts beyond the Pass,

and Glola 8 versts farther.

EoUTE I.

—

From Vladikavkaz or Tiflis to Kasheh by the ' Georgian Highroad.'

Distance from Tiflis to Fladikavkaz, 201 versts. Time, 2 days ; or by

travelling all night, 24 to 30 hours.

The journey may be made by diligence or \)\ posting.

The best place to stay the night is Mleti.

The stations and distances are as follows :

—

Versts

Balta, . . . . 12i Passanaur, . . . . 18i

Lars,

Kasbek,

Kobi,

Gudaur,

Mleti,

Versts.

\n Passanaur

171 Ananur,

Ui Dushet, .

171 Zulkan, .

16 Mskheti,

Ui Tiflis, .

21

161

17f

14|

22i

After leaving Lars station the Darial Gorge is entered, and about half-way

between Lars and Kasbek stations the mouth of the Devdorak Glen is passed

on the right.

The Krestovaya Gora Pass (7973 feet) is crossed between Kobi and Gudaur.

From Mleti the road follows the river Aragva to Mskheti and then the Kur to Tiflis.

Routes from Gori.

Route J.

—

From Gori {Batum-Tiflis Railway) to Saramag on the Ardon, by the

Liakhm Valley and the Bakh-fandak or I'oki Passes.

Distance, about 120 versts. Time, about 3 days.

A troika may be taken 29 versts up tlir Liakhva to Tskhinval, and probably

to Patsa, where the stream forks. Horses should be hired here, and the eastern

branch of the stream (Patsadon) ascended to Jomag (6100 feet). A few versts

north-west of this place the Bakh-fandak Pass (9574 feet) crosses the watershed

east of the Zikara Peaks. Farther east lies the Roki Pass (9814 feet), which has been

surveyed for a railway. The descent is made on the north side into the Nardon

Valley, the path following the stream to Saramag on the Mamison Koad. (See

Hahn's Aus dem Kaukasus: Leipzig, 1892.)
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EOUTES FROM KUTAIS.

Route K.^Fram Kutais to Gebi by the Mamison Eoad.

Distance, about 140 rersts. Time, 2 days.

Phaetons or troikas can be taken to within 10 or 12 versts of Gebi. Horses

should be ordered at the post-station on the right bank of the Rion at Kutais

the evening before the start.

The Mamison road passes up the right bank of the Rion through Namokhovani

and ]\Iokh\'an to Alpana, where the route to Zageri and Suanetia branches off to the

north. Turning eastward, the road still follows the course of the river to Sori and

Oni, at one of which villages the night may be passed.

About 20 versts beyond Oni the track to Gelii (12 versts) leaves the Mamison

road ; but, if horses have not been sent on from Oni, it is necessary to drive on

4 versts to Glola in order to hire them.

Route L.—From Kutais to Kal (Suanetia) bi/ Zageri and the Latpari Pass.

Distance, about 135 versts. Time, 3 days.

As far as Alpana (52 versts) the route is the same as to Gebi (K). The Jlamison

road is here left. A new road leads aci'oss the low watershed separating the Rion

from the Skenis Skali and descends to Zageri, where the night may be passed.

.

On the second day the Skenis Skali river is ascended by a fair bridle-path on

the right bank to Lentekhi and onward to Cholur. The night may be spent here.

On the third day the Latpari Pass is crossed to Kal, which lies in the Ingiu-

Valley at the northern foot of the pass.

Before leaving Kutais a telegram should be sent to Zageri ordering horses

(^Nlerun or Anton Gugava can be recommended). Zageri is the best place for hiring

horses for the journey to Suanetia.

Distances.—From Alpana to Zageri, IS versts; to Lentekhi, 21 versts; Cholur,

10 versts.

There is a horse-pass from near Sori in the Rion Valley to Lashketi on the upper

Skenis Skali. (See BernoAille's Souanefie Libre.)

Route M.—From Kutais to Ezeri (Suanetia) via Suydidi ami the gorge of the Ingur.

The starting-point is Sugdidi (see Jlourier's Guide). At least three days are

taken to teach Ezeri by what for one day'.-i journey is a rough foot-track liable to be

broken by floods and swept by stonefalls.

EouTE N.

—

Fro7n Sukhum Kale and the Kodor by Darl and Nenskra to Suanetia.

Carriage-road of the Klukhor Pass to the junction of the Kluich and Kodor,

beyond disused paths and trackless forest.

Lata, sixty versts from Sukhum. Fair quarters in official building. Localitj'

fever-stricken. Avoid exposure in earl}^ morning.

Shkalta, thirty versts farther—a good house, the last on the road. Hence to

Chiubikhevi in Suanetia will take at least two and a half days, or three from Lata.

The new road to the Klukhor Pass is left, and the Kluich torrent forded. The
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right bank of the Kodor (or Seken) must then be ascended. A track is just discover-

able among brushwood close to the stream : it then rises under beechwoods to de-

scend again to the bridge—a single log (1889)—at spot indicated on five-verst map.

Horses must be swum. After passing the first affluent on left bank, follow top of

ridge dividing its glen from Kodor Valley. Keep high in a westerly direction,

crossing several spurs, till ridge overlooking Nenskra Valley is reached. The

Nenskra forests are practicall}' pathless, and the trees so thick that the sky is not

seen for hours. A very long, steep plunge through forest to a practicable bridge

indicated on five-verst map. Close to it is a maize field, and a hut at times

inhabited by outlaws or hunters. Abkhasian shepherds may be found on the high

pastures between the Kodor and the Nenskra capable of giving guidance. From

the bridge a sharp climb leads to a track ascending the east side of the valley for

some distance. After a time it mounts over pastures, and crosses a spur whence

the Utbiri Pass, leading to the Nakra, comes into view. Both passes command

magnificent views. Broad pastures, then very steep descent through forest to

Nakra, on the farther side of which the Dongusorun Pass track is joined.

[The KlukJior Pass.—Information is wanting as to the present condition of the

Klukhor Koad. There is no doubt that it is practicable for horses, but it is im-

probable that a carriage can pass it.]

INNS, GUEST-HOUSES, ETC.

This chapter need not be a long one. His own tent is the traveller's best inn

in the Caucasus.

In the towns there are good hotels

—

Hotel de France, at Batum.

Hotel dc Londres, Hotel du Caucase, and others, at Tiflis.

Hotel de France, at Sukhum Kale.

H6tel de France, at Kutais.

Hotel de France, at Vladikavkaz.

At Piatigorsk and Kislovodsk also there are excellent hotels. For further

information as to iims, see Mourier's Guide cm Caucase.

The post-stations at Kasbek, Mleti, and Passanaur on the Darial road are

comfortable. Except in these places no beds will lie found.

North of the chain clean bare rooms may be obtained at Alagir and St. Nikolai,

on the Mamison road.

At Naltshik the post-station is very wretched, but private rooms may generally

be found; at Urusbieh and Chegeni the guest-houses are tolerable and the chiefs

hospitable.

At Bezingi and Balkar the chiefs are poor, anil travellers may do best to find

lodgings and cater for themselves. At Bezingi the storekeeper at the top of the

village has a clean room.

At the heads of the Baksan and Bashil Valleys, and Ijeside the Karagom Glacier,

are substantial log-huts.
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The ordinary Kosh, or shepherd's quartei'. is n mere temporary shelter or an

overhanging rock.

On the south side of the iManiison at Namokhovani, Alpaiia, Oni, and other

places, there are small but fairly clean post-stations, at most of which tea, -R-ine,

bread, etc., can be obtained, and on the Kucha side of the Mamison Pass (three

versts lielow the top) a new room\' guest-house has been built. At Gelji, at Lentekhi,

and Cholur on the Latpari route, and in Suanetia at Kalde, Ipari, and Mestia,

are guest-houses—sheds with one or two bare rooms—where a traveller can lodge.

The priest's house at Mujal and the schoolmaster's at Ushkul offer better quarters.

At Betsho all the accommodation is occupied by officials, and supplies are apt

to run extremely short. Prince Atar Dadish Kilian, at Ezeri, is very hospitable to

recommended guests, but the village is not ^vell placed as a centre for mountaineers.

A\B.—The names and heights, when their soui'ce is not otherwise stated, are

taken from the new one-verst map.

ELBRUZ DISTRICT

The boimduries of this group are the horse-track from Urushieh to Utshkulan round the

northern skirts of Elhru~, the Ullukol source of the river Kuhau, the Khotikam

Pass, and the main stream of the Baksan.

It is three days' journey by the horse-track north of Elbruz from Urusbieh to

Utshkulan.

Elbruz (Russian and literar}' use), Mingi-tau or White Mountain (Turkish).

The mountain consists of two volcanic craters connected hy a saddle. These

peaks are surrounded on the south-east and north by snow plateaus or gentle slopes
;

on the west the mountain is more precipitous.

Elbruz is best climbed from the ridge west of the Terskol torrent, a tributary

of the Upper Baksan. This ridge can be reached in one long day from Urusbieh,

more generally in two, either by the Terskol glen or by climbing the hillside west

of the glen. Good sites for a bivouac are found at a height of about 11,000 feet.

From this point both peaks of Elbruz were first climbed by English parties.

West Peak (18,470 feet).i—On July 26, 1874, Messrs. F. Craufurd Grove, Horace

Walker, and F. Gardiner, with Peter Knubel of Zermatt, starting from a bivouac on

the Terskol ridge, traversed the snowtields to the base of the east peak. Bearing

to the left, they reached in seven hours a point near the saddle between the two

summits. The climb to the west peak up steep but easy snow and rock took them

1 The exact point marked with these figures is aliout TOO yards distant from the highest

part of this summit-ridge, which has not been visited by the Russian engineers, and is not

delineated exactly on the one-verst map. The difference between the two summits is not

improbably exaggerated.
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two aud tljree-i]uarter hours. The descent to camp occupied four hours. [A!j)ine

Journal, vol. vii. pp. 102 and 113 : Frosty Caucasus, p. 208.]

East Peak (18,347 feet).—On July 31, 1868, Messrs. Douglas W. Freshfield, A.

W. Moore, and C. Comj^ns Tucker, with Francois Devouassoud of Chamonix and two

Urusbieh hunters, Sotaef Achya and Japojef Jatchi, traversed the great snowtield, and

struck straight up the slopes and rocks of the east peak, reaching the rim of the crater

some way below the highest point, which lies on the western curve of the horseshoe

crest. A lower rock-tower, which stands at its northern end, was also visited. The

ascent occupied eight hours and a quarter ; the descent to camp four hours.. [Aljnne

Journal, vol. iv. p. 164; Trareh in Central Caucasus, p. 357.]

Boule from the Irik VaUey.—This glen joins the Baksan some two and a half

hours above Urusbieh. In 1888 M. Golovievsky, of the Eussian Survej', and

Baron Ungern Sternberg, with a party of Cossacks, reached the point marked on

the one-verst map Ivik-chat-kara Pass (12,286 feet), where they slept. Thence they

crossed the snow-plateau in an almost due easterly direction and joined the English

route on the south side of the east peak. On this occasion the saddle only was

attained. The descent was made by the north side. This was, therefore, the first

passage of the Elbruz Saddle. [Alpine Journal, vol. xiv p. 239.]

Route from the Kiuriiun Valley.—]Mr. H. AVoolley, with C. Jossi and J. Kaufmann

of Griiidehvald, left Urusbieh on August 28th, 1889, and ascended the Kiurtiun Glen

for about six hours. Having followed the main stream. as far as a horse could be

taken, they halted for the night at the mouth of a ravine running in a north-westerly

direction.

The next morning, after ascending this ravine for an hour, they gained the

almost level north-eastern nevi, crossed it in two hours to the base of the east

peak, and traversed the northern slopes of the mountain to a chain of lava rocks

which run up towards the saddle between the two peaks. On these rocks they

spent the night at a height of about 15,500 to 16,000 feet. Starting at 5 a.m.

next morning, they gained the saddle at 7 a.m. and the western summit at

8.45 .\.M. [Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. p. 450.]

The Elhrux Saddle (17,450 feet), may serve as a pass from the Baksan to the Malka.

It was reached in 1888 from the .south by M. Golovievsky and Baron Ungern

Sternberg, and in 1889 from the north l)y Mr. AN'oolley.

None of the above expeditions involve mountaineering difficulties, but owing

to the size of the concealed crevasses a long rope is desirable. The mountain is

terribly exposed and shelterless. The Government, or the Scientific Societies of

Tillis, would render a service to science and mountaineers by erecting a hut near

the saddle.

Snltran-Lol-bashi, 12,493 feet (Grove's I'au Sultra).—This peak furni.shes a con-

venient view-point. It may be reached in six and a half hours from Urusbieh.

The route lies up the western of the two glens that unite above Urusbieh.
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A path leads through a wood to the upper pastures. The way to the summit lies

.

west of a frozen tarn and up an easy glacier. It was first climbed by Grove's

party in 1874. Many other spurs of Elbruz will doubtless be found to be easily

accessible and serviceable as view-points by future travellers. [See Frosly Caucasus,

p. 202, and Alpine Journal, vol. vii. p. 102.]

Khotikam Pass (11,031 feet)—used by natives—foot-pass, three days from Urus-

bieh to Utshkulan, said to have been crossed in 1889 by Baron Ungern Sternberg.

From the Terskol Kosh, near the source of the Baksan, a tract mounts along

the left bank of the Azau Glacier, which is crossed to the rocks that separate its

two branches and form the base of Khotitau (12,131 feet). The route lies up

stony slopes to the edge of the nM of the north branch, which is crossed in a

north-westerly direction to the gap between the peak of UUukam Bashi (12,690

feet) and the southern spurs of Elbruz. A steep descent over rocky slopes leads

down into the Ullukol Glen on the west side. Further details are wanting.

M. de Dt5chy has described and photographed the scenery at the sources of the

Kuban. [See Royal Geographical Society's Collection, and Chapter xxi.]

THE NAKHAR RANGE

The Klukhor Pass (9240 feet) is described in the text and the Nakhar (9415

feet) in Grove's Frosty Caucasus. The latter is a rough foot-pass : four days from

Utshkulan to Shkalta. No information is forthcoming as to the passes between

the Nakhar and the junction of the Elbruz spur with the main chain. A pass is

marked on the five-verst map at the head of the valley of the Gvandra, but its

indications are not always trustworthy. On that map the main chain west of Ushba

is misplaced several miles, and the glaciers are generally omitted. Cartographers

and travellers are again warned not to rely on it for any natural features above the

forests and beyond the frequented tracks of men.

THE BAKSAN SOURCES GROUP.

The boundaries of this group are the Jiper-Azau Pass and Nenskra Valley on the west,

and the route of the Chafuintau Pass on the east, the Baksan Valley on the north,

and the Mulkhura torrent and Ingur on the south.

Jiper-Azau Pass (10,717 feet; Dechy, 10,911 feet).—A native foot-pass from the

Baksan to the Nenskra Valley. Crossed by M. de Dechy with Urusbieh men in

August 1885, and by Mr. Littledale in 1886. The route leaves that to the Khotikam

Pass at the foot of Khotitau, and leads south straight up the easy Azau Glacier

to the cre.st of the chain, which is crossed about half a mile east of the junction

with the watershed of the spur of Elbruz.

[A:au, Pass (11,528 feet).—A snowy gap at the west head of the Azau Glacier lies

north of the watershed and serves as a pass to the Ullu-Ozen Glen, joining the route

of the Khotitau Pass, where the two headwaters of the Kuban join.]

The track marked on the one-verst map makes a long circuit along the slopes west

VOL. II. Q
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of the Nenskra Valley before descending to cross the stream at a height of about

7000 feet. M. de Dechy reached the same point by descending at once on to the

lower portion of the glacier and finding a way over rough ground near the torrent.

Here the direction previously taken is crossed at right angles b}^ a track well

known in Suanetia and considered practicable for horses, leading from Utshkulan in

the Karatshai, east of Elbruz, to the Nakra Valley, by two passes. The route from

Utshkulan mounts the valley of the Kuban to the main source of that river. Very

little snow ha.s to be traversed, although the Jlper Pass of the one-verst map has a

height of 10,801 feet.

The traveller to Suanetia follows the track of the lower of the Utshkulan route

passes (Izkhuat Pass, Dt5chy), Bassa Pass, 9954 feet, which leads from the Nenskra to

the valley of the Nakra. It presents no difficulty, and but small glaciers are crossed.

The Nakra Valley is reached somewhat below the point where a large glacier

descends from Dongusorun opposite. Here the track of the Dongusorun Pass is

joined. It is two long days' journey from Terskol Kosh to Chiubikhevi, the lowest

village in Suanetia. [Dt5chy's Suanitie Libre, Exlrait du Bulletin de la SociMd de

Geoi/raphie Hotigroise. Budapest, 1886. Private information and maps.]

Mr. Littledale crossed the Jiper-Azau Pass in 1886 with native hunters, and

descended the Nenskra Valley as far as the forest settlement passed by Mr. D. W.

Freshfield and Captain Powell in 1889 on their way from Suanetia to the Kodor.

[Alpine Journal, vol. xv. p. 244.]

There are no prominent peaks on the watershed between the Jiper and the

Dongusorun Passes. The highest, at the junction of the spur dividing the Azau

and Dongusorun basins, is 12,593 feet.

Dongusorun Pass (10,49.3 feet).—Cattle and horse pass, used by natives. Terskol

Kosh to Chiubikhevi in Suanetia by Nakra Valley, a day and a half. It resembles

the St. Theodule in the amount of glacier crossed. The crevasses and steep slopes

on the north side are sometimes dangerous for animals. This is the lowest of the

Baksan Passes, and the easiest over the main chain between the Edena or Pasis

Mta Pass (between Karaul and Gebi) and the source of the Baksan. [Mr. Fresh-

field's i)arty in 1868 : Central Caucasus, p. 341 ; Alpine Journal, vol. iv. p. 163.]

Little Dongusorun, 14,014 feet (unascended), bears to the great peak the relation

the Little Matterhorn does to the Breithorn. It is certainly accessible from south-

west. [See Sella's Photographs, Koyal Geographical Society's Collection.]

Dongusorun, North-west Peak, 1 4,-553 (Dongiisaruu-Ceget-Kara-Bashi of one-verst map)

;

Central Peak, 14,603 (Oxengi-Chat-Bashi of one-verst map).—In conformity with native

usage, the Surveyors have called almost every peak on the crest overlooking the

Dongusorun glen ' Dongusorun '—something or other. Carried beyond a certain

l)oint, such a system becomes too confusing for practical purposes.

Herren Merzbacher and Purtscheller, with Kehrer and Unterweger of Kals

(Tyrol), on August 20tli, 1892, started from a bivouac on the eastern slopes of the

1 )ongnsorun Valley (8400 feet). Climbing by steep rocks and snow to the north
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base of the mountain, they forced a way up very difficult rocks on or near the

north ridge to the snowcap. Passing over the north peak tliey gained the central

peak, which is connected with it by a broad snow ridge, in nine liours from their

bivouac.

This route being considered too dangerous for descent the party found a way,

first down snow-slopes, then among crevassed glaciers towards the west. The
watershed west of Little Dongusorun was gained by crossing into the next glacier

basin to the north-west, but descent into the Dongusorun Valley seeming too

difficult, it was determined to follow a glacier into the head of the Nakra Valley,

which was reached at 10 I'M. [Mittheil. das J), iiml CE. Alpenvcreins, 1892, No. :?,

p. 28.]

South-east I'eak {li,5i7 ieoi).—On August 17, 1888, Messrs. W. F. Donkin and

H. Fox, with K. Streich and J. Fischer of jMeiringen, left at 3.20 a.m. a bivouac

on rhododendron slopes above a waterfall at the head of the glen on the south

side of the Betsho Pass. Climbing slowly up easy snow and rocks they reached

the peak at 11.30. There is no apparent difficulty in traversing to the central peak,

unless when the ridge is ice. They descended to camp in four and a half hours.

It is obvious that Dongusorun is an easy mountain on the south and west,

but that the climb from the north is a tour deforce.

Betsho ur Gulski Pass (11,07-i feet).—Urusbieh by Ozengi Valley to Betsho in

Suanetia. (The first name seems preferable, as the Gul glen has no connection

with the pass, and confusion may be created.) A much-frequented native foot-pass.

A detachment of Cossacks which once attempted the passage lost all its horses

but one, but laden donkeys have crossed safely.

After ascending the Baksan Valley for about four hours from Urusbieh, the

Ozengi Glen is entered and followed for two hours to the end of the Ozengi

Glacier. A faint track leads first up the moraine and then over steep shaly

slopes on the eastern bank, till the level of the upper plateau of the glacier is

gained. This is crossed in a southerly direction to the foot of snow-slopes

leading up to the col, which is reached in nine hours from Urusbieh.

The descent on the Suanetian side is first by slopes of snow, which are crossed

as far as a crevassed glacier, and then by the rocks on its left bank to the valley ;

the left bank of the torrent, the Dola Chala, being followed the whole way to Betsho.

The descent lies through a fine gorge to the point where the torrent from the

west glacier of Ushba is crossed (with difficulty in afternoon). Thence a good

path leads through most beautiful woods to Mazeri. [M. de D6chy, with Alexander

Burgener and P. Euppen, August 31, 188-t : Alpine Journal, vol. xii. p. 97.]

Time.—-Urusbieh to Betsho, about 17 hours' walking. Laden natives take three

days.

East of the Betsho Pass the watershed rises rapidly to a flat-topped snowy
eminence, from which the spur dividing the Ozengi and Shikildi ^'alleys diverges.

A couple of hundred feet lower, on the Shikildi side, a snowy gap connects the
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western ntivc of the Shikikli Glacier with a glacier descending into the glen south of

the Betsho Pass. This is known to Urusbieh hunters as the

Akhsu Pass (ahout 12,500 feet).—Mr. D. W. Freshfield ami Captain Powell,

with K. Manrer and a Urusbieh porter, starting from the Shikikli Kosh (five hours

from Urusbieh) at 5 A.M. on August 12th, 1SS9, ascended the stony Shikildi

Glacier to the junction of its east and west branches, and without serious difficulty

reached the pass mentioned above in six hours. Care must be taken to bear

continuously to the right or west, and not make for the gaps visible south till

the highest snow-basin has been gained. The view of Elbruz and Dongusorun

from the snow-dome west of the pass is very fine : that from the gap itself is

limited. The descent by the steep, narrow Akhsu Glacier and snow-beds to the

foot of the Betsho Pass is easy, but dull. Betsho was reached in seven hours' fast

walking from the pass. [Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. pp. 441-443.]

The snowy gaps east of the last pass would lead to the north tributary of

the glacier (nameless on one-verst map) at the west base of Ushba. There

is no record of their passage, but several of them appear to be practicable. The

I'ange now rises in a rocky comb of great steepness, crowned by the twin towers

called by Signor Sella Little Ushba (one-verst map Chatuiniau, 14,175 feet). As the

jiass at the extreme east head of the Shikildi Glacier is known at Urusbieh as the

Chatuintau, I reserve this name for the summit near it, nameless on the maj), which

has sometimes been called Shikildi or IMestia Tau.

Beyond Little Ushba an extremely steep and possibly impassable tributary

of the Shikildi Glacier leads to a snow-plain and saddle, in the centre of which

rises a blunt rock-tooth. [See M. de Dechy's and Sella's photographs.] The

snow-crest west of the tooth probably overlooks the heads both of the west

glacier of Ushba and of the Chalaat Glacier: in other words, the Ushba spur

abuts against its centre. From the gap east of the tooth very steep snow-troughs

run down to the head of the Chalaat Glacier. It is possible that passes may be

forced here across the chain east and M'est of Ushba, but the ex[(editions would be

formidable, and the side by Avhich it is proposed to descend should be reconnoitred

carefully before any attempt. It ma}' be found practicable to cross from the

Chalaat Glacier to the western glacier of Ushba. It may prove easier to do this

by crossing the watershed twice than by crossing the Ushba spur, which rises

very steeply from the watershed.

East of the saddle, the shoulder of Chatuintau (14,315 feet), Sella's Mcsiia

Tau, Mikhailovsky's Shikildi Tan, rises in a beautiful snow-ridge. This mountain,

nameless in map, has two distinct peaks, one a snow-pyramid and the higher a rocky

mass. The latter stands, like the Ortler, just off the watershed. It may be recon-

noitred from Gulba, or the jiass under it, crossed in 1893 by Mr. Woolley and his

friends. The ridge falls to the north in a rock-precipice to the Chatuintau Pass

(about 12,000 feet), marked on five-verst map as Jalsky Pass—perhaps a corrup-

tion of Mujalsky. It is known at Urusbieh, but rarely used, and not yet crossed by

travellers.
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Tlie route to this pass leads up the east tributary of the Shikildi Glacier past

the site (left) of the great rock-fall, the stones of which are still being carried down

by the glacier, and under the cliffs of Little Ushba to the broad saddle at the end

of the deep trench in which the Shikildi Glacier lies. The final ascent is over

rocks.

On the south side it may probably be best to keep to the left of the upper

ice-fall, and go down the rocks to the lower branch of the Chalaat Glacier, continu-

ing the descent by its left side.

SOUTHERN SPUR S. S H T A \' L E R S P U R

This ridge divides the Nakra and Nenskra, both tributaries of the Ingur. Il

leaves the watershed between the Jiper and Dongusorun Passes, east of the Elbruz

Spur.

Kuarmash (12,101 feet), a tent-shaped snow-peak, is well shown in De'chy's

photograph from Jiper-Azau Pass. South of this lies the Izkhuat or Bassa Pass.

(See above.)

Shtavler, one-verst map ; Sella's O/fw (13,146 feet).—This fine summit is conspicuous

throughout Suanetia, and must rival the Laila in its view. It is undoubtedly

accessible by the north ridge from either the Nakra or Nenskra Valleys.

The Uthiri Pass south of Shtader (about 7875 feet), was crossed by Mr. D. W.

Freshfield and Captain Powell on their way to the Kodor in 1889.

The route leaves that of the Dongusorun Pass beyond the village of Chiubi-

khevi, and first descends to the Nakra torrent, then climbs steeply through a

magnificent forest to the rolling pastures which stretch back to the pass, marked

by three stones. In the descent the track soon traverses a ridge into a glen

south of that falling from the pass, and by bearing constantly to the left, often

through pathless woods, a hunter's settlement may be reached. A track goes down

the Nenskra Valley to the Ingur. [Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. p. 444 ; xv. p 241.]

ZALMIAG SPUR

This spur runs due soutli from a point just west of Dongusorun along the

east side of the Nakra Valley, and then bends sharply east, dividing Lower

Suanetia from the head of the Dola-chala Valley. At the angle stands the solitary

and shapely rock-pinnacle apparently known as Zalmiag (13,094 feet). Its other

eminences are relatively insignificant.

A Pass may doubtless be made (about 11,000 feet, one-verst map) over the

glacier south of Dongusorun from the true head of the Betsho Valley, which opens

west, a mile below the foot of the Betsho Pass, to the Upper Nakra.

Three broad snow-saddles east of Zalmiag afford routes from the head of

the Betsho Valley to Lower Suanetia. The easternmost, lying at the head of

the glacier due south of the foot of the main glacier of the valley, is known to

the natives as the Ba!c Pass (10,220 feet). It leads on the south side to Pari.
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Zalmiag (13,094: feet) may be attacked from a bivouac above Chiubikhevi, or

better from the Betsho Valle}' by its east ridge. It is likel}- to prove a sharp

climb and to afford a magnificent panorama.

Bale Peak (11,739 feet).—This summit, east of the Bak Pass, is conspicuous from

the ascent to the Betsho Pass. It is a good view-point, easy of access. It was first

ascended by Messrs. Collier, Solly, and Newniarch in 189-1. They started from

the Betsho Valley and ascended a lateral glen above Mazeri. [Alpine Journal,

vol. xvii. p. 265.]

USHBA SPUR

This spur leaves the watershed behind the high snow-saddle east of Little Ushba.

After a few hundred yards it rises suddenly towards the north peak of Ushba.

Ushba, North Peak (15,400 feet).—Mr. Cockin, with U. Aimer, on the 28th

September 1888 left a bivouac above Betsho, near the foot of the Gul Glacier

(reached by a good path), and ascended by the steep glacier and the snow and

ice slopes above to the gap between the two peaks (1.10 p.m.). These slopes are

often in an impracticable condition, and always more or less exposed to falling

stones. Keeping near, but mostly to the right of the ridge, they reached the

northern peak at 3.45 P.M. It is possible that the north peak is accessible from

a saddle at the head of the west glacier of Ushba.

Southern Peak (15,409 feet, luiascended).—Possibly accessible from the saddle

between the peaks by a difficult traverse on the west face of the mountain and

the south-west ridge. Alexander Burgener favoured an attack by the south face

and this ridge. But falling stones would probably have to be reckoned with, and

the precipices that gird the top appear most formidable. [See note of 1894 party

in Aljtine Journal, vol. xvii. p. 266.]

It is possible the cliffs of the east face may be surmounted by a long, com-

plicated, and arduous climb. In appearance they are not unlike those of the Meije,

but on a grander scale.

A narrow, steep-sided saddle at the foot of the south-west ridge of Ushba may

afford a passage from the Gul Glen to the west glacier of Ushba. The snow-slopes

on the west .side appear, however, to be steep, and the rocks on the Gul side are

very steep. They have, however, been climbed at one spot.

Mazeri Peak (12,800 feet?).—This broad and high rock-ridge is consjncuous from

the whole of the Betsho Valley. It forms part of the crest south of the west

glacier of Ushba, and is probably difficult but not inaccessible from the south.

[See Sella's Photographs.]

fi U L B A SPUR
This spur abuts against the north peak of Ushba. The dominant point of this

short ridge (about 12,500 feet), called Gulba by Mr. 1). W. Fre.shfield, was climbed

by him with Michel Di'vouassoud and .T. Dcsailloud on July 29, 1887, in four
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hours from tlie foot of the Gul Glacier. The upper level of tliu Gul Glacier is

gained by the rocks and snow-beds on the east of the ice-fall. The ordinary route

would lie up steep jiror'-slopes and roiind the north-west buttress of the peak to

a snowy recess behind it, whence its rocks may be easily scaled. A sharp climb

leads up to the ridge of the mountain by which the two tops, separated by an

ice-gully, are gained. The eastern is the highest. Betsho was regained in four

hours—very quick glissading and walking. An easy pass cast of Gulba leading

from Betsho to the Chalaat Glacier was crossed in 1893 b}' Mr. Woolley's party.

[Alpine Journal, vol. xvi. p. 524 ; vol. xvii. p. 265.]

NORTHERN SPURS

On the ridge projecting from the watershed west of the Dongusorun Pass,

between the glen of that name and the source of the Baksan and above the Terskol

Kosh, rises a summit obviously easy of access, called by S. Sella Cegd-Karu-Uasln, but

on the oue-verst map Dongusorun-Bashi (12,355 feet). This confusing denomination

should not be adopted.

A buttress of Dongusorun, called by S. Sella Ciat-Bashi {Kogutai-Jiashi, one-verst

map, 12,537 feet), west of the Ozengi Valley was climbed by his party in 1889.

[Bollettino del Club Alpino Italiano, vol. xxiii. No. 56.]

THE SUANETIAN GROUP

The boundaries of this yroup are on the west the route of the Chatuintau Pass,

on the smith the Mulkhura torrent, on the cast the route of the Zanner Pass,

and on the north the Baksan and the horse-track from Urushieh to Bezingi.

The path up the Adylsu leaves that from Urusbieh to the Shikildi Kosh

below the junction of the Shikildi torrent, and crosses to the right bank of the

Adylsu. This stream carries the drainage of at least three glaciers—the Jantugan,

Bashkara, and Ullukara.

The first conspicuous summit in the main chain east of the Chatuintau Pass

is a fine rock-dome, called Bshedukh (14,013 feet). From the saddle on its southern

shoulder a glacier descends west towards the Shikildi Glacier. Another steep glacier

flows from the peak north into the Adyl Valley. The one-verst map in this

portion is not accurate in its representation of the heads of the glaciers. The

Leksur Glacier appears to occupy much of the space given to the head of the

Chalaat Glacier.

It is separated from its sister peak, Ullukara (14,112 feet), a snow-dome

supported by very bold, rocky buttress-ridges—well seen from the Upper Baksan

—

by a high gap, formidably defended by the ice-falls of the Adylsu Glacier on the

north, and steep rocks and gullies on the south, or Leksur Glacier, side.

Beyond these fine peaks the range sinks somewhat, and a glacier falls from it

into the Leksur basin, while the Bashkara Glacier descends precipitously to the

north. A two-headed peak—the Kuamli of S. Sella; Bashkara (13,916 feet), and
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Jantugan (13,093 feet), is followed by a broad, deej) deiiressioii, from which to the

south flows the central branch of the Leksur Glacier, now intervenes. The lowest

gap (the westernmost) is the Adyhu Gap, (11,389 feet). It appears easy of access

by the Jantugan Glacier on the north ; on the south is an ice-fall which may best

be overcome probably by its left side, and may prove a serious obstacle.

Farther east is a pass leading from the Leksur Glacier to the Adyr Valley,

known to hunters. The name obtained for it by Mr. D. W. Freshfield was the

Gorvash Pass (11,718 feet). It does not appear diflicult on the north side. On the

south the descent, principally by rocky slopes, looks steep and rough. The next

peak, Gumachi (13,482 feet), is seen on the east from the head of the Adyr Valley.

Lafsga, East Peak (13,803 feet); JFest Peak (\Z,1^0 feet).—This fine summit, a

long rock-wall, is conspicuous from Urusbieh at the head of the Adyr Valley.

Eound its east flank lies the route of the

Adyr or Mestia Pass (12,012 feet), well known to natives—a glacier-pass of the

nature of the Lysjoch— first crossed by travellers in 1887 (M. de D6chy and Mr.

D. W. Freshfield). It is free from difficulty on both sides.

Mount the Adyr Glacier or the slopes on its (true) right bank, bending east,

with the ice, until long l)roken banks of rocks and steep slopes lead up south

to the snowfields east of Latsga. Turning south-west from the highest rocks,

traverse gentle snowfields to the broad saddle, wliich commands a superb view

over the Leksur basin. In descending to the main glacier, bear to tlie right to

avoid crevasses. At the junction of the ice-streams take to the left-hand slopes

for half an hour, returning lower down to the ice to avoid the deep ravine of

the torrent from a glacier lying under the Murquam of S. Sella (see j>ost).

Beyond this the ice is finally left, and a track is found along the east slopes to

the open valley. [Alpine Journal, vol. xiii. pp. 355 and 502 ; Proceedings of the Itoijal

Geographical Society, June 1888, p. 338.]

Fast walkers might reach Mestia in a long day from the Kosh, four hours above

Urusbieh. Natives like to make a day and two halves of the journey from Urusbieh.

The extreme head of the Leksur Glacier is a snow-basin, south-east of that

leading to the Mestia Pass. There is no difliculty in crossing the watershed to

the Bashil Glacier, and the descent of the latter lies on its true right bank.

[See Alpine Journal, vol. xiv.] This route may be called the Leksur Pass. Mr.

A. F. Mummery, with H. Zurfluh and a Bezingi porter, on July 19th, 1888,

left a bivouac near the upper limit of trees in the Tuiber Valley (two hours

above Mujal), and keeping on the true right bank of the torrent reached the

Tuiber Glacier. Leaving on their right the Tuiber route, they ascended easy

snow-slopes to the second gap west of the Tuiber, a pass leading on to the Lek.sur

Glacier (12,000 feet). Ascending this glacier to its extreme head, a few feet of

rocks led to a second pass from which the Ba.shil Glacier was reached l)y a steep slope

of snow and ice. The ice-fall of the Bashil Glacier was turned by its left bank,

where extreme difficulty was experienced : it was subsequently seen that the right
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bauk was perfectly easy. The highest Kosli was reached at ().30 I'.M. [Pro-

ceedings of the Boyd Geographical Society, June 1889, p. 354; Mummery's My Climbs

in the Alps and Caxicasus, p. 305.]

According to the new oue-verst map, two separate peaks, Sarikol Bashi (13,9G5

feet), and Bashil Tau (13,615 feet), stand here about a mile apart, separated by a

deep gap. On the map the lower peak is placed near the junction of the spur,

separating the Tuiber and Leksur Glaciers, with the main chain, the higher on

the watershed between the Bashil and Leksur basins. It appears probable that

an error, of a character familiar to those acquainted with the early cartographical

history of the Mont Blanc group, has been hero committed, and that Sarikol Bashi,

which appears on the verge of the least trustworthy sheet of the new map, is a

duplication of Bashiltau.

Ba.shiltau is a very fine peak—on the south side all rock, on the north sheeted

in snow and ice, recalling the Dent Blanche : it has a massive rock-tower on its

east ridge.

A gap, probably the Bashil Pass of the natives, intervenes between this peak

and the great block north of the Tuiber Pass, called Zagheri by S. Sella, and

Skala Bodorku (13,720 feet) on the one-verst map. Its highest point is north of the

watershed, which here turns south suddenly, and is crossed by the

Tuiber Pass (11,760 feet), well known and used by natives with cattle as the

highway from Bezingi and Chegem to Mujal in Suanetia. A battle is said to

have been fought on it ' long ago,' and old arms, spears, etc., were recently dis-

covered on the moraine on the Suanetian side. [M. de Dechy in Suani'iie Libre.']

M. de Dechy was the first traveller to cross this pass in 1886. In 1889 and 1895

Signor Sella and Mr. Dent crossed with horses.

Leaving the Kosh near the end of the Tuiber Glacier, the right lateral moraine is

ascended to the almost level upper plateau of the glacier. Hence a slope of 500 feet

leads to the pass. On the north side a snow-slope of about IGOO feet gives access to

the highest plateau of the Kulak Glacier. After taking to the left-hand moraine to

avoid seracs, the glacier is descended to a lower plateau, and then the right moraine

followed to the valley. [BoUetlino del Club Alpino IlaUano, vol. xxiii. Xo. 56.]

South-east of the Tuiber Pass, and between the Tuiber and Kitlod Glacier, stands

a bold rock-peak (13,328 feet), dwarfed by its gigantic neighbour.

Between it and Tiktengen a practicable pass leading from the Kulak to the Kitlod

Glacier can be made by mountaineers.

Tiktengen (15,267 feet, unascended) : two tops, of which, according to the one-verst

map, that north of the watershed is the higher. The difference in height is very

small, and the distance between them not great. This noble peak is best seen from

the Gara-auz Valley on the north side, of which it is the most striking feature,

resembling in outline the Schreckhorn. From the southern glaciers it appears as

a broad rock-screen. A point on the west ridge, estimated at 250 feet below the

top, was gained, from a camp on the left bank of the second ice-fall of the Zanner
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Glacier, by Messrs. Woolley, Cockin, Soil}', and Newmarch in 1893. Further exami-

nation will no doubt result in the discovery of a practicable line of ascent from the

south. [Alpine Journal, vol. xvi. p. 525,]

East of Tiktengen a long, fairly level ridge divides the Upper Zanner basin from

that of the Shaurtu Glacier. Here a fine pass (12,796 feet) remains to be made. If

the right point in the ridge is struck, no serious difficulty will probably be found by

experienced climbers on either side. The south is the easier.

Zanner Pass : Upper I'ass ( 1 2,907 feet).—From Piezingi by Eezingi Glacier to ]\Iujal

(Suanetia). Messrs. D. W. Freshfield and Dechy, with F. and M. Devouassoud and

J. D^sailloud, on the 7th August 1887, an hour and a half after passing the lower

ice-fall of the Zanner Glacier, struck up the rocks forming the west bank of the upper

ice-fall : some of the party found an easier route by the east bank. Owing to mists

and the delay of porters the crest was not reached till 6 P.M. A steep descent by

rocks and snow led to a small basin of n6vt'. Having crossed this, they descended

in the dark long slopes of loose stones north of Kelbashi, till they found a site level

enough for a camp. Next morning tliey ran down to the Bezingi Glacier. [Alpine

Journal, vol. xiii. pp. 364-65, and xiv. pp. 1-9.]

Lower I'liss (12,859 feet).—This is the easiest route, and the ancient native pass.

It lies a mile farther south-west, and the ascent to it from the Bezingi Glacier is uji

the left bank of the main western branch of that glacier. There is little difl'er-

ence in height or distance, l)iit the old pass avoids the snow-wall and is quite

free from difficulty. An active party may reach Mujal in one day from the

Missess Kosh.

SOUTHERN .S P U R S. S A' E T G A R S P U K

This spur may best he understood by reference to the map.

r
^ ^^\^

It is shaped roughly thus : \«

\%

It is not necessary here to catalogue all its peaks. West of Bashiltau, the

pass crossed by Mr. Mummery (on his way from Mujal to the Bashilsu), h'ads to

the nev6 of the Leksur (ilacier, and alfords a route from the Tniber Glacier to the

Bashil in conjunction with the Leksur Pass. (See above.)

A\'est of the next summit in the ridge is a gap accessible from the south, but

probably precipitous on the Leksur Glacier side. The glacier leading to it is

distinguished on the one-verst map as the Tot Glacier.

Beyond this, where the ridges meet, is the fine double crest, conspicuous from the

Mestia Pass, called Svctgar (13,482 feet) on the one-verst map. [See D6chy's Photo-

graph, Alpine Journal, vol. xiii. p. 504.] It was attemjiteil in 1894 by Messrs. Colliei-,

Xewmarch, and Solly from the saddle north-west of the peak, and may probably be
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clinihed in more favourable conditions and by keeping more to the rocks on the

south-west of the first ridge. [Alpine Journal, vol. xvii. p. 266.]

The rock-peak which terminates the ridge south of the Leksur Glaciei- is called

Margyanna (11,70-1 feet) on the one-verst map.

No heights are given on the one-verst map on the cross-ridge running north and

south between this peak and Baiujurvyun, 12,544 feet (S. Bella's Latraldash), but

judging from photographs of Dechy's and Donkin's, a fine accessible i)eak, Bella's

Murquani, divides two broad and easy snow-saddles, leading from the afihients of

the Tuiber to the (Murquam V) glacier, the stream from which flows down towards

the lower end of the Ijcksur Glacier.

Bangurnjan stands on the lower intersection of the cross-ridge, with two lesser

peaks to its east. [See map.] All these summits ai-e accessible from Mujal. In

September 1890, S. Sella made the first ascent of the highest of these peaks from

a camp near the small glacier above Mujal, which lies east of the peak. [Sec Photo-

graphs ; Bollcltino del Club Alpino Ilaliano.]

The two summits (12,145 feet and 11,844 feet) in the ridge east of the one-

verst Bangurvyan have not been climbed. A rocky western spur, known to

S. Sella as Kasagnr {Latraldash of Survey, 11,056 feet), was used as a point of

observation by the surveyors.

K I T L U I ) SPUR

Kitlod Bais (12,607 feet, Kussian Survey).—Messrs. Cockin, Newmarch, Solly, and

Woolley (July 26, 1893) left a bivouac on the right bank of the Zanner Glacier

between the first and second ice-falls at 1.30 a.m., and ascended the glacier above the

second ice-fall to the point where it forks. Here they left the Zanner Pass route,

and turning to the north walked up easj- snow-slopes to the pass, which was gained

at 7.15 A.M. They descended on the west b}' gentle slopes of m'fc to the Ivitlod

Glacier, the ice-falls of which were passed by keeping first near the right bank, and

then croi5sing to the left. Three hoiu's from the pass the junction with the main

Tuiber Glacier was reached, and the path on the left bank of the torrent was followed

to Mujal. [Alpine Journal, vol. xvi. p. 525.]

NOllTHEKX .SPUR. URUSBIEH SPUR

A glacier-clad ridge runs out at right angles to the main chain west of

Latsga. Close to the watershed, it is easily traversable by the Koi-Avgan-Aush

Bass (11,484 feet). The ascent from the Adyrsu is doubtless by one of the

glaciers which fall from the west into the head of that valley.

After a sudden bend back to a direction parallel to the main chain, the ridge,

rising to a thick cluster of bold rock-peaks, divides the Adylsu from the Baksan.

The highest of these peaks, Ktirmuichi (13,314 feet), though very steep on the

north, is apparently easily accessible from the Adylsu, and must afford a superb

an<l very interesting panorama of this portion of the chain.
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CHEGEM OH U RUB A SHI SPUR

A long ridge, glacier-clad for at least twelve miles, stretches from a point

slightly east of the Mestia Pass, first to the north and then to the north-east,

dividing the Baksan basin from the waters that flow towards Chegem.

Close to the main chain, at the east head of the Adyr Glacier, steep snowy gaps,

about 13,000 feet, well seen from the north side of the Mestia Pass, overlook on the

other side the Bashil Glacier : whether they are practicable is unknown. To the

north of the Adyr Glacier rises a very fine, broad, snowy peak, well seen from above

Urusbieh. [See Mr. Woolley's Photographs.]

Adyrsu Baslii (14,673 feet).—It appears accessible by steep .snow-slopes from the

north-west. From its northern flanks it sends down feeders to an important glacier,

nameless on map. This ice-stream and its affluents fill a large basin, the waters of

which join the Adyrsu two and a half hours above Urusbieh, through a narrow

defile. It lies in a gently sloping trench, closed at its head by a steep rock and

snow wall, which protects the only low and conspicuous gap in this lofty and

otherwise continuous chain.

Uruhashi Gap (12,348 feet).—This is too steep for native use, but will doubtless

be made a way for mountaineers. Nothing is known of its east side ; the descent

would lead on to a tributary of the Bashil Glacier. North of the gap rises a snowy

eminence (14,210 feet), which may easily be reached from ' Frcshfield's Pass' (about

1 3, 500 fee t), as the point in the ridge crossed by Mr. D.W. Freshfield and Captain Powell,

with K. Maurer and A. Fischer, on August 9th, 1889, may be provisionally called.

The ascent to this pass from the nameless glacier is up screes and across ice-

gullies. On the east side gentle snow-slopes lead down on to a large glacier. Its

ice-fall is best turned on its true left. The glacier ends on the verge of a steep

hillside above the highest Kosh in the Bashil Valley, which is situated about two

miles higher than the chief Kosh (a large hut, G840 feet), and about a mile below the

main glacier at the head of the valley. The first party, crossing in the opposite

direction, reached the pass in six hours from the highest Kosh, and descended in six

and a lialf hours to Urusbieh. [Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. p. 440.]

There arc no conspicuous peaks in the main ridge for some distance.

An imj)ortant spur, branching east from this part of the ridge, divides the Jailik

Glacier from the south-east glacier traversed by Mr. Freshfield's party. On this

stands the fine peak, apparently unmeasured, seen in S. Sella's Elbruz panorama

behind the watershed to tlie right of the two summits subsequently mentioned.

Donkin's Pass, l.'i.O.'iO feet (Donkin's measurement).—Mr. Donkin and Mr. Fox,

with Streich and .). Fischer, on iVugust 22nd, 1888, left a camp near the nameless

glacier. They mounted to the level of the glacier, then by rocks (an hour's climb),

gained the snowfiold of its eastern tributaries, whence an hour and a half over

snow brought them to the pass. Three-quarters of an liour step-cutting in 'a

wonderfully steep bank' led down to llie Jailik Glacier, wliich they descended on
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its right side. Four glaciers flow in ou the left, the first led to a lower gap—next

to the north—which might be an easier route than that taken. (May lead to Tiutiu

Glen.) The descent through the glen of the Jailiksu from the pass to the great

Kosh (6840 feet) in the Bashil Valley occupied six hours. [Fox's private diary.]

JaiUk Bashi (14,868 feet) is the loftiest summit on this spur, and surpasses

all the peaks between Ushba and Tiktengen in the main chain. [See Bella's

panorama from Ciat Bashi.] It is a very formidable but fascinating peak, and

deserves attention.

It is apparently at this point that the range bifurcates, separating the glaciers

of the Tiutiu Valley, which lie in its fork, from those of the Bashil and lower Adyrsu.

There are in this part of the chain several summits between 13,500 and 13,800 feet,

and extensive glaciers, but the peaks are less bold in form.

The next conspicuous gap leads probably from the Adyrsu to the Tiutiu Glen.

Tiutiu Bashi (14,497 feet), a double-headed peak, is remarkable, seen from Elbruz,

for the precipice on its north side. The northernmost of these peaks—13,930 feet

—

Adyrsu Bashi of one-verst map, but properly SnUiilvl Bashi, was climbed by Herren

Merzbacher and Purtscheller, with Kehrer and Unterweger of Kals, from the Sullukol

Glacier. Starting on August 2.''»th, 1891, from a camp in the Sullukol Valley, three

and a cjuarter hours from Urusbieh, they reached in an hour and a half the moraine

of a western tributary of the Sullukol Glacier. Ascending the glacier in an easterly

direction, they reached at nine o'clock a rocky spur. At eleven they reached the

crest of the chain over snowfields, and turning left gained before mid-day by the

ridge, without serious difficulty, a summit, recognisable by its dwarf tower-like top.

The descent was made by the snow-slopes and glaciers north of the peak in three and

three-quarter hours. [Mitfhcihingen des D. und CE. Alpemerdns, 1892, No. 4, p. 39.]

The only known pass (12,537 feet) from the Bashil to the Tiutiu Glen is by

the northern of the three eastern glaciers of the Bashil. Baron Ungern Sternberg

has informed me that he crossed it in 1889 with natives and a Tyrolese guide

(Hofer of Kals), and that Jailik Bashi bore due S. : Tiutiu Bashi, S., 43° W. from

the Pass.

Owing to the unfortunately faulty detail of the sheet of the one-verst map

for this district, it is as yet difficult to lay down its orography with precision. A
revised sheet is promised, and some notes by M. N. Jukoff have been here used.

The Sireen Pass (11,257 feet) crosses the ridge which unites the Adyr range to

the isolated limestone group west of Chegem and north of the Bashilsu. Its highest

summit is Kom (12,374 feet).

Mr. Grove's party in 1874 explored the fine gorge of the Jilkisu for four and a

half hours above the village. According to native report, its head opens out into a

basin—a garden of wild fruit, shared with bears by the inhabitants of Chegem who

make excursions there. Wild goats also abound. There is said to be a way from

the Jilkisu to the upper Bashilsu. Photographs of the panorama from the culmin-

ating point of the limestones would be \alual)le.
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Horse-road from Urusbieh to Chegem and Bezingi.—It is a dull ride of two days

from Urusbieh by Osrokova on the Baksau to Chegem. Mountaineers do well

to send heavy luggage onh^ by this road, and to take one of the glacier passes.

From Chegem to Bezingi is a four hours' ride.

KARGA-SHILI TAU SPUR

Dividing the Chegem and its affluents from the Western Cherek.

Salijnan Bashi (14,700 feet).—The rock of which this ridge is composed is a very

friable shale, and falling stones are freijuent and dangerous.

Messrs. Cockin and Holder, with U. Aimer and C. Roth, left the Missess Kosh

at 4.55 A.M. on September 3, 188S, cro.ssed the Bezingi Glacier, and followed the

moraine on the left bank to the foot of the slopes leading to the Zanner Pass. After

ascending these for some time they crossed a basin to the foot of a snow-couluir

running up to a depression in the west ridge, which was gained at 10 A.M. Ascend-

ing the ridge they reached the summit—a snow-dome— at 11.30. Descending by

the same route, they regained the Kosh at 5.10 P.M. [ylljiiiie Journal, vol. xiv.

pp. 92 and 194.]

Salynan Chiran Pass (13,622 feet).—From the Bezingi Glacier to the Shaurtu Glacier

and Chegem, September 11, 1888, Mr. J. G. Cockin, with Aimer and Roth, went

from the Missess Kosh to the pass and back in nine hours, including a long stay on

the top. [Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. p. 198.]

Messrs. D. "\V. Freshfield, C. T. Dent, and Captain Powell, with K. Maurer and

A. Fischer, left the Missess Kosh on August 6, 1889, and ascended by the left

bank of the Salynan Glacier to the pass in seven hours. They had some difficulty,

and much step-cutting, in passing the first ice-fall on its true left. The final climb

was easy.

The pass was left at 1.30 P.M. ; on the west side the descent lay at first over

loose, steep rock-slopes, followed by precipitous cliffs and gullies. After some difficult

climbing, much exposed to volleys of falling stones, the great ice-trough falling from

Salynan Bashi was gained, and stei)s cut in such partial shelter as could be gained

on its right-hand edge to the Bergschrund, which was not crossed till 7.30 P.M.

Descending by lantern-light the crevassed iiM of the Shaurtu Glacier to the junction

of its two branches, they left the ice for the mountain-side to the right, where a

succession of snow-banks led them past the ice-fall to a hollow under the moraine,

where they halted for the night at 10.30 p.m. Next morning three hours' walking

beside the moraine brought them to the junction of the Shaurtu torrent with

the stream from the Tuiber, whence it is five hours to Chegem. [Alpive Journal,

vol. xiv. p. 439.]

There appears to be no easy descent from this range towards the Shaurtu

Glacifr. The ridge nuiiiing north is very formidable for some distance. It is

attainable, however, from the west by the Tiutiurgu Glacier, and a descent to the

foot of the Bezingi Glacier may be practicable.
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At the extreme head of the Tiiitiui'i;u Ghieier and at tlie meeliug of the ridges

whicli enclose the Buhingu Glacier, which tinws iiortii, rises Shorasht-kWtimtn (14,160

feet), a snow-peak.

TIIK CENTRAL GROUP

The boundaries of this ijroup are—On, (he wed, the Zaimcr ruiUe from Mtijid to

Bezingi ; on the north, the hmsepath from Bezingi to Balkar ; on the east, the

Basis Mta route from Balkar to the source of the Ilion ; on the smith, the path

from Miijal to Ipari, the river Ingur, and the track from Ushkul to the source of

the Rion.

The horse-pass from Bezingi to Balkar occupies a day, and the ascent on either

side is long and steep. The summit is a rolling pasturage, whence in clear weather

there are fine views of Koshtantau and Ulluauz Bashi. Otherwise the route,

lying among the friable and featureless shale ridges which border on the granite,

is not picturesque. [See Grove's Frosty Caucasus, p. 121.]

There are two routes from Bezingi to Balkar—one by the Dumala glen and over

the Dumalavsek ; the other, more direct, over a higher pass (Bezingivsek, 10,111

feet), lying more to the north, and commanding more extensive views. These routes

unite on the east side.

Gestula (15,932 feet).—Messrs. Dent and Donkiii, with Alexander Burgener and

B. Andenmatten, on the 27th August 18SG left a bivouac on the left bank of the

Bezingi Glacier (at the southern foot of the screes of Kelbashi) at 3 a.m. Quitting

the route to the Zanner Pass, they crossed the glacier to the foot of the snow aiul

ice slopes leading to the watershed. This was reached at 9 A.M., and was followed

for a short distance ; it then became necessary to quit it for the southern face.

After a considerable traverse, the ridge was regained and followed more or less

closely to the summit (1.15 p.m.). Owing to the steps having melted out, and the

snow on the ice-slopes below the point where the ridge was first struck having

been softened by the sun and become very dangerous, extreme difficulty was ex-

perienced in the descent, and the camp was not regained till past midnight. [Alpine

Journal, vol. xiii. pp. 220-42.]

Katuintau: the Saddle Peak (16,29G feet).— On August 24th, 1888, Messrs.

Holder and Woolley, with U. Alirier and C. Roth, left Missess Kosh at 2.25 a.m.,

and walking up the Bezingi Glacier, arrived at 4.35 at the foot of the rocks, which

are conspicuous in views of the mountains from Missess Kosh. They attacked

these rocks at the point which faces down the centre of the Bezingi Glacier, and

inclining to the left ascended them for about an hour and a half, when they reached

a x-idge of shattered red rocks well above a steep glacier to the east (down which

avalanches fall from the ice-cliffs above). Here they changed their direction, turning

to the right (SW.), and having followed the ridge until it became merged in the

face of the mountain, cut steps up the stee]) iceslopes (inclining always to the west
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in order to avoid the ice-clifts above), until 12.25, when they reached the suow-

plateau sloping downwards toward the base of the cone of Gestola.

Ascending in a south-west direction, they reached at 1.10 P.M. a higher pLateuu,

from which an ice-slope led in forty-five minutes to the arete. They followed this

towards the south, and reached the summit at 2.25 p.m. Leaving the summit at

3.5 they regained the Kosh at 10.10 p.m. \_Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. pp. 91 and 167j.

The name Katuintau is one of the oldest in Caucasian records, being found in

this place in Koch's map (Berlin, 1850), and is here retained for the higher summit,

although the New Survey calls it the Adish Peak.

Adish Gap (li,819 feet).— In 1893 Mr. Woolley's party ascertained the possi-

bility of reaching the ui)per ni!v6 of the Adish Glacier from the south by a very

laborious rock-climb on the spurs of Janga. A pass is therefore not impossible,

but its extreme length and the steepness of the ground on both sides would render

the risk of being benighted very serious.

Janga, West Peal: (16,569 feet.)—Unascended.

Janga, East Peak (16,527 feet.)—On September li'th, 1888, Mr. Cockin, with

TJ. Aimer and C. Roth, left the ^lissess Kosh at 2.45 A.M., and walked up the Bezingi

Glacier till G.IO, when they breakfasted near the rocks at the base of Janga, and then

turned to the right up the ice-fall and nivi filling the recess between Janga and

Shkara. On reaching the foot of the steep narrow glacier which descends from the

depression between the two mountains, they took to the rocks on the west side at

8.43. After about three hours' climbing they reached the top of these rocks, then

cut steps up to the ridge of the mountain, and followed it in a west direction to the

summit, which they gained at 2.46 P.M. Leaving the summit at 3.12, they arrived

at Missess Kosh at 10.30 P.M. [Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. j). 199, and xvi. p. 483.]

Janga Gap (uncrossed).—Mr. Cockin's ascent showed the possibility of reaching

from the north the gap between Janga and Shkara. But in 1893 the climb to this

point from the Kalde Glacier was, in the judgment of experienced climbers, rendered

too dangerous by the risk of ice-avalanches.

Shkara (17,038 feet).—Mr. Cockin, with U. Aimer and C. Roth, left a sleeping-

place at the foot of the rock-ridge which descends from Mishirgitau to the

Bezingi Glacier at 4.55 a.m. on September 7th, 1888, crossed the Bezingi Glacier,

and ascended the side glacier which is enclosed between the great buttress of

Shkara and the northern ridge which connects the peak with the Dykhsu Pass.

Having reached the almost level plateau of m'vi near the head of the lateral glacier,

they left the latter on its true right bunk and cut steps for two hours up snow-

slopes to the crest of the ridge, which was gained at 10.25 a.m. After halting here

till 11.12 they followed the ridge—for the most part a narrow arete of hard snow

or ice, necessitating continual step-cutting—till 3.42 P.M., when the summit was

reached.
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The descent to tlie sleeping-place occupied about six hours. [Alpine Journal,

vol. xiv. p. 1U7 : xvi. p. t77.] In 1890 M. X. Jukoff, of the Kussian Survey, with

Cossacks, starting from a bivouac on the Bezingi Glacier, reached the Dykhsu Pass

at 9 A.M. He states that by following a ridge that falls from Shkara towards

the pass, the}' gained iu four hours, without serious difficulty, a point measured

as 14,994 feet. [Proceedings of the Boyal Geographical Society, February 1892,

p. 114.]

A'utunbiam Pass (about 13,398 feet).—Between Shkara and Xuamkuam. From

Ushkul to Karaul.

On August 13, 1893, Messrs. Cockin and H. Woolley quitted a camp at the

Ingur sources, ascended the left moraine of the Xuamkuam Glacier until above the

lower ice-fall, and then crossed the glacier, reaching the right bank at the foot of

the upper ice-fall.

After ascending, first the snow-slopes and then firm granite rocks on the right

bank for an hour, they halted for the night on the rocks overlooking, and about

half-waj' up, the ice-fall. Starting next morning at 4.15, they traversed good

granite ledges till they readied the basin or cirque of lu'vd enclosed between

Xuamkuam and a spur of Shkara. Afiout half-way round the semicircular ridge,

which forms the main watershed and encloses the basin, is a notch, below which the

rocks descend to within 200 or 300 feet of the mhr'. Cutting steps up to the rocks,

and climbing the latter, they gained the pass at 8.40 A.M.

The pass was not crossed ; but the descent on the north side to the Dykhsu

Glacier appeared to be feasible. [Aljnne Journal, vol. xvi. p. 52-5.]

On August 8, 1895, Mr. H. Woolley, with K. Manrer, starting from the Dykhsu

Kosh, gained the crest of the same ridge from the north side. On account of the

unfavourable condition of the snow-slope they were oljliged to attack the ridge more

to the west, and consequently struck the crest at a point a considerable distance

to the west of the gap gained from the south in 1893. [Alpine Journal, vol. xvii.

p. 593.]

Xuamkuam (13,975 feet, unascended).—East of this summit, at the head of the

Zena Valley, the crest of the chain is apparently at one point easy of access from

the south side. On the north, however, it is protected by very formidable slopes,

the descent of which should on no account be attempted. [See Signer Sella's and

Mr. Woolley 's Photographs.]

Ailama: Koreldash (14,854 feet).—Mr. H. Woolley, with C. Jossi, left the

Dykhsu Kosh (at the junction of the Khrumkol with the Dykhsu Glacier) on

August 19, 1889, descended the Dykhsu Glacier to the ice-fall of the Ailama Glacier,

ascended the left bank of the latter, and near its head crossed to the foot of Ailama.

Two ribs of rock run up the north face of the peak.

Having passed the night at the foot of the western rib, the party started next

morning at 4.45, climbed first up the rocks of this rib, and then ctit steps straight

up the northern face of the mountain, crossing several crevasses and gaining the

VOL. II. R
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summit, a snow-dome, at 10.7 A.M. The descent was commenced at 11.-15, and

Dykhsu Kosh was reached at 6.30 P.M. [Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. p. 448.]

Zumngal Peak (13,916 feet) ; Xamelcss Pea!: (13,300 feet).—Two rock-peaks, bold

in form, and projecting from the chain to the southward, rise beyond Ailama on the

rim of the Ailama Glacier. They tower in high cliffs over the glen of the Zeskho.

[See Alpine Journal, vol. xiii. pp. 371 and 373, and S. Sella's Panoramas.]

Fyinargyn (13,789 feet, unascended).—S. Sella attained a point on the ridge about

600 feet below the top ; but his oliject being mainly photographic, he did not com-

plete the ascent, which may be made from the Agashtan Glacier. [Bollcttino del

Cluh Alpino Italiano, vol. xxiv. No. 57, 1890.]

Fytnargiin Pass (11,131 feet).—From Balkar to Zeskho Valley.

On August 17, 1890, Messrs. Mummery and W. J. Petherick, with two Karaul

porters, left Karaul at 7 a.m., and ascending by the Fytnargyn or Agashtan Glacier,

reached the lowest point on the watershed at its head at 3 P.M. The slopes on the

southern side are steep and slightly crevassed, but offer no difficulty. The descent

of the Zeskho Valley, owing to the absence of any path, took much time, and the

huts in the Zena Glen were not reached till 3 p.m. the next day.

The Sharivsek crosses at a higher point (11,564 feet), a little farther to the east.

[See Sella's Panoramas.]

This is the most frequented native pass across the chain west of the Maniison.

Well-marked zigzags climb from the Goribolo pastures the rocky slopes of the main

chain nearly to its crest. A traverse west, over snows feeding the Skenis Skali,

leads to the broad watershed. The natives often prefer to avoid this traverse liy de-

scending, crossing the source of the Skenis Skali, and climbing the slopes west of it to

the pass. The descent lies over the slightly crevassed 7H'r(l of the Shtulu Glacier, and

then by the slopes on its left into the glen of the Akhsu, which soon joins the stream

descending from the direction of the Shtuluvsek Pass. It is two days with animals,

a day and a half on foot, from Gebi to Karaul. [Grove's Frosty Caucasus, pp. 76-97.]

The little group of passes in this part of the chain are a consequence of its easier

slopes and those of its geological character. Ailama and Laboda are lioth granitic

;

but between them the watershed is composed of crystalline schists—of which the

Gezevsek group is composed. Thej" slope steeply to the south, gently to the north,

and being extremely friable, furnish great moraines. Hence a curious phenomenon

common in Arctic, but rare in glaciers of the temperate zones, was noticeable in

1889. The glacier at the western foot of the Shtuluvsek had retreated, leaving

behind it a mass of ice buried, but protected from dissolution, under rocky debris.

The Edena Pass (11,270 feet), the ancient Pasis Mta, lies east of the last-named.

The ascent is direct from the source of the Tiion \<\ tlie ridge west of the Edena

Glacier, and the descent on the north by the right bank of the Shtulu Glacier. It

is less used b}' natives than the Sharivsek. The name Gezevsek is given to this pass

on the one-verst map ; but as the same name is retained for a pass leading from
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the Eion to the Unikh, which has long bonie it, it seems necessary to suggest an

alternative and distinct title.

The route from the Goribolo pastures, or even from the hut near the Eion sources,

through the Skenis Skali forests to Ushkul, might possibly be accomplished on foot

in two days : with horses it takes three, owing to the absence of tracks and the

difficulties of the ground on the ridge west of the Skenis Skali and in the Zeskho

Valley. The scenery is throughout romantic, and the Zena Glen one of the most

beautiful in the Caucasus. This, however, can easily be made the object of a day's

excursion from Ushkul. The track is the same as that to the Sharivsek as far as

the Skenis Skali. The point at which the Goribolo ridge is crossed is known as

Fatsistveri (9562 feet).

Gebi horsemen force their animals over the ridge at the head of the first west

tributary of the Skenis Skali to the Zeskho Valley. Mr. Phillipps-Wolley went

down the Skenis Skali Valley and to the junction of the streams. [Saw(/c Svdneda,

vol. i. p. 2i0.]

SOUTHERN" SPURS. T E T X U L D SPUR

This ridge strikes oS' from the main chain near the south base of Katuintau,

and divides the nav of the lower Zanner basin from that of the Adish Glacier.

To cross it would be a formidable task. The face of Tetnuld that descends to the

gap is steeper than the ridge by which the mountain has been climbed.

Tetnuld (15,918 feet).—Mr. D. W. Freshfield, with F. and M. Devouassoud and

J. Desailloud. left a camp (about 9000 feet) on the right bank of tlie Xageb Glacier,

which at its lower extremity joins the Zanner Glacier, at l'2Ao A.M. on the 6th

August 1887. Turning the lower ice-fall by avalanche debris and moraine, they

forced their wav through some formidable stives to the great central plateau of the

glacier. Another long slope of serucs gave access to a narrow snow-terrace, which

brought them to the southern ridge at 9 a.m. This ridge was then followed with-

out difficulty, but with much step-cutting, to the summit (1.15 P.M.). The camp

was regained at 7 P.M. The s4racs were avoided in the descent by taking a course

to the left of the rocks that break the mirldle ice-fall. [AJpine Journal, vol. xiii.

pp. 363-4, 517-21.]

On the 3rd August 1891, Herren Merzbaeher and Purtscheller, with J. Kehrer and

F. Unterweger of Kals, starting from a bivouac above Adish at 11,700 feet, joined

Mr. Freshfield's route near the top of the glacier, and reached the peak without

step-cutting in 6 hours and 45 minutes, returning to camp in 3 hours and 30 minutes.

This is the natural and shortest line of ascent, when the people of Adish are not

unfriendly.

NORTHERN SPURS. DYKHTAU SPUR

Koshtantau-Dijkhtau Spur.—From the northern base of Shkara a comparative!}-

low ridge divides the deep trench parallel to the main chain occupied by the Bezingi

and Dykhsu Glaciers, and unites the unbroken turreted wall that overlooks
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Suaaetia to the bolJer pinnacles that crown the great horseshoe -which almost

encircles the Mishirgi Glacier. This horseshoe may best be described, without

reference to its connection with the main chain, by taking the peaks in their order

from Ukiu on the north-west round to the suramits over the so-called Missess

Kosh.

A very unfortunate confusion has arisen as to nomenclature of the two highest

summits. [See Proceedimjs of the Royal Geographical Societi/, May 1S90.] English moun-

taineers have hitherto adhered to the names given them in the five-verst Russian

map, and accepted for twenty-five years in English and German geographical

literature. The authors of the new Survey have revised the names on the strength

of local usage. That the old names were not in accordance with local usage is

undeniable. But it seems impossible to show that the peak of 17,052 feet, the

Dykhtau of the new map, which stands entirelj' away from the Dykhsu Glacier,

has any proper claim to the name finally given it.

It would, however, be useless to dispute further the decision of the Surveyors,

now that it has been definitely embodied in the new maps of the Survey. Hence-

forth the Koshtantau of English literature must be called Dykhtau, and the

English Dykhtau, Koshtantau. This course has been adopted in these volumes.

We deal first Avith the comparatively low ridge which links the outlying peaks

to the main chain.

Di/Uisu Pass (12,719 feet).—From Bezingi, by the Bezingi and Dykhsu Glaciers, to

Karaul and Balkan Mr. Mummery, with Zurfluh and a Bezingi hunter, on the

12th July 1888 left the Missess Kosh at 4.30 A.M. They kept up the middle of the

glacier, and ascended the slopes to the pass without difficulty (10 a.:m.) Some

steep snow-slopes lead on to a large and nearly level glacier, a tributary of the

Dykhsu. To avoid the ice-f<all by which this joins the main stream the party

struck on to the rocks on the right, and descended by a fairly easy route to the

Dykhsu. A suitable place for a camp having been found close to the foot of the

ice-fall, the Bezingi hunter was sent on to Karaul for provisions, reaching it the

same afternoon. [Mummery's 31)/ Climbs in the Alps and Caucasus, p. 235.]

Sella's Fass (about 14,000 feet).—North branch of the Bezingi Glacier to

KliMUukol Glaciei'. Signor Sella reached this pass from the west. It is circuitous,

but apparently not difficult. The upper 7u'n' of the Khi-umkol Glacier is not

correctly shown on the one-verst map. [Sella's Panorama from Fytnargyu ; Bollcttino

del Club Alpino Ilaliaiio, vol. x.xiii. No. 56.]

Taking the horseshoe from its north-west extremity, the first summit worth

notice is Ukia (U,2GG feet). Mr. D. W. Freshfield and J. Desailloud on the 12th

August 1887 left a camp in the Ukiu Glen (9000) at 2 A.M., and having climbed into

the small glacier basin west of the peak, cut up frozen snow-slopes to the north

ridge. This was easy for some distance till broken by a tower, which was turned

by a ledge on the climbers' left, and at 9.30 a.m. the summit was reached by easy

rocks. The party descended without difficulty the east slopes of the peak on
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to the Ukiu Glacier, and returned by it to their bivouac and Bezingi the same

evening. [Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. p. 10.]

Ukiu Gap.—The gap between Ukiu and Ulluauz Bashi may doubtless be

crossed. On the north side it is easily approached by sloping glaciers. [Signer

Sella's Photograph.]

Ulluauz Bashi (15,351 feet).—Signori V. and E. Sella, with G. Gilardi and two

porters, on the Gth August 1888 left a camp on the left moraine of the Ulluauz

Glacier. Having ascended the glacier some distance, they turned up its north-west

tributary, and subsequently ascended by epsy snow-slopes to a point overlooking

the Kundium JMishirgi Glacier. Leaving the two porters behind at this point.

Signer Sella and Gilardi attacked the rock-buttress of the peak. On reaching the

ridge, they were soon compelled to leave it for the ice-slope on their right. Higher

up it was regained and followed to the summit. [Bollcttino del Club Alpino Italiano,

vol. xxiii. p. 270-1:].

Malatau, (14,952 feet).—This is a lower peak on the same crest as Ulluauz Bashi,

unascended but accessible.

Blishirgi Pass {\3,630 feet, Donki7i's 'measurement), between Koshtantau and Ulluauz

Bashi. From the Ulluauz Glacier to the Kundium Mishirgi Glacier.

Messrs. Donkin and Fox, with K. Streich and J. Fischer, on August 27th, 1888,

reached this pass by the route subsequently taken by the Signori Sella in climbing

Ulluauz Bashi, and bj' step-cutting up a steep ice-wall. They descended some little

distance on the Kundium Mishirgi side. The lower region of that glacier was

explored by Mr. D. AV. Freshfield in 1889. The unattempted upper ice-fall of the

Kundium Mishirgi may present some difficulty. [Alpine Jouriud, vol. xv. p. 26.]

Ulluauz Pass (14,300 feet). From the Ulluauz Glacier to the Tiutiun Glacier.

Messrs. Donkin and Fox, with K. Streich and J. Fischer, crossed this pass from

the north on August 30, 1888, and bivouacked on the rocks of the southern slope,

a few hundred feet below the pass, with the object of attempting Koshtantau.

[Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. p. 432, and xv. p. 28.]

On July 29, 1889, Messrs. Dent, Freshfield, and Woolley, and Captain Powell,

with K. Maurer, A. Fischer, and C. Jossi, completed the pass from the south.

Leaving Karaul on July 28, they descended the C'herek Valley to the mouth of the

Tiutiun Glen, which they ascended as far as the Kosh near the right moraine of the

Tiutiun Glacier. Starting next morning at 4.30, they ascended the rocks on the

right bank of the glacier for an hour or so, then crossed the ice-fall to its left bank,

leaving to their right a broad gap communicating with the Ghertui Glacier, and,

keeping near the rocks on the left margin, ascended to the undulating ndvi above the

ice-fall. After walking westward for an hour and a half up the trough of nevi, they

arrived at the foot of the broad snow-trench running up to the pass, which is a

depression on the east ridge of Koshtantau. Climbing up steep rocks on the east

margin of the couloir, they gained Fox and Donkin's bivouac at noon. The pass
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is reached in forty-five minutes from the bivouac by climbing steep rocks and

traversing a snow or ice slope. [Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. pp. 433, 437 ; xv. p. 30].

Kashtaii Crest (14,860 feet).—Accessible from the Ulluauz Pass : a fine view-point,

unascended.

Kashian Pass (about 11,500 feet).—This pass is gained by the rock and snow-slopes

east of the Kosh at the foot of the Ulluauz Glacier. It was crossed by Baron

Ungern Sternberg in 1889, and the view was photographed by Signor Sella in the

same year. The Barou described the descent into the Kashtan Glen on the Balkar

side as steep and exposed to stones, but the pass is frequently used by native

hunters. Kayashki-su-hashi (12,750 feet), north of it, is the last snowy summit in this

part of the chain.

N.B.—There is no doubt that the name of Koshtantau is derived from this

Kashtan Glen. I leave to the Surveyors the responsibility of a distinction they

have deliberately made.

Koshtantau (16,880 feet).—On August 8, 1889, Mr. H. Woolley, with C. Jossi and

J. Kaufmann, left Karaul at 5.30 A.M., and following the route taken by the search

party to the Ulluauz Pass, ascended the glen, crossed the Tiutiun ice-fall to its left

bank, and advancing up the nh'e of the same glacier halted for the night on rocks at

the foot of the covloir running up to the Ulluauz Pass. Starting next morning at

3.50, they continued westward till they reached the foot of the ice-slopes running up

into the angle formed by the south and east ridges of Koshtantau. Cutting steps

up these slopes and taking advantage of two ribs of rock jutting through the ice,

they gained at 10 A.M. the southern arete at the point where the snow-ridge is broken

by a crest of rocks. At 11 a.m. the rocks were passed, and Kaufmann remained

behind. The others ascended along the snow-ridge to its junction with the east

ridge, a point marked by a great rock-tower. Climbing to the left (W.) round the

base of the tower, they gained at 1.15 the foot of the ice-slope rising from the east

ridge to the summit, which was reached at 3.47 P.M. The descent to the sleeping-

place occupied about 5| hours. Karaul was regained on the afternoon of the 10th.

[Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. p. 447, and xv. p. 173.]

Tiutiun Gap.—Uncrossed and not to be recommended.

Two very steep ice-gullies at the head of the nice correspond to long rock-

chimneys on the Khrumkol Glacier side.

Tiutiuntau.—South-west of the «ri(? stands a fine snow-peak (15,113 feet), which

partially masks Koshtantau fi-om many points near Karaul. It is probably accessible

from the south.

Beyond this the spur rises again to a summit, Karafau (12,830 feet), which

appears easy of direct access from Karaul and made for a panoramic point. The

crest between the Khrumkol and Dykhsu Glaciers is almost equally well placed.

Khrumkol Gap (about 1 3,000 feet).—This conspicuous gap in the Mishirgi horseshoe,

south-west of Koshtantau, is defended by steep rocks on the south side, and on the
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north coultl only be reached by a long traverse across the suow and ice slopes under

Koshtantau from the highest snowfields of the Kundiuni Mishirgi. To attempt a

direct descent would be disastrous.

From this point to beyond Dykhtau the precipices are continuous on the

Mishirgi side.

Kknimkoltaii (li,637 feet, unascended), a bold rock-peak, sometimes described

as Mishirgitau, rises above the upper branch of the Khrumkol Glacier.

Mishirgitau: Eastern Peak (about 16,3.50 feet).—From the east this mountain

appears part of Dykhtau. On August 5, 18S9, at 5.30 a.m., Mr. H. Woolley with C.

Jossi left a bivouac on rocks in the lowest depression of the ridge which separates

the Khrumkol from the Dykhsu Glacier, and ascended the Khrumkol Glacier in

•2i hours as far as the foot of the s,x\o\v-coidoir which runs up the south face of

Mishirgitau to the gap between the west and the east peaks. Ascending first by

the gully, and then by the rocks on its east margin, they gained the col at 1 p.m.

After a halt of about thirty minutes they turned to the east, and reached the

eastern peak (a narrow snow-ridge) at 2.30 p.m. The west summit (a rock-

pinnacle) appeared to be about fifty feet higher. [Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. p. 446.

and xv. p. 176.]

Western Peak (16,408 feet, unascended).—The ridge rising from the Dykhsu

Pass, and dividing the nh-i' of the Khrumkol and Bezingi Glacier abuts against this

peak. S. Sella thinks it may atlord an access to it.

DijJMaa hij southern face (17,0.52 feet).—Koshtantau of five-verst map and English

literature.

Mr. Mummery, with H. Zurfluh, on the 24th July 1888 left a camp on the seracs

above the upper Bezingi Glacier at 2.30 a.m., and ascended beds of winter snow

and a small glacier to the gap between the peak and its great western buttress.

They then turned on to the south face, and bearing to the right reached the

belt of red rock which seams the face at 7 A.M. A short distance farther they

reached a long couloir, but finding it full of ice it was soon quitted for the rocks

on its eastern side. Still bearing to the right, a secondary ridge was gained. After

being twice forced off it to the left, it became possible to cross to the right into a

deep crack which led to the summit ridge a few feet from the highest point (11 a.m.).

From the point where the secondary ridge was struck to the summit the rocks were

very formidable, and compare in character and steepness with the Chamonix Aiguilles.

The descent was begun at 11.45 a.m., and the tent regained at 4.30 p.m. [Proceedings

of the Royal Geographical Society, vol. xi. pp. 3-51-9 ; Mummery's il/y Climbs in the Alps

and Caucasus, pp. 258-284.]

By northern rid'je.—Messrs. Cockin, Holiler, and Woolley, with U. Aimer and C.

Eoth, left the Missess Kosh at 2.30 p.m. on August 19th, 1888, and ascended the

JMissess Glacier, which is contained between the north and north-west ridges of

Koshtantau. About 2000 feet up the glacier is divided into two l.iranches hy a
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Bergli-like rock-ridge. Turning up the north branch, the party gained at 5.30 P.M.

a comparatively level plateau, and jiassed the night on rocks on its north margin

at a height of abotit 10,750 feet.

Starting next morning at 4.45, they ascended the glacier and n(v6 slopes above it

in about three hours to the col or depression at the foot of the north arete of the

mountain. Leaving this col at 8.45, they ascended the arUe to the summit, which

was gained at 2.5 P.M.

The descent to the sleeping-place occupied about 8 hours, and on the morning of

the 21st Missess Kosh was regained by going down a wide rock-gidly a little to the

north of the Missess Glacier. [Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. pp. 90 and 185.]

On the same ridge to the north are the IMissess Gap at the foot of north arete of

Koshtantau (untraversed), and Missess Tau (unascended, 14,490 feet).

THE ADAI KHOKH GItOUP

The lonndaries of this grvtq) arc : On the tccst the Fasis BIta path, on the svvth-east

the Pdon and the Mamison Road, on the north the path from Sadon to Stir-

Digor, the Unihh and the Shtnlursek.

Gezi (12,699 feet).—This Indky, and (ju the north heavily glaciered mass, feeds

the sources of the Rion, the Cherek, and the Urukh. Its summit may doubtless

be reached without serious difficulty by mountaineers from the west foot of the

Shtuluvsek.

South of it, projecting between the headwaters of the Kion, stands Edena (12,663

feet).

It is certainly possible to find a pass from the Mosota Glacier, which suj^plies

the source of the Urukh, to the glen of the first tributary of the llion, filled

at its head by the Zopkhito Glacier. In the next cluster of summits the main

chain recovers its dignity and boldness of form.

Lahoda (14,168 feet), Ziteli or Taiw (13,930 and 14,028 on dilierent sheets of

new map), Vastak Khokh of five-verst mai). This fine cluster of peaks, four in all,

of which Laboda, the north jieak, is the loftiest, are the Wetterhorner of the

Caucasus. They rise in tiers of precipices on the east of the head of the I'rukh

opposite the ascent to the Shtuluvsek.

On August 1st, 1895, Messrs. C. T. Dent and H. AVoolley, with K. Maurer and

S. Moor, left a camp in the Stir-Digor Valley, crossed the ridge which extends

eastward from Laboda by the low depression marked G762 feet in the one-verst map,

and descending slightly, reached the Tana Glacier. Proceeding up the middle of

the glacier to the foot of the rock-ridge which separates the two main branches

of the glacier (marked 8596 feet in one-verst map), they ascended by the rocks till

above the south ice-fall, and bivouacked on the south side of the ridge. On
August 2nd they went up the south branch of the glacier almost to its head,
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skirted tliu rucks of the east arile, and finally gained the summit by a snow-ridge

which runs up from the south-east. [^Alpine Jmrnal, vol. xvii. \t. .59.3.]

Two of the summits are accessible from the snowfields above the Novo Kavis

cirque, well seen from Stir-Digor. The others are seen from the Goribolo, and

may perhaps be reached by the southern glaciers.

Gezivsek (11,473 feet).—This is described as a horse-pass by Klaproth, a.d. 1823,

apparently from hearsay. The Gurdzivsek is now preferred by the people of the

country. The path from Stir-Digor mounts slopes east of the glen above Kussu

(no name on the one-verst map), and finally a short, steep 7)M to a gap west of a

rocky dome (Zikhvarga).

The descent to Gebi is said not to be difficult. It lies over the Kirtisho Glacier

and down the Choshuri Valley. No traveller has crossed this way.

Beyond this peak the first conspicuous summit is Zikhvarga (13,380 feet, one-verst

map : Holder's Tsforga).

Messrs. Holder and Cockin, with U. Aimer, left Gebi on August 19, 1890, and

keeping to the eastward through birch-woods and over fields and pastures, reached

a southern spur of Zikhvarga. Leaving their camp at 2.45 A.M. they kept along the

ridge connecting this spur with the summit, but after two and a half hours it was

found better to descend to the glacier on their right (eastward), keeping for the most

part to the true right of this glacier, and having ascended through the ice-fall

without much difficulty, they took to the rocks and ascended to the final ice-slope

and the lower or eastern summit (11 A.M.), previously ascended by Signer V. Sella.

After an hour's rest they went along the ridge in forty minutes to the western or

highest point. [Alpine Journal, vol. xv. pp. 515-10.]

Eastern Peak.—Signer Sella, with three Italian porters, left a camp in the

Karagom Valley on the 30th July 1890, and followed the Gurdzivsek route to the

steep slopes leading up to the pass ; here they bore well to the right, and striking

the eastern ridge of the peak high above the pass, they followed it to the summit.

[BoIIettino del Club Alpino Italiano, vol. xxiv. p. 274.]

Gurdzivsek (10,976 feet).—The route to this pass from the L'rukli is by a well-

traced path up the right side of the Karagom Glacier, and then across it to the

opening of the Gurdzivsek glen, the (true) left bank of which is followed to the

glacier, which is easily ascended to the pass at its head. The descent on the south

side, mostly by rock}- slopes, leads to the Cheskhura Valley, whence a high spur has

to be crossed to reach Gebi.

Messrs. D. AV. Freshfiekl, Moore, and Tucker, with F. Devouassoud, left Chiora

at 1.30 A.M. on the 10th July 18G8, and reached in ten and a half hours a con-

spicuous gap at the head of the Burdjula Glacier, more than two versts east of

the Gurdzivsek. The descent on to the glacier on the north side was by an exces-

sively steep %novi'-couloir, 2000 feet high, only practicable when the snow is in very

good condition ; below this the ordinary native route practicable for sheep was

reached. [Alpine Journal, vol. iv. p. Ifil ; Central Caucasus and Bashan, pp. 245-52.]
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Bardjula (14,294: feet).—Messrs. Holder and Cockin, with U. Aimer, left a camp

at Notsanzara above the Eion Valley at 2.35 a.m. on the 23rd August 1890, and

followed first an ancient grass-grown moraine, and subsequently the right bank

of the torrent, to the westernmost of three small glaciers. Having ascended this

for some distance, they reached a rib of rock dividing it from the next glacier.

This was ascended, and in forty minutes the undivided glacier above the rib was

gained. Crossing the Bergschrund, they ascended over rocks, loose stones, and snow

to the south-eastern ridge of the mountain (8.5 A.M.). After forty-five minutes' halt

they began the ascent of the ridge, which proved to be a good rock-climb, taking

nearly three hours (11.45 A.M.). On the descent they kept to the eastern face of the

mountain, regaining the camp at 5.55 P.M. [Alpine Journal, vol. xv. pp. 518-20.]

Signor Sella, with Italian porters, left a camp under the Burdjula Glacier soon

after midnight on the 30th August 1890. Having crossed the glacier, they ascended

by rocks to the western snow-ridge. This they followed without much difficulty to

the summit. [BoUettino del Club Alpino Italiano, vol. xxiv. pp. 297-300.]

Karagom Pass (1 1,900 feet).—Stir-Digor, by Karagom and Bokos Glaciers, to Glola.

Messrs. D. W. Freshfield, Moore, and Tucker, with F. D6vouassoud, left a

bivouac at the lower end of the Gurdzivsek Glen at 3.30 A.M. on the 11th July 1868.

They mounted by the grass-slopes on the left bank of the Karagom Glacier to near

the foot of the great ice-fall, the ascent of which lasted six hours, and was estimated

at 4000 feet. Above, slightly inclined and very soft snowfields led in four hours to

the pass. The ice-fall of the Bokos Glacier proving impassable, the party returned

to the pass, and, traversing some slopes to the east, crossed a snowy head which

projects above the top of the ice-fall to the rib of rock forming the division

between the Bokos and the next valley to the eastward. An easy descent on its

eastern side was discovered. Lower down the party traversed back over rough

slopes to the Bokos-skali and camped at the first trees. [Alpine Journal, vol. iv.

p. 161 ; Central Caucasus, pp. 254-66.]

Beyond the broad saddle of the Karagom Pass the topographer of the watersheil

of the Kai'agom Glacier is intricate. A low ridge, behind the apparent watershed as

seen from the Fuou Valley, curves back to a point a little behind the double-headed

peak (14,874 feet on the map), where it abuts against the much bolder crest which

forms the east limit of the Karagom basin, and is collectively known as Adai Khokli.

The peaks north of the double summit, including Adai Khokh itself, lie oft' tlie

watershed, but for convenience of description they are here taken in their order

from north-west to south-east.

Karagom Peak (14,805 feet).—A double-headed rock-peak. Its north face, draped

in glaciers, forms the most striking feature of the scenery of the Karagom Glacier.

The Sandur Ridge breaks off from its eastern and higher peak.

Nameless Summit (14,602 feet).—An insignificant crag. Broad gaps right and

left of it, easily accessible on the Karagom side, should both lead to the Songuta

Glacier. These two summits are accessible also from the Sandur Pass (see post).
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Adai Khokh (15,274: feet).—Messrs. Holder and Cockiu, with U. Aimer, left their

camp at Notsanzara at 12.30 A.M. on the 26th August 1890. They reached the

watershed at 5.5 a.m. Crossing the great snowfields to a mass of rock, they

ascended this to its summit (S A.M.), and then descended its eastern face to the

snowfiekl below. They crossed this to the lower ice-fall (9.20 a.m.), and then in

fifty-five minutes cut up the face of the mountain to a plateau, where they halted

for half an hour. Starting again at 10.45 A.M., they made for the Sehrund immedi-

ately under a well-marked depression in the ridge. Crossing the Sehrund at 11.10

A.M., the ridge was reached at 11.30 A.M. They followed this ridge, snow at first,

and then stones, to the summit (12.50 P.M.).

On the return, instead of crossing the mass of rock rising out of the great snow-

field, they kept to the south of it, and subsequently worked back to their morning's

track. Owing, however, to crevasses and seracs, this course involved considerable

loss of time. [Aljnnc Jourmd, vol. xv. pp. 521-2.]

South of Adai Khokh is a broad gaj), easy on the west, defended, according to

.Mr. Mummery, by steep but practicable slopes on the east or Zea Glacier side, which

forms the natural connection between the two great glaciers of the group.

South of this gap the watershed abuts against the north spur of the forked

peak (14,812 feet), which consequently is on the main chain. There is a deep narrow

gap between it and the next summit, connecting the Zea and Buljis nevis.

Buhis Klwkh (14,497 feet, unaseended).—A beautiful double-peak, conspicuous

from the Kiou Valley. The formidable gap at its east base separating the Bubis

Glacier from the Zea has not been crossed.

Khamkhakhi Khokh (14,063 feet, one-verst map).—This bold rock-peak stands at

the junction with the main chain of the short ridge separating the two heads of

the Zea.

M. de Dechy, with Alexander Burgener and P. .T. Paippen, left a bivouac at the

foot of the Zea Glacier at 7 a.m. on the 23rd July 1884. The passage of the upper

ice-fall of the glacier proved formidable, and it was not till 5.45 p.m. that the party

were able to find a suitable site above the upper plateaus of the glacier. Starting

at 5.30 A.M. the next morning, they climbed on to a ridge, partly by rock, partly

by a snow-couloir. The ridge itself proved formidable. A lower peak was crossed,

and the actual summit was not reached till 1.30 P.M. They regained their sleeping-

place at 7 P.M. Owing to the melting of snow-bridges they were unable to follow

the route through the seracs taken in the ascent, and the camp at the foot of the

Zea Glacier was not reached till 6 p.m. on the third day. [Jljune Journcd, vol. xii.

pp. 91, 209-19, 314-20.] There is some uncertainty as to which peak was gained.

Zea Pass (about 12,000 feet).—From the Mamison Pass to the Zea Glacier and

St. Xikolai.

Messrs. D. AV. Freshfield, C. T. Dent, H. AVooUey, and Captain Powell, with

•lossi, Kaufmann, Maurer, and Fischer, left the Hospice south of the Mamison Pass

at 2 A.M. on .July 19th, 1889. Having ascended to the Mamison Pass, they
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left the road at the first zigzag on the northern side, and ascended past the source

of the Ardon. They reached the crest by easy glacier about 8 a.m. The pass is

a few hundred yards east of the point where the granite chain ceases to be the

watershed. It is shown in the plate {Alpine Junnud, vol. xii. p. 217), lying east of

a rock-tower on the skyline. The iiM of the Zea Glacier was found to be cut ofl'

by 400 feet of very steep rock and ice, the descent of which took foiu' hour.?. The

descent of the three ice-falls of the Zea Glacier proved easy, and the foot of the

glacier was reached at G P.M., and St. Nikolai at 9 p.m. (The upper ice-fall of

the Zea Glacier i.s in some seasons formidable.) [Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. pp. 436-7.]

The Mamison, Pass (9282 feet) is the second carriage-road over the main chain.

It was passable for carriages in 1889, but no adequate provision had then been made

for its maintenance, and in default of this it can hardly remain permanentlj' passable

for wheels, even for three months in the 3ear. There is no postal service beyond

Sadon on the north or Oni on the south side. Were the road in good order, three

days should suffice from Vladikavkaz to Kutais : five are more likely to be taken.

There are rough diikhans or roadside iims on the south side, and good sleeping

quarters at Ardonsk and St. Nikolai on the north. The scenery of the Kassara

Gorge is very fine, and the view from the Mamison Pass (improved by ascending a

few hundred feet to the south) extends to Shkara and U.shba. The Uf^per Kion is

beautiful, and the whole drive to Kutais pleasing.

NORTHERN S P U R .S. K A L T B E K SPUR

North-east of watershed, dividing Zea Valley from Saramag Valle^^

For some distance east of the Mamison Pass this ridge is exceedingly formidable

on the north side.

The only conspicuous summits are Kallhcr (14,462 feet, unascended), which rises

at the head of the Saramag Valley, and another (13,331 feet) at the head of

the Arnag Glacier. A pass may probably be made from this glen to Eekom, and

the peak asc.ended. The scenery and view would well repay the attempt.

THE S A N D U R .SPUR

separates the lower Karagom basin from the Skatikom Glacier. It is a long

and fairly level rock-ridge, 12,000 to 13,500 feet in height. Signor Sella in 1890

reached a practicable pass across it from the head of the west Skatikom Glacier,

but did not descend to the Karagom. [Bollettino del Club Alpino Ikdiano, 1890,

vol. xxiv. No. .'57].

TH E Z E .\ K H (1 K H SPUR

This ridge extends along the north side of the Zea Valley, dividing it from the

ice-streams that flow north towards the Kamunta Valley. It i)resents to the view

a bristling fence of granite teeth. Three of these, east of the head of the Songuta

Glacier, reach heights of 14,094, 13,825, and 14,259 feet.

The summit projecting on the east of the Zea snowHelds, and conspicuous from

the lower Zea Glacier, should afford a good view-point for reconnoitring purposes.
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THE BOGKHOBASHI GROUP

This granite group is geologically part of the main axis of the chain. The

watershed opposite its west portion, from the Agashtan Glacier, probably as far

as—but not including—Laboda, is composed of black, friable schists. The upper

gorge of the Urukh is therefore analogous to the Kassara and Darial Gorges.

Xo traveller has as yet explored these mountains ; their extremities only have

been touched.

The natural limits of the group are defined on three sides by the courses of

the Cherek and Urukh and the track of the Shtuluvsek. On the north a horse-

track from Stir-Digor to Balkar, of which we have no description, crossing

several ridges and valleys, but preferred by the natives to the Shtuluvsek, forms

a convenient limit.

The Shtuluvsek Pass (Shtuli-vsek in early maps), 10,857 feet, is a horse-track

open for two months in the year only. It is a day and a half's journey from Stir-

Digor to Karaul. (See Chapter vii.)

A point, visible from Kumul (11, .500 feet), on the long ridge projecting from

Giulchi towards the Cherek, was climbed in July 1888 by Mr. D. W. Freshfielil, with

A. Fischer: five hours up, one ami a half down. It is a magnificent view-point.

Giulchi, 14,680 feet [see plate in Central Cauatsus, p. 411, and Sella's Photo-

graphs], is a fine mountain, very precipitous towards Karaul, but probably

accessible by the glacier on its south-east face, that is drained by a torrent forded

at the west foot of the Shtuluvsek. It culminates in two snow-points and a

rock-peak of almost ecjual height.

It may be accessible on the north side, of which nothing is known to climbers.

A deep gap accessible from the south by the glacier descending east of the

Shtuluvsek would afford a pass into the glen of the torrent which joins the Cherek

in the Balkar basin.

Sugan Bashi (14,730 feet), the highest point of the group, is probably attainable.

It is a massive and imposing summit, rising where the Shtuluvsek ridge meets the

northern range. A glacier from its south-east flank, above which rise two other

summits of almost equal elevation, feeds the tributary of the Urukh, along which

the track to the Shtuluvsek passes.

A high saddle joins it to the next summits, Doppahli (14,420 feet), and Xahhashhita

Khohh (14,406 feet), a bold rock-wall.

Beyond this a continuously lofty and precipitous rock-screen, surmounted by

bold, but not very prominent, craggy eminences stretches above the Urukh.

The summit at its east extremity, opposite the Karagom Glacier and above

Stir-Digor, is known as Dashi Khokh (12,500 feet). This was climbed in 1890 by

S. Sella for the sake of the panorama. [See Photographs ; also Bollettino del Club

Alpine Italiano, 1891, vol. xxi\-. No. 57.]
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THE OSSETE RANGE.

The Watershed from the Mamison Pass to the Krestoraya Goto.

The Caucasian chain undergoes a sudden change east of the Mamison Pass.

The granitic range, that has almost continuous!}' served as the watershed, is cleft by

gorges, and the southern and northern rivers are divided by the continuation of the

parallel slate-ridge, which culminates south of Suanetia in the Laila jjeaks. It is

naturally less lofty and abrupt ; the peaks are inferior, and the passes mostly under

the snow-level, while the glaciers are few and small.

The district will hardly prove attractive to mountaineers for some time to come,

but its peaks, lying close to the Mamison road, are worth a mention. There are

no references to it in mountaineering literature.

Several bold peaks marked on the map, of which Kozi Khokh (12,059 feet) is the

highest, rise south of Glola and Gurshevi : the pass east of Kozi Khokh may furnish

a short cut (1) from Oni to the Ardon.

Kliiihitsa (unascended, 12,915 feet) is a fine dome-shaped snow-peak, well seen

from the ascent to the Mamison Pass. The passes on either side of it (Scdo Pass,

9856 feet) lead along the valley of a triliutary of the Rion to Oni. The ridge divid-

ing the triliutaries of the Rion and the Kur, the waters of the Black Sea and the

Caspian, aljuts against the west summit.

Zikara (unascended, 12,570 feet) is flanked by glaciers.

The Zikara Pass (10,479 feet), a footway crossing glacier, leads over its eastern

shoulder.

]Jnitsabd:eli, a bold rock-peak (12,040 feet), projects south from the watershed. It

has made a great impression on some of the travellers from Tiflis who have passed

this way.

Behind and beyond is the Bakh-fandak Pass (9569 feet), a frequented horse-path,

the forest and rock scenery on the south side of which is said to be very fine. It

mounts the valley of the Liakhva on the south, and descends to the eastern liranch

of the Nardon. It was formerly a frequented route connecting the Ossete com-

munities on either side of the chain.

The farther range, above the Nardon source, bears no glaciers, but sinks to no

lower passes. The most frequented is the lioki Pass (981 4 feet), which has been

surveyed for a railway. The chain rises round the extreme head of the Terek to

a cluster of peaks, of which the highest—Ziiga Khokh—stands a little south of the

point where the riilgc dividing the Terek and Nardon joins the watershed.

Zdga Khokh, the highest point (12,646 feet), was ascended by General Chodzko in

the Fifties while engaged on the five-verst map. The surveyors camped near the top.

From this point to the Krestovaya Gora (7973 feet) there are no peaks that

call for mention here, and only one pass, the Urustaltevsek (9053 foet), leading

fiom tlie valley of the Liakhva to that of the Terek. South of the chain (it is said

on a limestone plateau) lies Lake Keli, the largest sheet of water in the whole

region here described.
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THE KASBEK GEOUP.

The mountains between the Ardon and the Terek.

The Kasbek Group is a section of the central granitic chain, cut off from the

rest 1:iy the Kassara and Darial Gorges. It is almost completely surrounded liy the

sources of the Xardon and the Terek, and sends all its waters to those streams and

their affluents. The upper valley of the Terek above Kobi, where the highroad

descends into it from the Krestovaya Gora, is a treeless and monotonous tract.

The eastern sources of the Nardon rise in a number of secluded basins, separated by

high grassy ridges and ravines. Three valleys run north from the crest towards

the steppe, the Genaldon, Lagzdon, and Fiaijdou.

The Genaldon Yallej' leads to a great glacier which flows from the united snow-

fields of Kasbek and Gimarai Khokh. The huts at its head, used by the Ossetians,

who here and elsewhere indulge in tlie most primitive form of mineral baths, have

been found a convenient base for the ascent of both peaks. [See post.] The

Lagzdon leads to the western glacier of Gimarai Khokh, and the Fiagdon to a horse-

pass, the only one across the group between its two chief glacier systems. The

lower parts of these valleys are finely forested. In their upper portions they are

wild and barren, but thickly inhabited, the villages lying behind the shelter of the

outer limestone chain. The Fiagdon appears to traverse a narrow and long defile

between the peaks of Arkhon and Suirkhuborzon. This valley and the Kolota

Pass at its head deserve to be explored and described.

Between the Kassara Gorge and the Kolota Pass rises a small glacier group,

crowned by bold rock-peaks hitherto unexplored.

The chief summits are TepiU (14,510 feet)^this peak is conspicuous from the

Mamison road; Arkhon (13,958 feet); a nameless peak (13,555), which rises in tiers

of clitt's above St. Nikolai in the Kassara Gorge.

The Kolota Pass (10,633 feet), used by animals, leads from the headwaters of the

Fiagdon to Abaiti-kau or Zakka, the highest villages on the Nardon.

The minor peaks of the Kasbek Group have been hitherto neglected. The

principal are on the west, Suirkhuborzon (13,637 feet), Ziti Khokh (12,957 feet),

and Shau Khokh (U,336 feet).

Nearer Kasbek, on the ridge between it and Gimarai Khokh, are two peaks of

14,790 feet and 15,092 feet respectively.

South of Gimarai Khokh are two peaks of 14,406 feet and 14,672 feet, all

nameless on the new map.

Gimarai Khokh (15,672 feet).—On October 4th, 1890, Herr Merzljacher, with

J. Kehrer and J. Unterweger, of Kals in Tyrol, left the huts (7644 feet), at the

mineral springs at the head of the Lagzdon Valley, and ascended the moraine for

If hours to the edge of a very fine amphitheatre of glaciers, and in 2i hours more

reached the foot of a steep ice-slope leading to a snow-dome on a ridge west of the

summit. They climbed along this ridge for l^ hours, when their way was l)arred by

a steep ice-bank in the ridge. One and a half hours were spent in cutting steps to
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the saddle beyond it. The ascent of the final peak, by a steep ice-wall and difficult

rocks, took 2i hours, the summit being reached at 9.50 a.m. in 9 hours 20 minutes,

including halts, from the huts. The descent occupied 4 hours 45 minutes. The

rocks of this peak proved to be of crystalline schists and basalt, whereas Kasbek

itself is composed of lava. [Mitthcil. and des D. (E. Alpenvereins, 1892, No. 6, p. 65.]

Kasbek (16,546 feet) one-verst map, Mkuinvari in Georgian.—By the south and

north faces, and passage of the Kasbek Saddle, July 1, 1868, Messrs. D. W. Freshfield,

A. W. Moore, and C. Comyns Tucker, with Fi-auoois J. Devouassoud of Chamonix.

left a bivouac six hours above the post-station on the left bank of the Ortsveri

Glacier, which flows under the southern face of the peak. [^Alpine Journal, vol. iv.

p. 160; Freshfield's Central Caucasus, p. 196.]

Ascending the glacier by easy crevassed slopes, they reached the base of the

ice-wall connecting the two peaks in 3 hours 45 minutes. The wall was in a bad

condition, fresh snow lying on it, and its descent would have been extremely

dangerous. Climbing carefully, they reached the saddle in 4 hours. Hence easy

banks of frozen snow led to the top of the eastern and higher peak, 9^ hours from

the bivouac.

After returning to the saddle, they descended without difficulty by snow-slopes

to the neve north of the peak, and bore to their right to the commencement of a

rocky ridge, the northern limit of the Devdorak Glacier. Keeping near the crest of

the ridge, past a conspicuous rock-castle, they left it to run down the slopes on their

left which overhang the Chach glen, and following the Amilishka torrent, reached

its junction with the Devdorak torrent in 7i hours from the peak. On the following

day they returned to the station in 3| hours. [Travels in Central Caucasus.']

Variation.—On July 12, 1889, Mr. H. Woolley, with C. Jossi, J. Kaufmann of

Grindelwald, and A. Fischer and K. Maurer of Meiringen, starting in the moriung

from Vladikavkaz, bivouacked on the Devdorak side of the rock-ridge mentioned

above at about 9000 feet, about 2J hours above the lower end of the Devdorak

Glacier. By a rough scramble they reached the rock-castle in 4 hours and the top

of Kasbek in IH hours from the bivouac, to w'hich they returned in about 6 hours

the same evening. [Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. p. 445.]

By the East Face.—In September 1887 Signor Lerco made a direct ascent of Kasbek

—the second ascent of the peak

—

liy the face seen from the post-station. They

climbed the great buttress from its north base, reached its ridge some way below its

brow, and then went straight w^ the fece. [Bollettino del Club Alpiiio Italiano,

September 1887, and marked Photograph, Eoyal Geographical Society.]

In 1889 this ascent is said to have been repeated in a single day of 16| hours

from the post-station by Herren E. Kuckdeschel and G. Hirsch, with F. Hofer of

Kals. The total ascent from the station to tlie summit is not less than 10,900 feet.

[Mittheil. des D. und (E. Alpenvereins, No. 1:5, p. 160; 1889, No. 6.]

From the Mineral Springs in the Genaldon Valley on the north-ivest.—On September
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30, ISDU, Uorr Mcrzbaulier, with J. Kehrer and J. U literwcgcr, of Kals in Tyrol,

starting from the huts at the mineral springs, climbed, cliieHy by the rocks north-

oast of the glacier to the edge of the great snow-basin in 6 hours 20 minutes, and

then climbed by a succession of snowy basins and steep slopes to the saddle, n^achiiig

the top in 12 hours from the huts. The descent occupied 5 hours.

Herr Merzbacher considers that these ' times ' were only rendered possible by

the hardness of the snow, and that earlier in the summer a much highei' bivouac

would be necessary. [Miltheit. des D. uiul CE. Alpenvereins, 1892, Nos. 5 and G,

pp. 52 and 64.]

In the ridge connecting Kasbek with Gimarai Kliokh are two nameless snowy

summits of 15,050 feet and 14,71)8 feet, both unasconded.

West of the higher jieak a pass is probably to be found from the mineral spring

to the Terek Valley, close to Kobi, and another between the lower summit and

Kasbek to the Ortsveri Glacier and Kasbek post-station.

The ascents of Kasbek have demonstrated the possibility of a pass from the

mineral spring to the Devdorak Valley.

Ohau KhoJch (14,336 feet).—A nameless double peak (15,015 feet), unascended.

—

These summits lie north of, and in the vicinity of, Gimarai Khokh.

THE LAILA GROUP

The range of mountains between the upper courses of the Ingur and Skenis Skali.

The track through the gorge of the Ingur.—Only a footpath, rough for one day, and

liable to be broken by floods and swept by stone-falls. The starting-point is

Sugdidi. At least three days are taken in reaching Betsho. [See I'hillipps-

Wolley's Savage Svdnetia, vol. ii. p. 174.]

A track harchj practicable for horses leads along and over the extreme spurs of the Luila,

east of the Ingur, from Sugdidi to Lower Suanetia.—It was traversed in 1889 by the

sons of the late Prince Murat (long a resident at Sugdidi) in five days.

There is a track nearer the snows of the Laila u'hich crosses the Leshiiil Pass (9972

ioet) from Lentckhi to Loicer Suanetia.—Half-way is a lodge belonging to the Dadish

Kilians, where horses are kept in .summer. The track appears to be accurately

shown on the five-verst map.

Two fine summits, Larakhanis-Chabi, crown the glacier-clad western extremity

of the Laila chain, which does not become the Siianetiaii watershed between the

Ingur and Skenis Skali until it approaches the Laila Pass (about 11,800 feet). This

beautiful glacier pass, easily combined with an ascent of the peaks, offers the most

tempting route for mountaineers approaching Betsho from the south.

According to the five-verst map, the ascent on the south side would be from

Lentekhi by the Kheledula Valley, and then over a lateral ridge to the head of the

Lashkadura Valley. [The head of the Lashkadura Valley does not, however, reach

so far west as shown on the old map, and a direct descent into the Kheledula

VOL. II. S
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is doubtless possible.] On the saddle between the rocks and ice which forms the

pass there was in 1889 a small tarn. From this point the ascent of the three

highest summits of the Laila may' easily be made. Mountaineers, in place of

returning to the pass or the glacier flowing from it, may from the north summit

follow the ridge overlooking Suanetia to a broad saddle, and then bearing to the

right of the crest, but in a W.NW. direction, descend by S. Sella's route to the high

Kosh on the ordinary track. In this way the second pass is avoided.

Laila: Northern Peak (13,046 feet, Merzbacher).—.Mr. D. W. Freshfield and

Captain Powell, with K. Maurer, in August 1889.

From the highest Kosh on the north side of the lower pass, loading to the

Laila Pass, they were led by native companions over this lower pass into the glen

through which the stream from the Laila Pass Hows to join the Ingur. Leaving

them near the foot of the Laila Glacier, they struck oft' left by a small glacier to the

crest overlooking Suanetia. The route subsequently taken by S. Sella to this point

is shorter, and avoids a descent of at least 1500 feet. The crest was followed

over iiive to the north peak, climbed without difficulty l)y a steep slojie of rotten

shale.

Central Peak (13,157 feet, Merzbacher; 13,400 feet, Eu.ssian Survey).—Signor

V. Sella in 1889 reached this peak without difficulty from the north summit in thirty

minutes. [Bollettino del Club Alpino Ifaliano, 1889, vol. x.xiii. No. 56.]

Sduthcni Peak (13,105 feet, Merzbacher).— Ilerren Merzbacher and Pnrtscheller

in 1891 traversed the two first-named peaks to the third, reaching it in half an hour

from the central summit. [Mittheil. des D. niul (E. Alpenvereins, 1892, No. 2.]

The descent from the pass is over a considerable glacier, the concealed crevasses

in which are much dreaded by the Suanetians. After leaving the ice on its right

bank, and crossing the stream from the small glacier on the right, by which

Mr. Freshfield's party climbed the north peak, a sharp ascent (one hour) leads to

the lower pass, a gap in the ridge north of the valley, the stream of which joins the

Ingur nearly at the same point as the Nakra. A very steep, zigzag path leads down

to the highest Kosh, whence (it is said) Lentekhi can be reached in the day.

Lower down a good patli leads through beech-forests to the bank of the Ingur,

whence lietsho (right) or Ezeri (left) may be gained in about two hours.

Bej'ond the Laila peaks the snowy crest of the range maintains for several miles

a high elevation, and is not crossed by natives. The first eminence is known as

Mashkin (about 12,700 feet).—This summit was crossed on August 8, 1894,

by Messrs. G. A. Solly and F. W. Newmarch. From the bridge at the

junction of the Ingur and Mulkhura torrents near Latal they followed a track

keeping near the brow of a spur descending from the Laila range to the foot of

Mashkin (seven hours). Climbing a rocky ridge between the eastern and central

of three glaciers flowing from the summit, they turned west up snow to reach the top

(seven hours). This de.scent to Ijentekhi was, after descending the first snow-slopes,
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geiienilly in ;i soutli-uasl direction above the stream and on its left bank. In one place

a considerable ascent had to be made to cross a tributary and avoid a gorge. From

the top to Lentekhi the party spent sixteen hours, not including a night. [Alpine

Joiirniil, vol. xvii. p. :265.]

The Lapara Pass (over 10,000 feet) not to be confused with the Latjiari Pass

farther east, is said to be the shortest and is certainly the most direct track between

Lentekhi and Betsho. The route marked on the five-verst map involves apparently

many ascents over the spur overlooking the Lakuri torrent, which runs out at right

angles from the Laila ridge towards Lentekhi. Messrs. Dent, Donkin, and Fox in

1887 passed round the east side of the hill in which this sjiur terminates, crossed to

its west flank, and struck the main Laila ridge, descending by a circuitous track to

Latal. [Fox's Diary.]

I'he Lasil Peak is a snowy eminence.

The Gur Pass is a foot-track from Cholur to Ipari.

The Lalpari Pass (9250 feet), a good horse-path, is the most frequented route into

Suanetia.

The track follows the stream of the Skenis Skali to the highest of the hamlets

of Cholur, and then ascends, at first steeply, afterwards more gently, to the pass,

which commands a superb view. The track to Kal circles round to the west, and

then descends a spur. A track crossing the ridge a short distance farther east is

used by the natives of Ushkul, and known as the Gorvash Pass (9513 feet).

Dadiash-ushkul (11,305 feet).-—This is a conspicuous block—the Buet of the

district. The panorama has been photographed by S. Sella.

By ascending past Lashketi to the glen of the Zena, the westernmost of the

Skenis Skali sources, the old track from Gebi to Ushkul can be joined, and

Ushkul reached by the Zagar I'ass (8G73 feet), the lowest of the Suanetian Passes.

This is a circuitous route, seldom used by natives owing to the character of the

paths in the Skenis Skali Valley. Magnificent views could be obtained by

following the grass-ridge north from the pass to the base of Nuamkuam and

returning to Ushkul along the Ingur.

The traveller who has arrived in Suanetia by any of the routes described

above may be glad to know of the most recommendable paths within the district,

which is easily traversed in every direction, the ridges which divide its cultivated

basins being broad, low, and covered with forests and pastures. The horse-roads

are mostly wide sledge-tracks ; between cultivated ground they are often horribly

stony, but footpaths, after the English fashion, so rare in the Alps, generally come

to the help of the pedestrian.

The main tracks between the two centres of the future, Ushkul and Betsho,

may be described as :

—

1. The Ingur track.

The shortest, following tiie Ingur more or less from Ushkul to Latal, easy
;
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beyond Ipari hilly, with beautiful views of Laila; splendid descent on Latal.

One long day's ride to Betslio without baggage, two with laden horses.

2. The Mountain track.

Crosses the spurs between the Kalde and Adish Glens, and descends on the

Mujalaliz. One of the most superb rides imaginable, an ever-varying panorama of

peaks and glaciers, valleys and forests. One day to Adish, two to Latal.

The direct road leads down the hill to Mulakh and along the left bank of the

river to Mestia. The most delightful paths may be found among the woods on

the crest south of the ]\Iujalaliz between Mulakh and Latal.

The direct pass from Ipari to the Mujalaliz is known as the Uguir Pass (6200

feet). It is a two hours' ride.

Two or three hours' ride below Betsho lies Eseri, the summer residence of the

Dadish Kilians, on a broad cultivated shelf above the Ingur. It communicates

with Mazeri by a horse-path crossing a low grass-pass. The brow south of this

pass {Mesik of S. Sella) commands a beautiful panorama of the district and one

of the finest views of Ushba.

THE RACHA KANGE.

This is the geological and orographical continuation of the Laila, from wliicli it

is severed by the valley of the Skenis Skali, while to the east the Rion Valley forms

its most convenient limit. The only peak yet visited is its highest summit, Shoda

(11,180 feet), climbed by Mr. D. W. Freshfield with F. Duvouassoud in 1887. The

panorama has been photographed by Signer Sella.

A path leads from Gebi to tlie glen north-east of the peak, from the head of

which the small glacier on its summit is easily accessible. The ascent can be made

in a day from Gebi, but it is better to sleep at the pasturage, three hours' walk above

the village.

The Lukhunis-Zveri ridge farther west bears a little ice, and is probably the

second in height of the summits of the range.

THE KLUKHOR GROUP.

This group has not as yet been touched by travellers. The sketch-map based on

the sheets just published of the one-verst survey will furnish mountaineers with the

best aid in its exploration (sec p. 190).
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TABLE OF MEAN TEMPERATURES AND RAINFALLS

(YEAR 1890)

STAVROPOL.

Month. Mean Temperaturk. Rainfall.

Fahrenheit. lnche.s.

January, .... 24°.l 1-27

February, 19°-8 0-59

March, .
39°-0 1-61

April, 48°-2 1-02

May, 59°-0 2-70

June, 64°4 3-59

July, .
72°-3 4-09

August, .
72°-7 0-89

September, 59°-9 4-60

October, 47°-3 3-39

November, 38°-7 2-11

December, 20°-7 0-89

Annual, 47°-2 26-75

NOVOROSSISK.

January, .... 33°.3 6-40

February, 3r-6 0-16

March, .
48°-2 1-22

April, 55°-0 013
May, e5°-i 0-00

June, 68°-9 0-83

July, ' 79°-2 0-20

August, . 80°-l 0-16

September, 66'-6 1-59

October, 55°-2 2-78

November, 47°-3 1-63

December,

Annual, ... ...

' Extracted from Annalen des PhysikcUischtn Cenlral-Observatormms, herausgegeben von

H. Wild. St. Petersburg.
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PIATIGOESK.

Month. Mean Temperatuke. Rainfall.

January,

February,

March, .

FahriMilieit.

23-0
2r-2
37°-8

Inches.

0-24

0-96

0-91

April,

May,

49°-6

59°-9

2-30

2-13

June, 67°-5 4-67

July,

August, .

74°-5

73'-0

0-71

1-25

September,
October,

63°-0

48°-6

2-15

1-04

Novemljer, 38°-3 2-01

December, 2r.7 0-76

Annual, 48°-2 19-13

ESENTUKI.

January, .... 22°-6 0-22

February, 2r.2 0-40

March, .
37°0 0-94

April, 4S''-2 2-42

May, . 58°-l 2-26

June, 6-t°-8 3-68

July, .
72°-0 0-58

Augu.st, .
71° 6 0-76

September, 6r-7 2-07

October, 47°-5 0-66

November, 37°-4 115
December, 2r-o 0-22

Annual, 46°-9 15-36

KISLOVODSK.

January, .... 2r-o 0-27

Feln'uary, 2r-o 0-35

Mardi, . 40°-l 0-72

Apiil, 48°.4 2-41

May, 57°-2 6-80

June, 62°-8 6-55

July,
.

68"-9 0-95

August, . 68°-

7

1-69

September. 59°-5 0-97

October, 46°-2 0-64

November, 38°-7 1-42

December, 22°-3 0-48

Annual, 46°-2 23-25



MEAN TEMPERATURES AND RAINFALLS

VLADIKAVKAZ.

27!)

Month. Mean Temperature. Rainfai.i,.

Fahrenheit. Inches.

January,

February,

March, .

2r-7
23°-2

:39°-9

0-38

039
1-12

April,

May,
June,

50°-0

59°.7

65°-3

3-00

5-46

4-13

July,

August, .

70°-7

7r4
4-29

1-23

September,

October,

62°4
47°-8

2-89

2-09

November, 40°-l 1-22

December, 23°-9 0-46

Annual, 48°-0 2G-66

LIGHTHOUSE AT SUKHUM KALE

Jauuary, .... 39°.4 4-27

February,

March, .

42°-3

49°-5

1-74

2-15

April,

May,
June,

55''-9

66°.0

69°4

3-43

2-57

4-68

July,

Augu.st, .

77°-2

78°-4

0-18

0-61

September,

October,

November,

68°-5

57°-4

54°-7

5-41

4-70

4-83

December, 44°-6 4-32

Annual, 58°-6 38-89

KUTAIS.

January,

February,

36°-7

42°-8

7-05

3-GG

March, . r)4°-0 1-20

April,

May,
June,

.59°-5 3-51

July,
.

August, .

September,
October, GO -3 G-SS

November, 56°-7 305
December, 45°1 151

Annual, ... ...
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POTI.

Month. Mean Temperature. Rainfall.

January,
February,

March, .

Fahrenheit.

38°-5

43°-3

49°-3

Inches.

4-55

1-55

0-76

April, 55°.9 1-76

May,
June,

66°.0

68°-9

1-48

5-98

July,

August, .

75°-0

77°4
6-20

•11-24

September,
October,

.

70°-0 10-26

4-38

November, sc-s 5-26

December, 4.5°-5 4-77

Annual, 58°-8 58-19

BATUM.

January, .... 40°-3 10-15

February, 43°-3 2-44

March, .
46°-9 0-70

April, 54°-3 2-51

May, 66°-2 1-23

June, 69°-l 10-66

July, 74°-7 8-93

Augu.st, .
77°-5 5-55

September, 69''-4 17-58

October, 58°-6 17-69

November, 57°-2 7-14

December, 47''-5 12-00

Annual, 58°.7 96-58

KOBI.

January, .... 14°-5 0-26

February, 19°-0 0-50

March, .
34°-0 7-02

April, 39''-G 2-30

May, 48°-0 2-87

Juno, 54°-3 3-74

July, 57"-0 4-53

Auiiust, .
57°-2 2-57

Sojitember, 49°-6 3-54

October, . 4r-o 5-37

November, 34°-2 5-73

December, 17°-6 0-57

Annual, 38°-8 39-00
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GUDAUR.

2.S1

Month. Mkan Temperature. Rainfall.

Fahreulicit. Inches.

January, .... 17°-2 1-69

February, 2r-o 1-57

March, .
3r.7 4-16

April, 37°-6 4-85

May, 46°4 4-49

June, 53°-2 6-02

July, .

56°-5 4-95

August, .
56°-8 6-44

September, 50°-2 3-94

October, . 4r-9 4-54

November, 35°-4 7-61

December, lo-.o 0-84

Annual, 39°-2 51-10

GOEL

January, .... 27°-7 0-52

February, 3r-5 1-35

March, .
46°-9 0-39

April, .
53°-6 1-28

May, 6r-9 2-76

June, 67°-3 2-94

July, 73°-8 0-51

August, .
74°-3 0-26

September, 65°-l 0-65

October, 5r-8 2-68

November, 43°.9 1-60

December, 3r-6 0-49

Annual, 52°4 15-43

BORJOM.

January, .... 24°.4 0-90

February, 29°-5 0-31

March, .
44°-6 0-22

April, 5r-i 1-00

May, 58''-5 2-76

June, 63°.7 2-29

July, .
70°-5 1-23

August, .
71°-6 1-18

September, 62''-8 1-13

October,

.

48°-6 2-19

November, 42°-6 2-91

December, sr-i 0-74

Annual, 49°-9 16-86
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ABASTUMAN.

Month. Mean Temperature. Rainfall.

Fahrenheit. Inches.

January,
February,

March, .

17°-2

22°-6

37°-9

MO
0-32

0-58

April, 45°-

1

2-03

May,
June,

5r-8
58°-8

5-21

3-38

July,

August, .

Qr-2
G4°-2

2-67

0-71

September,

October,

.

55°-9

44°-l

1-44

1-25

November, 38°-3 1-85

December, 24°-6 1-20

Annual, 43-7 21-74

TIFLIS.

January, .... 30°-6 0-28

February, 34"-2 1-22

March, .
47°-5 0-04

April, 55''-2 2-03

May, 65°-3 3-9G

June, 7r-4 3-66

July, 75°-9 4-31

August, .
76°-3 0-60

September, G8°-4 2-55

October,

.

55°-4 0-77

November, 47M 2-26

December, 34°-2 0-93

Annual, 55°-l 22-61

PETROVSK.

January, .... 26°-6 1-82

February, 30°-0 1-85

March, .
4r-2 006

April, 5r-8 0-88

May, .
63°-5 0-57

June, 73°-4 Ml
July, 79°-7 0-35

August, .
77°-7 0-03

September, 70°-0 3-25

Octobei-, .
55°-4 1-28

November, 45°-5 4-50

December, 3r-3 2-95

Annual, 53°-8 18-65
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BAKU (Cape Bailow).

283

Month. Mean Temperature. Rainfall.

Fahrenheit. Inches

January, .... 36°-5 0-76

February, 37°-0 IGO

March, .

45"-5 002
April, 54°.7 0-13

May, 65°1 0-U
June, 7r-3 0-02

July, 79°-9 109
August, .

78°-8 0-02

Septembei', 73°4 0-70

October, 62°-6 0-61

November, 55°-6 0-76

December, 40''-8 0-67

Annual, 58°-7 6-52

III the Caucasiiiii Calendar for 1896 the following figures are given for the mean

annual temperatures and rainfalls of the various stations, the monthly details of

which are given above :

—

Station. Height. Mean Temperature. Rainfall.

Feet. Fahrenheit. Inches.

Stavropol, 1900 46°-8 30-80

Novorossisk, G5 54°-7 28-28

Piatigorsk, 165G 48°4 17-61

Esentuki, .
19.88 47°-3 1601

Kislovodsk, 2.598 46°-4 19-96

Vladikavkaz, 5191 47°-7 32-53

Siikhum Kale, 30 58°-3 47-96

Kutais, 500 58°-3 52-88

Poti, 26 58°-5 62-40

Batum, 173 59°-0 92-76

Kobi, 6470 38°-3 47-36

C4udaur, . 7277 39°-4 56-18

Gori, 5r-8 21-06

Borjom, . 1341 50°-0 24-29

Abastuman, 4237 43°-3 24-48

Tiflis, 1341 54°-9 19-25

Petrovsk, .
-32 48°4 16-66

Baku (Cape Bailow), -27 58°-l 9-72

The height given for the Gori Station (8618 feet) is omitted, as it seems

obviously incorrect. That at Vladikavkaz (if correct ? ) must be high above the

town. N.B.—The Caspian is below the Black Sea level.
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HEIGHTS OF THE LOWER TERMINATIONS OF SOME
OF THE PRINCIPAL CAUCASIAN GLACIERS

Ullu-Chiran Glacier,

Kiiikurtli Glacier,

Ullukam Glacier,

Azau Glacier,

Terskol Glacier,

Irik Glacier, .

ELBRUZ GROUP
9576 feet. Malka, N.

9114 „ Kuban, W.

9730 „ Kuban, W.

7644 „ Baksan, S.

8610 „ Baksan, S.

8377 „ Baksan, E.

MAIN CHAIN
Ozengi Glacier,

Shikildi Glacier,

Ullukara Glacier,

Adyl Glacier,

Adyr Glacier,

Basbil Glacier,

Nenskra Glacier,

Nakra Glacier,

Knish Glacier,

Betsho Pass Glacier

Usliba or Sotair Gl;

Gul Glacier, .

Cbalaat Glacier,

Leksur Glacier,

Tuiber Glacier,

SUANETIAN GROUP
8071 feet.

7945

7679

7735

8162

7140

8428

8176

7581

7931

7195

7635

5180

5691

6564

Baksan basin, N. side.

Chegem basin, N. side.

Ingur Basin, S. side.

Jailik Glacier,

Tiutiu Glacier,'

U K U 13 A S Jl 1 SI- U U

8022 feet.

?

> Chegem basin, E.

' The four other large glaciers of this group have no certain names, nor are the heiglits of

their terminations ascertained.
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Kulak Glacier,

Sliaurtu Glacier,

Bczingi Glacier,

Misliirgi Glacier,

Ukiu Glacier,

Ulluauz Glacier,

Tiutiun Glacier,

Dykhsu Glacier,

Fytnargyn Glacier,

Shtulu Glacier,

Zaiiiier Glacier,

Adish Glacier,

Kalde Glacier,

Slikara Glacier,

Zena Glacier,

CENT R A L G E O U P

7924 feet.
Chegcm basin, N. side.

7560 „ /

6538 „

7420 „

9996 „

8085 „

8491 „

6650 „

7100 „

8078 „ J

6804 „

7448 „

8057 „

7833 „

6860 ,, Skenis Skali basin, S.

Beziniri Clierek basin, N.

Balkar Cheiok basin, N.

Ingur basin, S.

Sugan Glacier,

1? O G K 11 B A S H I SPUR

8330 feet. Eiver Sugan, N.

(There are at least six large nameless and unmeasured glaciers in this group.)

AD A I KHOKH GROUP

Bartuin Glacier, 7714 feet. ^

Karagom Glacier,

Skatikom Glacier,

5700 „

9832 „
• Urukli basin,

Songuta Glacier, 6985 „ ,

Zea Glacier, . 6735 „ 1

8820 „

7855 „ ,

Saramag Glacier, • Ardon basin,

Kaltber Glacier,

Rion Glacier, . 7529 „

Zopkhito Glacier, 7182 „

Kirtisho Glacier,

Bokos Glacier,

7623 „

7644 „
• Rion basin, S

Bubis Glacier, 8666 „

Khamkhaki Glaciei
)

8500 (?)
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KASBEK GROUP
Nardou Glacier, 939-1

Kolota Glacier, 9758

Midagravin Glacier, 7700

Shan Glacier,

.

9793

Genal Glacier, 7644

Chach Glacier, 9579

Devdorak Glacier, . 7532

Ortsveri Glacier, 9520

Suatisi Glacier, 8610

1 - • • •

939-1 feet. Ardon basin, S.

Ardon basin, N.

\ Terek tributaries, N.

Terek basin, E. and S.

A list extending to 679 glaciers is given in M. Mikhailovsky's Paper on the

.Mountain Groups and Glaciers of the Central Caucasus, published at Moscow in 1S95

in the Proceedings of the Naturalists' Society. The heights given here are from the

oue-verst maps. I have borrowed three or four only from M. Mikhailovsky. His

heights do not always agree with my copies of the maps, and I cannot in all cases

adopt his nomenclature.
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NOTE ON THE MAPS AND ILLUSTRATIONS

Thu large map, on a scale of 1:210,000 or five versts (:i'3l statute miles to the inch),

is based on the new and (except as regards the Elbruz District) unpublished sheets

of the one-verst Russian Map, 1:42,000.

The Laila range has not yet been re-surveyed, and this chain is depicted from the

drawings, photographs, and observations of Mr. W. F. Donkin and others. The

Urubashi Spur southeast of Urusbieh, one of the first portions to be re-surveyed,

was imperfectly studied by the Russian engineers, and here extensive modifications

have been made. Elsewhere, the corrections introduced are confined to a few details

in the upper portions of the glacier basins. The nomenclature is, with a very few

exceptions, that adopted by the Surveyors. It has been followed, not from any

assurance as to its strict conformity with local usage, but, as I have explained else-

where, from motives of practical convenience. The number of heights inserted has

been limited in order to avoid obscuring topographical detail. Many, it will be

noted, refer to the junction of streams.

The Geological Map is based on three documents : M. E. Favre's Map, pub-

lished in 1875 iu his llechcrches Gcolugiques dans le Caucuse; the Geological Map of

Russia in Europe [Carte GMoffique de la Russie d'Europe, ^ditde par le Comite

Geologique, 1892], and a Geological Map of the Government of Kutais [Carte

Gi'oliigique d'une partic du Gouvernnneni de Kuuiais, dressee par S. Simonovitch et A.

Solokine, 1S87], with a few variations of my own. Professor Bonnej' has been good

enough to advise me in the combination of this material (see his Note, Appendix A).

The Map of the Klukhor Group is from preliminary sheets of the new Russian

Survey, kindly forwarded by General Kulberg.

In the small General Map the new railways and the lines projected or in con-

struction are copied from a map in the Caucasian Alnumack for 1896.

I have not inserted Europe and Asia on my maps. It is hardly needful to repeat

that the Caucasian chain is the only suitable limit between the Continents. No
natural boundary is perfect, but a wall is always preferable to a ditch, and the

bisection of a river basin can be justified on no scientific ground. The Manych has

nothing in its favour, and the Don only classical tradition.

587
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The following list of words common in place-names may be of service in studjing

the maps :

—

Turkish.—Tau, a range, the point at which it is crossed, and more rarely

a particular summit (compare Tyrolese Tauern) ; Kol, a side

valley; Chiran, a glacier; Su, a stream; Bashi, head, top of a

mountain or valley ; Aus, pasture; Aul, village; /vara?//, guard-

post ; Kosh, a shepherd's hut or shelter ; ukiu, little ; uUu, great

;

mingi, white ; kai-a or gam, Ijlack ; iiuimn, noisy—used of a

stream.

OsSETK.

—

Khokh, mountain ; Don, river ; Kom, valley ; Kait, Kuf, Kav, village

;

Zete, glacier ; Vsek, pass.

Georgian.—Chain, Skali, river ; Mta, mountain.

The following notes may give those who are interested in the details of Caucasian

orography fuller information than could conveniently be comprised in the titles as

to the peaks represented in the full-page illustrations. In one or two cases slight

discrepancies in spelling between the titles under the pictures and those printed in

the list of illustrations may be noticed. In these cases the latter must be taken as

those finally adopted.

The words left and rigJil are used with relation to the reader, holding the plate

before him.

Full-page Illustrations.
No.

2. Ushba Group from Ciat Bashi.

Left—Chatuintau Pass, Chatuintau, Little Ushba, Ushba, Mazeri Peak.

Akhsu Pass in middle distance, exactly under Ushba Betsho Pass right.

3. Tctnuld and the Adish Glacier.

Peak of Gestola right of Tetnuld. Katuintau in cloud.

4. Mountains north of the Unikh, from Zikhrarga.

Left—Giulchi, Sugan, Doppakh, Nakhashbita Khokh.

5. The Karagom Glacier and Burdjula.

Karagom Khokh, Burdjula.

1 3. Gchi from the North.

Shoda on the right, with a snow-ca]).

17. Tlic ^Idai Khiikh Group from Shoda.

Burdjula, Karagom Khokh, Adai Khokh, Double Peak, IJid^is Khokh,

Khamkhakhi Khokh.
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No.

19. Adai Khokh and Burdjula.

Adai Khokh on left, distant.

20. The Urukh Valley.

Ziteli, Laboda and Tana Glacier.

42. Ukiufrom the East.

Salynan Bashi and Pass in distance.

49. The Central Group from, Ushha.

On left—Tiktengen, Salynan Bashi, Koshtantau, Dykhtau, Gestola, Tetuuld :

Gullia in fore"round, ristht.

55. Mountains north of the Shtuluvsek.

The Kashtan Kidge in front. Laboda is seen in distance over it. Giulclii

farther left.

56. The Head of the Bezingi Glacier.

Shkara, Janga, Katuintau.

60. The Mountains of the Adyl and Adyr Valleys from Ciat Bashi.

Jailik Bashi, Donkin's Pass, then second depression is Freshlield's Pass,

followed by a snow-peak and Adyrsu Bashi, Latsga, all in distance.

On right Ullukara and Bshedukh.

66. The Leksur Glacier.

The Adylsu Pass opposite. Gorvash Pass on extreme right.

APPENDIX F

A SHORT LIST OF BOOKS RECOMMENDED TO THOSE
INTERESTED IN THE CENTRAL CAUCASUS

FOR GENERAL INFORMATION

Bryce, J.—Transcaucasia and Ararat. London : Macmillan and Co., . 1877

Wardrop, 0.—The Kingdom of Georgia. London : Sampson Low and Co., 1888

(Contains a fairly full Bibliographical Appendix.)

Chantre, E.—Recherches Anthropologiques dans le Caucase. 5 vols. Paris :

Ch. Reinwald, •.... 1886-87

(In the Royal Geographical Library, 1 Savile Row.)

VOL. II. T
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Murray's Handbook for Travellers in Kussia. 5th edition. London : John

Murray, . . . . . . .1893
Mourier, J.—Guide au Caucase. Paris: Maisonneuve, . . 1894

Hints to Travellers. 7th edition. Edited by Douglas "\V. Freshfiekl and

Admiral Wharton. London: Eoyal Geographical Society, . 1893

The Caucasian Almanack (in Eussian). Published yearly at Tiflis.

FOR THE CENTRAL MOUNTAINS

Freshfield, D. TV.—Travels in the Central Caucasus and Bashan. London

:

Longmans, ........ 1869

Grove, F. C.—The Frosty Caucasus. London : Longmans, . . 1875

Telfer, J. B.—The Crimea and Transcaucasia. 2 vols. London : King

and Co., ........ 1876

Phillipps-Wolley, C.—Savage Svanetia. 2 vols. London : Bentley and Sou, 1883

Mummery, A. F.—My Climbs in the Alps and Caucasus. London : Fisher

Unwin, ........ 1895

Levier, E.—A travers le Caucase. Paris: Fischbacher, . . . 1895

Badde, Dr. 0.—Reisen im Mingrelischen Hochgebirge und in seinen drei

Liingenhochthalem (Rion, Tskenis-Tsqali und Ingur). Tiflis, . 1866

Ahich, H.—Aus Kaukasischen Liindern. Reisebriefe von H. Aliich. Vienna, 1895

Bernoville, R.—La Souanetie Libre. Paris: Morel et Cie, . ... 1875

Hahn.—Aus dem Kaukasus. Leipzig : Duncker und Humblot, . 1892

Fischer, A.—Zvvei Kaukasus Expeditionen. Bern : Schniid, Frankc and Co., 1891

Merzbacher, G.—Aus dem Schneeregionen des Kaukasus : Wanderungen :

Erlebnisse : Beobachtungen. Leipzig, . . . [/ft Preparation

Dent, Clinton.—On the Verge of an Empire. London, . . [/ft Preparation

Levier, E.—Enumeratio Plantarum quas in itinere Caucasico 1890 legerunt

S. S. et E. L. St. Petersburg, .... [In Preparation

Botanists may also consult a Flore de le Colchide, published by ^L N. Alboff (and

Echo des Alpes : Supplement, December 1895), and the works of M. Lipsky, procurable

at St. Petersburg. A series of ethnological maps of the Caucasus have lately been

issued as an Appendix to vol. xviii. of the Proceedings of the Caucasian Section of

the Imperial Russian Geograjihical Society.

The Alpine Journal, the Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, and

the Bullettino of the Italian Alpine Club, vols, xxiii. and xxiv., contain numerous

articles on the Caucasus. List of requisites for Caucasian Travel will be found in

Mr. Donkin's article {Alpine Journal, vol. xiii. p. 258), and in the Report on Equipment

for Mountaineers, issued with No. 116 of the Alpine Journal, and also separately by

the Alpine Club, and to be obtained of Messrs. Longmans, of Paternoster Row, E. C.
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Abich, Dr., travels of, i. II, 170.

Abkhasia, ii. 191-221).

Alikhasians, i. 61 ; ii. 211.

Accommodation, i. 67 ; ii. 238.

Adai Khokh Group, i. 14, 120-145 ; ii. 207.

Adish, i. 263.

Glacier, i. 193, 264.

Adylsu, ii. 137.

Pass, ii. 248.

Adyrsu, ii. 131, 142.

Bashi, ii. 252.

-Eschylus, topography of, i. 4.

Agashtan Glacier, ii. 73.

Ailama or Koreldash, ii. 257.

Air, rarity of, discussed, ii. 168.

Akhsii Pass, ii. 244.

Alagir, i. 107.

Aimer, C, the guide, ii. 38 sqq.

Alpine Club, i. 6, 18-21, 77.

Altitude of Peaks, i. 55 ; ii. 239-276.

Amazons, i. 86.

Antiiiuities, i. 86, 211.

ApoUouius of Tyana, on the Caucasus, ii.

219.

Arha, ii. 175.

Architecture, i. 120, 123, 149, 160, 106, 191.

Ardon, i. 126.

Arklion, ii. 271.

Atashkutan, ii. 151.

Atmo.sphere, i. 74, 207.; ii. 74, 88 note.

Aul Dout, ii. 181, 182.

Aul Ossetinsky Khumara, ii. 175.

Aul Teberdinsk, ii. 175.

Autumn foliage, ii. 57.

Avalanches, i. 97, 180 ; ii. 137.

Azau Pass, ii. 241.

B.iK Pa.ss, ii. 245.

Peak, ii. 246.

Bakh-fandak Pass, ii. 236.

Baksan Passes, ii. 133-148.

Sources Group, ii. 241.

Sources of, ii. 156.

Valley, ii. 151, 156, 190.

Balkar, i. 115, 165-169.

Route to, ii. 235.

Ballads, Suanetian, i. 219, 252.

Bangurvyan, ii. 251.

Bampiet, Village, ii. 129.

Basardjusi, i. 28, 91.

Bashil Tau, ii. 249.

Bashilsu, ii. 129.

Bassa Pass, ii. 242.

Baths, the Caucasian, ii. 234.

Ba.'.ern, M., i. 86.

Bears, i. 190, 197, 199, 252 ; ii. 21(1.

Bernoville, M. de, i. 211, 223.

Beshtau, i. 11.

Betsho, i. 244 : ii. 48, 141.

or Gulski Pass, ii. 136, 24,3.

Bezingi, i. 173-176: ii. 14, 26, 115.

People of, i. 175.

Route to, ii. 23.5.

Bezingi Cherek, Gorge of, i. 173, 174.

Glacier, i. 178 ; ii. 7, 117.

Bezingivsek, ii. 255.

Bibliography, i. 5 ; ii. 289.

Birds, migrations of, i. 181.

Bogdanoft", M., the Surveyor, ii. 'J5'_sfjii.

Bogkhobashi Group, i. 156 ; ii. 269.

BourLri.^^ ii. 155.

Bread, Caucasian, ii. 144.

Brutsabdzeli, ii. 270.

Bshedukh, ii. 247.

Biibis Khokh, ii. 267.

Burdjula, i. 143 ; ii. 266.

Burgener, A., the guide, i. 19, 135.

CAXCELL.iRI.\.S, i. 189, 244.

Caucasian Chain, i. 27 sqq.

Ceget-Kara-Bashi, ii. 247.

Central Group, i. 157 ; ii. 2.55.

Chalaat Glacier, ii. 147, 244.

Chatuintau, ii. 244.

Pass, ii. 135, 142, 244.

Chan Khokh, ii. 273.

Chegem, ii. 115, 116, 126, 127.

or Urubashi Spur, ii. 252.

Cherek, Gorge of, i. 163.

Cherkess, see Circassians.

Chetchens, i. 88, 95.

Chodzko, General, i. 13, 14.

Cholur, i. 45, 190.

Churches, Suanetian, i. 120, 210, 243.

Ciat Bashi (Kogutai Bashi), ii. 247.

Circassians, i. 60-63.

Classics, allusions to Caucasus in, i. 2-5.

Climate, i. 53, 54. 68.
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Climbers' Records, ii. 233 sqq.

Cockin, J. G., ii. 38.

Communications, i. 65, SO.

Conway, Sir W. M., ii. 172.

Cossacks, i. 263 ; ii. 99.

Costume, i. 113; Suaneti.an, i. 221.

Dadians, i. 214.

Dacliash-ushkul, ii. 275.

Dadisli Kilian, Atar, i. 251 ; ii. 192.

Constantine, i. 22,3.

Kilians, i. 214.

Daghestan, i. 28, 63.

Darial Gorge, i. 85.

Darl, ii. 201.

Dashi Khokh, ii. 209.

Dechy, M. de, i. 19, 135, 259, 261.

Dent, Clinton, i. 19 sr/q. ; ii. 61 •iqq.

Devdorak Glacier, i. 97.

Devouassoud, F. J., the guide, i. IS, S9sqq., 261

sqq. ; ii. 2 sqq.

Digoria, i. 151.

Dioskurias, i. 3 note.

Bola torrent, i. 245.

Dongusorun Bashi, ii. 15S, 247._ Pass, ii. 136, 242.

Little, ii. 242.

Donkin, W. F., i. 19-20; letter from, ii. 36.

and H. Fox, search for, ii. 60-92 ; their

bivouac discovered, ii. SI ; their probable

fate, ii. S5-87.

Donkin's Pass, ii. 252.

Doppakh, ii. 269.

Dout Valley, ii. 180.

Dragomans, i. 69.

Dumala, ii. 15.

Dumalavsek, ii. 255.

Dykhsu, i. 170 ; ii. 70.

Glacier, i. 171 ; ii. 95, 96.

Pass, ii. 260.

Dykhtau, i. 14, 26; ii. 0, IS, 31-33, 263.

Spur, ii. 2.59.

Eden.\ Pass, ii. 258.

Education, i. 228.

Eikons, i. 121, 122, 211, 252.

El Masudi (pioted, i. 202.

Elbruz, i. 16, 18, 31, 82, 193 ; ii. 156, 157, 165,

167, 184, 187.

Ascents of, ii. 157-166, 16S, 170.

Routes to, ii. 240.

Saddle, ii. 240.

View from, ii. 163.

Ethnology, i. 59-61, 222 ; ii. 211.

Ezeri, i. 251 ; ii. 276.

FA\TtE, M. E., his Geological Map, i. 15.

Fischer, A. , ii. 59 sqq.

Flowers, i. 43-50.

Forests, i. 45, 50-52, 184.

Fox, H., i. 20; diary of, quoted, ii. 63-67 [I'ee

Donkin].

Freshfield's Pass, ii. 131, 252.

Funeral Feasts, i. 102, 216.

Fytnargyn, i. 169 ; ii. 258.

Glacier, i. 171.

Pass, ii. 258.

Garasu, ii. 125.

Gebi, i. 117-125.

Route to, ii. 237.

Gebivsek or Gezevsek, ii. 265.

Genaldon Valley, ii. 271.

Geological Map, ii. 287.

Geology, i. 29-38, 146, 204, 205 ; ii. 116, 117, 224.

Georgia, i. 62.

Georgian Highroad, ii. 236.

Gergeti, i. 86.

Gestola, i. 19, 260 ; ii. 44, 255.

Gimarai Khokh, ii. 271.

Giulchi, i. 156 ; ii. 70, 269.

Glacial action, i. 37, 237.

Glacier Passes, i. 117; ii. 133.

Glaciers, i. 39-42 ; Alpine and Caucasian com-

pared, 39, 40, 53 ; extent of, 16, 41 ; height

of lower ends of, ii. 285 ; movements of, 53.

Golovievaky, M., his Map of Elbruz, i. 25.

Gori, Routes from, ii. 236.

Gorvash Pass, ii. 248.

Gorvashtau Glacier, ii. 144, 146.

Government, Russian, i. 62-4, 160, 186, 222-9.

Grove, F. C, quoted, i. 179; ii. 191.

Guides, Alpine, i. 69 ; ii. 71 note, 167, 217.

Gul Glacier, i. 247.

Gulba ascended, i. 246-251.

Spur, ii. 246.

Guldenstaedt, M., ijuoted, i. 5.

Gulski or Betsho Pass, ii. 243.

Gur Pass, ii. 275.

Gurdzivsek, i. 143 ; ii. 265.

Gvandra Valley, ii. 241.

Helm, Professor, on the Caucasus, i. 16 ; on

the action of ice, 37.

Henderson, Dr., i. 10.

History of Caucasus, i. 61 64 ; Suanetian,

213-229.

Holder, H. W., ii. 22.

Horses, i. 70.

Hrinevsky, Colonel, i. 227.

Ibex, or Tur, Caucasian, i. 140.

Ice, action of, discussed, i. 37.

Illustrations, Notes on, ii. 287.

Ingur, Gorge of, ii. 273.

river, sources of, i. 23S.
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Inns, ii. 23S.

Ipaii, i. 202 ; ii. 239.

Iprari, i. 194.

Irik Valley, route from, ii. 240.

Jailik B.v.<iii, ii. 2.')3.

Glacier, ii. 132.

Janga, i. 179; ii. 43-46.

Jantugan, ii. 248.

Jason, i. o.

Jews, Mountain, i. 1 13.

Jibiani, i. 234.

Jilkisu, ii. 128.

Jiper Pass, ii. 135, 242.

Jiper-Azau Pass, ii. 241.

Johnston (Keith), quoted, i. 9.

Jossi, Christian, the guide, ii. 93 aqq.

Jukoff, M., the Surveyor, i. 68; ii. 77, 125.

Kabarda, tlie, i. 161.

Kaimak, ii. 143.

Kalde, i. 194.

Kaltber, ii. 268.

Spur, ii. 268.

Kamunta, i. 149.

Karagom Glacier, i. 131-133, 153.

Khokh, i. 131, 133; ii. 266.

Pass, ii. 266.

Karass, Scottish Mission at, i. 10.

Karasu, ii. 24.

Karatshai Tartars, i. 60.

Karaul, i. 155, 170; ii. 68.

Kasbek, i. 18, 31, 87; ii. 272; ascents of,

i. 87-94 ; ii. 266.

Group, ii. 270.

Post Station, routes to, i. 84-87 ; ii. 230.

Kashtan Crest, ii. 262.

Pass, ii. 262.

Kassara Gorge, i. 108.

Katuintau, ii. 34-36, 255.

Kifir, a drink, ii. 130.

Khalatsa, ii. 270.

Khamkhakhi Khokh, i. 137 ; ii. 267.

Khibuli, i. 115.

Khotikam Pass, ii. 241.

Khotitau, ii. 184.

Khrumkol Gap, ii. 262.

Khrumkoltau, ii. 263.

Khursuk, ii. 182.

Killar, his alleged ascent of Elbruz, i. 6.

Kirtik Glen, ii. 240.

Kitlod Pass, ii. 250.

Kiurtiun Pass, ii. 189.

Valley, route from, ii. 240.

Klukhor Pass, ii. 179.

Koch, Map by, i. 13.

Kodor Valley, ii. 201-12, 237.

Kogutai Bashi or Ciat Bashi, ii. 247.

Koi-Avgan-Aush, ii. 251.

Kolota Pass, i. 99 ; ii. 271.

Koreldash or Ailama, ii. 257.

Kosli, meaning of term, i. 129 ; ii. 288.

Koshtautau, i. It, 26, 56, 83 ; ii. 73, 83 ; ascent

of, ii. 99-112.

Kotlarevsky, i. 159 ; route froui, ii. 234.

Kovalevsky, Professor, i. 101.

Krestovaya Gora, i. 31.

Kuamli, i. 36.

Kuarmash, ii. 245.

Kuban, sources of , ii. 174-190.

Kulberg, General, i. 24.

Kurmuichi, ii. 251.

Kutais, i. 116; routes from, ii. 237.

Laboda, ii. 264.

Laila ascended, i. 253-257.

Group, i. 204 ; ii. 273.

Pass, ii. 144, 273.

Lake-basins, origin of, i. 52.

Lakes, scarcity of , i. 52, 74; ii. 177.

Lakhamula, i. 214.

Languages, Caucasian, i. 60, 221 ; ii. 211.

Lapara Pass, ii. 275.

Larakhanis Chabi, ii. 273.

Lashkadura Valley, ii. 273.

Lashrash, ii. 194.

Lasil Peak, ii. 275.

Lata, ii. 209, 212.

Latal, i. 244.

Latpari Pass, i. 192 ; ii. 237, 275.

Latraldash, ii. 251.

Latsga, ii. 248.

Legends of Elbruz, ii. 167.

Leksur Glacier, ii. 142, 146, 148.

Lenjer, i. 243.

Lentekhi, i. 189.

Leshiiil Pass, ii. 273.

LevashoU', Count, expedition of, i. 223.

Levier, M. E., on Caucasian Flora, quoted, i.

45-50.

Literature, Alpine, i. 76 ; Caucasian, 26 noU.

M.alka Valley, ii. 187, 188.

Mamison Pass, i. 104-112; ii. 268; routes to,

ii. 236.

Road, ii. 237.

Mandeville, Sir John, quoted, i. 202.

Maps, i. 13-16, 24-26, 158.

Margyanna, ii. 251.

Mashkin, ii. 274.

Maurer, K. , the guide, i. 138 ; ii. 191 s^;/.

Mazeri, Dadish Kilian's Castle at, ii. 140.

Peak, ii. 246.

Merzbacher, Herr G., his travels, i. 21 ; ii. 242,

253, 271, 274.

Mesik, i. 258.
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Mestia, i. 242.

Mikhailovsky, M., on the Caucasus, i. 17.

Mineral Springs, i. 99.

Mineralnaia-Vodi, routes from, ii. 234.

Mingrelians, i. 60, 63.

Mingitau, ii. 167, 168.

Mishirgi Glacier, ii. 14, 89, 90.

Pass, ii. 65, 261.

Mishirgitau, ii. 263 ; climbed, ii. 96.

Missess Kosli, i. 178 ; ii. 27, 117.

Missionaries, Scottish, i. 10.

Mists, Caucasian, i. 177.

Moore, A. W., i. 18.

Mosques, i. 166.

Mountain Turks, see Tauli.

Mountaineering, Caucasian, i. 76; ii. 57, 215-218.

in 1888, ii. 21-58.

Mountaineers, their tendency to specialise, ii.

218.

Mountains, structure of, i. 27-38 ; approaclies

to, ii. 233.

Mourier, M., his Caucasian Gidde, i. 17.

Mujal, i. 266.

Mulkhura, Valley of, i. 242 ; ii. 247.

Mummery, A. F., his ascent of Dykhtau, ii. 28.

Nachalniks, i. 160 : ii. 23.

Nageb Glacier, i. 271.

Nakarala, i. 36, 114.

Nakhar Range and Pass, ii. 241.

Nakhashbita Khokh, ii. 269.

Nakra Valley, ii. 195.

Naltshik, i. l.o9, 160; ii. 23; routes from, ii. 235.

Nenskra Valley, ii. 198, 238.

Nomenclature, mountain, i. 144.

Nuamkuam, ii. 257.

Pass, ii. 257.

Oliphant, Laurence, quoted, i. 10.

Oni, i. 112, 113.

Ossete Range, ii. 270.

Ossetes, i. 60, 100103, 152.

Paloravk, W. Gifford, i. 10: quoted, ii. 211.

Pari, i. 241 ; ii. 193.

Pasis Mta, i. 112, 195, 261 ; ii. 71, 258.

Passes, i. 57, 117 ; Suanetian, ii. 135.

Peaks, i. 55-57.

Phasis, i. 3 : see Rion.

Photographs of Central Caucasus, i. 135.

Piatigorsk, ii. 1511.

Place-names, i. xvi, 144 ; Turkish, ii. 287.

Poetry, Suanetian, i. 219, 220.

Porters, i. 67.

Poti, i. 5 ; Bishop of, i. 267.

Powell, Captain C. H., ii. 61 sr/rj., 128 sqq.,

140 sqq.

Pricstavs, i. 188, 268.

Priests, i. 122.

Purtscheller, Herr, i. 21 ; ii. 241, 253, 274.

Queen Thajiara's Castle, i. 230.

Races, Caucasian, i. 60.

Racha, the, i. 114.

Radde, Dr., travels of, i. 12 : ^•isits Suanetia,

234.

Railways, Russian, i. 81.

Rainfall, i. 53.

Reclus, M. E., on the Caucasus, i. 16.

'Red Snow,' i. 181.

Rekom, i. 140.

Religious beliefs and rites, i. SS, 102, 216, 218.

Rieger, K., the interpreter, ii. 76.

Rion, i. 112.

Roads, Russian, i. 105, 186.

Rock-climbs in the Caucasus, ii. 57.

Rock-refuges, ii. 128.

Roki Pass, i. 58 ; ii. 270.

Routes to Caucasus, i. 80-81.

Russian Government, i. 62-64, 160, 186 ; in

Suauetia, 222-229.

St. Nikolai, i. 108.

Salynan Bashi, ii. 254.

Chiran Pass, ii. 254.

Glacier, ii. 117.

.Sandur Spur, ii. 268.

Saramag, Route to, ii. 236.

Sarikol Bashi, ii. 249.

Scenery, Caucasian, i. 72-79, 111 ; Suanetian,

240, 241.

Schamyl, i. 162.

Scientists criticised, i. 8.

Sella, Vittorio, i. 21.

SelU's Pass, ii. 260.

Sharivsek, ii. 258.

Shau Khokh, ii. 271.

Shebulos, i. 28."

Sheepstealers, i. 218.

Shepherds, Caucasian, i. 129.

Shikildi Glacier, ii. 137-139.

Shkalta, ii. 207, 208.

Shkara, i, 56, 179, 192, 200 ; ascent of, ii. 39-45.

Shoda, i. 123 ; ii. 276.

Shtavler Spur, ii. 197, 245.

Shtuluvsek, i. 154 ; ii. 269.

Sirecn Pass, ii. 253.

Skala Bodorku, ii. 249.

Skatikom, i. 1.50.

Skenis Skali, sources of, i. 184 ; forests of,

45, 50.

Snow-climbs and rock-climbs in Cauciisus, ii. 57.

Snow-line, i. 54.

Sport, i. 78 7ioie.

Starshinas, i. 119, 160, 167, 228, 242.

Steppe, the, described, i. 106.
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Stir-Digor, i. 133 ; route to, ii. 235.

Strobilus or Elbruz, i. 5.

Suaiietia, i. '202-258 ; Dadish Kiliaii's, i. 205 ;

Free, i. 65, 193, 216, 250 ; paths in, ii. 276 :

paths to, i. 182-201 ; routes to, ii. 237.

Suanetiaus, i. 60, 212 ; their customs, i. 214-

221 ; their prayers, ii. 5.

Siig.in Bashi, ii. 269.

Suirlihuborzon, ii. 271.

Sukhuin Kale, route from, ii. 237.

Sultran-liol-bashi, ii. 240.

Summit views, ii. 171-173.

Superstitions, ii. 167.

Surveys, i. 13-16, 24-26.

Svetgar, ii. 251.

T.\ULi, or Mountain Turks, i. 60, 161, 165,

174.

Teberda Valley, ii. 175-178.

Telegas, i. 159 ; ii. 33.

Telfer, Captain, quoted, i. 224-226.

Tents, Whymper, i. 231.

Tepli, ii. 271.

Terek Valley, i. 100 : ii. 271.

Terskol Glen, ii. 156, 157.

Tetnuld, i. 192, 193, 261, 262: ii. 2.59 ; ascended,

i. 270-278.

Tetnuld Spur, ii. 259.

Thaniara, Queen, i. 100, 213, 219, 253.

Thielmauu, Baron von, quoted, i. 262.

Tiktengen, ii. 4, 126, 249.

Tiutiu Bashi, ii. 253.

Pass, ii. 253.

Tiutiun Gap, ii. 262.

Glacier, ii. 84, ^qq. 101.

Tiutiunsu, i. 169 ; ii. 100.

Tiutiuntau, ii. 262.

Tombs, i. 151.

Topographical Bureau, Tiflis, i. 136, 144.

Notes, ii. 233.

Towers, Suanetian, i. 208, 230.

Tracks, Mountain, i. 196.

Transport, i. 67.

Travel in Caucasus, difficulties of, i. 66, 79.

Travel in 1889, ii. 59-92.

Tree-worship, i. 218, 237.

Tucker, C. Coniyns, i. IS.

Tuiber Pass, ii. 134, 135, 136, 249.

Spur, ii. 2.50.

Tur, or mountain goat, i. 140 note-

Tyrsui Pass, i. 99.

Ukiu, ii. 16-20, 260.

Ukiu Gap, ii. 261.

Ulluauz Ba.shi, ii. 261.

Ulluauz Glacier, ii. 65.

Pass, ii. 82, 261 ; view from, 84.

Ullukam Valley, ii. 182-184.

Ullukara, ii. 247.

UUu-Khursuk Valley, ii. 185, 186.

Ungern Sternberg, Baron, ii. 75.-

Urukh Valley, i. 146-156.

Urusliieli, ii. 152-156, 190; route to, 234.

Spur, ii. 251.

Princes, ii. 154.

Ushba, i. 193, 245-248 ; ii. 49, 246 ; ascent of,

ii. 50-57.

Little, ii. 244.

Ushkul, i. 230-2.37 ; ii. 238.

Utbiri Pass, ii. 197, 238, 245.

Utshkulan, ii. 182.

Utsora, i. 112.

Vatsistveri, ii. 259.

Villages, characteristics of Ossete, i. lOlj

Taidi, i. 166 ; Suanetian, i. 208.

Vladikavkaz, i. 62, 84 ; routes from, ii. 235.

Wallace, Sir D. M., quoted, i. 11.

Weather, Caucasian, i. 177 ; ii. 88, 216.

Wolley, C. Phillipps-, ii. 60-68.

WnoUey, Hermann, ii. 62 sqq. ; his ascent of

Koshtantau, ii. 93-114.

Zagar Pass, i. 201, 205 ; ii. 275.

Zageri, i. 187-189.

Zalmiag Spur, ii. 245.

Zanner Glacier, Lower, ii. 2, 3 ; Upper, 4.

Pass, ii. 1-13, 250.

Zea Glacier, i. 138, 143.

Pass, i. 137 ; ii. 267.

Khokh Spur, ii. 268.

Zebelda, ii. 212.

Zena Valley, i. 199.

Zenago, i. 150.

Zeskho Valley, i. 199.

Zikara, ii. 270.

Zikarsky Pass, ii. 270.

Zikhvarga, i. 143 ; ii. 265.

Zilga Khokh, ii. 270.

Ziteli, i. 153 ; ii. 264.

Zitella, i. 110.

Ziti Khokh, ii. 271.

Zurungal Peak, ii. 258.
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